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Vol. V III. F E B R U A R Y , 1880. No. 85.

>E V IE U X  N E U F ” was the title employed in Le 
TimbrophUe for the chronicle of what we term 
“ Resuscitations.” W e are not going to enquire as to 
which term is most applicable, but simply to use it as 
being a very expressive term to define the presenting 
afresh of something that is old.

Amongst the early French philatelists there were not two more 
ardent collectors than M. Herpin and M. Regnard. Both were 
constantly seen at the library of that estimable dealer Madame 
Nicolas, in the Rue Taitbout; and both not unfrequently met 
there at the same moment, waiting for the arrival of the post, to 
see if it brought anything desirable. On such occasions it is said 
that they would draw lots for the first choice, in which luck 
seemed rather to favour M. Regnard. Whether this were so or 
not, his collection consisted of specimens most carefully selected 
— the very best that he could obtain—and they were mounted with 
great order and neatness. He had a horror of scissors; he never 
trimmed his stamps nor washed them. We mention this latter 
virtue, because there were collectors at that time who were 
somewhat remarkable for their cleverness in producing stamps 
which passed muster as not having been obliterated, while there 
were others who considered that a stamp was better when divested 
of its gum. In one of the philatelic journals of 1865 we find a 
question, under the initials of one of the principal French 
collectors, asking for the best mode of removing the red gum 
from the hacks of the Hanoverian stamps. Unfortunately for 
Philately in those days, M, Regnard did not long persevere in his 
study of stamps, for in the year 1864 his collection passed into 
the hands of a Belgian collector.

M. Regnard did not write much for the early magazines, but 
what he did contribute was very much to the purpose, especially 
at a time, be it home in mind, when Philately was in its infancy, and
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had not even received its baptismal name from its godfather, M. 
Herpin, who gave it that name with the object of supplying the study 
of stamps with a more dignified appellation than that of Timbro- 
mante, by which it was then known. Those were the dark days 
of Philately— days of persecution, if we may so term the pitying 
jeer about softening of the brain, &c., which any collector over the 
age of boyhood was exposed to.

Having occasion lately to refer to the early numbers of the 
Colledionneur de Timbres-Posle, we re-read a short article, written 
by M. Regnard in 1864, “ On the Study of Postage Stamps,” 
which we propose to exhume, as, though it does not contain 
anything new to the great majority of our readers, yet it will 
serve to show recruits something of what they ought to do before 
they are in a position to talk of stamps.

The writer says, “ There are people who, when you perchance 
talk in their presence about the contents of your album, think 
it due to their dignity and importance to let fall some such 
observation as this, ‘ Can anything be more stupid than this 
mania for collecting postage stamps 1’

“ Certainly there is, we reply. There is a mania a hundred times 
worse, which shows itself in a habit of passing pretended 
judgments on matters completely strange to the person who 
arrogates to himself the right to speak of them. It is therefore 
with the view of rehabilitating a taste that has been calumniated, 
and of proving that amateurs of stamps cannot be entirely 
wanting in intelligence, that we give a summary of the practical 
knowledge indispensable to every serious collector.

“ He ought to know :
1. The different countries where the stamps have been suc

cessively employed. .
2. The dates when the stamps were created or suppressed.
3. The classifying of the stamps of each country in the order 

in which they wore issued.
4. Their classification according to type.
5. The details necessary to distinguish genuine stamps from 

imitations.
6. The kind of printing adopted for every stamp; and conse

quently the characteristic features of lithography, typography, and 
engraving on wood, stone, or metaL

7. The various kinds of paper employed for the impression, 
whether thick or thin, dull or glazed, watermarked or plain.
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8. The various watermarks in the paper, and what stamps have 
been struck on watermarked paper.

9. What stamps have never been perforated; those which were 
issued first imperforate, and have been perforated subsequently ; and 
lastly, those which have never been issued otherwise than perforated.

10. What are the stamps where the sheets are composed of 
different types.

11. What stamps are struck on the sheets in groups of types, 
differing from each other only in some slight particulars.

12. What stamps are found only in one type.
13. What stamps have been printed by mistake in colours that 

were not the distinguishing mark of their value.
14. What stamps have been reprinted, and how the reprints are 

to be distinguished from the original impression.
15. What are the countries where reprinted stamps are available 

for postal purposes.
16. The various sizes of the envelopes on which stamps have 

been affixed.
17. On which side or sides the stamp was affixed.
18. What envelopes have or have not inscriptions upon them.
19. The colour of such inscriptions.
20. Whether the inscriptions are to the right or the left of the 

envelope, or on any other part
21. Whether the paper of the envelopes is wove, laid, or water

marked.
22. The designs of the stamps on envelopes that have been 

affixed on various kinds of paper.
23. What stamps have been created for any special service; 

that is to say, for simple letters, registered letters, too-late letters, 
newspapers, official correspondence, &c.

“ When an amateur has devoted himself to a somewhat serious 
study of these particulars, he will be in a condition to give a 
rational classification to his collection, to keep it free from every 
false or doubtful specimen, and to talk of stamps with some degree 
of authority, regarding with pitying indifference those jests which 
are in such good taste, but are only variations of that well-known 
refrain, ‘ Can anything be more stupid than this mania for 
collecting postage stamps?’”

If such things were said then of the collectors of postage stamps, 
what would have been said if  at that period there had been 
collectors of “ bung labels” and “ physic stamps” ? There would 
have been whispers of Charenton.

85*
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J l b t p N j q r t ^  m th

— «—

Azores.— W e are reminded that there has been an omission to 
chronicle the 500 and 1000 reis, black, with the small surcharge 
in red. .

By an oversight in our last, a note of a double surcharge of 
20 reis was placed under the head of Azores instead of Macao.

Adhesives. 500 reis, black, surcharged in red.
1000 ,, ,, ,,

Bermuda.—The Three-pence is now printed in grey on “ Crown 
C A ” paper; perf. 14. Adhesive. 3d.,grey.

Ceylon.—W e have received the new “ Postage and Revenue” 
stamp of 5 cents. The head of the Empress is in an oval within 
a solid-coloured frame, with upright sides, curved top and re
curved bottom, somewhat like the obsolete English 8d. and the 
India 12 annas. The impression is on “ Crown C A ” paper, and 
the perforation 14. 5 cents, purple.

Cundinamarca.— We annex an illustration 
of the type of the new issue chronicled in 
our last.

Faridkot.— Of the type of J anna, 1883, 
we have a new value of 6 pies in black. As 
doubts have been expressed as to whether 
these stamps are not fiscals, we may add that 
from an official letter received there is no doubt 
they are for postage purposes.

Adhesive. 6 pies, black on white.
French Colonies. Reunion.— Just as we were going to press 

last month we learned that the more recent surcharges of these 
stamps were genuine, notwithstanding their very suspicious 
appearance. It seems that these surcharges were applied in the 
island, and not in Paris, for the Timbre-Poste has published a 
copy of the Decree of the Governor of Reunion, authorizing the 
Post Office to create—

167,500 stamps of 5 centimes.
82,500 „ 10 „
50,000 „ 15 „

300,000
by surcharging for that purpose the 40 c,, vermilion, “ Eagle ” 
type of 1860; the 30 c., brown, “ laureated head of Napoleon,” 
1872; the 40 c., vermilion, “ head of Liberty,” 1873; and the 40 c., 
vermilion, “allegorical figures,” 1877. It does not appear that there 
was any especial dearth of stamps of 5 c., 10 c., or 15 c . ; but 
there is ample reason to believe that the surcharging was done for 
the purpose of getting rid of some superfluous stock by creating 
novelties for the benefit of collectors. I f  this be so, it is a most
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reprehensible proceeding on the part of the authorities. W e annex 
illustrations of the four types which have been employed in the 
fabrication of these stamps.

St. Pierre and Miquelon.— In our number for September 
last we mentioned the appearance of two provisionals of 10 c. 
and 15 c., made by surcharging the 40 c., 1877, in black, with 
these values, and with “ S. P. M.” in Gothic letters underneath. 

W e have now received the same 
stamp surcharged with “ ’05 c.,” 
which was ordered to be made 
at the same time as the others, 
but for some reason or other its 
issue was delayed. W e may re
mark that these surcharges are 
affixed with a hand-stamp.

Adhesive. -05 c. on 40 c., vermilion.
Our ink is scarcely dry when we learn that the Post Office, 

having readily disposed of the first lot of surcharges, has issued a 
further stock of 5 c. The type of the surcharge has also been 
changed, Koman capitals being now substituted for the Gothic 
letters. There are, moreover, two types of the new surcharge, the 
shape of the numerals slightly differing. The surcharge is in 
black, and the following are already chronicled :

5 c. on 35 c., orange-yellow, of 1877
5 c. on 75 c., carmine „
5 c, on 1 fr., bronze-green ,,
5 c. on 20 c., brown on green, of 1881.

It seems that a stop has been put to any further purchasing up 
of these surcharged stamps, as we have received a copy of a notice 
dated St. Pierre, 5th January last, issued by the Commandant 
of the Islands, to the effect that, in consequence of the short 
supply of stamps in the colony, letters, until further orders, must 
he franked at the guichet of the Post, and no more stamps will be 
delivered out to be taken away.

Senegal.— A correspondent is so kind as to forward us a letter 
received by him from Dakar, which, on the authority of the 
Director of the Post in the Colony, effectually extinguishes the 
notion that the surcharge of Senegal is anything more than an 
effacing mark. The Director of the Post has been inundated 
with applications for these so-called surcharged stamps; hut they 
are simply the ordinary stamps obliterated with “ s^n^oal,” at
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Joal, Nianing, and other towns on the line of railway, pending 
the arrival of proper obliterating stamps. I f  any exist which 
have not been used, they must either have been surcharged p a r  
complaisance, or have been fabricated.

Gibraltar.— The Crown Agents for the Colonies have certainly 
made up a very heterogeneous issue; for after employing the 
adhesives of Bermuda, the post cards of Natal and St. Vincent, 
and the wrapper of Natal, they supply the registration envelopes 
from those of Barbados. The sizes we know to exist are those 
distinguished by the letters F, G, I, and K, all with the large 
capital R in oval. The surcharge is applied immediately above the 
head of the Queen on the stamp on the flap.

Registration Envelope. 2d., blue; sizes, F, G, I, and K.
Liberia.— We annex illustrations of the three types of the new 

issue chronicled in our last.

Mexico.— Mr. Campbell informs us that he has met with 
a specimen of the 4 reales, red on yellow, used in 1867, printed on 
both sides.

Messrs. Wells, Fargo, and Co. lately obtained a concession from the 
Mexican Government for the conveyance of inland correspondence, 
as well as for that going to the United States and Europe. They 
have established agencies in various towns for the purpose of selling 
special envelopes bearing stamps of the existing type impressed upon 
them in the right upper corner, while in the left upper comer there 
is a device of their own, measuring 75 x 22mm., printed in green. 
On one portion of the design is the price, 15, 25, or 30 centavos. 
One, forwarded to us by Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co., with 
15 centavos on the device, was on an envelope of commercial size 
with blue interior, for use within the limits of the Republic, and 
bearing a stamp of 10 centavos in ochre. Another, price 25 centavos 
on the device, was on an envelope of official size of plain white 
wove paper, for European use, with two stamps of 12 centavos in 
green impressed upon it. By an inscription in violet on the first 
the limit of franking power was £ oz. within the Republic, and 
on the other the inscription in pink showed that the limit was 
1 oz. for Europe. That of 30 c. we have not seen, and report it 
on the authority of a contemporary.

New South Wales.— A correspondent informs us that a new 
official envelope of One Penny will shortly be issued, in which the 
letters o. 8. in the angles are in red on a white ground.
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The stock of stamps of Five Shillings having it appears run 
short, the “ Stamp Duty ” of similar amount has been surcharged 
in black with “ postage.”

6s., surcharged on 5a “ Stamp Duty,” green.
Norfolk Island. — The G. C. Philatelist reports that stamps for 

this colony are already printed at the Government printing office in 
Sydney, and will be issued in a short time.

Norway. Arendal.— Besides the supply of stamps we chron
icled last month, our correspondent sent us at the same time a 
very simple ticket, printed on green wove paper, with the words 
arendals— bypost in two lines, with aviser below. The whole is 
inclosed in a rectangular single-lined frame with small solid discs 
in the comers. The impression is in black, and the perforation is 10. 
Each ticket is stamped in black with G 0  U  in italic capitals.

Persia.— We annex an illustration of the stamp on the wrapper 
chronicled in our last.

The 6 sbahi mentioned in our last, and of 
which we annex an illustration, 
has been made by surcharging, 
in black, the 5 shahi of 1882, 
with “ Officiel and “ 6 ” un
derneath; and the 10 centimes 
has received a similar surcharge 
of “ Officiel,” with “ 1 2 ” below.

These stamps are not, as might be supposed from the surcharge, for 
official, but for international use.

Adhesives. 6 shahi, surcharged on 5 shahi, green.
12 „ „ 10 centimes, carmine.

Peru,— From Der Philatelist we leam that the 10 centavos, 
blue, and the 25 c., violet, of the type with 1883 on one side and 
1884 on the other, are found surcharged with a triangular stamp, 
having arequipa at the base, habil— itado on the other sides, and 
a small ornament at the apex. The surcharge is in black.

Adhesives. 10 centavos, blue, surcharged “ ahequipa.”
25 „ violet, „ „

The 5 and 10 centavos of the type depicted in our number for 
August last are found surcharged “ puno  ” in black, and we have 
seen the 10 centavos of the same issue similarly surcharged “ CUZCO.”

Adhesives. 5 centavos, olive-grey, surcharged 
10 „ grey, „

“ PUNO.’’

“ cuzco.”
Roumania.— The 15 bani of the new type has been issued. 

Adhesive. 15 bani, red-brown.
Russian Locals. Toula.— Envelopes of several sizes have lately 

been issued, some bearing the oval design in the right upper angle, 
and others the rectangular design formerly applied under the 
embossed stamp on the flap. Both are stamped in blue. Further 
varieties are found by reason of the colour of the paper.
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Santander.— The Illust. B. Journal announces an issue for 

this State, the types of which we will describe in our next. There 
appear to be three values, and the stamps are lithographed on plain 
white wove paper. l centavo, light blue.

5 centavos, red.
10 „ violet.

Servift.— The issue of the reply card of 1 0 + 1 0  paras in brown 
on buff is announced,

10 +10 paras, brown on buff.
S h an gh ai.— In chronicling the new post card last month, we 

omitted to mention that the 80 and 100 cash are now in fresh 
colours, but without any alteration in type.

Adhesives. 80 cash, salmon; per/. 15.
100 „ yellow „

Str&itS Settlements.— W e see that an official post card is 
announced measuring 5 in. by 3^ in. To the right are the Arms 
of England, and to the left the inscription: official post card—
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS---THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS
side. On the back is the following notice : “ This card must only 
be used for official correspondence and by officers authorised 
to frank.”

Tobago.— W e have received the sixpence, light olive, surcharged 
in black with “ 4 penny.”

Adhesive, id ., surcharged on 6d., light olive.
Victoria.— We have received the new “ Stamp Duty ” stamp of 

one shilling, which appears to be an adaptation of the recently- 
issued twopence. The numerals at the sides are however on solid 
discs, and the value in full, one shilling, is on a lined ground. 
The impression is in blue on light-yellow paper, watermarked with 
V and crown, and the perforation is 12.

The 3s. “ duty” stamp has been changed from scarlet-lake on blue 
paper to light brown on white paper, and the 10s. from dark brown 
on pink paper to bluish-green on white.

A correspondent calls our attention to some omissions we have 
been guilty of in chronicling the various issues during the past 
year. These are the 3d. postage stamp of 1869, orange, over
printed stamp duty in blue; the 4d. postage stamp of 1881, over
printed stamp duty in blue; the Is. 6d., rose, “ duty” stamp 
typographed instead of lithographed, but retaining the same typ e; 
and the 2s, postage stamp of 1881, overprinted stamp duty in 
black.

Adhesives. 3d. postage, 1869, orange, surcharged in blue.
4d. „ 1881, carmine „ „
2s. „ 1881, blue on green, surcharged in black.
Is. “ Duty,” blue on yellow.

Is. 6d. „ rose on white, (typ.)
3s. „ light brown on white.

10s. „ bluish-green on white.
The Id. and 2d. envelopes are now impressed with “ d uty” 

stamps of the colour and type of the adhesives of January, 1885,
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and the registration envelopes with the 4d. “ duty " stamp of the 
same date.

In addition to the two wrappers of £d. rose, and Id, green, types 
of January, 1885, on paper watermarked with crown over one 
penny— victoria, chronicled in April last, the following are stated 
to have been issued:

Wrappers.— Type o f  Adhesive o f January, 1885.
$d. rose, on greenish-grey paper; wink, n.s.w. ; rouletted.
|d . „ ,, „ not rouletted.
id . rose, on white wove paper; no wm k.; rouletted.

Type o f Adhesive o f December, 1878.
Id. green (diademed head), surcharged stamp duty in blue.
Jd. rose, 1880, small rect. stamp „ „

These two last are on paper watermarked crown over one penny  
— victoria. The Id. wrapper is rouletted, the id . one is not.

The paper of the halfpenny wrappers watermarked n .b.w. is some 
which was obtained many years ago from the Sydney Post Office, hut 
was found unsuitable at the time, and has only lately been used up.

In all the overprinted stamps the type of the surcharge is the 
same as that on the Is. postage of 1876, described in our number 
for last M ay; viz., stamp on the left, reading upwards, and duty 
on the right, reading downwards, in block letters.

The colour of the recently-issued Two-pence is anything but 
coustant. The first which we received were purple, whilst the last 
are mauve.

PHILATELIC GAINS OF 1885,

The contents of the following list, not otherwise described, are to be taken a8 
adhesives. Words in italics point to the particular change in the object in 
question which constitutes it a new variety, and the page referred to is that 
of the seventh volume of the Philatelic Record on which the novelty is described. 
A note of interrogation indicates that the authenticity is doubtful.

Afghanistan.—Currency table. (Page 84.)
Alsace and Lorraine.—Government imitations. (Page 69.) 
Alwur.—I  anna, pale blue, dull blue ; imperf. (Page 104.) 
Angola. 20 reis, red. (Page 140.)

25 „  violet. ( ,, 140.)
Post Cards. 10 reis, blue on pale buff. (Page 52.)

• 20 ,, carmine on ,, ( ,, 84.)
30 „  green on „ ( „ 84. )

Antigua.—Fiscals used for postage.
1 penny, blue, without surcharge. (Page 170.)
1 „  ,, surcharged postage and revenue. ( ,, 170.)

Antioquia.—5 c.,.blue-green, issue 1876, with white figures at sides, on 
vertically laid. (Page 70.)

1 centavo, blue-green on white. (Pago 211.)
1 „  black on pale green. ( ,, 211.)
2 i centavos ,, on pale buff. ( ,, 211.)
6 „ green on white. ( ,, 211.)

10 „  lilac on „  ( ,, 211.)
New type. 20 „  sky-blue on white ( „  211.)
86**
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Argentine Republic.—New type. 12 c., deep blue; perf. 12. (Page 171.) 

Official Stamps, red surcharge. (Page 171.)
Azores.—Small type of surcharge.

2 reis, black, red surcharge. (Page 140.)
2 „ ,, black „ ( 188.)

20 ,, carmine ,, ,, ( 1 ♦ 52.)
25 ,, brown ,, ,, ( »» 52.)
50 ,, blue „ ,, ( i r 52.)

500 ,, black, red ,,
1000 ,, ,, ,, ,, 

Envelope. 50 ,, rose-red, black surcharge. ( *> 188.)
Post Cards. 30 ,, green ,, ,, ( )» 31.)
New type. 10 + 10 reis, brown ,, ,, ( j J 31.)

Bahamas.—New type, id ., green ; wmk. Crown k  C. A.; perf. 14.
" 2id., blue „  „

Is., violet ,, ,,
Barbados.—New type. 3d., mauve; wmk. Crown &C. A.; perf. 14. (Page52.)

4d., red-bromi ,, ,, ( ,, 31.)
Bavaria.—Wrapper. Similar to current German and Wurtemberg.

3 pfennig, green on white; wmk. close vertical undulating lines.
Belgium.—New types. 25 c., blue on rose; perf. 15. (Page 2.)

20 c., olive „ ( ,, 212.)
50 c., ochre-yellow „ { ,, 212.)
2 francs, violet ,, ( ,, 212.)

PostCard. 10c., carmine on grey, without “ cEcdTfe,” &c. { ,, 171.)
Bermuda.—-Post Cards, lid . card, issue September, 1880, used without 

the Id. adhesive provisionally as a Jd. card. (Pages 53 & 155.) 
New type, ^d., blue on pale buff card. (Page 53.)

Brazil.—10 reis, orange. (Page 70.)
50 ,, blue, 2nd type. (Pages 53 k  70.)

New type. 100 reis, pale mauve ; perf. 14. (Page 171.)
British Guiana.—Official Stamps. New type of surcharge.

1 c., grey, black surcharge (?). (Page 124.)
4 c., blue „  „  (?). ( „  124.)

Provisional Post Card. 1 c. on 3 c., carmine on buff. ( ,, 171.)
British Levant.—Great Britain stamps surcharged.

2Jd., lilac, surcharged in black 40 paras. (Pages 124 k  140.) 
5d., pale green ,, ,, 80 paras. ( ,, 124 k  140.)

2s. 6d., lilac ,, ,, 12 piastres. ( ,, 124 & 140.)
Bulgaria.—Provisional. 50, black surcharge, on 1 franc, red and black.

(Pages 84 k  104.)
Current type. 1 stotinki, dull lilac. (Page 84.)

2 „ slate-green. ( ,, 84.)
Canada.—Official Band. 1 cent,, blue ; legend in English. (Page 212.)

1 „ „ „ French. ( ,, 212.)
Capf. of Good Hope.—Wmk. large anchor and cable.

id., black.
Id., rose.

Fiscals used for postage.

2d., brown. (Page 3.)
6d., lilac. .(  » 3.)
Is., green.
2d., lilac (small). ( ,, 140.)

„ { „ ). ( „ 140.)
8d. „ (large). ( „ 140.)
8d. ,, (small). ( >. 140.)
Is., chocolate (large). ( .. 140.)
2s., green ( „ ). ( 140.)
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Cate Vekd Islands.—20 reis, red.

25 „ violet
Post Cards. 10 ,, blue on pale buff.

20 ,, carmine ,, (
30 „  green „  (

(Page 140.) 
( „ 140.)

84.) 
84.)

Ceylon.—Provisionals. 1. The surcharges are printed in black, and are all 
in words excepting the cards, which bear numerals and words. These 
surcharges were applied in the colony.

5 44 on 8 c., yellow >4 4 45 on 16c., mauve j  4
5 >4 on 24 c., green 4) C.C.
5 41 on 24 c., purple-brown 44 C. A.
5 i t on 32 c., grey-black )  4 C.C.
5 ) i on 36 c., blue 4 4
5 >4 on 48 c., carmine
5 <4 on 64 c., red-brown
5 44 on 96 c., drab 4 4

10 I t on 16c., mauve 4 4 c .’a .
10 t  J on 24 c., green

on 24 c., purple-brown
4 4 C.C.

10 4 ) 4 4 C. A.
10 44 on 36 c., blue 1 4 C. C.
10 4 1 on 64 c., red-brown 4 4
15 44 on 16 c., mauve 4 4 c .’a .
20 44 on 24 c., green 44 C. c.
20 44 on 32 c., grey-black 4 425
28

44

44

on 32 c, ,, 
on 48 c., carmine

44 >4

30 44 on 36 c., blue 4 4

56 44 on 96 c., drab 4 4

1 rupee 12 c. on 2. r. 50 c., maroon 44 44

(Page

Genuine Surcharges inverted.

5 c, on 16 c., mauve 4 4
5 c. on 32 c., grey-black 4 4 C. C.
5 c. on 36 c., blue

30 c. on 36 c. ,, >1 »4
Envelopes. 5 c. on 4 c., blue.

5 c. on 4 c. ,, surcharge carmine,
5 c. on 4 c. M double ,, black and 1

53.)
3.)
3.)

70.)
70.)
3.)
3.)
3.)
3.)

31.)
70.)
70.)
3.)

70.)
3.)
3.)

53.)
3.)
3.)
3.)
3.)
3.)
3.)

(Page 104.)

(

3.)
140.)
104.)

3.)
53.)

104.)

Registration.

Post Cards.

15 c. on 12 c., rose.
15 c. on 12 c. ,,
15 c. on 12 c. ,,
15 c. on 12 a  ,,
24 c. on 2 c., lilac.
2 | c. on 6 c., blue.
24 c. on 8 c., red-brown. (
5 c. on 6 c., blue. (
5 c. on 8 c., red-brown.

10 c. on 6 c., blue. ( ,, 104.)
10 c. ou 8 c.t red-brown. ( ,, 53.)

There are several minor varieties of the surcharges on the cards,

Size F.
„  G.
„ H. (
,, (?) invld. surcharge. ( 

(Page 70.)

31.)
70.)

(Page 104.)
104.)
104.)
104.)

2, The surcharges are in numerals and words, and are the work of 
Messrs. De La Rue and Co. They are also in black.

5 c. on 8 c., lilac; wink. Crown and C. A. (Page 85.)
10 c. on 24 c., purple-brown ,, ,, ( , , 85 . )
15 c. on 16 c., orange ,, ,, ( „ 85.)
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28 c. on 32 c., grey-blue; wmk. Crown & C. A, (Page 85.)
30 c. on 36 c,, olive-broum ,, 11 ( „  85.)
56 c. on 96 c., drab ,, ft ( „  85.)

1 rupee 12 c. on 2 r. 50 c., red-brown ,, »» ( „  85.)
Only the 5 c,, 10 c., and 28 c. of the above have as yet been 

put in circulation. (Page 156.)
Registration Envelope. 15 c. on 12 c. Sizes F, G (?), H.
Post Cards, 2 \  c. on 2 c., violet. (Page 156.)

10 c, on 2 c, „ ( „  156.)
New type. 3 c., purple on light buff. (Page 213.)

10 c., brown ,, ( „  213.)
Ch ili.—10 c,, deep yellow. (Page 70.)

20 c., grey. ( „ 213.)
PostCards. 2 c., blue on yellow. (Page 32.)

3 c., green on rose.
3 + 3  c., blue „  ( ,, 213.)

Congo.— 5 c., green. (Page 188.)
10 c., rose. ( ,, 188.)
25 c., blue. ( „ 188.)
50 c., reseda. ( ,, 188.)

PostCard. 15 c., red-brown. (Page 188.)
Corea.—25 mons, green (?) (Page 85.)

50 „ yellow (?) ( „  85.)
100 „  lilac (?) ( „  85.)

Costa Rica.—Official. 1 c., green, black surcharge. (Page 171.)
2 c,, carmine ,, ( ,, 4.)

green, black horizontal surcharge. ( ,, 213.) 
carmine ,, ,, ( ‘

Guanaeaste.—1 c,, 
2 c.,
5 c., slate, black vertical a ( ft 213.)

10 c., orange ,, ,, 11 ( 9 9 213.)
40 c., blue, red horizontal *} ( ft 213.)

Cundinamarca.—New type. 5 centavos, blue on white. (Page 214.)
10 „ red on bluish. ( „  214.)
20 „ green on white. ( „  214.)
50 „ violet „ ( „  214.)

1 peso brown on white. ( „  214.)
Denmark.—5 ore, green, numerals narrower. (Page 53.)

20 „ pale blue, ,, „  ( „ 53.)
Post Cards. 5 ore, green on buff. (Page 53.)

5 .,, „ ( „ 53.)
Official. 2 ,, blue on white, same size as current cards. 

4 ,, carmine on white „ ,,
Dominican Republic.—Provisional. “ 5 francos,” in black, on 1 peso, gold, 

with ground of network, (Page 124.)
New types. 1 c., green, perf. 12. (Page 32.)

2 c., red „ ( „  32.)
5 c., blue „ ( „  32.)

10 c., orange ,, ( „  32.)
20 c., brown ,, ( „ 32.)

Post Cards. 2 c., red on yellow, (Page 71.)
2 + 2 c. „  ( „  71.) .

3 c., blue on white. ( „ 71.)
3 + 3 c. „  ( „  71.)

Eastern Roumelia.—Provisionals ; surcharged with lion.
Type 1. Small lion of 14 mm. ; tail shorter than in Type 2 ; tuft 

on left paw.
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5 paras, olive and black ; surcharge in blue.
5 „  violet and pale violet ,, ,,
5 n it %t tt black.

10 „  green and pale green ,, blue.
10 ,, ,, ,, ,, black.
1 piastre, blue and black ,, blue.
1 „  „ „  „  black.

(Page 189.) 
( „  189.) 
( „
( „
( „  189.) 
( „  189.) 
( „ 189.)

189.)
189.)

Type 2. Larger lion of 16 m m .; longer tail, and no tuft on left paw.
5 paras, violet and pale violet; surcharge in blue. (Page 189.)- - - - - - - -^ II II II

10 ,, green and pale green
10 ,, ,, a
20 ,, rose and pale rose
5 piastres, rose and blue
5

black. ( ,, 189.)
blue. ( ,, 189.)
black. ( ,, 189.)
blue. ( ,, 189.)

19 (99 189.)
black. ( ,, 189.)

Surcharged with lion in  octagon. The surcharges are all in black. 
Type 1. Tail of lion farther from the body than in Type 2.

6 paras, violet and pale violet. (Page 189.)
10 „  green and pale green. ( ,, 189.)
20 ,, rose and pale rose, rose and black. ( ,, 189.)

1 piastre, black and blue. ( ,, 189.)
5 ,, rose and bluo. ( ,, 189.)

Type 2. Tail of lion closer to the body.
5 paras, violet and pale violet. (Page 189.)

10 ,, green and pale green. ( „  189.)
20 ,, rose and black. ( ,, 189.)

1 piastre, black and blue. ( „  189.)
5 „  rose and blue. ( „  189.)

Ecuador.—Official Stamp. 50 c., green, black surcharge. (Page 32.) 
Post Cards. 2 + 2 c., black and mauve on white. (Page 32.)

3 c. ,, on rose ( ,, 53.)
2 c. ,, on bistre ( ,, 71.)
3 c. ,, ,, ( ,, 71.)

New type. 2 c., black on white. (Page 190.)
3 c., black on rose. ( ,, 190.)

Guayaquil.—Provisionals. Fiscal Stamps surcharged for postage.
2 c., brown, violet surcharge. (Page 140.)
6 c., red ,, ( ,, 140.)

F ernando Poo.—Provisional.
50 c. de peseta, green, cuba issue, 1871, surcharged in black, with 

name and crown (?) (Page 141.)
Finland.—5 penni, green. (Page 228, vol. vi.)

10 ,, carmine. ( ,, ,, )
20 ,, yellow. ( „ ,, )
25 ,, blue. ( it >i )

1 mark, grey, centre red. ( ,, ,, )
5 „  green „  rose. ( „  „ )

10 „  brown „  „  ( „  „ )
Envelopes. 20 penni, orange on white laid. (Page 54.)

25 „ ultramarine „ ( ,, 32.)
PostCards. 10 + 10 penni, violet on pale buff ( ,, 32.)
' 10 ,, rose-pink „  ( ,, 54.)

10 + 10 ,, ,, ,,
French Colonies,—Unpaid Letter Stamps of France, imperf.

1 mine, black. (Page 71.)
2 „ „  ( „ 71.)
5 „ „ ( „ 71.)
5 ,, broum ( „ 71.)
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Post CardB. New type. 10 c., Hack on lavender.

10+ 10 c., black on pale blue. ( 
Martinique.—Post Cards. Without stamp, black on green.

,, ,, black on rose.
Reunion.—Provisionals.

5 c., black surcharge on 40 c., Eagle (1859).
5 c. ,, on 30 c., Napoleon (1871).
5 c. ,, on 40 c., Republic (1871).
5 c. ,, on 40 c., Allegorical figures (1877).

10 c. ,, on 40 c. ,, (1877).
25 c. ,, on 40 c., Eagle (1859).

St. Pierre and Miquelon.

Senegal. —Provisionals,
1 c., current issue
2 c. ,,
4 c. „
5 c. „

10 c. „
15 c. „
20 c. „
25 c. „
30 c. ,,
35 c.,

—5 c. on 2 c., brown ; iniperf.
5 c. on 4 c., lilac-brown ; perf. 
5 c. on 40 c., vermilion ; imperf. 

10 c. on 40 c. ,, ,,
15 c. on 40 c. ,, ,,
25 c. on 1 franc, bronze-green ,, 

Surcharged SENEGAL ? 
perf.; surcharge black, blue.

(Page 172.)
172.)
(Page 54.) 
( „ 54.)

(Page 218.) 
( ,, 218.) 
( „ 218.) 
( „  218.) 
( „ 218.) 
( „ 218.) 
(Page 54.) 
( „ 71.)

„  1« . )
„ 141.)
„ 71.)

(Page 105.)

40 c.
75 c.
1 franc 

Unpaid Letter Stamps.

Peace k  Commerce; imperf.; surcharge black & blue. (

(Page 124.) 
( „ 124.) 
( 11 124.)

5 c., black ; imperf.; surcharge blue. 
10 c* ,, ,,
15 c. ,, ,,
20 c. „ „
40 c. „  „

1 franc, brown ,,
French Levant.—25 c., surcharged 1 piastre.

75 c. ,, 3 piastres.
1 franc ,, 4 ,,

Gibraltar.—Bermuda stamps, &c., surcharged with name.
id ., green; black surcharge. (Page214.)
Id., rose ,,
2d., lilac-brown ,,
2Jd., sky-blue ,, .
4d., orange ,,
6d., violet ,,
Is., light brown ,,

Jd.( brown on drab (N atal); black surcharge, 
id. „ on buff ( „  ) „
Id., carmine on buff (St. Vincent) ,, 

Registration Envelope (Barbados). 2d., blue. Sizes 
Gold Coast.—4d., magenta ; wmk. Croton and C. A.
Great Britain.—Official Stamps. Black surcharge.

id ., purple-black. (Page 86.)
2id., lilac. ( ,, 86.)
Is., green. ( ,, 54.)
5s., rose. ( „  86.)

10s., ultramarine. ( ,, 86.)
£1, violet-brown. ( ,, 86.)

105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)
105.)

Wrapper. 
Post Cards.

214.)
214.)
214.)
214.)
214.)
214.)

(Page 214.) 
( „ 214.) 
( .. 214.) 

: F, G, I, and K. 
(Page 54.)
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Registration Envelopes. 2d., blue ; size H.2. 
Frank stamp for Royal Courts of Justice. 
Postal curiosities.

Guatemala.—Local Private Envelope (?) 
Guinea.—List of stamps with small type surchai

(Page 54.)
( „ 72.)
( „ 32 and 72.)
( 124.)

,, ,, large type ( „ 141.)
20 reis, bistre ; large type surcharge, in black. { ,, 105.)
20 ,, carmine ,, ,, »> ( „ 172.)
25 „  mauve „  ,, >» ( >> 126.

200 „  orange „ „ »» ( „ 5.)
300 ,, brown ,, ,, >1 ( 5.)

Envelope. Provisional (?) (Page 126.)
Post Cards. 10 reis, blue on buff. ( „ 5.)

20 ,, carmine „ ( „ 5.)
30 „ green ,, ( 5.)

Gwalior.—Indian stamps, k c., surcharged.
1. The two lines of surcharge are some distance apart.

4 anna, green ; black surcharge. (Page 142.)
1 „ brown „  ( „  142.)
2 „ blue „ ( „ 142.)

Envelope. 4 ,, green ,, arms green. (Page 142.)
PostCard. |  ,, brown ,, arms brown. ( „ 142.)

2. The two lines of surcharge are close together.
4 anna, green ; red surcharge. (Page 172.)

brown; black ,, ( ,, 172.)
6 pies, drab ; black surcharge. (Page 142.) 
blue ; red surcharge. (Page 172.)

(orange ; black 
green ; red 
bulf; black 
lilac ; black 

1 rupee, grey ; red
Envelopes. 4 anna, green, red surcharge, arms in green. 

1

172.)
142.)
142.)
142.)
142.)

_ . . .  . (Page 172.)
brown, black ,, „  brown. ( ,, 172.)
6 pies, orange, black surcharge, arms in orange- 

yellow. (Page 215.)
brown, black surcharge, arms in brown. (Page 172.) 

Jl » M )» J> ( tl 172.)
New variety. (Page 72.)

Hanover.—The set of adhesives, with head of King on closely-ribbed or 
laid paper. (Page 86.)

H awaii.—10 cents, chocolate-brown. (Pages 72 and 142.)

Post Cards, i  ,
i  + i  .

Haiti.—Post Card.

Hongkong.—Provisionals. 20 cents, black surchage, on 30 cents, ver
milion. (Page 106.)

50 cents, black surcharge, on 48 cents, bistre. (Page 106.)
1 dollar, ,, on 96 ,, greenish-grey. ( ,, 106.)

Fiscal used for postage. 1 dollar 50 e., claret. (Page 126.)
Hungary.—1 kr., orange ; perf. 12\ ; unofficial. (Page 5.)
I ndia.—New type. 4 annas, greenish-grey. (Page 106.)

Post Cards. J + J  anna, red-brown, without perforation. (Page 216.) 
Variety of Official Card. J anna, ultramarine. (Page 86.)

Italy.—20 c., brown, surcharged estkro, error (?) (Page 172.)
J amaica.—4 penny, pale green; wink. Crown and C.A. (Page 54.)

1 „  rose „  „  „ ( „  54.)
2 pence, grey „  „  „  ( „  54.)
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J ammu and Kashmir.—List of current adhesives. (Page 106.)
J apan,—“ Officially-sealed " stamp; without value ; yellowish-bistre on 

white paper ; perf. 9. (Page 72.)
Wrapper. For the use of the Meteorological Observatory at Tokio.

Without value ; red on native paper.
Post Cards. 1 sen, red on white. (Page 172.)

2 „  „  „ ( „  172.)
1+1 ,, carmine on white. ( „ 54.)
2 + 2 ,, ,, ,, ( ,, 54.)
3 + 3 „  orange „  ( „ 54.)

J ava.—Post Card. 5 cents, yellowish-green on white; no inscription at 
the back, (Page 106.)

J hind.—£ anna, orange on laid; perf. 12. 
4 ,, ,, wove „
1 „ brown on laid „
2 annas, blue on wove ,,
4 „  green ,, ,,
8 ,, red on laid ,,

Indian stamps, &c,, surcharged.
1, The words J uind and State are surcharged in parenthesis 

form, one word on each side of the head.
4 anna, green, black surcharge.
1 „ brown „
2 annas, blue „
4 „ green „
8 „ violet „

. 1 rupee, grey „
Official stamps, J anna, green „

1 ,, brown „
2 annas, blue „

(Page 143.) 
( „  143.) 
( „  143.) 
( „ 143.) 
( „  143.) 
( 143.)
( „  143.) 
( ,, 143.) 
( „  143.)

2. The words J hind and State are reversed; i.e. J hind to right, 
and State to left.

4 anna, green, black surcharge.
1 „ brown „

Official stamps. 4 >» green ,,
1 ,, brown ,,

Envelopes. J anna, green, red surcharge, red arms.
1 ,, brown, silver ,, brown „

Post Cards, i  ,, „  blue „ blue „
l" !?  m n t) »i ij ,,

(Page 143.) 
( .. 143.) 
( ,, 143.) 
( „  143.)

3. The words J hind and State are in two straight lines, directly 
above each other.

Official Stamps.

Envelope. 
Post Card.

4 anna, green, red surcharge.
1 ,, brown, black ,,
2 ,, blue, red ,,
4 >> green ,, ,,
8 ,, violet, black ,,
1 rupee, grey, red „
4 anna, green, red ,,
1 ,, brown, black ,,
2 ,, blue, red ,,
4 ,, green, red ,, arms in green. 
£ ,, brown, black „

age 190.) 
„  190.)

Labuan.—8 cents, violet. (Pa^e 190.)
Provisionals. 2 c., black, horizontal surcharge on 16c.,blue. (Page 143.)

2 „ „  „  8c., blue. ( „ 215.)
2 ,, diagonal ,, „ larger type.

(Page 190.)
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Levant, Russian Company of the.—

1 kopec, orange. (Page 5.)
2 ,, dark green. ( ,, 5.)
5 ,, lilac brown. ( ,, 5.)
7 ,, deep blue. ( ,, 5.)

Liberia.—New types.

L ivonia. — 
Packenmarke,—

1 cent, rose-pink. (Page 216.)
2 »> light green. ( 216.)
3 )t purple-lilac. ( >1 216.)
4 it light chocolate. ( 216.)
6 t> pearl-grey. ( >> 216.)
8 u slate-grey. ( 1} 216.)

16 yellow. ( tt 216.)
32 tt blue. ( ff 216.)
>ec3, issue 1863. 2nd type (?). (Pages 73, 86.)

Without value, green. 
,, rose

(T).
(?)■

73, 86.) 
73, 86.)

Luxemburg.—Post Cards. 5 centimes, green.
10 „ rosy-pink. (Page 172.)

Macao.—80 reis, grey. (Page 5.)
20 ,, red. ( ,, 143.)
25 ,, violet. ( „  143.)

Provisionals. 5 reis, black surcharge on 25 reis, rose. (Page 55.)
10 M blue M on 25 ,, ti ( f t 33.)
10 H black J» on 40 ,, blue. ( ,, 126.)
10 f » blue M on 50 ,, green. ( „ 126.)
20 J» black >» on 50 „ »t 1 it 55.)
20 a black It on 80 ,, grey. ( „ 126.)
40 tt red >9 on 50 ,, green. ( „ 126.)

Varieties of surcharge. (Pages 55, 73, and 107.)
New type surcharge. 5 reis, black surcharge on 25 reis, rose. (Page 

10 „ „  on 50 „ green. ( „
Post Cards. ? whether in use.

10 reis, blue on pale buif. (Page 54.)
20 ,, carmine „ ( ,, 86.)
30 „  green „ ( „  86.)

Madagascar.—Id., reddish-brown, roul, on col. at sides only, (Page
2d. ,, ,, ,, ( ,,
3d. ,, ,, ,, ( ,,
dd. ,, ,, ,, ( ,,

Malta.—5s., carmine. (Page 191.) .
Wrapper. Jd., green. ( ,, 191.)

Mauritius.—2 cents, green. (Page 107.)
4 ,, carmine. ( ,, 107.)

New type. 16 cents, yellow-brown. (Page 107.)
Provisional. 2 cents, black surcharge on 38 cents, mauve, (Page 
Post Cards. 2 ,, ,, ,, on 6 „  green. ( ,,

2 ,, red ,, on 8 „ blue. ( „
—1 centavo, pale green. (Page 216.)

2 ,, carmine. ( ,, 216.)
3 ,, red-broum. ( „ 216.)
5 ,, blue.
6 ,, brown, ( „ 143.)

10 ,, orange-yellow ( „ 216.)
Official Stamp. No value, green, (Page 216.)
Official Envelope. „ vermilion on yellow. ( ,, 216.) 
Post Card. 2 centavos, green and black on buff.

191.)
191.)

173.)
173.)
173.)
173.)

87.)
173.)
87.)
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—1 centime, olive-grey on white. (Page 143.)

2 ,, grey-violet M ( „  143.)
5 ,, blue. ( „  107.)

10 ,, red-brown on bufE ( „  143.)
15 ,, rose. ( „ 107.)
25 ,, green. ( „  107.)
40 ,, deep slate on rose. ( 13 H3.)
75 „ black n ( „  143.)

1 franc, black on yellow. ( ,, 143.)
5 francs, carmine on greenish-grey, ( ,, 143.)

Montserrat.—2Jd., blue; wink. Crown and C. A. (Page33.)
4d., light mauve ,, ( ,, 6.)

Mozambique.

New type.

—20 reis, red. (Page 143.)
25 II violet. ' ( „  143.)

5 41 black. ( „  216.)
10 11 green. ( „  216.)
20 II bright carmine. ( „ 216.)
25 II pale lilac. ( „  216.)
40 1 chocolate-brown. ( „  216.)
50 II bright blue. ( „  216.)

100 II brown. ( „  216.)
200 II violet ( „  216.)
300 11 orange. ( „ 216.)

10 If blue on pale buff. ( „ 55.)
20 1> carmine ,, ( „  87.)
30 11 green „  ( „  87.)

Post Cards.

Nabha.—Indian stamps, &c., surcharged.

Envelopes. 

Post Cards.

i  anna, green ; black surcharge. (Page 143.)
1 brown II ( „ 143.)
2 „ blue II ( „ 143.)
4 „ green II ( „ 143.)
8 „ lilac II ( „ 143.)
1 rupee grey II ( „ 143.)
£ anna, green II ( „ 143.)
1 anna, brown It ( „ 143.)
2 „ blue II ( „ 143.)

green ; red surcharge ; red arms. ( „ 144.)
i brown ; silver „ brown arms. ( „ 144.)
i  „ ,, blue » blue „ c „ 144.)
+ i  » 11 11 »l 11 II { „ 144.)

NATAL.—Jd., dull green. 
Provisional,

(Page 74.)
Jd., black surcharge in two lines on Id. rose. (Page 33.)

• Jd., ,, in  one line on Id. ,, ( ,, 107.)
Wrappers, id ., red-brown. (Page 34.)

Id., carmine. ( ,, 34.)
PostCards. id ., brown. ( ,, 55.)

Id., carmine. ( ,, 55.)
Newfoundland.—5 cents, issue 1868 ; per/. lJf. (Page 87.)
New Granada.—20 and 5 centavos, issue 1860, se tenant. (Page 65.) 

Complement of current s e t; 50 centavos, brown on white.
Current 10 centavos, orange on pale yellow ; inscription “  de los” 

in  larger type. (Page 128.)
New Zealand.—Private wrapper; without value, black on white. (Page 34.)

,, ,, blue. ( ,, 34.)
N icaragua.—Post Card. 2 + 2 centavos, brown on buff. (Pago 173.) 
North Borneo.—2 cents, brown ; large figure 2. (Page 87.)
Norway.—Issue 1854; inscribed 2 instead of 4 skillings. (Page 34, ? essay.) 

Locals. (Pages 34, 216.)
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Panama.—Obliteration used in place of the low values of current stamps 
on the supply falling short. (Page 74.)

Paraguay.—Provisional. 1 c. on 1 real, rose; surcharge inverted, (Page 6.) 
Parma.—15 c., black on rose, issue January, 1859, tUe-Mche, (Page 6.)
Peru.—1 sol, blue, with black horse-shoe ; inverted, and arms of Chili in 

red in their proper position. (Page 34.)
New type of triangle. Sun has one small dot in the centre.

20 centavos, carmine, purple-black surcharge. (Page 34.)
Unpaid. 5 ,, red ,, ,, ( ,, 34.)

10 ,, yellow „  „  ( ,, 34.)
50 ,, brown ,, ,, ( ,, 34.)

New types; arms in centre. 5 centavos, olive-grey. ( ,, 107.)
5 centavos, olive-grey, surcharged in black arequipa in a circle. (Page 107.) 
5 „  ,, ,, ,, PUNO ,,

10 „  grey. _
10 ,, ,, surcharged in black arequipa in a circle. (Page 87.)
10 ,, ,, ,, blue ,, ,, ( ,, 191.)
10 ,, „  ,, black puno ,,

New types. Head in centre. 5 centavos, milky-blue. ( ,, 192.)
5 centavos,milky-blue; surcharged in black arequipa inacircle. (Page 192.) 

10 ,, light olive. (Page 192.)
10 ,, ,, surcharged in black Arequipa in a circle. ( ,, 192.)

Post Cards. 5 centavos, black and violet on white. (Page 107.)
5 + 5 „  „  „ buff. ( „ 107.)

Persia.—Provisional, lshah ionhalf 10centimes,carmine&black. (Page66.) 
New types. 1 shahi, emerald-green. (Page 56.)

2 ,, rose. (Page 56.)
5 „ purple. ( „  56.)

10 „ brown. ( ,, 56.)
1 kran, grey. ( „ 56.)

Postal curiosity. (Page 144.)
Reprints (?) (Page 217.)

Philippines.—Differences in the surcharge of the 2 reales on the 2$ c. 
de peso. (Page 6.)

Provisional. 6§ cents, red surcharge, on 12$, blue, fiscal. (Page 87.) 
Fiscals used for postage. 5 pesetas,green,Dcrcchos deFirma, 1872. (Page6.) 

200 mils de peso, blue, 1878. (Page 6.)
200 ,, green, 1880. ( ,, 6.)

Poonch.—£ anna, scarlet-vermilion on white laid batonni paper. (Page 7.)
white wove 
thick bluish laid 
yellow batonni 
white wove

blue
scarlet-vermilion

74.)
7.)

74.)

thinwhitelaidbatonnipaper. ( „126.)
yellow batonni paper ( ,, 7.)
thick bluish laid ,, ( ,, 74.)

yellowbatonnipaper,ttte-b$che,{ „ 126.)
t* j> ( »* 7.)

thick bluish laid paper. ( ,, 74.)
thin white laidbatonni paper. ( „ 126.)

Porto R ico,—3 + 8 c. de peso, yellow se tenant. (Page 107.)
Post Card. New type. 3 c. de peso, brown on white.

(Page 7.)
20 reis ,, variety. ( „  217.)

Portugal.—20 reis, carmine.
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Portuguese Indies.—Provisionals.

20 reis, bistre, surcharged in black goa (?). (Page 144.) 
i i  „ olive ,, „  (?). ( „  144.)

New type. 1J reis, black. (Page 217.)
4£ „ bistre. ( ,, 217.)
6 ,, full green. ( ,, 217.)
1 tanga, pink. ( ,, 217.)
2 ,, bright blue. ( ,, 217.)
4 „ purple. ( „ 217.)
8 ,, orange. ( ,, 217.)

Post Cards. New Types. £ tanga, green on pale yellow. (Page 87.)
1 » blue „  „  ( „ 87.)

Puttiai.la.—Indian stamps, &c., surcharged.
1. The words Puttialla and State are surcharged in parenthesis 

form, one word on each side of the head.
8 annas, lilac, red surcharge. (Page 57.)
8 ,, „ ,, reversed.

Official Stamps, j  anna, green, red and black surcharge. (Page 57.)
1 „ brown „  ,, ( „ 57.)

2. The words Puttialla and State are in two straight lines, 
directly above each other, 

i  anna, green, red surcharge (Page 57.
1 88.)
1 t i ,, red and black ,,
2 99 ultramarine, red ,, ( 1 88.)
4 99 green red ,, ( 99 88.)
4 9 9 ,, red and black ,, ( 9 9 218.)
8 99 lilac, black ,, ( 99 88.)
1 rupee, grey, red ,, ( 99 88.)

Surcharged in error Auttialla.
4 anna, green, red surcharge. (Page 192.)
1 1 4 brown, black ,, ( „  108.)
1 >» ,, red and black ,, { „  156.)
2 >} blue, red ,, { „  156.)
8 >> lilac, black ,, ( „  156.)
1 rupee, grey, 

Official Stamps.
red (

Envelopes.

4 anna, green, red surcharge (?).
1 ,, brown, black ,, '
2 ,, blue, red ,,
4 ,, green ,, „
1 ,, brown, black ,,

Post Cards. 1 anna, red-brown, black surcharge.
4 ,, „ red and black ,,

4 + i  „  „ black „
Queensland,—I d,, yellow. (Page 156.)

PostCard. Id., rose-lake. ( ,, 108.)

156.)
(?)•
(?)•
(Page 88.)

(Page 88.)

(Page 88.)

Rio de Oro.—Spanish stamps surcharged.
5 centimos, pale green, carmine surcharge (?). (Page 145.) 

10 ,, carmine, blue surcharge (?).
15 ,, salmon-pink, violet surcharge(?). ( ,, 145.)

Roumania.—New type. 1} bani, black. (Page 88.)
3 „ olive-green. ( „ 74.)

15 ,, brown.
50 ,, ochre. ( ,, 218.)

Russia.—8 kopecks, grey and red, imperforate. (Page 7.)
7 „  blue „  ( „ 57.)

Postal curiosity. (Page 128.)
Locals. (Pages 7, 35, 74, 88, 108, 144,157, 173, 192, 218.)
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St. Christopher.—Provisionals.
4<L, black surcharge, on half of Id., rose. (Page 57.)
4d. „  on 6(L, green. ( „  57.)

St. Lucia.—Provisionals.
Jd., black surcharge on emerald-green, issue 1863 (?) (Pages 8, 35, 88.) 
6d. „ on dull blue, issue 1863 (?) ( „ 8,35, 88.)

Current type. 4d., bistre. (Page 57.)
Fiscals used for postage. ( ,, 88.)

St. Thomas and Prince Islands.—20 reis, red. (Page 144.)
25 „ violet. ( ,, 144.)

Post Cards. 10 reis, blue on pale buff. (Page 57.)
20 ,, carmine ,, ( ,, 88.)
30 „  green „ ( „ 88.)

St. Vincent.—Provisional.
Id., black surcharge on 2Jd., carmine-lake and black. (Page 57.) 

Current type. Id., bright rose. (Page 75.)
4d., reddish-chocolate. ( ,, 75.)

Servia.—Post Cards. New types.
5 paras, brown on rose. (Page 58.)

5+5 „ ,, ( ,, 58.)
10 ,, brown on buff. ( ,, 58.)

Shanghai.—Provisionals.
20, surcharged in blue, on 40 cash, rose ; perf. 11%. (Page 8.)
60 „  „  on 80 „ blue „  ( „  8.)
60 ,, ,, on 100 ,, brown ,, ( ,, 8.)

Current type. 20 cash, pale green; perf. 11J and 15. ( ,, 8.)
80 „ pink  ; perf. 15.

100 ,, light yellow; perf. 15.
PostCard. 20 ,, blue (Page 109.)

20 ,, yellow-brown; variety, ( ,, 218.)
S iam.—Provisional. 1 tical, red surcharge, on % att, blue. (Page 157.)

Post Card. ,, 4 att, black „  on J fuang, red on yellow.
S irmoor.—New types. 3 pies, chocolate; perf. 14J. (Page 75.)

6 ,, pine-apple green ; perf. 14J. ( ,, 75.)
■ 1 anna, blue; perf 14J. ( ,, 75.)

2 ,, rosy-carmine; perf. li%. ( ,, 75.)
South Australia.—Set of reprints. (Page 35.)
Spain.—Private Card (?). Without stamp, black on white. (Page 36.)
Straits Settlements.—Varieties in the surcharge of the 2 e. on 5 c.,

blue. (Page 8.)
Provisional. 3c.,blacksurcharge,on5c., blue;(?)postal. (Pagesl57&218.) 
Post Cards. Provisional. 3 c., black surcharge, on 4 c., red-brown.

„ 3 c. „ on 4 c. ,, smaller
type of surcharge, (Page 145.)

New type. 1 cent, emerald-green on pale buff. ( ,, 88.)
Bangkok.—32 cents, black surcharge, on 2 annas, orange, surcharged B in 

black. (Page 155.)
30 ,, maroon (issue 1873), surcharged b in black.

Post Card. 3 cents, blue on buff, surcharged B in black.
Johore.—Variety of surcharge on 2 c., rose. (Page 72.)
Perak.—8 cents, yellow, surcharged perak in black.
Selangor.—New varieties of surcharge on 2 c., rose. (Page 36.)
Sunjei Ujong.—2 cents, brown ; no stop after s and u.

2 cents, rose, surcharged Sunjei Ujong in Italics in black. (Page 36.) 
2 „ ,, ,, „ in Italic capitals, ( „ 76.)
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Surinam.—Unpaid Letter Stamps. 2J cents, violet and black. (Page 218.)

5 „ 9 ( » 218.)
10 „ 9 ( 218.)
20 „ ? ( „ 218.)
25 „ I I ( „ 218.)
40 „ 91 ( „ 218.)

Sweden.—Provisional Post Cards.
5 ore, blue surcharge on 6 ore, mauve on white. (Page 173.) 
5 + 6 ore ,, 6 + 6 ore ,,

Official. 5 ore ,, 6 ore, lilac on white.
Switzerland.—Locals. (Pages 193, 219.)
Tasmania.—Post Card. Id., maroon. (Page 109.)
T imor.—Macao stamps surcharged.

5 reis, black; red surcharge. (Page 75.)
10 >9 green'; black ,, ( 75.)
20 * carmine ,, ,, ( „ 36.)
25 9 9 violet ,, „ ( .. 36.)
40 ft yellow „  „ ( .. 75.)
50 99 blue ,, „ ( 75.)
80 99 grey-lilac „  „ ( „ 36.)

100 9 9 lilac ,, ,, ( „ 75.)
200 99 orange „  „ ( >. 75.)
300 99 brown ,, ,, ( 75.)

Tobago.—I s., green ; wink. Crmvnand C.A, (Page 58.)
£1, violet „  „  ( „ 58.)
4d., pearl-grey ,, ,, ( ,, 109.)
Id., rose ,, ,, ( ,, 219.)

Tolima.—Registration Stamp.
50 c., yellow-green on bluish wove paper (?) (Page 109.) 
50 c., green on ,, laid ,, (?) ( ,, 109.)
50 c. ,, white ,, ,, (?) ( „  109.)

T ransvaal,—Current Type. 2d., brown, (Page 174.)
Provisionals. id ., black surcharge on 3d. red ; issue 1883.

id . „ on la. green „
id . ,, on 3d. violet; issue 1885.
|d . ,, on Is. green ,,
|d .  red ,, on 6d. black; issue 1878.
2d. „  „  on 6d....................

PostCard. Id., carmine on buff, (Page 174.)

(Page 145.) 
( „  157.) 
( „ 174.)

( », 174.) 
( „  174.)

Trinidad.—Unpaid Letter Stamps.
id ., Id., 2d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d., 8d., Is., black. (Page 8.) 

Provisional Wrapper, id ., black surcharge on Id. rose. (Page 59.)
Turkey.—5 piastres, red-brown on salmon, (Page 145.)
Tuscany.—80 cents (issue 1860), in colour of the 3 lire, error(?) (Page 145.)
United States.—“ Special Delivery Stamp.” 10 cents, deep blue. (Pages 

129 and 158.)
PostCard. New type. 1 cent, brown on buff. (Pages 145 and 174.)

Uruguay.—Resuscitation. 180 centesimos (issue October 1859), deep 
carmine-vermilion, error (?) (Page 88.)

New type. 5 centesimos, blue, ronletted. (Page 8.)
Current type. 2 ,, orange, ( ,, 87.)
Letter Card. New type. 3 centesimos, green. ( ,, 59.)

Venezuela.—9 reales, green on white. Fiscal used postally. (Page 9,)
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Victoria.—New types. J penny, carmine. (Pago 9.)
1 ,, yellow-green. ( „  9.)
2 pence, mauve. ( „  9.)
3 „ bistre. ( „  37.)
4 „ puce. ( „  37.)
6 ,, ultramarine. ( ,, 37.)
8 ,, rosy-carmine. ( ,, 37.)

Wrappers. ^(L, rose. (Page 60.)
Id., green. ( ,, 60.)

PostCard. Id ., carmine on pale buff. (Page 37.)
Id ., rose on white. ( ,, 174.)

Envelopes. 2d., lilac on white. Several sizes.
Registration Envelopes. 4d., puce on white.

Stamps surcharged stamp duty.
Is., blue on blue (issue October, 1876), black surcharge. (Pnge 76.) 
2s., blue on green (issue October, 1881), black surcharge.
Post Card. Id. + Id., violet, violet surcharge. (Page 219.)
Fiscals used postally. (Pages 60, 145.)

Western Australia.—Type of current 3d. id ., green. (Page 76.) 
Provisional. Id,, green, surcharge on 3d., brown, (Page 109.)

C E o m s p o n l r e n t t .

EARLY ENGLISH PHILATELIC LITERATURE.
To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.”

Dear Sib ,—I have been favoured by Mr. T. H. Aston, Birmingham, with 
a sight of the file of the Monthly Intelligencer, referred to by me on 
page 91 of your last year’s volume.

The first number of this periodical is dated September, 1862; three 
months prior to the appearance of the Liverpool Monthly Advertiser, which 
in size, type, and general get up closely resembles its forerunner. The 
Intelligencer, however, was not exclusively devoted to stamps. The opening 
paragraph, “ To our Readers,” states that “ the Monthly Intelligencer 
is intended to supply a want long felt by the members of young men’s 
societies, naturalists, antiquarians, postage stamp collectors, &e.” A 
“ History of the Postage Stam p” follows, extracted from a “ London Paper.” 
From this we learn that “ postage stamp collectors are so numerous a 
class as to possess a manual and special correspondents, while the prices 
of collections a t sales are regularly quoted.”

Among the advertisers of Price Lists in No. 1, we have the familiar name 
of Stafford Sm ith; also those of Edward Fletcher and G. W. Wilkinson, 
of London, and William Thickell, of Hartlepool. In No. 2 (November) the 
second edition of H. R. Victor’s Catalogue is mentioned, and at least 
a dozen others.

The Intelligencer ran to ten numbers, the last appearing in July, 1863. 
Therein we find the remark, “ Our friends will be glad to learn that, in 
order to give the Monthly Intelligencer a circulation second to no other 
periodical of the kind, we have determined for the future to distribute 
it gratuitously.” This project, however, seems to have fallen through. 
In September the place of the _ Intelligencer was taken by a halfpenny 
sheet of four pages, the Birmingham Societies Circular containing no 
philatelic matter.

In  the first number of the Philatelic Journal o f  America (St. Louis, 
March, 1885), it  is said that advertisements from English dealers appeared 
so far back as 1857. I  have been unable to obtain any confirmation of 
this assertion. I  am, yours faithfully,

P. J . Anderson.
The  Aberdeen Conservative Club, 4th February, 1888.
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Srflmlmtgs of tjjt Jjpsteltt Society of £mttont.

The fifth meeting of the season was held a t Lamb Building, Temple, on the 
13th February, 1886, the Vice-President in the chair. _ The minutes of the 
previous meeting were read and confirmed. The Assistant-Secretary then 
read the correspondence, including a letter from Mr. J . K. Tiffany, of 
St. Louis, U.S.A., presenting the Society with a copy of his Philatelical 
Library. The Assistant-Secretary also reported that Mr. W. E. Image 
(a member) had made a gift to the Society of several philatelic works. I t  
was resolved unanimously that the Assistant-Secretary be requested to 
convey to Mr. Tiffany ana to Mr. Image the thanks of the Society for their 
handsome presents. A hope was also expressed that, as the Society now 
possessed tne nucleus of a valuable philatelic library, other members would 
follow the example of Mr. Image, and make contributions to it. The 
business of the day—the revision of the list of the stamps of Victoria—was 
then proceeded with, after which several novelties were shown, including the 
new series for the Portuguese Colonies, the 5 cents of Ceylon, &c.

a n &  € t u e r t f » .

M. P. C., Brighton.—W e are continually crying “ wolf,” and begging 
collectors to beware of imitations. The well-known dealer in Vienna 
to whom you refer is we fear not a very good judge of stamps if he 
offers as genuine a lot in which 40 per cent, are spurious.

Mr. Campbell, Treasurer to the French Philatelic Society, requests 
us to say, that “ having heard from Australia that M. Leroy d’Etiolles, 
Stamp Dealer of Paris, has been making use of his name, he begs to 
inform collectors and dealers th a t he has never authorised him to do so.”

E astern Roumelia Forgeries.—W e beg to warn our readers against 
some very ingenious forgeries of the surcharged stamps now going 
about. They are not sufficiently well executed to deceive the wary, 
but too well done not to dupe the unwary.

P. E. R.—(1) We have heard, and have seen it stated, that values 
surcharged revenue have been used postally, but we have never seen 
the individuals, though several have been shown to us with supposed 
post-marks, bu t which were only the dated stamps of some bank in 
St, Vincent. I t  is not at all impossible but tha t there may he isolated 
cases, for some post-offices will pass anything; for instance, a big Foreign 
Bill stamp ; and there seems to be no real reason against any postage 
stamps surcharged revenue being used postally. The surcharge does 
not appear to us to Like away the postal property, but to add something 
to what the stamp already possesses.

(2) We do not remember the stamp you mention as having ever been 
recognised, and confess we do not know it.

(3) The 3 cents “ Inland ” Liberia was issued at the same time as the 
other stamps of the series, and we have never heard of its authenticity 
being doubted.

T hat great Foreign Bill stamp of threepence was no doubt a source 
of wonderment to the country post-clerk ; perhaps he thought that if 
anyone was disposed to contribute three pence to the revenue, he was 
entitled to apply his money as he liked. The letter was posted and 
delivered w ithin the limits, as there is no outgoing stamp upon it.

Pemberton, Wileon, ft Oo., Felmenton Bead, Wood Green, London, N.
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A N  ILLU STR A TE D  M O N TH LY EATER,

' ©rgim of ifjt ^fjUaitfii Strcitlg®f -ytattmn. .
Vol, L ( 1879), beautifully twund ip doth, 'gilt lettering and edging, con*
. ;; Photograph end Auto graph of the late E L . Pemberton. A ?:t: n i t number of

copies still remaining. Price 6/8, porf-firea. ’ - '
Yol. II. 11880), bound to match Vol, I„ but considerably largo*, contains, io:

, addition to iUntfratiotis in the later niunhcrs, n permanent Phpto..,(Cabitia:. siag; and 
Autograph of F. A; Philbriek, lisrj., &.C., President of the Philatelic Society'of 
London. Price 6'6, post-free. ‘ " ; . ,

VoL I I I . (1881), bound to match Vole. I: and II ., but jnuch large*. ’ Pro- 
fpsolyilluetratod with coloured plates, etc.; also permanentPhoto, of Dr. C, W. Vinetv 
Price 6/8, post-free. . „ .

Vol. IV. (1882), similarly bound, profusely illustrated. Permanent Photo.'
oS the latt Viet Q. dr- Ysaau Prlee 8/6, post-free. _ .■

.Vol. V. (1883),’ rimil&riy bound, profusely illustrated. Photograph of W.
A. 8. W'e-toby. Prum 5/8 pose-fire. ,

VoL VI- (1884), similarly bound. Permanent Photograph *>l Major K. B.
Evans, E.A, -6/6 post-free. ' :

Vol. V II. (1885), similarly bound. Permanent Photograph of D r.A  Lcgtar.d.
Secretary of the French Philatelic Society. '

Veil. v m .  commences with the February number. Subscription, at henna, 
and for all countries ip Dinar A of the Postal Union, 3/6. ■

To Antigua, Ajrgentinn'Keptjblic) Bar-amas.-Barhadocs, Barmuds, Bolivia, Brazil, Britiah 
Honiliita?, British: QuiftoB. Chili, Costa Kicaj Curasao, Dominica, Ecuador, Ealkhtnil tales,' 
Gambia, Gold Coast, Grenada, Ghhiemala, .Tnmoirn, Lagos, Liberie, MayptipS, Mexico, 
Montserrat. Hatal, Jfcvis, Nicaragua, Panaina, Peru, Philippine tatai^a, Parti. IPcocOaeen*- 

. land, St, Domingo, St, KitCe, S t Lucia, S t Vinsient, Surinam, Tobago, Triui-!<>4,Turk's 
Islands, United States of Colombia, Uruguay, Venezuela, 4/-, post-free, '

To Ceylon, Chinn, India, Japan,'Labium, Siufeapore, 4/8, pest-free.
To Capa Colony/ Batrairan Islands Paraguay, New Sopth Wales, New Zealand, *>t» 

Briiaa, South Australia, Tasaa.nia, YictoriA, and West Australia, 5/*, post-free.

S p e d a l i a  p r 's p a r e d  C opers in red a n d  b lu e  f o r  b i n d i n g  V n fs. I -  I I .  I I I .  l Y i  V . V I .
and F i t ,  post-free, 1/6 each. . : ■

FREDERICK A.PHHBBICK, and V I ,  A, S. WE8T0BY.
OqMpilbp and PuBttsHin io n  the P hilatbiiIO Society, London, 

W ith  upw ards o f  100 I llu s tra tio n s , II/- post-free.

„»» OR, HOW  T O  D £ tE O T  
| j  FORGED STAMPS,

. ' B T  T H E  B E T . * .  B . EABJ^E. - ' .... ; V-'
VAtcAku* /n is t  TO-rna KotJct., Ant-Ancan OoLumnin, on Dkaijes.

b S O p a f a ,  e r t m s i v e l f  O l m S r p i s i ,  b o u n d  in. CSfith, jffyeg 7/0, - 11



24 NOTES AN D Q U ER IES.
\3rotwbings of tk IpMl̂ tclic f  ottftn of bonbon.

The fiftli meeting of tlic season was hold at Lamb Building, Temple, on the 
13th February, the A’ice-Presidcnt in the chair. The minutes of the 
previous meeting were read and confirmed. The As»istan t - Secivtary then 
read the correspondence. including a letter fn-m Mr. J. K. Titlany, of 
St. Louis, r .S .A .,  presenting the Society with it copy of Ins J’hHutvHcal 

The A-sistant-Secretary al-o reported that Mr. \V. K. Intake 
a iiietnher liad ma le a gift t" the Society of several philatelic works. It 

was re-ived unanimously that the A-si-tant-Secretury be re>|itested to 
convey to Mr. Titl’any ami to Mr. Imam' the thanks of the Society for their 
handsome presents. A hope was also expressed that, as the Society now 
possessed the nucleus of a valuable philatelic library, other members would 
follow the example <>f Mr. linage, and make contributions to it. Tlie 
business of the day—the revision of the list of the stamps of Victoria—was 
then proceeded with, after which several novelties were shown, including the 
new series for the Portuguese (Ailonics. the •'> Cents of Ceylon, <ke.

ilotes antr duertes.
M. P. ('., P»iigliton.—AVc are continually nying  ‘•wolf,” and hedging

cidh-ctors to bo ware of imitations. The well-known dealer in Vienna 
to whom you lehr i' we b at- le t  a very good judge of stamps it he 
olh rs as genuine a lot in who h -in per cent, are spurious.

Mi. Oampbeu.. Treasurer to the Flench Philatelie Society, ie'[Uests 
us to say. that “ having heard from Australia that M. Leroy d’Ftiolles, 
St.noli healer of Paris, ha* been making use of his name, he begs to 
inform mlLctuis ami dealer.- that lie ha- m-ver authorised him to do so.”

Masters I'oemelia Forgeries.—A\\- beg to warn <>ur readers against 
,-ome vei v ingenious forgeries of the .-uirhavgcd .-tamps now going 
ahollt. They are not sufficiently well executed to deceive the wary, 
but too well done not to dupe the unwary.

I'. E. 15,--ft) AVe have and have seen it stated, that values
sillehargeil revenue haw been u~ed pu-tallv. but we have never stoi 
tin- individual-, though several haw- been shown to us with supposed 
po-i-marks, hut which were only the dated stumps of some hank in 
St. A'im-etit. It is not at all inipo-.-ilde but that there may he i-ulnted 
ra-i-', Ini s.'iiie po-t-i.Hires will pa-s .in'ifhiit'i; lor in-tame, a Lig Foreign 
Bill .-tamp ; and tlu-tv -eeiim to he no real reason against any postage 
stumps surcharged REVENUE being tl-ed postallv. The surcharge does 
not appear to u- to take away the postal property, but to add something 
to what the stamp already possesses,

(“) We do not remember the stain)' you mention as having ever been 
recognised, and confess we do not know it.

(3) The 3 cent- “ Inland ” Liberia was issued at the .-ame time a.- the 
other stamps of the series, and uv have never heard of its authenticity 
heillg lb Iltbted.

That great Foreign Bill .-tamp of threepence was no doubt a source 
of wonderment to the  country po-t-derk ; pe rhaps  he thought that if 
anyone wa- disposed to contribute three pence P« the revenue, lie was 
entitled to apply hi- money a- he liked. The Utter was posted and 
delivered within the limits, as there is no outgoing stamp upon it.

Pemberton, Wil&on, & Co., Polmeraton Road, Wood Green, London, N.
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PUBLICATIONS.
A 'J  T T . L V . S l R A T h . f r  M O X T . f i  L Y  T A P E R ,

<.\qnn or i 1 jr itclir ^ o tid jj of Tonlrort.
Vol. I (1 ■? 7'.0i beautifully bound in cloth, gilt li.lte’dri' ami edging, cou- 

ta'niiK ■'f.uio'r'.tj'b aid /■'.‘cyripij ol trieUte 1. t.. PemVi-fcn. A  mail ju;ei8ct of■ r;j ir i'■!. “)i!11i;p i "i O 6, ■.

V'oi. II (IftSo . hound to mauii Vol. 1.. b".* coueideraMy l*rg--r.cort-ains, in 
a-Ui.Vr m, il.n-- ration? m  late • cumber*, ft pcn,.a:.un: Lota. ;Cab:ue size: a d  
A.iOjnaph >1 A A. Philbri’k, to ; , *<*.., I'm* i lent of me FLi-iwlib StHiiely of 
Lon Ion. turn >i 6. y.- tt-tr.e

Vol. III. r iK11). bci.iio to match Vote. I and II.. but much luvi'or. Pro- 
fuK-ly ill i •-rat.-l >vith cole .led platet, .nc.; al^opoimsutntrhoto. of J.»r. i * ’ Viner.. 
I'rior 0-C. po.v-fret.

Vil. I V. 'lbb2,. riaflnrlv btmr>d, profusely illus.rated. P en 'in cu t Photo.
. «: the lav; VV-. G d>- Viaai. Price 5 € .  pr.d-trae,
Vol V. 'IK87), similarly boun .. jiroi'tiseiy i .'lust rated. 1*1.*- to vraph of W 

A .  S. 'Vesi.’.y. f'r f>'0 post u.
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dozen; 0 6 per 100. This is the only •atislauiory method ot mounting 
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,iave becn inundatc<l "'ith letters complaining of 
lil° al,tmJancci of fot'S,;tl stamps at present in the 
In®rkct. J.ut stamps are nut the only objects of 
collection whose parentage ami pedigree will not at 
aI1 lilnes l,car t,lu scrutiliy °f a careful investigation.

J ' I  ‘ Ask amateurs ot ht-ic-u-lnu:, antiquities, curios, old 
china, and pictures by old masters, whether they are not equally 
exposed to attempts to foist spurious articles upon them. .Stamp 
collectors cannot expect or hope to be a privileged class free from 
the attacks of knavery, and, like collectors of other objects of 
curiosity, they must take necessary precautions to resist them. 
Ho long as our memory of stamp collecting extends, there lias 
always been a plentiful supply of trash and forgeries in the market. 
Though in 1811:5 the number of collectors was very limited, and 
the number of genuine stamps also, yet I tamer, and those pretend
ing to be his successors or assigns, issued trash in shoals, which 
not only found place in the catalogues of respectable dealers, but 
had reserved places set apart for them in the albums of Lallier and 
Moeus. The shops, especially in the vicinity of schools, were 
filled with sheets of specimens, nine-tenths of which were tho 
manulacturo of Messrs. .Spiro; and these were eagerly purchased 
by those who thought it folly to buy from a respectable dealer, 
who would charge them sixpence for what, they imagined they could 
get elsewhere, equally good and “ warranted genuine,” for a penny.

Many attempts have been made to assist collectors in distinguish
ing between genuine and imitation specimens. The late Mr. 
Pemberton, early in Ins career, turned his attention to the subject; 
and what ho wrote, notably on the types of the Swiss stamps, was 
very useful, especially at that time, for it induced collectors 
carefully to investigate the types l'or themselves. Put we have 
very great doubts whether this cannut be carried too far; and wo
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E Lave been inundated with, letters complaining of 
the abundance of forged stamps at present in the 
market. But stamps are not the only objects of 
collection whose parentage and pedigree will not at 
all times bear tho scrutiny of a careful investigation. 
Ask amateurs of bric-a-brac, antiquities, curios, old 

china, and pictures by old masters, whether they are not equally 
exposed to attempts to foist spurious articles upon them. Stamp 
collectors cannot expect or hope to be a privileged class free from 
the attacks of knavery, and, like collectors of other objects of 
curiosity, they must take necessary precautions to resist them. 
So long as our memory of stamp collecting extends, there has 
always been a plentiful supply of trash and forgeries in the market. 
Though in 1863 the number of collectors was very limited, and 
the number of genuine stamps also, yet Hamer, and those pretend
ing to be his successors or assigns, issued trash in shoals, which 
not only found place in the catalogues of respectable dealers, but 
had reserved places set apart for them in the albums of Lallier and 
Moens. The shops, especially in the vicinity of schools, were 
filled with sheets of specimens, nine-tenths of which were the 
manufacture of Messrs. Spiro; and these were eagerly purchased 
by those who thought it folly to buy from a respectable dealer, 
who would charge them sixpence for what they imagined they could 
get elsewhere, equally good and “ warranted genuine," for a penny.

Many attempts have been made to assist collectors in distinguish- 
♦ ing between genuine and imitation specimens. The late Mr. 

Pemberton, early in his career, turned his attention to the subject; 
and what ho wrote, notably on the types of the Swiss stamps, wa3 
very useful, especially at that time, for it induced collectors 
carefully to investigate the types for themselves. But we have 
very great doubts whether this cannot be carried too far; and we
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fail to discover the utility of anatomizing every forgery, and 
showing how it differs from the genuine type, as the natural 
consequence is, that the next forger avoids the pitfalls into which 
the preceding one had fallen. As we all know, there are generally 
other elements besides the type that must be taken into account 
before judgment can be pronounced on the genuine character of a 
stamp. Doubtless the chief element is the type, and is the first 
point examined as a test, and the one which writers on the 
subject chiefly depend upon; but the type cannot any longer be 
depended upon as a safe test in all cases, for where the object is 
worth the trouble of calling in the aid of photography, an imitation 
can be produced not distinguishable in type from the original.

The complaints, however, that have lately reached us relate 
chiefly to a fresh and more promising field of operations, now 
opened to cheats and forgers by the introduction of surcharged 
stamps. Thus the surcharges of “ Reunion ” and “ Rio de Oro ” 
have been ascertained to be the work of cheats. But the surcharges 
which alter the value are more especially dangerous. These are 
ordinarily applied by the Administration to stamps of a higher 
facial value, and the Administration consequently runs no risk 
in the surcharging; but as the operation in many cases increases 
the market value a hundredfold to a collector, wo need scarcely 
point out the irresistible temptation presented to the forger. 
When the surcharge consists of a simple numeral, the means 
of detecting the impostor are reduced to a minimum, and the best 
judges are at fault, as they have so little to guide them. By way 
of example, we may cite some surcharged Bulgarian stamps, which 
we see by the proceedings of the London Philatelic Society were 
produced at the last meeting of that body. W e have also seen 
these stamps— consisting of the “ 3 ” on 10  stotinki, the “ 5 ” on 
30 stotinki, the “ 15 ” on the 25 stotinki, and the “ 50" on 
1 franc—admirably executed, and it required an examination by 
the side of several genuine specimens to be convinced that they 
were impostors. Then again the recent surcharges on the Ceylon 
stamps have been extensively imitated, and these, we believe, had 
their origin in London.

To the natural question as to how a collector can protect 
himself against imposition, we fear there is but the unsatisfactory 
answer, “ Caveat emptor.” Many collectors object to obliterated 
stamps, and we ourselves as a rule prefer unobliterated ones. But 
in the case of surcharged stamps, where there is a doubt, we should



certainly choose rather to take our stand on an obliterated specimen 
■where the obliteration has clearly been affixed above the surcharge; 
not as a test by which to determine the character of another 
specimen, for there may be several types of the surcharge, but 
that we are, at all events, certain of possessing a genuine copy, 
unless the obliteration is false also.

W e are glad to see that the Philatelic Society of London has 
taken up the question in a manner which, we think, will prove 
useful, by instituting a register of black-sheep for the use of its 
members; and we hope that this will induce collectors to affiliate 
themselves to the Society, so as to have the benefit of the mutual 
protection afforded by the register, and do all in their power to 
make it as perfect as possible. If carried out thoroughly, we 
think it will prove a benefit to respectable dealers, and a source of 
terror to evil-doers.

N O VELTIES, D ISCO VER IES, AND RESUSCITATIONS. 27

JKstouarhs, anh l^aiwiJafons*
— i—

Azores.— From Dar Philatelist we learn that the small 
surcharge is found on the following stamps, in addition to those 
already chronicled:

Adhesives. 25 reis, lilac. | 300 reis, green.
Bangkok.— We have seen a letter from the postmaster at 

Bangkok stating that since the 1st July last, when Siam entered 
the Postal Union, the Post-office at Singapore ceased to issue any 
stamps of the Straits Settlements surcharged with B.

Bavaria.— Two Post Cards, of 3 and 5 pfennig, on card water
marked with narrow horizontal wavy lines, do not appear to have 
been yet noted by us. The card of 3 pfennig bears the notice 
circumscribing the extent for which it is available.
Post Cards. 3 pfennig, yellow-green on light buff; wmk. hor. wavy lines.

5 pfennig, red-violet ,, ,, ,,
Bermuda.— The colours of these stamps have undergone some 

modifications, and in addition to the Id., rose-red, the 2 Jd., blue, 
and the 3d., pearl-grey, already chronicled as on “ Crown CA.” 
paper, we have to note the following values, all printed on similar 
paper, and perforated 14 :

Adhesives. J penny, washy-green. 6 pence, purple.
2 pence, brown-violet. 1 shilling, brown.
4 ,, orange-red.

A Postal Union Card of one penny halfpenny has also been 
issued printed on buff, and with a stamp of the same type as that 
of the one halfpenny post card.

Post Card, l jd ,, carmine on buff.
86*
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British Bechuanaland.— An unsettled state of the political 

affairs in a country is very speedily shown by its postage stamps. 
The stamps of Peru are still in dire confusion, those of Eastern 
Roumelia have just vanished, and now there is “ another star gone 
out.” The stamps of Stellaland are no more; and such part of 
the land of the Bechuanas as has been annexed to the Cape Colony 
has been furnished with stamps of the Colony, surcharged with 
“ British Bechuanaland” in two lines. The stamps are of the 
current issue, watermarked with “ Anchor and Cable,” with the 
exception of the halfpenny, which we have not seen, but which we 
learn from the III. B. Z. is on “ Crown CA.” paper, and surcharged 
in red, while the others are surcharged in black.

Adhesive,f. J  penny, black. I 2 pence, brown.
1 ,, rose. I 6 ,, violet.

Cape Verd Islands.— From Mr. Marsden we learn that these 
y w v rv w u v u u Y  Islands have been fumishe’d

... 5 with a new series of stamps
-r 5 0f 8ame type, perfora

tion, &c., as those recently 
issued for Mozambique and 
the Portuguese Indies, 
illustrations of which are 
annexed.

The inscription is, “ pro-
vincia de cabo-verde j” and the following are the values and colours:

50 reis, bright blue.
100 ,, brown.
200 ,, violet.

5 reis, black.
10 „ green.
20 ,, bright carmine.
25 ,, bright and dull lilac.
40 ,, chocolate-brown.

300 ,, orange.

China.— The large-sized native stamps have been superseded by 
an issue of smaller-sized ones, which appear to be of European 
manufacture; and whoever may have designed them, can scarcely 

be congratulated on the muddled 
mass of confused ornamentation 
in which he has involved the 
Dragon. The design is the same 
in all the values, and we annex 
an illustration of one of them, 
as also another showing the water
mark on the stamp, leaving to our 

readers to give such appellation to this latter as they may please.
The impression is in colour, on white wove paper, watermarked 

as above, and the perforation is 13.
Adhesives. 1 candarin, yellow-grccn.

3 ,, lake.
5 ,, yellow.

Costa Rica. (Guanacaste.)— Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. 
send us a sheet of the I centavo in which the surcharges vary 
from that already described and delineated in our January number.



The sheet .consists of fifty stamps in five rows of ten, and the 
whole of the surcharges are applied vertically, as in the 10  centavos.

In the first vertical row, and in the two lower stamps of the 
second vertical row, “ Guanacaste ” is in ordinary type, as in those 
hitherto seen with the horizontal surcharge, but larger and 
thicker, measuring 18£mm. in length, whereis in the horizontal 
surcharge the word only measured 17mm.

In the three upper stamps of the second vertical row, and on those 
in the third and fourth vertical rows, “ Guanacaste” is in similar 
letters to the former, but measures in length 2 0 mm.

In the fifth vertical row “ guanacaste” is in fancy capitals of 
3£mm., and measures in length 20mm.

In the sixth and seventh vertical rows “ guanacaste ” is in thin 
Roman Capitals of 3£mm., and measures in length 15mm.

In the eighth, ninth, and tenth vertical rows “ guanacaste” is 
in thicker Roman capitals of 3mm., and the length is 21£mm.

W e are informed that out of a considerable consignment by far 
the larger quantity was, as before, with the horizontal surcharge.

Adhesive. 1 centavo, green (5 varieties), surcharged vertically.
W e received, upwards of a month ago, an entire series of the 

adhesives of Costa Rica with two post c&rds, all surcharged with 
“ muestra” in divers colours; but as the surcharge was only 
equivalent to “ specimen ” we abstained from chronicling them, 
and only mention them now as we are informed that some 
collectors have mistaken the surcharge for one similar to that of 
“ GUANACASTE.”

Cyprus.— W e have received a new value of Messrs. Do La 
Rue & Co.’s “ stock” type, current in this island. The impression 
is on “ Crown CA.” paper.

12 piastres, Venetian-red ; per/, 1 4 .

Denmark. (Aalborg.)—Collectors who do not object to local 
stamps cannot complain of Scandinavia, for there is no lack of 
arrivals from that part of the world. W e have now a stamp 
belonging to the hybrid, half-letter half-parcel, post of Aalborg, 
which besides being a fortified town is also a bishop’s see, 
circumstances which may possibly account for the sort of 
Trinitarian castle depicted on the stamp. As we annex an 

illustration we need not further describe the type. 
The impression is on plain white paper in green, 
with the exception of the lettering of the circular 
inscription and that at the foot, which are in red. 
This latter inscription, we are informed, signifies 
“ messengers on hire.” The perforation is 11£, 
and we are glad to say that there appears at 
present to be only one value; though, as some 
are printed upside down, the amateurs of topsy

turvies are not forgotten.
Adhesive. 3 ore, green and red.

N O V ELT IES, D ISCO VER IE S, AN D RESUSCITATIONS. 29
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Ecuador.— W e gather from the Timbre-Paste an explanation 

of the signification of the word “ sucre,” which is found on the 
newly-issued post cards as the denomination of the currency.
“ Sucrfc ” is the name of the new silver piastre, weighing 
25 grammes, and of a standard of 90 per cent. The name has 
been given to this currency in remembrance of the Gran Marixal 
Sucre, who distinguished himself against the Spaniards in the 
war of 1824, being second in command under Bolivar in the 
memorable crossing of the Cordilleras, and commanded the forces 
at the battle of Condorkanki, which may be said to have decided 
the fate of South American independence. Ecuador has only 
followed the example of several other South American states, such 
as Venezuela, which has its B olivar; Bolivia, which has its 
Boliviano ; Peru, its Sol.

Guinea.— Mr. Marsden informs us that the new series for 
Guinea, of the type of the head of the king, announced so long 
ago as 1884 to be preparing, will be sent out to Guinea by the next 
steamer. It is also reported that the issue of embossed stamps is 
to be extended to the whole of the Portuguese colonies except 
Guinea; but this is only a provisional measure, as preparations are 
making for the supply of stamps after the type of those of Guinea 
to all the colonies.

LagOS.—A halfpenny stamp of the type of current issue has 
been issued. Adhesive, id., green, “ Crown CA per/. 1J,.

Mexico.—W e have received the following additions to the 
stamps of the issue in colour:

Adhesives. 4 centavos, orange-vermilion.
12 ,, olive-brown.

W e also see announced by some of our contemporaries, that the 
following new post cards have been issued; viz., the 3 centavos, postal 
union, with stamp in brown, and a corresponding reply card; and 
two reply cards of 2 + 2 and 5 + 5 centavos; the first for urban 
service, and the latter for the interior. These last two reply cards 
are rouletted at the separation of the two parts, and perforated on 
the other two sides. AH are printed on light buff.

Post Cards. 3 centavos, brown (Postal Union).
3 + 3 ,, ,, ,,
2 + 2 ,, carmine (Urban Service).
5 + 5 „  blue (Inland Service).

Natal ,—The Threepence, printed in pearl-grey, has been over
printed with “ twopence ” in block letters, immediately above the 
value in full in the lower tablet, the old value being effaced by 
a black line. The impression is on paper watermarked “ Crown C A."

2d. on 3d., pearl-grey, surcharged in black.
New South Wales.— A correspondent, under date of 4th 

February last, kindly sends us a cutting from the official Postal 
Guide, then just published, containing a notice of the issue of 
the new stamp of five shillings. For a philatelist the notice
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is very imperfect, but we give it in entirety for as much as it 
is worth, reserving a better description till we have seen the stamp :

“ A new five-shilling postage stamp has been issued by authority, 
of which the following is a description : Profile of Queen Victoria 
to left, with diadem on tinted background, enclosed in a circle, 
containing the words “ new south wales” above, and “ stamp duty” 
underneath, in white letters, on oblong-figured field, with “ 5s. ” at 
top, and “ five shillings ” at bottom, the whole enclosed by border
lines attached to centre at sides. The word “ postage ” in black, 
erased letters printed over “ stamp duty." Colour: centre and 
border-lines" violet, with green diaper field. V alue: 5s.

“ New Ten Shilling and One Pound postage stamps of a similar 
description, with the exception that the former has a scroll, 
and the latter a carmine field, are also now issued.

“ Newspaper wrappers can now be used to cover any matter, 
the postage of which does not exceed Id.”

W e think our readers will be of opinion that the officials at 
Sydney do not express themselves with a superabundance of 
lucidity. To us it appears that these stamps are merely the 
“ Stamp D u ty” values of 1868, with “ postage” printed in black 
over the words “ stamp duty." I s this all, after such a flourish 
of trumpets?

Peru.— A correspondent informs us that a new issue of stamps 
is expected shortly, consisting of the following values and 
colours:

Adhesives. 2 centavos, yellow.
5 „ grey.

10 „  blue.
20 ,, green.
50 ,, rose.

1 sol black.

We annex an engraving, representing the surcharge mentioned 
in our last, as applied to the 10 and 25 centavos.

The Frankfurter Br. Zeitung states that not only have the 
5 and 10 centavos (arms) been surcharged with “ pu n o" and 
“ cuzco,” as mentioned in our last, but with “ moquegua ” in red; 
and that the same values (head in centre) have been surcharged 
with “ puno” and “ cuzco” in black, and “ moquegua” in red.

Persia-— A set o f unpaid letter stamps has been issued. The 
chief features in the design, which is the same for all the values, 
are a ribbon scroll, crossing the stamp diagonally, inscribed 
“ a percevoir ” in coloured block letters; and in the lower right 
triangular space “ 1 ch ” on a solid disc. In the upper part of 
the frame, on a solid tablet intercepted by the ribbon, is “ perse.” 
The impression is in indigo blue, on white wove paper, and the 
perforation 14. The following is a list of the values :

Adhesives. 1 shahi. I 6 shahi. 1 kran.
2 *, I ,, 2 ,,
5 i, I t5 ,, 5 ,,

1 toman.
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Philippines.— A new value of the current 

1880 type has come to hand, and from the 
change in the inscription on the upper tablet, 
“ f il ip as impresos,” is, wo conclude, specially 
for printed matter. Like the rest of the series, 
it is in colour on white wove paper, and the 
perforation 14.

Adhesive. |  de centavo, yellow-green. 
Poonch.— The Timbre-Poste mentions the following additions 

to the varieties of paper:
$ anna, scarlet-vermilion, on yellow laid.
1  f t  r t  »>

4 ,, ,, on white laid.
Roomania.— The 5 bani of the new type has been issued. 

Adhesive. 5 bani, green ; per/. IS.
Rnssian Locals. (Morsehansk.)— W e learn from the Timbre- 

Poste that the stamp represented in the an
nexed engraving has been in use since January 
last. This makes about the twentieth variety 
in type or printing that have been issued for 
this rural district. The impression, like its 
precursors of 1880 and 1882, is lithographed 
on white wove paper in a variety of colours. 
The perforation is 12.

Adhesive. 5 kopecks, red, blue, bronze, and black.
Soudja.— W e introduce a new candidate for admission among 

the rural postage stamps of Russia. The district of Soudja is in 
the province of Koursh. An illustration in our next will relieve us 
from the necessity of describing the design. The impression is in 
colour on white wove paper, and the stamp is found both perfo
rated and imperforate. Adhesive. 5 kopecks, pale red.

Welsh.— This also seems to be a fresh visitant, coming from the 
province of Vologda, and, according to the above- 
mentioned magazine, appeared on the 7th February 
last. I t  has not any great pretensions to beauty, 
either in point of design or execution. It is 
printed on white wove paper, and is found both 
imperforate and perforated 10J. W e see that two 
stamps in the sheet are upside down, so that the 
amateurs of such-like will be able to gratify 
their fancy. Adhesive. 3 kopecks, green.

St. Lucia.— Of Messrs. De La Rue & Co. ’8 “ stock” type we 
have to chronicle a stamp of one shilling lately issued on paper 
watermarked “ Crown CA.”

Adhesive. One Shilling, orange ; per/, 14.
S a n ta n d er .— In our last we noticed the issue of three values 

for this State. It will he seen by the annexed engraving that the 
general design bears a close resemblance to a mural tablet, the arms
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of the State being in the centre panel. In the one centavo the numeral 
of value, in addition to its being 
found on the sides of the framing, 
is repeated in the upper angles.
In the five centavos the numerals 
above are absent, while in the ten 
centavos, though found at the upper 
angles, they are not inserted in the 
side framing. W e have already, in 

our last, given the values and colours of the impression.
Shanghai.— To Messrs. Whitfield, King, & Co. we are indebted 

for sending us the recently-issued 80 cash, flesh, and 10 0  cash, 
yellow, surcharged in blue respectively with “ 40 cash” and 
“ 60 cash,” and with Chinese characters underneath representing 
the equivalent. The surcharge of “ 60 cash” is reversed on some 
of the stamps. The issue took place on January 29th last. Paper, 
white wove; perforation, 15.

Adhesives. 40 cash on 80 cash, flesh.
60 ,, on 100 „  yellow.

South Australia.— The newspaper bands last issued vary in 
many points from the former issue. The stamp has been 
re-engraved and made longer, the oval enclosing the Queen’s head 
being l£mm. more, measuring the major axis; the type of the 
legend is larger, and the arms are in a round shield instead of in 
an upright oval. There are two sizes, one measuring 111 by 
282mm., and the other 147 by 447mm. The impression is on 
granulated wove yellowish-white paper, as before.

Wrapper, id ., violet.
Straits Settlements.— The III. Br. Journal informs us that 

the 1 cent post card and the 3 cents Postal Union card have each 
received companion reply cards. The impression is on buff card, 
and they are perforated along the line of separation.

Post Cards. 1 + 1 cent, green. | 3 + 3 cents, blue.
T olim a.— Der Philatelist mentions that the 5 centavos, brown, 

of 1879, and the 10 centavos, blue, issued at the same time, have 
respectively appeared in orange-yellow and brick-red. Whether these 
are to form part of the series noted by us in January, 1885, as 

reported in a state of preparation, we are unable 
to sa y ; and now, to make the explanation even 
more difficult, we receive a 5 pesos, an illustration 
of which is annexed. From this it will be seen 
that the design is the same as that of the 5 pesos 
1878, save that with the exception of the arms 
in the centre the whole has been reversed; that 
is, the lettering and ornamentation, which is now 
in colour on a white field, was, in 1879, in white 

on a coloured field. The impression is on white wove paper.
Adhesives. 5 centavos, orange-yellow. | 6 pesos, bright yellow.

10 ,, brick-red.



Turkey.— The Timbre-Poste mentions that the 5 paras and 
25 piastres completing the current series were issued in February 
last, and that they are perforated 11A and 13£.

Adhesives. 5 paras, lilac on pale lilac.
25 piastres, black oil grey-black.

Venezuela.— “ A Post Card Collector ” informs us that a new 
issue was made of the Venezuela post cards at the end of last year 
of the same type as before. “ T arjkta postal ” is in  ornamental 
shaded letters, instead of plain letters. They are all of the same 
type, and the 9th ornament from the top on the left, and the 
12th at the bottom, are broken. There is no value, and the 
impression is in black, on card of the following colours:

White. 1 Yellow. I Rose. I Deep green. I Pale pink.
Greenish-grey. | Ochre. | Brick. | Very pale green. | Straw.
Western Australia.— We repair an omission of the sixpence 

of the current type, which is now printed on “ Crown C A" paper, 
with perforation as before.

Adhesive. 6 pence, purple.
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THE FOURPENCE OF THE FIRST ISSUE OF TASMANIA.
A P a per  H ead  b e fo re  t h e  P h ila t el ic  So c ie ty , L ondon .

B y  T . K . T A B L IN G , V ice-P residen t.

Within the last three or four years a good deal of attention has been 
directed to the issues of certain countries, the stamps of which were each 
separately engraved on the plates, and are consequently found in as many 
varieties of types as there are stamps on the sheet. The examination of 
these varieties, and the attempts to reconstitute the plates, have proved 
a most interesting branch of study, and have led in some cases to discoveries 
of considerable importance. I t  occurred to me that an occasional note 
on one or two matters not generally known could hardly fail to be of interest 
to the members of the Society, and I will therefore ask you to give your 
attention for a few moments to the subject of these remarks—“ The Four- 
pence of the First Issue of Tasmania.” The stamp in question is a most 
troublesome one, the differences of type being very minute, and the difficulty 
of identifying the varieties being largely increased by the colour of the 
impression. Of this there are two very distinct shades—orange-red and 
yellow. I am unable to say which came first, but am inclined to think 
the former. Tradition says there were twenty-four stamps on the sheet, 
each differing from the others, and printed in six rows of four. I lately 
began to attempt the reconstitution of the plate—in other words, to try to 
place the varieties of type in the right order—and with this object I applied 
to three friends, who were the fortunate possessors of several fine blocks and 
pairs of these stamps, and who very kindly placed their specimens a t my 
disposal.

On examining the different collections with my own specimens, I was 
much puzzled to find that there were apparently considerably more than 
twenty-four varieties of type After a most careful investigation, and 
making every allowance for defective printing, I was unable to resist the 
conclusion, that not only were there more than twenty-four varieties of 
type, but that in the united collections there were to be found exactly forty- 
eight. The experience of the first and second issues of New South Wales 
at once suggested the idea of a retouch of the plate, or possibly of a transfer, 
but further examination showed that tins was not the case. Of course, to
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prove a retouch, it is necessary to compare the same stamps or varieties ;
i.e. those occupying the same position on the sheets. To do this, it is 
further necessary to be in a position to prove the arrangement, or a portion 
of the arrangement, of the varieties on the plate, before we can compare the 
same stamps. When I began 6ome years ago to get together the varieties 
of tvpe, the idea occurred to me of making up a sheet in each of the two 
shades—dull red and yellow. In  this I had partially succeeded; aud 
recently, on looking more carefully a t the two sheets, I was struck with 
certain peculiarities which seemed to run through all, or most of the yehow 
stamps, but which could not be traced on those specimens printed in dull 
red. I accordingly began to suspect the existence of two distinct plates. 
Now at the bottom of the sheet there are to be found the words, “ Printed 
by II. & C. Best,” and “ C. W. Coard, Sc.” There is some reason for 
thinking that these words were printed respectively at the left and right 
lower corners of the sheet, but this is immaterial for our present purpose. 
Their importance lies in the fact that they enable us with certainty to 
ascertain the actual position on the plate of certain varieties of type. I  
looked accordingly among my specimens, and at length found two—one 
printed in dull reu, the other in yellow—and both with sufficient margin to 
show portions of the words, “ Printed by II. & C. Best,” immediately below. 
It was therefore morally certain that these two specimens occupied the 
same position on the plate, except on one hypothesis, which I will refer 
to directly. Two minutes’ examination was sufficient to prove conclusively 
that the stamps were not the same type or variety; and further, that neither 
was a retouch or transfer of the other. Again, the letters and words, 
“ Printed by II. & C. Best,” were differently spaced ; and in the case of the 
yellow stamp, occupied much less space than on the other specimen. These 
facts seemed to point very strongly to two separate plates of the fourpence 
having been prepared. I t  is just possible, of course, that the sheet was much 
larger than had been commonly supposed, and consisted, say, of forty-eight 
varieties. But in this case the words, “ Printed by II. & C. Best," must 
have been repeated on the sheet—a most unlikely thing to have occurred; 
and it must not be forgotten that, according to the information at the 
disposal of the Society, and apparently of JI. Moens also, twenty-four has 
always been assigned as the number of specimens on the sheet. Our united 
collections give just forty-eight varieties; and I think wre are justified 
in concluding that, for some reason or other— probably wear or injury—two 
separate plates of the fourpence were prepared. One other point should he 
noticed. I mentioned that the stamps were supposed to have been printed 
in six rows of four. I am able to show that in the case of the second plate 
they were printed in four rows of six. Whether this was the arrangement 
of both plates or not, I am unable to say. I have only now to indicate, as 
far as possible, the differences between the two plates. These, like those 
between the stamps themselves, are by no means clearly defined. In the 
absence of dated specimens, or documentary evidence, it is impossible to say 
which should come first; and until both plates are completely reconstituted,, 
and the varieties arranged in the right order, I am afraid the tests of 
distinction will not be found altogether satisfactory.

1. The Colour o f the Impression.—Roughly speaking, specimens from 
Plate I. are printed in dull orange-red, those from Plate II. in yellow. 
Specimens from both exist in bright orange-red; but I  have never seen 
a stamp from Plate I. printed in yellow, or one from Plate II. in the 
particular shade of dull red peculiar to Plate I.

2. The Impression.—Although both plates were engraved by Mr. C. W. 
Coard, Plate I., in my opinion, shows better workmanship than Plate II. 
The impressions from the former are generally clearer, and the lines some
what thinner, than in the case of stamps printed from Plate II., especially of 
those printed in yellow.

3. Design.— On Plate I. the Queen’s back hair seems to be gathered up 
in loops, or rather twisted coils, which I am told is the correct expression. 
On Plate II. it has the appearance of twisted plaits. The stamp is 
enclosed by a double octagonal line, and just within this, and following the
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shape of the octagon, you will notice a number of small tooth-shaped 
ornaments, pointing inwards. On Plate I. these are considerably larger 
than on Plate II ., and vary in number, as far as I have counted them, 
from seventy-eight to eighty. Those of Plate II . are smaller, and vary in 
number from eighty to eighty-two.

4. The Lettering o f “ Van Diemen!s Land ” and  “ F ourpence—On Plate
I. the letters of these words, as a rule, are more elongated than those 
on Plate II., the difference being being especially noticeable in the two 
a’s of van and land. On Plate IL  these are, so to speak, squat-shaped and 
flatter. The same remark applies to a lesser extent to the four n’s. The 
Bheets which I have the pleasure of presenting for your inspection will assist 
you in verifying these details as far as they go. I am afraid the distinctions 
are very vague, yet it seems almost impossible to give others. I t  is 
principally by patient study and examination of the specimens that it will 
be found possible to readily recognize the characteristics of the two plates ; 
and I will only add in conclusion Mr. Pemberton’s words of advice, “ Study 
the stamps, and an imperceptible sense will come to you.”POST CARDS OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

B y  A P O S T  C A R D  C O LLE CTO R .

T ype  I.
Single Card. January, 1881.

Medium-sized card of 130 x 76 mm. In the centre, at top, are two letters, 
k and d, with an ornamental scroll curling over the letter r and through the 
letter d inscribed tarjeta postal. The ribbon-ends of the scroll on the 
left curl round a staff, on the top of which is a cap of Liberty, inscribed 
libertad, and resting on an escutcheon filled in with meaningless ornament. 
Beneath the letters r .d and scroll is the inscription, in one line, escridase
DE ESTE LADO LA DIRECOION Y LA COMUNICACION DEL OTRO, followed by
three lines, all of different lengths, ruled for the address. In the right upper 
corner is a double-lined oval, containing the arms of the Republic, with scroll 
and motto above, and branches of laurel and olive beneath. In the upper 
curve of the oval is repubi.ica dominicana, and in the lower the value. The 
numerals of value in ornamental circles divide the above inscriptions. Rays 
of light or sunbeams, as in the Newfoundland cards, dart from the right 
upper corner, and traverse the card. The whole is within a frame (119$ x 71J 
mm.), consisting of circles containing the letters r d, with fleurs-de-lys 
between the circles, and conventional ornaments in the four angles. The 
printer’s name, the Manhattan bank note co., new York, is a t the foot of 
the card, outside the frame. Col. imp. on various coloured cards. Two values.

2 centavos, green on buff. 3 centavos, red on rose.
2 „ green on rose. 3 „ red on white.
3 „ red on buff.

Variety.—Two single cards joined at the left, and perforated.
2 centavos, green on buff. | 2 centavos, green on rose.

Reply Card. January, 1881.
Medium-sized double card, 130x 76 mm., differing from the single card of 

the same issue by an extra line of inscription on the original a t the top, 
la otra tarjeta siRVE para la RE8PUESTA, and on the reply, in the left 
lower corner, respcesta. Coloured imp. on the first and fourth faces, on 
variously coloured card, in two varieties.

Variety I .—Folded a t the top, and perforated.
2 + 2 centavos, green on buff.
2 + 2 „ green on rose.
3 + 3 „  red on buff.

3 + 3 centavos, red on rose.
3 + 3 „ red on light green.
3 + 3 „ red on iron-grey.
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Variety II.—Folded at the left, and perforated.
2 + 2 centavos, green on buff, I 3 + 3 centavos, red on rose.
3 + 3 „ red on buff. [ 3 + 3 „ red on white.

T y pe  II.
Single Card. February, 18S1.

Medium-sized card of 130 x 76 mtn. Design the same as that of Type I., 
except that the following inscriptions are inserted in the frame in Roman 
capitals :

At the top, UNION POSTAL UNIVERSAL.
At the bottom, union postale universelle.
On the left (reading upwards), republioa dominioana.
On the right (reading downwards), republique dominioaine.
Coloured impression on card of various colours.

2 centavos, green on buff.
2 11 green on iron-grey. 3 red on iron-grey.
2 >! green on white. 3 ?> red on white.
2 green on rose. 3 J» red on rose.
2 t * green on green. 3 5» red on green.
2 >» green on blue(?). 3 3* red on blue.

3 centavos, red on buff.

Reply Card. February, 1881.
Medium-sized double card, 130 x 76 mm., differing from the single card of 

the same issue by an extra line of inscription on the original, a t the top, 
la otra tarjeta sirve para la respuesta ; and on the reply, in the left 
lower corner, uespuesta. Coloured impression on the first and fourth faces, 
on various coloured card ; in two varieties.

Variety I .—Folded at the top, and imperforate.
2 + 2 centavos, green on buff.
2 + 2 green on iron-grey.
2 + 2 » green on white.
2 + 2 green on rose,
2 + 2 >3 green on green.
2 + 2 )» green on blue (7).

3 + 3 centavos, red on buff.
3 + 3 
3 + 3 
3 + 3 
3 + 3 
3 + 3

red on iron-grey, 
red on white, 
red on rose, 
red on green, 
red On blue.

Variety I I .—Folded a t the left, and imperforate.
2 + 2 centavos, green on green. I 3 + 3 centavos, red on rose.
3 + 3 „ red on green. I 3 + 3 „ red on iron-grey.

T y pe  I I I .
Single Card. 1885.

Medium-sized card of 131 x 76 mm. At the top is a scroll crossing the 
letters r and d, inscribed takjeta postal, and beneath, in one line, the 
instructions, eschibase de este lado la direccion solamente. In the 
right upper corner is the stamp of the type of the current issue. Coloured 
impression on greyish-white card.

3 centavos, blue.
The Postal Union card is similar to the above, except that above r d and 

the scroll is the inscription, union postale univekselle. The impression 
is in colour on yellow card.

2 centavos, red.
Reply Card. 1885.

The reply card differs from the single card of the same issue by having the 
extra line of inscription at the top of the original, la otra tarjeta birvb 
para la respuesta, and on the reply below r and d, respuesta. Coloured 
impression on coloured card on the first and fourth faces.

2 + 2 centavos, red on yellow.
3+3 „ blue on greyish-white.
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THE STAMPS OF MEXICO,

Uy M.bt. CAI LLEI i OTTE.
(Continued front Vol. VII., page 202.)

1872.
Head of the Cure Hidalgo to le f t; coloured impression on white paper. 

. A. Without surcharge.
1. Without moire pattern at back ; imperforate.

25 c., red. | 50 c., yellow. | 100 c., lilac.
2. With moire pattern at back ; imperforate.

6 c., green. I 50 c., yellow.
12 c., blue. 100 e., lilac.
25 c., red. | 100 c., lilac, perei enpoints.

15. Wilh surcharge, and icith moiri pattern at back. 
Imperf. Pcrces cn points or cit arc.

0 c., green. 
12 c,, blue. 
25 c., red.
50 c., yellow. 

100 c., lilac.

6 c., green. 
12 c., blue. 
25 c., red.
50 c., yellow. 

100 c., lilac.
The system of surcharge is the same as in the preceding issue ; but the 

order adopted in the classification of the towns is somewhat altered. Mexico 
(the capital) is No. 1, and the other towns follow in alphabetical order, 
absorbing the numbers from 2 to 51. At the end of the series, No, 52 is 
allotted to the town of Guanajuato. These surcharges are always vertical.

L ist  of Surcharges of N ames of T owns

1 Mexico—
(gothic surcharge).

1 Mexico—
(arched surcharge).

2 Acapulco.
3 Aguas Calientes.
4 Apam.
, fCampjche.
° \I . del Carmen.
6 Chaleo.
7 Chiapas.
8 Chihuahua.
9 Colima. /

10 Cordova.
11 C. Bravos.
12 C. Victoria.
13 Cua^titlan.
14 Cuernavaca.
15 Durango—

Type I,, 17 x2£. 
„ II., 13-ix li.

16 Guadalajara.
17 (?)

18 Guanajuato—
Type I., 21 x 2. 

,, II., 17J x 2. 
„ III., 18x24.

19 Huejutla.
20 Jalapa.
21 (?)
22 Lagos.
23 La Paz.
24 Maravatio.
25 Matamoros,
26 Mazatlan.
27 Merida.
28 Monterrey.
29 Morelia, a
30 Oaxaca—

Type I., 114x2. 
,, II., framed.

31 Orizava—■
Type I., 13x2.

„  II., 164x24.
32 Otumba.
33 l’achuca.
34 Puebla.

on Issue of 1872.
35 Queretaro.
36 Saltillo.
37 S. L. Potosi. z S
38 Tabasco. 1 11
39 Tacubaya.
40 Tampico.
41 Tepeji.
42 (?)
43 (?)
44 (?)
45 Tlaxcala.
46 Toluca.
47 Tula.
48 Tulancingo.
49 Urea—

Type I., 9 x 24.
,, II,, 7 x 2 .

50 Vera Cruz—
Type I., 18 x 2.

„ II., 13x2.
„ III , 144x14.

51 Zacatecas.
52 Guanajuato.

Errors in the order numbers.
Vera Cruz 05 instead of 50. I Morelia 31 instead of 29. 
Orizava 29 „ 31. | Mexico 31 ,, 1.
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These stamps are occasionally found bearing a number only, and occasionally 
with the name of a town, but no number. We also know tho entire series 
with only the names of the towns, and neither order number nor date.

May 5th, 1874.
Head of the Cure Hidalgo to le f t; frames varying for each value ; thick 

wove or laid paper ; per/. IS.
A. Without surcharge.

Wove paper.
5 c., brown. | 10 c., black. | 25 e., blue. | 50 c., green. | 100 c., rose. 

Paper with close-laid lines.
25 c., blue. | 100 c., rose.

B. With surcharge.
The surcharge in figures always consists of an order number and a date, 

separated, and instead of being vertical, is horizontal.
Wovc paper.

5 e., brown. | 10 c., black. | 25 c., blue. | 50 c., green. | 100 c., rose. 
Paper with close-laid lines.

5 c., brown. | 10 c., black, | 25 c., blue. | 50 c., green, | 100 c., rose. 
Paper with laid lines wider apart.

10 c., black. | 25 c., blue.
L ist of S urcharged N ames of Tow ns on t h e  I ssue of  1874. 

Thick wove or laid paper.
The system of surcharge is the same as in 1872, and the same order has 

been observed in numbering the towns from 1 to 52. Eight new towns 
occupy the numbers from 53 to 60, and 61 is assigned to Cordova.

1 Mexico.
2 Acapulco.
3 Aguas Calientes, Typc'L, x 3.

» )> „ II., 25 x 2J.
4 Apam.
5 Campeche and I. del Carmen.
6 Chaleo.
7 Chiapas (in blue).
8 Chihuahua, Type I., 184 x3J.

„ „ II., 16 x 24.
9 Colima (in black and in blue).

10 Cordova „ „
11 C. Bravos.
12 C. Victoria (in black and in violet).
13 Cuantitlan.
14 Cuernavaca.
15 Durango, Type I., 144 x 2.

„ . „ II., 174x2.
16 Guadalajara—■

Type I., 214x3.
„ II., 18 x 14 (black & blue). 
„ III., 23 x 3.

17 (?)•
18 Guanajuato.
16 Huejutla (in black and in blue).
20 Jalapa. j_
21 Jilotepec.
22 Lagos.
23 La Paz.

24 Maravatio. *
25 Mntamoros (in black and in blue).
26 Mazatlan.
27 Merida (in black and in blue).
28 Monterrey (in black and in red).
29 Morelia.
30 Oaxaca—

Type I., 144 x 24.
„ II., framed (black k  blue).

31 Orizava—
Type I., 134 x 2.

„ II., I 64 x 24 (blue k  rose).
32 Otumba.
33 Pachuea (in black and in blue).
34 Puebla „ „
35 Qucretaro.
36 Saltillo—

Type I., 15 x l4 .
„ II., 144 x 2 (black k  blue).

37 S. L. Potosi.
38 Tabasco.
39 Tacubaya (in black and in blue).
40 Tampico.
41 Tepeji.
42 (1)
4 3  (?)
44 (?)
45 Tlaxoala. .
46 Toluca.
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47 Tula.
48 Tulancingo (in black and in blue).
49 Ur&s.
50 Vera Cruz, Type I., 14 x 2,

„ „ II., 174*2.
51 Zacatecas-

Type I., 16A x 2 (black k  blue).
,,.11., 164 x 24.

52 Guanajuato, Type I., 18x24.
„ „ II., 18x2.

53 Cocula.

54 C. Guzman.
55 Tepic.
56 Parral.
57 Tehuacan, Type I., 134x 24.

„ „ II., 15 x 2.
58 Tuxpan.
59 Tula de T.
60 Zamora.
61 Cordova, or Cordoba (in black and

in blue), spelled sometimes with 
a “ b,” sometimes with a “ v."

Errors in order numbers.
Zacatecas (25 c.), with 15 instead of 51.
Vera Cruz (10 c. k  25 c. j, „ 59 y) 50.
Orizava (100 c.), „ 13 J t 31.
Morelia (25 c.), ,, 25 }1 29.

E r r o r  i n  d a le .

Mexico (10 c.), with 67 instead of 76.
Some of these stamps may be found with numbers only, and no name of 

town ; and, on the other hand, we have met with the following having the 
name of town, but no number:

25 c., Puebla and S. L. Potosi.
50 c., Mexico.

(To be continued.)

gnrmfcings of ifee J){rilRfeIic Sotielg of fonbon.
— * — ■

The sixth meeting of the season was held at Lamb.Building, Temple, on the 
6th March, 1886, the Vice-President in the chair. The Assistant-Secretary 
read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed. He then 
showed some forgeries of the provisional Bulgarian stamps issued in 1884-85, 
which had been sent to him by Mr. C. Diena, who informed him that they 
emanated from a dealer in Vienna. The Assistant-Secretary was requested 
to write to the dealer in question, and ask him for an explanation ; ana in the 
meantime the Society desired to warn collectors against these very dangerous 
forgeries, as also to advise them to be on their guard in the case of surcharged 
stamps generally, which should only be purchased from responsible and 
respectable dealers. The Assistant-Secretary read a letter from Mr. 
Westoby, recommending to the consideration of the Society the establishment 
of a Black Book, in which the names of all dealers selling forged stamps should 
be entered, with the date and full particulars of the circumstances, and that 
the book should be a t the service of members for reference. The proposition 
was well received, and it was determined to carry it out. The Vice
President then read a paper on “ The Fourpence Adhesive of the First Issue 
of Tasmania.” After the reading of the paper a discussion ensued among 
the members present, the general opinion being in favour of the conclusions 
arrived at by the Vice-President. On the motion of the Assistant-Secretary, 
seconded by Mr. W. B. Thornhill, an unanimous vote of thanks was 
accorded to the Vice-President for his very interesting and valuable paper.* 
The other business of the day—the continuation of the revision of the 
Society’s list of the stamps of Victoria—was then proceeded with.

* This paper is published in the present camber of the P h ila te lic  Record.

Pemberton, Wileon, ft Go., Palmerston Road, Wood Green, London, N.
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Vol. X. (1879), beautifully bound in cloth, gilt .lettering and edging, coa*. 
, tailing Photograph add Autograph of the late B, b Pemberton, A. small number of 

oSpies sfcllrenaming.. Prion 6/0, postrfree.
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47 Tula. 1 bl
48 Tulanciiigo (in black and in blue).. . bb
I'J U res. ' bO
bO Vera Cruz, Type L, 11 x2. fu

)> „ IF, 17) xg. 1
bl Zacatecas— 5S

Tv fie I., 1 (It x g (Idaek k  blue). f>jt
'I., l'ii xg). i;o

bg Guamiju.no, Tvpe I. , FSxgA tji
IF , 18 x gf

by Col u la.
Krrors t/i ortlct'

C. GuzilIfUl,
Tt-pie.
1‘arral.
Teliuacan, Type I., l ;i', x '21.

„ ;  i L . i s 'x a :
TllXpali.
Tula tic T,
Zamora.
Cordova, or Cordoba On Mark ami 

ill 111 III' , sped ll'il sometimes wit li
a " b,” sometimes with a ” v.'‘

tU< mb' i's.
Z a c a t e c a s ( g b e . ) ,  W i l l i  l b i n s t e a d  o f r - i .
V e r a  L ' m z  ( 1 0  e. ,V g b e . ) ,  r,;i bO.
O r i z a v u ( 1 0 0  e . ) ,  „  H i >9 y i .
. M o r e l i a ( g b e . ) ,  .. g b T9 g o .

K n u r  bit >bttr.

M i-x i i - o  n o c . ), w i t h  0 7  i i i s t e :ml u f  7 0 .

Sonic! of tin 'Sr stumps may be found with numbers nnlv, n 11 ■ 1 no nanit'  of 
town;  ami, on ill' ■ j11 n■ I liauil, Wo liavi: limt with the following having the 
name of town, hilt no number :

gbr., I’m lila ami S. L. l'utosi. 
bO r,, -Mexico,

( Tu b‘. COidii"n |/.)

Proceedings of (be |lbil;itclic isocieltt of bonbon.
— » —

The sixth meeting of the season was held at Lamb liiiilding, Temple, on the 
llth .March. Ivsh', the Vice-President ill the chair. The Assistant-Secretary 
read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, lie then 
showed some forgeries of the provisional linlgarian stamps issued in Is-vJ-So, 
which laid heen sent to him hy Mr. r. I>irmi, who informed him that they 
emanated from a dealer in Vienna. The Assistant-Secretary was rei|iic'tcd 
to write to the dealer in <|Ucstion, and ask him for tin explanation ; and in the 
meantime the Society de-ired to warn collectors against these very dangerous 
forgeries, us also to advise them to In: on their guard in the ease of sin ’charged 
stamps generally, which should only he purchased from responsible and 
respectable dealers. The Assistant-Secretary read a letter from Mr. 
Westohy, recommending to the considerate n of the Society the establishment 
of a I  H u rl.- AW.-, in which the names of all dealers selling forged stamps slmnld 
be entered, with llie date ami full particulars of the circumstances, and that 
the book should be at the service of members for re fere nee. The pi'opusitiun 
was well received, and it was determined to cany it out. The Vice
President then read a paper on “ The Foinpencc Adhesive of the First Issue 
of Tasmania.” After the reading of the paper a discussion i-nsm-d among 
the members present, tbe general opinion being in favour of the- conclusions 
arrived at by the Vice-President, < >n the motion ..f the Assistant-Secretary, 
seconded by Mr. \V. I!. Thornhill, an unanimous vote of thanks was
accorded to the Vice-President for his very interesting and valuable paper.* 
The other business of the day—the continuation of the revision of the 
Society’s list of the stamps of Victoria—was then proceeded with.

* Tills japer is pulilislicil ill the present numUer of the I'hilntdic Rtoinl.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Falmenton Road, Wood Green, London, N.



P E M B F IIT O N , W IL S O N , &  0 0 .,
3?to.iiip T k a lE rs  fcr im p o r te r s ,

PALMERSTON F.OA.D, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

PUBLICATIONS.
A N  IL L  USHi A T r'L MONTHLY TAPER,

O rgan  of ike |>llilaitlu- *€otulj) of S’onbon.
Vol. I. (1 •'791, l-Antit/dly l-MiDvd in cloth, gilt loitering and edging, cou- 

tainicc 5 hot. .jraplt and Autograph of the late E. I- l>emb"rton. A ■■mail number of 
ojoes st 1. retr.ainitig. Price G o. jR-t-free.

Vol II. (US80\ bound to match Vol, I,, hilt conaideiahlv larger,contains,in 
<4Jiti n to lUu-trunona ir. rhe tutor inmibtrs, a permanent Photo. (Cabinet Eire' and 
Aut'^taph oi F. A, Pr.■ i".rn.a ilsq. 'PC. Pr<*aideni ul the Philatelic Socit-fv -'f 
Loudon. Price 6*6. pout free. ’

Vol. 111. (188i), bound to match Vols. I. util II ., but much large-. Pro
fusely illustrated with coloured jilatts, c*t<also permanent Vtioto of Di. 0. A . finer. 1'iioc 6 0 .  post-free.

Vol. IV. • 1882), similarly bound, profusely illuetrnted. Permanent Photo.
C-f t^o V:'*t. O. *le Ysnsi. iYire 5/6, pi^t-froe.

Vol. V. (, LS&3>, similarly bound, profusely illustro.iod. Photograph of W. 
A. S. Westoby. Price 5/6 pest fre"

Voi. VI. (IbSt1!, similarly bound. Permanent Photograph of Major E. B.
Evans, i: A. 5 G post-1re,.

Vol. VII. (lS8b), similarly bound. Permanent Pb ■ togrr.ph of Dr A LegiunJ, 
Secretary of the French Phiktidfe fSo-iuty. *

Vol. 111. rominr-ncos with the he'1 rtiary tiumher. .Subscription, at homo
and for ul1 coutktrie- jn Class A of the Posti.* Union, 3.61 

To AT.figua, Argentine Republic, Bahamas, b;.rbudoe», Ki i muda, Helivia. Uraril, British Honduras, British Guiana, Chili. Costa Un a, ( ir’iiq.o llomiiu Ecutdor, Falkland * -!e , 
G.aml.ie Gold Comt, Grenada, <.uiu.erti.il:., .lama, -a, Lego-, I.iociiu, Mauritius, llcsico, 
llontsrriut, Nat-il, Nvtis, M'-na^ua, I'-innina, Peru, Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, (tueer.:— 
'hud, St. Doieinte, St. Kiu’r, Lucia, Si. Vincent. Surln. m. T-.I.apo. Trinidad, TurL’.v 
Temnde, Thuhil States of Columbia, Cruenay, Vem r.iela, 4 , poat-IK-e.

' . Ceylon. China, India, Japan, Labium. Singapore, 4,0, post-free.
T> Capo Colony, Uaa aiiau l.dar, Is. Paraguay. New South Wake, Now Zealand. 

Ileiern, South Australis, Tcsinitv.ia, Victoria, anil W. st Ai. Li.U'i. & -, aost-free.

S p ir . i r r ly  p r e p a r e d  n a r e r t  in  e n d  V t t r  f o r  H iu d iP t)  V o lt. 1, I I .  I I I .  TV. V . V I .  
anil V I I , p  is i - fr e e , 1 ’6 ••arh

S k  J h s l a g r  $  £ .d e § r a p j)  s t a m p s  c f  $ m t  $ 5 r i h i i r .
JIY

EBEDEEICK A. PHILBi.UJK and WM. A. S WESTOBY.
CoSfFiLRP AND P l’RUS'lBI, FOR THE PtilLATKlIC SoCIKTT, I iONIiON,

“W ith  upw ards of 100 I llu s tra tio n s , 11/- post-iYee.

s s ,VTOJ\CT „** or . HOW TO D E T E C T  
j FO RGED  S T A M P S  

BY TH E  REV. K, B. KARINE.'V a m . a b j j '  a t i k t  t o  t h k  N o t i c Kji AjyvAXcr.Tt C w .l k c t o b ,  r*a D E A fJC ik  
5C0 p tig e s , c x t t p t i r t l y  U lu s tr o tu d ,  bouttr? in C fo th t jjtU p 7/6.



NOW IN T H E  PRESS.

A CATALOGUE O F.PO ST CARDS.
. By £ . A. FRY.

' Price Seven Snn.i,iT»os axv Sixtkkcb.

W e v ’v t l l  be n l"J  to boot,- o v le is  for th/-- W ork, ichleh we hoj>e to 
it-ox rev/(y by >.P M ay.

%  Catalogue for (CoHrrfcre* of Jlnsfnr,e &tnm$e, 
£tampcb 6nijtlopcs, strappers, anb Curbs.

By M '.Jen Enwaun h. Uvass, R.A.

The Treat corrple.te ur.d comprehensive Catalogue ever published, npwm Jb 
of 16■ 10 111 ustrut!ors, and near!; 100 'y e t;1' s.

The Id Nob. and IRuxtration* complete, 10 6 
Tho whole bound in cloth, poHl-free, 13 3

Albums for t̂umret) <£olletters
()y tint most approved principle. Kadi page tan be readily re
moved and replaced, the whole being bound together by .screws 
passing through hole- pun hed in the linen-mounted hinge, and 
eecu' .d by , nts. Halt' u and ui — -------- --------■------—------ .
gn- -i leather, w iti: CO leaves. l [ i 

!i ! i 
: . I

A Curtridgv Pnpir Mount., Jiucu with Lineu

. J

' 1 <
■ A |B| c

E JorcTi Hinge. 1 >
c  T̂ ftf v (  Ohirtridgt tf&iicr, by ISf. 1 i

1 i 1
l JTultg for landing

m i

Albums, oblong shaped, for 1‘oat-cards t  Envelopes, 11x14
iii<h'.x, fitted v i Lli GO j.agna of strong Cartridge Paper. 17/--.

Albums, oblong shaped, greatly improved, sunken screws, etc. 
eto., OJ - 11 inches, furnished with GO pagas of Wh- ; man's Royal Mot- 
prussed Paper. Ihicc 11/10
Covors and Screws complete, without pages, 6/-.

The O  ve  a r e  t i t le d  et-ith th e  f i n n t  ttn d  ;n o it  e r p e ia d r e  p a p e r ,  w h ic h  »» p r u tra n te e d  n o t  
i t  d i tc o lo n r  o r  o x id is e  fin : tap  t. A l n o .- t  v a y  k i n d  of p n p e r  may i t  r n o i  t r d  la  f t  th e m  
r o v e r t  to  t u i !  y a r e lu is e —,.



C O N T E N T S .

fa-re
T hb Psiktino or Stamp* . . . t l
No' ELTlt.-, Rl'iCOYEKIES, AND RBSChClTATlONA (Illustmlcd; . ■ 4A
/. I^SCHi-'TIO.'T 0? AK OFFICIAL COLLECTION OF PoATAOP STAMPS.

By Major E. B. E van*, k.a. . . . . . 50
T his Stamps op Mexico. By M.M. Caillehottf . . - 55
CORRESPONDENCE . . . . . .  58
Proceedings nr the Pk.late- ic Society of London , . 60
NOTRS AM. ^CtniEB . . . • . . fO

PfUitshied by V EMBERTON, WILSON, <& CM,
Stsrap Juiporltrs ^oilatflttpl JohUa-rri, £c.,

Palmerston Road, Wood Green, London, N.

E N T E R E D  AT S T A T I O N E R S ’ H A L L .
ALL b io n ia  I’.ES'EHVKD,

Price Fourpeuce.l [Post-free, 3,6 per Annaui,



. . ' . '  ■ .A  *-■ , „

Tne Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London. “
i. Spain and Colonies, price if/-; or sent fiat, 2/1, poev-tne*.

T he S ta m p  C ollector’s H an d b o o k  (Second Edition). By the 
iat*. E . L. PEMiiEino.N. " *•'

Xo, 1. Crown 8w , appropriately designed Cover, bound fa-cloth gilt,
post-free, 5/6.

Mo 2. Crown 8vo, on fine tom-d paper, handsomely hound, gilt edges, 
post-free, i 0/6 :

The Phila tel/ical C a ta lo g u e  (Part i.). Price l / i ,  >>w#t-frei:.
Do. do. (Extra Edition). Price 1/7, post-free.

(Thir. work has never been oiiipletod, owing to the cost;)

Ths P h iia te l ic a l  J o u rn a l  (Vol. r.,' 1*72), l ost free. |0/6.
Do. , do. (Jan . to  April, 1P7.*>;, The Four P a r t , 1/tb
Do. do. Hie Sixteen Nu»o>ers, lmlf-bound in

morocco, i 2/6.
I r i s  is the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject e\ er 

v.sped. It is profusely llliiati ate.l with correctly ctdoored ftf-similes of
in Stamm described Wh'.»i the tew remaining copies are odd, it must 

1 itcoms one of the rarest specimens t.f Stump literature.
Bmgle S’umberi of th< ubGr - (except January, 1872) may i e hau 

Od. each.

F o r red S tam p s, a n d  H ow  to  D e te c t Them  (The limt 
iVbiK oi the- Int+s L. P embkiuon.) A (cm specimens still 
' maining at 1C.

An u n p ro v ed  P e rfo ra tio n  G auge a n d  Mib m etre  Scale.
tin t tty.'d at <■ aitiobor^' H all. S o  ph ilatelist should be w ithout 
m e . P rice !hl.

Til's has boon most carefully go* up, and its absolute accuracy muy 
i’-. depends-1 upon. The Gauge measures perforations, rising by halves, 
b u n  7 to 16 and there an: scales of Leches an i "entimefres of sniheifint 
’« ugth to measure r'ost (lards and all usual sized F.r.velopefi.

Im p ro v e d  S ta m p  M ounts.
Made of ihi, tt in nest paper procurable, which is vet, unlike tissue 

paper, suftieiet tlj. stiff to stand writing upon, and ie guaranteed to 
contain nothing uv irious to the colotir of the Stamps. 'iTn.se mount* 
will save fcolleiVrs a yood deal of the tireaoniG snipping oi -paper, 
vliich ia one of the drawbacks to their hobby. T hey are r ut i.. four 
sizes; via.—

No. 1. For Stamps about the size of the Id. English.
No. i • 1 jr Oblong Htamps about the sire of Western Australia 

Egypt, &c.
No. 1. For larger Stamps, such us Portugul, Liberia, Arc.
A. Gummed, 4d. per 1 u< i ; 2/-  per loOO, post- free.
K  Ungun.med, Id. per 100; 2 1 - per 1900, post-free.

Post. C a rd  M ounts. Cards to cut into O' mounts. Kid. per
dozen ; 6  6 per LOO. This is the < r.h satisfactory method of mounting 
P ist Cards, and is now universally adopted by all Collectors.



A !'• of (In' points mentioned in M. h'r”nard’s .summary of 
a/.B> dm praetical kiMnvli'il î' dint every s|:ui)|> m‘Ueclor 

,, should aim at possessing was, “ Tim mode, of j>ii111 ii
f ■ i n i > 11 >yi 11 fur a very slump; ami coiiseipicntly tlm
f:li;LiMi!feristic iVnlutvs nf ]illii»^r:([>3ly, l.ypn-mpliy, ami
m"ravino on .. .....1, slum', nr metal.” \Vi« think fliat.
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NE of the points mentioned in M. Regnard’s summary of 
the practical knowledge that every stamp collector 
should aim at possessing was, “ The mode of printing 
employed for every stamp; and consequently the 
characteristic features of lithography, typography, and 
engraving on wood, stone, or metal.” We think that 

this subject is one which is not sufficiently regarded in the 
education of a collector. We do not speak to advanced collectors, 
because we are sure that they have given due weight to the 
importance of the subject, and we have a lively feeling of our 
own inability thoroughly to grapple with i t ; but we desire to 
address a few remarks to students, and we do so more especially 
because it is requisite for them to take up the study for themselves, 
as no catalogue or handbook can be depended upon to give them 
the necessary information. The only catalogue that we know of 
which attempts to define the mode of manufacture is that of 
M. Berger-Levrault, who, as an eminent practical printer, was able 
to render important services to collectors in all that related to 
paper and printing ; but even he occasionally made mistakes. 
There is no doubt but that it is frequently exceedingly difficult, 
we may say almost impossible, to determine by internal evidence 
whether a stamp has been produced by lithography or by some 
other mode of printing; but the question is one which it is well 
worth the trouble of endeavouring to solve, when we consider that 
almost all the forgeries of stamps are produced by lithography, while 
the number of genuine stamps produced by that mode is very small 
in comparison with the number of those produced by other means. 
A knowledge therefore of the mode by which the genuine stamps are 
manufactured will frequently assist greatly in determining whether 
we are in the presence of a genuine or a forged specimen. (

There are four principal modes by which, or by combinations of 
two or more of these modes, stamps are manufactured; viz., by 
the copper-plate process, by typography, by lithography, and by
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embossing. There is a fifth mode—by handstamping, but this is, 
in fact, only a variety of typography.

It is unfortunate that the English language does not seem 
to contain any better word than copper-plate printing for defining 
that species of printing where the design, being engraved on a 
plate of copper, steel, or any other metal, is inked over, and, after 
the superfluous ink has been wiped off from the face of the plate, 
leaving the hollows full, the ink in them is taken up by pressing 
on the plate a sheet of damped paper. Stamps thus printed 
necessarily show the lines of colour a little in relief, and any glaze 
is taken from the paper by damping. Both these defects might 
doubtless be removed by the work being subsequently pressed. 
When stamps are made by this process, the plate is constructed 
either by engraving them separately upon it, as in many of the 
older colonial stamps; or by multiplying the design by striking, as 
in the Belgian stamps of 1849 to 18G3 ; or by Perkins’ system, as 
in the old penny and twopenny stamps of Great Britain, &c.

The typographic process includes all those produced by ink applied 
to the salient parts of the design, whence it is designated surface 
printing. The sheet of stamps may be composed of separate types,- 
such as in those of the 10 and 15 centimes, Reunion, the provisional 
British Guiana, 1862, &c. ; or from a single die reproduced by cast
ing, as in the case of the Mulready envelopes and the Luxemburg 
stamps, 1859, &c.; or by electrotypes, as the present English stamps, 
&c., in which latter case the paper is employed undamped, and this 
mode of manufacture is sometimes called the dry process.

In the lithographic process the sheet is composed of a series of 
designs either drawn separately on the stone, as in the stamps of 
New Caledonia, or of a single design drawn on stone or engraved, 
from which impressions are transferred to the lithographic stone, 
as in the Lubeck stamps, or the sheet may be made up of groups 
of designs, as in the 5 and 10 Cuartos, Philippines, 1859.

The embossing process, as applied to the stamps of Gambia, 
Portugal, the German Empire, &c., we need not describe. There 
only remains the manufacture by hand stamps, but this is not 
much employed, as the process is slow, and the principal instances 
are to be found in the stamps of Guadalajara, Cashmere, and some 
other Indian States. The process may be considered a typographic 
one, as the ink is applied to the salient parts of the stamp, and 
transferred to the paper by hand pressure.

Many stamps have been made by a combination of some of the 
above modes. Thus in the Sardinian stamps of 1854, the coloured
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frames were first printed by lithography, the inscriptions were 
embossed by ono set of dies, and the head of the king by a 
second set. We therefore find specimens with the head of tho king 
reversed, though rarely obliterated, as they are almost all from sheets 
rejected by the government and left on the contractor’s hands, 
who some few years ago seems to have disposed of them and other 
“ misfires ” left in the workshop to a speculator. Nevertheless 
there were some interesting proofs and trials in the lot.

Instances of over-printing are also frequently found among 
stamps; that is, the groundwork is the result of one operation and 
the inscriptions of a second. Notable examples of this are seen 
among the Turkish and Egyptian issues.

The subject is no doubt a very difficult one for a collector who 
is not supposed to havo practical knowledge of engraving, and 
that it is so is sufficiently clear from the persistence with which 
catalogue-makers shirk the question. Collectors generally have by 
their side some catalogue which they make their reference book, 
and in this it would be well for them to note the mode by which 
tho stamps are produced, especially as there are but very few 
known stamps whose history cannot be ascertained by research, 
though there are still some in which facts are wanting to support 
theories or traditions. A remarkable instance of the way in which 
traditions are upset by fact is shown in the case of the Buenos 
Ayres ships. M. Ilerpin, in writing respecting them in 1864, 
from information received from official sources, speaks of the plates 
as “ being engraved.’’ Subsequent writers, including M. Berger- 
Levrault, stated that they were lithographed, and this became a tra
dition, until brought face to face with the production of the original 
plates at the exhibition opened at Buenos Ayres in March, 1882 
(see Timbres de la Republique Argentine, by J. B. Moens, vol. ii., 
p. 19), from which it was made clear that the stamps had been 
printed by typography from plates constructed, by fixing separate 
casts from a wood block to a board by pins at the four corners, 
and the small white discs at the corners were made by the counter
sunk holes where the pins were inserted.

W e commend the subject to the attention of our fellow-labourers, 
for we think it is one which is worth the trouble of studying. A  
few papers derived from practical knowledge would be a great boon 
to collectors. W ith the exception of a short essay in the Philatelist, 
from Dr. Magnus, and a tantalising paper from M. Riester, the 
Paris engraver, which appeared years ago in another magazine, but 
little or nothing has been written.

87*
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Bangkok. — Our correspondent at Bangkok writes us that 
since the 1st of July last, when Siam entered the Postal Union, 
the 16 att stamp has been “ put dow n” to 12  att, to suit the 
convenience of the public for foreign postage.

Although the Postal Union Card of Siam was included in our 
list of the “ gains ” during the past year, yet it was not described at 
the proper time, a circumstance of which we are reminded by the 
receipt of one from Bangkok. It is the Siam card of £ fuang, 
red on buff, overprinted in  black at the top, with union postale 
universelle, with post below the first Siamese word on the left, 
and card under that to the right, while the stamp is surcharged 
with “ 4 Att ’’ in black.

British Bechuanaland— In addition to the values chronicled 
in our last, we have received the threepence Cape of Good Hope, 
lake-red on “ Crown C A ” paper, surcharged in black with “ British 
liechuanaland,” as also the one penny on similar paper. This value 
is therefore found on both “ Crown C A ” and “ Anchor and Cable ” 
paper, and it is probable that the ^d. is in similar case. From a 
letter received from Yryburg, under date of tho 4th of March, it 
appears that the five values come to hand are all that have been 
yet issued. W e had hoped to have heard a confirmation of the 
report that a holocaust had been made of the Stellaland stamps, 
but we are only told on official authority that they “ have been 
withdrawn from circulation.” W e trust that none of them will 
fall into the hands of the fabricators of fancy surcharges.

Adhesives. 1 Penny, rose, surcharged in black ; vemk. “ Crown C A .”
3 Pence, lake-red ,, ,,

Ceylon.— Our attention has been called to an omission in our 
list of “ gains of 1885,” of the 4 cents in violet-rose, watermarked 
“ Crown C A ,” and surcharged five cents. W e chronicled the 
rose, but not its precursor the violet-rose.

The 24 cents green, “ Crown CC,” was surcharged with 5, 10, 
and 20 cents, but the same value, in purple-brown, “ Crown C A ,” 
was also found surcharged with 5 and 10 cents. W e have been 
unable to ascertain whether this latter stamp was ever issued to 
the public without surcharge; but we are inclined to think that it 
was not, though a supply must have been sent to the colony, as 
the colonial surcharge, as well as that of Messrs. De la Rue and 
Co., is found on the stamp. Perhaps some of our readers may be 
able to inform us.

Adhesive, five cf.nts on 4 cents, violet-rose.
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Danish West Indies.— A correspondent informs us that he 
has just received a Curasao post card of 15 c. with the surcharge 
of “ 7% c e n t s  ” in blue-green instead of black.

Post Card. 7J Cents on 15 c., red-ochre, surcharged in blue-green.
Under date of 21st March last, we hear from Cura9ao that the 

Post Cards of cents were to be superseded on the 1st April by 
new ones of the same value, and that the colour will be blue.

Dominica.—The sixpenny values seem to be heavy stock in 
the West India Islands, as we have just received this value of the 
1874 issue from Dominica, surcharged in black, with “ Half Penny” 
in two lines, and with the original value effaced by a black line. 
The watermark is “ Crown C C.”

Adfiesioe. \  Penny, surcharged in black, on 6d. green.

France.— The stamps recently issued gummed with a species of 
gum in which the chief element— that of adhesiveness— was 
wanting, have been withdrawn from circulation with the following 
apology published in the Journal Official: “ Quite recently a 
certain number of postage stamps were put in circulation which 
were insufficiently gummed. Measures were immediately taken to 
withdraw from service the greatest number possible, and to prevent 
the recurrence of a similar accident.”

French Colonies—St. Pierre and Miquelon —A corres
pondent of the Timb)’e-Poste has received intelligence from this 
colony giving the approximative number of the stamps that have 
been surcharged, and which have been chronicled by us, with the
dates w hen th e  surcharges were a p p lie d :

1885. January 6th. 5 on 2 c. about 300
March 7th. 25 on 1 fr. ,, 3600 (2 types)

March 26th. 5 on 4 c. ,, 900
July 27th. 10 on 40 c. „ 20,000

15 on 40 c. ,, 20,000
December 17 th, 05 on 40 c. ,, 6500

05 on 1 fr. ,, 13,500
December 31st. 05 on 75 c. ,, 1800

05 on 35 c. ,, 1500
05 on 20 c. ,, 13,500.

W e mentioned in our February number that an order was issued 
on the 5th January last by the Commandant of the Islands, that in 
view of the small stock of postage stamps in the colony no stamps 
would for the future be delivered to be taken away, but that letters 
must be paid at the guichet of the Post. The information received 
by the above-named correspondent, dated 17th February, shows 
that this order was being carried out, but in a curious manner. 
The letter is brought to the post and a ticket stuck on it, which is 
stamped with the date-stamp, and upon this a further stamp of 

(10 or 15) in black, according to the rate of postage paid. 
W hat the use of applying these stamps to a ticket may be we 
cannot divine, as it would seem sufficient to apply them on the 
letter itself By the way, M. Moens interprets the letters P. D. as
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being an abbreviation of Port Debourse. Our information obtained 
from the French Post Office some years since was that the letters 
signified Payee a Destination. It is not a matter of much im
portance, and M. Moens ought to be right. The letters have 
been employed for more than thirty years, as we find them on the 
old Swiss stamps.

Great Britain.— A question has been asked us as to the signi
fication of the block letter, which is to be found at the foot of each 
sheet of the actual one penny stamps under the last stamp but one 
in the sheet. This has nothing whatever to do with the numbering 
of the plate8, which no longer bear a printed number, the impressions 
sent in for registration being now numbered by hand. The letter 
is for facilitating the keeping of the accounts, and denotes a certain 
number of sheets printed, each letter representing one million. W o  
are not sure when this numbering commenced, but we think it dates 
from April, 1884. We are at present in the letter E.

Guatemala.— We have received specimens of an issue of sur
charged stamps, which appears to us to be a most convenient and 
profitable mode of getting rid of some useless stock. We will 
proceed first to give a translation of the decree authorizing the 
issue, which is as follows :

“ Whereas there is evidence of the necessity of putting into circulation 
postage stamps of higher values than those of the issue of 1881, in order to 
supply this need, the Acting-President decrees :

"1 . That a provisional issue be made, divided into five lots, of the 
following values: “ 300,000 of 25 cents.

300.000 of 50 „
250.000 of 75 „
150.000 of 100 „
100.000 of 150 „

“ 2. These provisional stamps are legalized for the expressed values, and 
will circulate until a new and uniform issue is made.

“ Let it be communicated.
“ Rubricated by the President,

“  P alace of t h e  G overnm ent , G uatemala , ilERTlA U A ,
" F e b ru a ry  12(ft, 1886. Minister of Foinento.

The order to the Postmaster-General authorized the employment 
of the remainder of the stock of stamps used for the payment of 
the Northern Railway Tax (suspended) for making this issue.

These stamps for the Northern Railway are all of one value (1 
peso), and are of largo size, 29^ x 23 mm. In an oval is a three- 
quarter-face portrait, to the left, of Don Justo Rufina Earrios, the 
late President, who was killed last year at the battle of Chalchuapa, 
in Salvador. This is within an oval frame, inscribed r e p u b l ic a  d e  
Gu a tem a la , and the whole enclosed in a rectangular frame. W ithin 
the frame, above the oval, is the inscription, on a scroll, f e r r o c a r r il  
a l  n o k t e ; and at foot, on a straight tablet, v a le  un  pe s o . The 
stamps look like New York work, and are printed on white wove 
paper, and perforated 1 2 . The impression is in vermilion.

The surcharge, which is in black, is in two types. That of 
25, 50, and 75 centavos is as follow s: In the upper part of the
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stamp, “ Correos N a c io n a lo sb e lo w  this is an ornament, composed 
of links of a chain, then “ 25 c.,” “ 50 c.,” or “ 75 c.,” as the case 
may he, twice over, separated by an ornament. Then follows 
“ Guatemala ” in heavy lettering, 20 mm. long ; then again follow 
the values as before, separated by an ornament of one link of a 
chain, and in aline below, “ 25 (50, 75) centavos.”

In the surcharge for the two higher values the inscriptions 
are the same, but the type and ornaments are different. In the 
100 centavos, Guatemala measures only 17 mm., and the value at 
the foot is “ 100 Ctavos.” The ornaments also between the values 
in the body of the stamp vary. As our description is taken from 
a block of three specimens only, sent to us by Messrs. Whitfield, 
King, and Co., we are unable to say how many varieties there may 
b e ; our publishers, however, inform us that they have only found 
two varieties of type, but several minor ones of punctuation, &c. 
In the 150 cta v o s , “ Guatemala” is in block type, measuring 15 mm. 
The ornaments differ from those of the 100 c., and one of the 
specimens shows the o of “ Guatemala” upside down. The idio
syncrasies of every collector are, we believe, fully provided for.

We have already had some odd things from Guatemala, and we 
confess we look on the present lot with no great favour. Notwith
standing the decree of the President, it looks as if the accommo
dation of the public was not so much consulted in the issue as the 
convenient way of turning a useless stock into 700,000 dollars. 
W e do not doubt the genuineness of the stamps, as we have seen 
letters franked with the 25 centavos, hut we doubt the motives of 
the parties concerned in the manipulation.

Adhesives. 25 centavos, vermilion, surcharged in black.
■JO »» .. >.
^5 ,, ,, ,,

100 ,, ,, ,,
150 ,, ,, ,, .

Holkar.—  Holkar, g .c.s . i ., Maharaja of Indore, appears to 
have adopted postage stamps; but, unlike his neighbour Scindia, 
Maharaja of Gwalior, does not employ the stamps of India 
surcharged, hut has one of his own, on which he is depicted in 
oriental dress. A nearly full-faced portrait of a handsome face is 
in an oval within a rectangular frame, on a ground of horizontal 
lines, the spandrels being filled in with floral ornamentation. In  
squares at each angle are ornaments, and on the rest of the frame 
are inscriptions in coloured letters on a white ground. In the 
lower part of the frame the inscription is h a l f  a n n a , with the 
corresponding equivalent in Hindu in the upper; while to the right 
is h o l k a r  s t a t e  POSTAGE, and the corresponding Hindu equivalent 
on the left. The above is the only value we have yet seen. The 
stamp appears to be of English manufacture, and to he typographed. 
The die is probably fitted with moveable inscriptions at the top and 
bottom. The stamp is of rather large size, measuring 29 x 22£mm., 
and is printed in colour on white wove paper, and perforated 15.

Adhesive. J anna, purple.
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India.—The half anna envelope stamp has reverted to blue, 
after being green since 1883. The form Temains the same, and 
the paper is laid as before.

A correspondent, to whom we are indebted for sending us the 
above, also informs us that a new service post card, printed in blue 
on buff, is now in use with the |  anna stamp in the left upper 
corner, and inscriptions as before.

Envelope. |  anna, blue on white laid.
Service P. C. £ anna, blue on bull".

Mexico.— The colour of the recently-issued adhesive of 10 
centavos has been altered from orange to yellow.

Adhesive. 10 centavos, yellow.
Monaco.— The 1st of April seems to have done something for 

the inhabitants of this principality in supplying them with a large 
amount of stationery. They had been prepared for this by the issue 
of a notice, dated the 23rd March last, informing them that on the 
first-named day there would be issued post cards at 1 0  c, and 2 0  c. 
(reply paid); stamped envelopes at 5 c . ; envelopes at 15 c., in 
large, medium, and small sizes; and stamped bands at 1 and 2  c., 
with the head of S. A. S. Prince Charles III.

They were further informed that post cards, envelopes, and 
stamped bands, as also postage stamps of the French type, would 
be no longer current in the principality; and all correspondence 
found in the boxes in the Monegasian territory bearing the French 
type would be taxed to its destination.

The post card of 10 c. bears the inscription “ c a r t e  p o s t a l e ,"  
followed by the usual notice, and four lines for the address. The 
impression is in brown on yellow, with the reverse in white. The 
reply card is similar, save the addition in the left lower angle of 
the notice Le c6le &c., and r e p o n s e  on the reply portion under 
c a r t e  p o s t a l e . The impression is on yellow paper.

The envelopes are made of white wove paper, varying in thickness 
according to the size, save that that of 5 c., which is of the small 
size, is of inferior paper to that of the corresponding size of 15 c.

The bands are of wove drab coloured paper, 32 centimetres long, 
with lines 5 centimetres apart.

Post Cards. 10 cent, chestnut-brown on yellow.
10 + 10 „ „ ,,

Envelopes. 5 ,, blue on white (one size).
15 ,, pink on white (three sizes).

Bands. 1 ,, olive on drab,
2 ,, brown-violet on drab.

Nabha.—The surcharge in parenthesis shape i3 now superseded 
in this State by one of n a b u a  st a t e  in two lines. W e have 
received two values of the adhesives—the 8  annas and 1 rupee—  
from Messrs. Whitfield, King, and C o.; but we are informed by 
a correspondent that the whole series has been issued with sur
charges similar to those of Jhind, &c.; and our publishers send us 
the envelope of 1 anna and the reply post card of J anna. This
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latter is printed in red-brown on buff, and measures 121 x 75 mm. 
The envelope is the ordinary Indian one in chocolate-brown, with 
device on the flap, and, as well as the post card, has the arms of 
the State below the stamp, in the colour of the impression.

Adhesives. 8 annas, lilac, surcharged in black.
1 rupee, grey ,, red.

Envelope. 1 anna, chocolate-brown, surcharged in black, arms in chocolate- 
brown.

Post Card. J  + J  anna, red-brown on buff, surcharged in black, arms in 
red-brown.

Puttialla.—W e have received a 2 anna of the current type, blue, 
with the parenthesis type of surcharge in red, bearing the additional 
surcharge of s e r v ic e  in block letters, applied horizontally in black.

Adhesive. 2 annas, blue (surcharge in parenthesis), surcharged service.
Roumania.— The W. B. Z. announces the appearance of the 

25 bani of the new type in blue.
Adhesive. 25 bani, blue.

R u ssia .— W e have received a reply Postal Union Card of 
3 +  3 kopecks, of the same type as the single one issued in 1884. 
The inscriptions on the front portion, between the arms and the 
stamp, is u n io n  p o st a l e  u n iv e r s e l l e . r u s s ie , with its equivalent 
in the Russian language above. In columns underneath this, to the 
right, is c a r t e  p o s t a l e — avec  r e p o n s e  p a y £ e  in two lines, with 
the equivalent in Russian in the column to the left. Then follow 
five dotted lines for the address, and the usual notice is at the 
bottom in Russian and French. On the reply portion the only 
variation is the substitution of r ^ p o n s e  for the words av ec  r e p o n b e  
p a y £ e . The inscriptions are all printed in black, and the card is 
buffi hinged at the top.

3 + 3 kopecks, pink ou buff.
Russian Locals.—Soudja.— W e now give the illustration of 

this local stamp described in our last.
Servia.— In our February number we chron

icled, on the strength of an announcement in 
a contemporary, a reply Postal Union card of 
10 bani, as brown on buff. The individual has 
now come to hand, and instead of being on buff 
like the single card (a misnomer, as it is only 
paper), is unmistakable yellow, as bright as 
brimstone. The top line of the inscription is 
similar to that which is on the single one, but in 
italics, and the second line, in the Servian language, instead of being 
arched is straight. Under p o st a l  c a r d  in Servian there is a line 
with r e p l y  p a id  in Servian, followed by response p a v ^ e  instead 
of Reponse payee. The instructions in the left lower corner also 
show mistakes in the accentuation of the French equivalent, “ c6te” 
for “ cSte11 and “ d ” for on the front portion. In the single 
card “ a ” has no accent.

Postal Union Card. 10 + 10 bani, brown on bright yellow. 
87«*
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Switzerland.—'The latest band of 2  centimes that we have 
received is on yellow paper, wove and glossy hue, of a quality 
which we can only describe as rotten. Type as before,

2 Centimes, brown-black on yellow.
Tobago.—A post card of the value of one penny, of the type 

of the penny halfpenny, has, according to Der Philatelist, been 
issued. Size, 122 x 81 mm.

Post Card. 1 Penny, carmine on buff.

Turkey.— The 2 piastres comes to hand in orange on light 
blue. The 25 piastres is reported as arriving imperforate.

Adhesives. 2 piastres, orange on b lue; per/., 11J and 13J.
25 ,, black on grey-black ; imperf.

A DESCRIPTION OF AN OFFICIAL COLLECTION OF POSTAGE STAMPS,
B y  M A J O R  E.  B .  E V A N S ,  R . A .

In the Post-office at Hamilton, Bermuda, there is a collection of stamps, and 
although it contains nothing of any great rarity or value, I think that a 
description of it will be interesting to collectors.

The majority of the specimens in it appear to be reprints, but its interest 
lies in the fact that it is a strictly official collection, everything that it 
contains having been received by the Colonial Postmaster from official 
sources.

The collection owes its existence to Mr. Reginald Cray, a collector residing 
in Bermuda, to whom this magazine has been indebted for information as to 
Bermudian stamps, &c. Mr, Gray, in searching the Post-office for informa
tion, came upon a number of stamps of other places, which had been sent 
from time to time as specimens of forthcoming issues. He suggested to the 
Postmaster that a collection should be formed from these, and that he should 
also write officially to other colonies and foreign countries asking for speci
mens both of their current and obsolete stamps. The results are arranged in 
the album which, at Mr. Gray's request, has been kindly lent to me by the 
Postmaster for examination.

I take the countries as they come in the book, omitting those of which it 
contains no representatives or nothing of interest.

Austria.—1850, set of reprints, imperf.; 1858, 1861, sets of reprints, 
perf. 9J ; 1868* 15 kr. only, probably original; 1867, sets of “ kr.” and 
“ sld.,” and current sets. The Newspaper stamps with head of Mercury are 
absent, as are also the Newspaper Tax stamps ; but the embossed stamps of 
1858 and 1861 are represented by reprints, and there is a specimen of the 
octagonal stamp of 1863, which may be a reprint also. Of the set of 
envelopes of 1861 the two lowest values are deficient, and of the next set 
(1863) I find only the 3 kr. and 25 kr. The 1867 sets are complete, but the 
shades of some of the values appear to me to differ from any that I have met 
with before, though they can hardly have been reprinted yet.

Austrian Italy.—Similar sets to the above, but of the posthumous values 
of the 1861 type I find only the 15 soldi; and there is a complete set of 
the 1863 adhesives, but none of the envelopes of the same type.

Alsace and Lorraine.—A set, apparently originals.
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Azores.—Here we come upon some more interesting items. 1868, imperf,, 
set from 5 reis to 100 reis, all with black surcharge ; 1868, perf., 5 reis, with 
rose surcharge, and all the other values with black, the 100 reis in two shades, 
(?) Whether all these (the stamps as well as the surcharges) arc not reprints ; 
I believe they were all received ungummed. The surcharge on the imper
forate specimens is not quite the same as that on the perforate ones, though 
the difference is very slight. The second type is the same as that on the 1871 
and later issues. 1871, &e., complete sets, surcharged ns usual. 1879-80, 10 
reis, green ; 50 reis, blue ; 150 reis, yellow. Types inscribed PORTUGAL 
co ntin ente , 5 reis, 25 reis (two types, and two shades of the second), and 
50 reis, and the 2J reis Newspaper stamp, all with large surcharge. With 
small type of surcharge, 10. 15, 20 reis, stone ; 20 reis, carmine; 80, 100, 150 
reis, yellow; and 300 reis, embossed ty p e ; 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 reis, 
inscribed correios e  teleqraphos ; and 2J reis for newspapers.

It seems worthy of remark that the latest type of 25 reis is not shown with 
the large surcharge ; while the 150 reis, blue, and the 5 reis Portugal con
t in e n t s , are not shown with the small type, though all three varieties are 
chronicled.

Belgium.—There is a set of the four values of the type of 1850, perf. 14 ; 
an imperfect set of 1865-66, and complete sets of the subsequent issues.

Brunswick.—The earlier issues are represented by the |  ggr., black on 
brown, and the 4 gr., black on green, imperf. The only other stamps of the 
Duchy are the four values of 1865.

Bulgaria.—There is a complete collection of the Bulgarian stamps, with 
the exception of the 25 c. of 1879 and the surcharged provisionals.

Denmark.—I find the 16 sk., lilac, of 1857, imperf. ; and the 4 sk., of 
similar type, but with wavy ground, rouletted. Among the later issues there 
is nothing worthy of special notice ; but the 40 ore of the current type, 
which has been chronicled, is conspicuous by its absence.

Eastern Roumelia.—There is the Turkish 10 paras, black and lilac (type 
ol September, 1876), surcharged ro um elie  orientalk  and n. o . ; and the 2 
and 5 piastres of the same type, and the |  piastre of January, 1876, sur
charged r. o. only. There is also the set of 1880-81, but not the more 
recent issue.

Finland.—Although there is nothing very novel here, still this page of the 
collection is more interesting than some of the others. There are reprints of 
the stamps on the envelopes of 1845, 10 kop., black, and 20 kop., rose-red ; 
also of those on the envelopes of 1856, 5 kop., blue, and 10 kop., rose (at 
least, I presume that these are not originals), together with the 20 kop., 
black, of similar type. There are the two stamps of 1860, I think originals; 
also impressions of the same type (fine wavy lines in the background, Rnd 
seven stars in the shield), which appear to have been cut from envelopes, 
though they may have been reprints struck on pieces of paper. Of the issue 
of 1866-67 there are the 5 pen., on laid paper; the 8 pen., on paj>er finely 
ribbed ; and the other values on wove. There are two very distinct varieties 
of the serpentine perforation, one with the indentations much deeper than 
the other. Of the later issues there are complete sets, with the exception of 
the 5 and 10 marks and the newest envelopes.

France.—There are some incomplete sets of the current type of the 
ordinary adhesives, and a full set of the current chiffres taxe; and the French 
Colonies are represented by imperforate specimens of various issues of tho 
mother country and the current series, minus the 40 c.

Germany (Thura and T axis).—I find the 5 and 10 sgr., 16 and 30 kr., 
imperf.; the 2 sgr. rouletted plain, and all the other values of the last issue 
rouletted on coloured lines.

There is nothing noticeable among the later German issues, except perhaps 
the entire absence of specimens of the first issue, small eagle type, of the 
German Empire.
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Great Britain.—There is a mixed assortment of the more recent issues, all 
surcharged specim en , apparently with a hand-stamp, not in the neat manner 
in which the copies formerly sent round to British postmasters were over
printed : The Id. and 2d. with letters in each corner, and the ^d. and lid . of 
1870 ; 2s. and 5s. of 1867 (not the 1 Od.), and the 2s., broum, of 1880 ; 3d,, 
4d., sage-green, 6d. and Is., green, with coloured letters in the corners ; 2$d., 
lilac-pink and blue ; 8d. ; 10s. and £1, of 1878 ; the Id. of 1880 (but not the 
^d., lid ., or 2d.); the two types of Id. of 1881 ; the £5 of 1882 on blued, 
paper ; the surcharged 3d. and 6d. ; and the full set of abominations of 1883 
ana 1884, the paper of the 2s. 6d. being very much blued.

Hamburg and Hanover. —The collections of these are very meagre, but 
the specimens are probably almost all of them originals ; indeed I find none 
of the stamps or envelopes of these two States which are said to have been 
reprinted, except an impression of the Bestellgeld Frei stamp with Trefoil, 
cut square. The only representative of the earlier issues of Hanover is the 
iV thaler, with close net-work.

Hungary.—I find a set of the engraved series of the first issues, perf. 11 
instead of the usual Are these stamps known to have been issued with 
the small perforation, which is not the earliest met with on the current issue, 
or must it be considered proof of reprinting ?

Italy. —The earlier issues are represented by the 5 c., 10 c., 15 c,, and 80 c. 
of the type of 1885, presumably remainders.

Portugal.—There is a rather interesting series of reprints of the early 
Portuguese issues: The set of 1853, with the 5 reis in two distinct shades, 
one of which is darker than that of any originals I have seen. The four 
values of 1855, with straight hair. Two specimens of each were sent, and 
those of the 5 reis appear to have been joined together, side by side ; they 
are both, however, oi identically the same type. The 5 reis, and the 25 reis 
in blue and in rose, with curly ha ir; the two latter are both the same type, 
which appears to me to be the one with fine background, of which originals 
are only found in blue. The set of 1862 ; a double set, imperf. and perf., of 
all except the 240 reis of the type of 1866. It is certainly curious that the 
authorities should have thought it necessary to send out specimens of this 
issue in both these conditions. In the perforate set are two shades of the 
100 reis, another variation which one would hardly expect to find amongst 
reprints, which I presume these must be. And a complete set of the subse
quent issues, probably original impressions.

P russia.—The 1, 2, and 3 sgr,, iu black on coloured paper; the 6 pf. 
wmkd. ; the 1 sgr. with plain ground ; and the 4 pf, unwmkd., represent the 
earlier issues. The set of 1861-65 is complete ; tnat of 1867 is deficient of 
the 3 and 6 kr,

Zurich.-—There is a specimen of the 6 rappen, showing a worn state of the 
plate, and on white paper without the red lines.

Turkey.—The collection commences with the issue of January, 1876, with 
the value in English. The same type with the value in Turkish only is 
entirely absent, none even of the varieties supposed to have been issued in 
1881-83 being shown. Possibly this is because these stamps, like the earlier 
issues, which are also absent, are only employed in the interior of the Ottoman 
Empire. The later issues are nearly complete, the only value not represented 
being the 25 piastres.

W urtem burg.—The show here is curiously meagre. Of the stamps sup
posed to be employed for prepayment of ordinary postage, there are only the 
two which are not intended to be sold to the public, the 2 and 5 marks. 
There i9 also the latest variety of wrapper, and a set of the current official 
stamps and envelopes. Probably specimens of none but the most recent 
issues have been distributed.

Ceylon.—Only the issues in cents and rupees are represented; but these 
are complete. The 4 c. appears in three colours, grey, lilac-rose, and rose.
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Does this value exist in the second of these with the Crown and C A water
marked, or were both colour and wmk. changed together ? The only speci
mens of the recent surcharges are the set supplied from home, with numerals 
and the word c e n t s , and the original value crossed out. The 1 e , 12 c . has 
the wmk. Crown and C C. There are also the new types of 5 c. and 1 r. 12 c.

Cyprus.—Only the stamps with Turkish values are shown, but the set 
includes the 30 paras on the Id. of Great Britain, the J piastre, both without 
and with the surcharge, and the 30 paras on 1 piastre.

H ong K ong.—Here I find most of the locally-surcharged stamps, as well 
as those recently issued, which were probably overprinted at home; also the 
2, 3, and 10 dollars “ Stamp Duty ” stamps, which may be held to be thus 
officially recognized as postals.

India.—The % a., 1 a., and 2 a. of 1854 are present. The first and third, 
no doubt, originals, as they are on the wmkd. paper, The 1 a. is more 
doubtful; there are more signs of wearing of the plate. Neither of the 
specimens sent shows any sign of the wmk., and the paper seems hardly so 
thick as that of the other two values.

Japan .—Various issues, both obsolete and current, are represented more or 
less fully.

Labuan.—None of the surcharged stamps are shown, and the 12 c. unsur- 
chavged is deficient. The 2 c. and 8 c. in their new colours have been 
recently received.

M acao.—I find the following varieties:
5 reis, black. 25 reis, rose. 50 reis, blue.

10 ,, yellow. 25 „ mauve. 80 ,, grey.
10 ,, green. 40 ,, blue. 100 ,, lilac.
20 ,, stone. . 40 ,, yellow. 200 ,, orange.
20 ,, carmine. 50 „ green. 300 ,, brown.

All these, therefore, were distributed as specimens, though I believe it is 
doubtful whether some of them were ever issued for use.

Persia.—Here I find the 5 krati, violet, of the new issue, which I have 
not seen described yet. I t is of the same type as the 10 shahi and 1 kran.

Portuguese Indies.—None of the surcharged stamps are present, nor any 
of those of local manufacture. There are three specimens oi the 25 reis—in 
rose, rcddisk-lilac, and qrey—as if to show that these changes of colour were 
considered distinct issues.

S tra its  Settlem ents.—The only surcharges exhibited are the two of 1870, 
Five Cents and Seven Cents on 8 c. and 32 c. respectively ; and the latest 
variety, t h k e e  c e n t s  on the 32 c,, printed in red-lilac. May we conclude 
from this that the two former, like the latter, were not of local manufacture ?

Cape of Good Hope.—I am sorry to find the rumour that the “ wood
blocks” had been reprinted is confirmed by the presence of specimens of the 
re-impressions. They are in a full red and a deep blue on white wove paper.

Guinea.—There is a full set of these, all with the large surcharge, and 
showing no varieties of accent, as follow ;

5 rets, black.
10 ,, yellow. 
10 ,, green,
20 ,, stone.
20 ,, carmine.

25 reis, rose.
25 ,, mauve. 
40 ,, blue.
40 ,, yellow. 
50 ,, green.

50 reis, blue. 
100 ,, lilac. 
200 ,, orange. 
300 ,, brown.

M adeira.—Here again is an interesting set, including some varieties of 
which, I think, originals are not usually chronicled :
1868-70, iinperf., black surcharge, 5, JO, 20, 25, 50, 80, 100 reis.

,, perf,, black ,, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 80, 100 (in two shades),
,, ,, red ,, 5 reis. [120, 240 reis.

Are we to conclude that originals of all of these did exist ?
The 50 rcis, inscribed Portugal Contineute, is conspicuous by its absence.
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Sierra Leone.—Amongst wliat are plainly the latest additions to the 
collection are the Jd., green, and Id., rose-red, wmk. Crown and CA, but 
perf. 12 instead of 14. This larger perforation is, I think, also found on 
some of the recent issues of other colonies.

T im or.—There is a complete set of the most recent variety of each value 
of Macao surcharged with the name of this Portuguese possession.

British Guiana.—It is curious that although this colony is only repre
sented by what is intended to be the current set, the 48 cents is not of the 
1876 type, but of that of 1863.

Honduras.—There are two specimens of the provisionals of 1877 : Un 
real, in black, on 2 reales, green ; and dos rcalcs, in blue, on 2 reales, rose.

U. S. of Colombia.—There is, as might be expected, but a comparatively 
poor show of the stamps of this country; but among them I find a specimen 
of the 5 pesos, black on green, of 1870, which I think shows signs of the die 
having been re-engraved in a similar manner to that of the 10 pesos of tho 
same date, the stars having five more or less regular points, instead of being 
like asterisks. The three values of 1876 appear on blue paper only. The 
Jlejistro and Anotacion stumps of 1870 are also shown on bluish paper, and 
with the background of the circle formed of rather indistinct crossed lines, 
vertical and horizontal.

Paraguay .—Here I find only the 1 real of 1870 ; the 5 c., brown, of 1879, 
and 10 c., green, of 1881 ; the three values of August, 1881 ; the provisional 
1 c. on 1 real, rose; and the 1 c., 2 c., and 5 c. of 1881. None of the earlier 
provisional issues are represented.

Peru .—The collection consists entirely of stamps of the types of 1874-79, 
with and without surcharges. Perhaps a list of them may be of some interest:

1. Without surcharge, 1 c., orange, green; 2 c., red-violet, deep violet, 
carmine; 5 c., deep blue, ultramarine; 10 c., green, grey-black; 20 c., 
carmine ; 50 c., green ; 1 sol, rose-red.

2. With, the oval P ostal U n i o n  surcharge, lettered P eru  or L im a  ; in red 
on 1 c., green ; in blue on 2 c,, carmine; in red on 0 c., ultramarine ; and in 
red on 50 c,, green.

3. With the Arms of Chili; in blue on 1 c., orange ; in black on 2 c., violet, 
carmine ; in red on 10 c., green ; in blue on 20 c., carmine.

4. With the black horseshoe surcharge, alone; 1 c., green ; 2 c., vermilion; 
6 c., blue ; 50 c,, rose; 1 sol, ultramarine.

5. With the horseshoe in black, and the Arms of Chili in various colours; 
in red on 1 c., green ; in red on 5 c., blue; in black on 50 c., rose; in red on 
1 sol, ultramarine.

6. With the oval surcharge, as in  2, and a black triangle; 2 c., carmine ; 
5 c., ultramnrine ; 50 c., green ; 1 sol, rose-red.

7. With the black triangle, only ; 1 c., orange; 10 c., green ; 50 c., green ; 
1 sol, rose-red.

8. With horseshoe and triangle, in black; 1 c., green; 2 c., ver.; 5 c., blue.
9. With the Sun and Cokueos L i m a  ; 5 c., blue.
There arc also complete sets of the five “ Unpaid Letter” Stamps, unsur- 

chargcd and with the black triangle.
The varieties given above in italics have not, I think, been chronicled 

previously, and possibly some of them may never be issued for use, but still 
specimens may reach the hands of collectors from official sources.

United S ta tes.—The stamps of this country are represented solely by 
imperforate, so-called proofs; those of the earlier issues being, of course, 
reprints, and the pair of 1847 imitations.

Venezuela.—Here the collection commences with the Escuelas set of 1879, 
ranging from 1 centcsimo up to 5 vcnezolanos. Next comes the issue of 1880, 
5, 10, 25, 50 cents, and 1 bolivar; and lastly, the stamps of 1882, with profile 
to left, lettered cukreos dk Venezuela . The similar series lettered ksculas 
is not present; but this may not be a proof that it is not used for postal 
purposes, but only that it is not used on letters going out of tho country.
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New South W ales.—There are two specimens here, which are, I think, 
worthy of note ; they are those representing the Id. and 2d. of 1856. Both 
are imperforate ; the Id. is wmku. Croum. and Ri. S. IV., the 2d. has the 
single-lined figure “ 2.” From the appearance of the impressions, and from 
the fact of their being found in a collection of this kind, I should say that 
there can be no doubt that they are reprints. A 2d. similar to this was 
chronicled by me os an original variety, on the strength of a description given 
me by Mr. W. T. Wilson. 1 forget whether the copy he told me of was flike 
both the Id. and 2d. in the Bermuda collection) surcharged s p e c i m e n  or not; 
but in either case I do not now think that it can be anything but a re- 
iinprcssion.

New Zealand.—The only variety new to me here is the 3d. of 1874 on 
paper with a decided tinge of blue, like that on which tho Id. and 2d. are 
sometimes found.

Philippines.—There are only two solitary specimens of the stomps of this 
Spanish colony ; but one of them, curiously enough, is the 8 c. provisional of 
1879, lettered erroneously coreros, instead of correos.

Queensland.—There is a specimen of the Is., wmk. truncated star, in a 
curious greyish-green colour, which I never met with before. I t is a dull, 
washed-out looking copy, but with a distinctly green tinge about it, and the 
word SPECIMEN printed diagonally across it in blue.

T asm ania.—Here we find the whole set of reprints, and impressions on 
unwatermarked paper, as described in the Philatelic Record for April, 1884. 
The lines cut to deface the plates of 1853 are not drawn across the plates 
however, but arc cut separately on each type, and may therefore be vertical 
on some and horizontal on others of each value. One type of tho 4d. shows 
two strokes forming a rough X. Specimens of the reprinted fiscals, ol St. 
George and the Dragon type, were sent with the postals ; they include the 
3d., green, as well as the three higher values.

THE STAMPS OF M EXICO,
B y  M M .  C A I L L E B O T T E .  

(C o n tin u ed  fro m  page  40.)

1878. Same T y pes , P a per , and  P erforation .
The only difference is in the surcharge. The order numbers and date are 

no longer apart, and the figures are smaller.

Wove paper,
5 c., brown,

10 e., black.
25 c., blue.
50 c,, green.

100 c., rose.
Paper

B. Wilh surcharge.
Paper with close-laid lines. 

6 c., brown.
10c., black.
25 c., blue.
50 c., green.

100 c., rose.
with laid lines wider apart.

5 c., brown.

1878. C iianoe of Colour.
A. Without surcharge.

10c., orange, on wove and on laid paper.
B. With surcharge.

10 c., orange, on wove and on laid paper.
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1st J u n e , 1880. Com pletion  o f  th e  Se r ie s . 
A. Without surcharge,

4 c., yellow, on wove and on laid paper.
B. W ith surcharge.

4 c., yellow, on wove and on laid paper.
L ist of S urcharges (figu res  close to g eth er) on t h e  I ssue of 1878.

The order observed in numbering the towns is different from that of former 
issues. They are still in alphabetical order, but reversed. The numbers 1 to 53 
run from Z to A, and the list ends with No. 54, Mexico, and No. 55, Colima,

j /

1 Zamora (black, blue, violet),
2 Zacatecas (black, blue, vermilion,

carmine).
3 Vera Cruz, Type I., 174x2.

„ II., 15 x 2.
4 Hermozillo Ures—

Type 1., thin letters(blk.,violet)
„ II., thick „

5 Tulaneingo.
6 Tula de T.
7 Tula, Type I., 84 x 2 (black, blue,

carmine).
Type II., 84x4. .

8 Tuxpan (black, carmine). r-*><.r
9 Toluca—

Type I., 124x2 (black, blue). 
Type II., 124 x 24 (black, blue, 

violet).
Type III., 144x3 (blue, car.).a. 

Telmacan (blue, carmine, black). 
Texcoco (black, blue).
Tepic. 1 H 
Tlaxcnla (blue). v 
Tampico (black, blue, violet). * 
Taculmya (blue).
Tabasco. - n ^
S. L. Potosi, Type I., 14) x 2.

„ II., ]54x24.
18 Saltillo.
19 Querctaro. J. 77
20 Puebla.
21 Pacluica (black, blue).
22 Orizava, Type I., I64 x24 (blue,

carmine).
Type II., 134 x 2 (blue, violet). 

Oaxaca, Type I., framed (blue).
„ II., 144 x 24 (blue).
„ III., 144 x 2 4  (blue).
„ IV,, 19 x 4 (block). 

Morelia. 1 . a  E  
Monterrey, Type I., 19 x 2.

1 0
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17

23

24
25

Type II., 22 x 4 (black, violet),
26 Merida (black, violet), j  1:
27 Mazatlan.
28 Matamoros—

Type I., 184 *2 (blue).
„ II., 224 x 3 (black, red).

29 Maravatio—
Type 1., 164 x 2 (bluck, bluo).

. 7 /

Maravatio—
Type II., pointed surcharge.

„ III., 19x2 „ „
La I’az, Type I., 11 x 2.

Tyi>e II., 114 x 3 (black,violet). 
Lagos.
Jilotepec (blue, blue-black).
Jalapa, Type I., 114x2.

„ II., 15 x 3.
Parral.
Huejutla, Type I., 16x2 (blue). ^  

„ II., 14x2 „
Guanajuato—

Type I., 21 x 24 (black, blue).
„ II., 184x2 (black, red, 

blue, violet).
Guadalajara, Tyne I., 24 x4,

,, II., 204x2.
Durango, upright surcharge (blue,
• black, vermilion); slanting sur

charge.
Chihuahua, Type I.,1 2 x 2 .

,, II., 18 x 4.
„  111., 124x2.

40 Chiapaa (blue).
41 Chaleo,1Typel,, 11 x 2 (black,blue).

II.,pointed surcharge.
Cordova.
C. Guzman, Type I., 15x2 (blue).

„ II., 17x4.
Cocula,Typel.,124 x 2.

,, I I .,11 x 4(black,blue). 
Cuernavaca. • _
Cuantitlan.
C. Victoria—

Type I., 15 x 24.
,, II., 164 x 14 (blue, violet), i 

C. Bravos.
49 Colima—

Type I., 124 x2 black, blue).
„ II., 184x2.

Campeche.
Apain. )
Aguos Calientes,Type I., (!) x 4.

„  I I . , '!) x 2. ' •
,, III.,28 x 24.

53 Acapulco.
54 Mexico.
55 Colima.

39

48

50
51
52

I t will be noticed in that Parral comes after the towns beginning with J. 
The reason is that Parral is in reality an abbreviation /or Hidalgo del Parral.
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Stamps w it h  E rrors.

Errors in  the order numbers.
Merida, 25 c. 278 instead of 2678.
Toluca, 10 c., yellow 280 9 9 980.
Puebla, 100 c. 379 9 9 2079.
Vera Cruz, 25 c. 8 j  9 3.
Tlaxcala, 25 c. 12 99 13.

,, 10 c., yellow 12 corrected to 13.
Chaleo, 5 c. 21 instead of 41.
Tabasco, 50 c. 20 9 9 16.
Tula, 25 c. 27 |  9 7.
Puebla, 5 c. 29 9 f 20.

„  10c., yellow 29 99 20.
„  25 c. 29 9 9 20.

Durango, 10 c., yellow 35 9 9 38.
,, 100 c. 35 1 9 38.
,, 10 c., yellow 35 corrected to 38.

Queretaro, 5 c. 35 instead of 19.
„ 25 c. 35 9 9 19.

Mexico, 10 c., yellow 45 9 9 54.
„  25 c. 45 9 9 54.
,, 100 c. 45 1 9 54.
,, 100 c. 4 1 9 54.

Cuernavaca, 25 c. 54 9 • 45.
Monterey, 5 c. 55 99 25.

,, 10c., yellow 2851 9 9 2581.
Mazatlan, 50 c. 72 99 27.
C. Bravos, 25 c. 53 99 48.
Aguascaliente8, 25 c. 56 f t 52.

Errors in the date.
3 6 68 instead of 78.
• 89 » 80. . ,
. 89 „ 80. - h  *** L
. 1 28 „  82.

HABILITADOS.
Stamps are met with surcharged with two different order numbers and 

dates. These are stamps which were originally intended for a certain town, 
but were afterwards forwarded to another town. We have already referred to 
the same sort of thing in connection with the “ eagle” issue.

The following are known to us :
25 c., blue, Mexico . . 5481 used for 1681 (Tabasco).
25 c. ,, Vera Cruz . . 379 „ 4279 (Cordova).

Also stamps of this issue may be found bearing a number only, and no 
name of town.

1881. F irst  Change in  th e  P a per .
Thin lai<{ paper.

4 c., orange (?). I 10 c., yellow. I 50 c., green.
5 c., brown. | 25 c., blue. | 100 c., rose (?).

Guanajuato, 25 c. 
Mexico, 10 c., yellow 

,, 25 c.
Zamora, 50 c.

E nd  of 1881 and  1882. Second C hange in  t h e  P a per .

A.
Thin -wove paper, 

Without surcharge.
4 c,, buff.
5 c., brown.

10 c., orange.
50 c., green.

100 c., rose.

B. With surcharge.
4 c., buff.
5 c., brown.

10c., orange.
25 c., blue.
50 c., green.

100 c., rose.
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In 1882 the following changes appear in the list of names of towns sur
charged upon the stamps. The No. 4 Urcs no longer exists, but is replaced 
by 4 Hermosillo, and 44 Mascotn makes its first appearance. It may be of 
interest to observe that Hennosillo, which takes the place of Urfes, is in the 
same State.

In 1883 the system of surcharging remains the same ; but a change takes 
place in the type used for the figures, which are now slightly larger. More
over, a change is to be noted in the list of names of towns as found in 1882. 
The 44 Coeula is done away with, and its place is taken by 44 Mascota, the 
two towns being again in the same State (Jalisco).

(To be concluded, in our next.)

C o r r e s p o n d e n c e .

TH E JH IN D  STAMPS OF 1875-76.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record.” .

Mv dear S ir,—I write to correct what I believe to be an error, made by 
myself and others in describing the earlier issues of Jhind.

The stamps of 1875-76 are stated to exist in fifty varieties of type, or as 
many types as there are stamps on the sheets. Until a short time before I 
left England I did not possess any sheets of these stamps, and it is only 
quite recently that I have examined them closely; on doing this I  was 
surprised at finding how little apparent difference there was between these 
so-called varieties; and after studying very carefully the two complete sheets 
that I possess, and my specimens of the other values, I have come to the 
conclusion that there are no varieties of type a t all, but that the outer 
portion of the design is identically the same, not only in all the stamps of 
each value, but in all the different values ; and that the rectangular portion 
containing the inscription, which naturally differs in accordance with the 
value, is of the same type in all the stamps of the same value.

The apparent differences between the stamps seein to be due almost 
entirely to defective transfers or bad printing, though it is possible tha t some 
of the types may have been touched up a little after being transferred to 
the stone from which the stamps are printed; the minor details are, how
ever, really the same in all, and in particular the number of dots in the 
inverted heart-shaped frame will be found to correspond in all clearly-printed 
specimens.

In the next issue (1882-84) the case is different; there are fifty distinct 
varieties of the two lower values, a t all events, and I presume of the higher 
ones also. On the 4 anna stamps the dots, in a similar position to those 
alluded to above, differ greatly in number on the different types, and the 
other details differ also. I t  was a comparison of the sheets I have of this 
issue with those of the earlier one that first led me to doubt the existence of 
varieties in the latter.

I t  is curious, however, that the plan of making up a stone by means of 
transfers, which was carried out fairly successfully for the first issue, should 
not have been resorted to for the later one.

Yours truly,
E dward B, E vans.

Bermuda , March COM, 18S6.
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MM. CAILLEBOTTE’S MONOGRAPH ON THE MEXICAN
STAMPS.

S ir,—Will you allow me space in your paper for a few notes on MM. 
Caillebotte’s lists of Mexican stamps as far as a t present published in the 
Record.

I  find the following additions to make to their lists.
On the 1856 issue :

Orizava in two types . i 13x2.
* -113x14.

Puebla without stops . . . 12x14.
On the 1861 issue :

Aguascalientes , . . . 2 3 x 2 j.
Aguascaltes . . . . 21x24.
Maravatio . . \ 16x2.

' ' ( 16 in graduated type.
S. L. Potosi . . . . 18 in graduated type.

On the 1864 issue (eagle) surcharged in large ty p e :
Aguascaltes. | Toluca. | Tepic.

Ditto with date in small type:
I. del Carmen.
Zacatecas in two types . < 18 x 2.

• • \ 23 x 24.
On the 1868 issue :

( lOx 14. 
• ' (12 x 2.4 Puebla in two types .

8 Mazatlan in two types . (1 6 x 2 .
‘ * (14x14 .

( 114x14.
11 Colima in three types . . . 1 10 x 2.

(12 x 2.
And among the errors on this issue:

S. L. Potosi, 12 cents, 8 instead of 5.
„ 50 cents, 8 instead of 5.

Saltillo, 50 cents, with “ i ” omitted.
On the 1872 issue :

* t 15 x 2
Chihuahua in two types . . * j 18 x 3*

Morelia . . . . * { i5 x 2 .
S. L. Potosi . . . . 13 in graduated type.

And error in colour. 50 c., blue.
In all cases Cuawtitlan should be Cuawtitlan, and Soyanaquilpan Soyani- 

quilpan. These are, no doubt, printers’ errors.
I much hope that these admirable papers of MM. Caillebotte may be the 

means of adding to the number of collectors of surcharges on Mexican 
stamps. In these days, when plate numbers and surcharged names of 
Indian States are considered desirable, names of Mexican towns should, I 
think, be more generally recognized ; and there are few countries the stamps 
of which so well repay careful study, or about which there is so little known 
to a large majority of collectors.

I  am, yours faithfully,
Gilbert Looeyer.

12, Southampton Street, F itzroy Square,
April 2nd, 1886,
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Iproftfrthtgs of t\t DjiilaMit §omfj[ of proton.

T he seventh meeting of the season was held at Lamb Building, Temple, on 
the 10 th April, 1886, the Vice-President in the chair. The Assistant
Secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were continued, 
and the correspondence. The Assistant-Secretary then presented, on behalf 
of Messrs. Stanley, Gibbons, and Co., a copy of the new edition of their 
Illustrated Prized Catalogue, and was instructed to convey the best thanks of 
the Society to Messrs. Stanley, Gibbons, and Co. for the same. The con
tinuation of the revision of the Society’s list of the stamps of Victoria was 
next proceeded with. At the close of the business the Vice-President showed 
two Peru stamps se tenant, forming a vertical pair. The upper is a 1 peseta, 
and the lower a J peso, of the issue of March, 1858, thus showing that the 
two values were printed on the same sheet. Both stamps arc printed in the 
same colour, viz,, brick-red, and are obliterated. The new set of provisional 
stamps for Guatemala and the \  anna Holkar, mauve, were among other 
novelties shown.

f lo te ss  auK (E tucrics.

M. C. L.—W ant of space prevented us from replying to your question 
last month. The stamp you refer to was over-printed with O. U. S. 
between two wavy lines for the “ Oxford Union Society.” It was in use 
about 1872, but not for long; for the “ "authorities” in England will 
not allow anything to be written or printed on the face of the stamp. 
Any appropriation of postage stamps must be done by perforation.

As to your further query, tire stamp can scarcely be regarded as a 
rarity, but it is a postal curiosity, not very common.

K. T. H .—The announcement of the recent issue of a stamp of „£l 
for Great Britain, watermarked with three crowns, seems to have 
emanated from D e r  P h i l a t e l i s t ; hut since its issue two years ago it has 
never been printed on any than paper so watermarked. It is printed 
on the same paper that is used for the smaller stamps of our halfpenny 
up to one shilling, and taking up the space of three of these it naturally 
has the watermark repeated thrice.

W . H. E arl.—We have received your communication with reference 
to your letter in the Record of Ju ly  last, enclosing a letter to you from 
Mr. Whymper, the engraver of the plates of stamps in the Le is u re  H o u r  
of 1863, stating that the author of the articles, which these plates illus
trated, was, it is believed, Mr. Henry Whymper. Nothing can be more 
likely, as this latter gentleman was, at the time when the second article 
appeared, most probably deeply engaged in editing the third edition of 
Oppen’s Postage S ta m p  A l b u m  a n d  C a ta lo gu e  o f  B r itis h  a n d  F o r e ig n  
P o s ta g e  S ta m p s , which was published in January, 1864. Mr. Henry 
W hymper, who appears to have resided at Burton-on-Trent, was an 
early writer on philatelic matters, and much useful information was 
contained in what he wrote.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmerston B-oad, Wood Green, London, N.
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NOTES AND QUEIilKS,GO

Ijptocfrtintis of (lit piiiliildic fotittg of '£oni)on.

T iif. seventh mcct in" of tlic season was held at  Lmnli I’mildin' ;,  Temple, an 
the 10111 April, 1 s.sfj, the 1 *rosi*l«-ii r ill the chair. The Assistant
Secretary wad the minutes of the previous meeting, which were continued, 
ami t he ciirrespondcnee. The Assistant-Secretary then presented, on 1 nAi:i 1 f 
of Messrs. Stanlev, t ' ihhoijs, aicl n ropy of the new edition nl their
l i t u s h - i i i r i )  ] W W " I  C iit irtv ff iir. ntnl was instructed to convey the lu st t hanks  or 
tin: Society to Messrs. Stanley, Cihhons, and Co, for the same. T he eon- 
tiiiitatioii of tin- revision of the Sm h ty’s list of the .-tamps of Yietorin was 
next proeeeile. 1 with. At the e|osi; of till- lill-ine-s the Yiei-I’lesidellt showed 
two I’eni stamps v: P.hkw/, forniiti" a vniii-al pair. The upper is a 1 peseta, 
ami lie- lower a peso, of the is-siji* of Mareh, t - n y  thus showing that  the 
two values were piiuted on the -nine -fleet. Until - tamps are printed in the 
same ruinin', viz., hriek-red, and are obliterated. The Hew Set of prov isional 
stamps |i,r t uiateiiiaki and the l anna Ihdicar, mauve, were anion" other 
novelties show ii.

J lo t c s  anU < ftu cn rs .

M. ( L.—Want of - pare prevent i d 11- from re] dv itey to yuttr 11 nest ion 
ln-l month. The stain]) von refer In was over-printed with (). S.
1 o-l w t-i 11 two wavv lines for the “ ( )\fnrd Union Society.” It was in use 
.diuttf | ' '7i,liul not lor h>no; lor tin- “ authorities” in Kuylainl will 
iml allow anvthiini to he written or printed mi the lace of the stamp. 
Anv appropriation of po-tam- stamps must la- done Gy perforation.

As to vinir further <|tiery, the -tamp can scarcely he regarded as a 
rarilv. 1ml it is a ]n>-t;il curiosity, not very eonniion.

K. T. II.—The announcement of the recent issue of a -lamp of £1 
for (treat. llrilaiii, watermarked with three crowns, - c o i n s  to have 
etiianalrd from !>>r I'UilnU-Jist; lml -im-e its issue two years ami it has 
never bet ti printed on any than paper so watermarked. It is printed 
on the same paper that i< used for the smaller stamps of onr halfpenny 
tip to one slullino, and takiny up the space of three of these: it nal urally 
has the waleimark repeated thrice.

\V. II. K\1U,.—We have received yrutr eominmtication with reference 
to votir leltev in the I!ra>fil of .Inly last, emdo-iny a letter to you from 
Air. W’hvntper, the eiiyiaver of the plates of stamp- in the LnUimi llmtr 
of !''<>:!, -tatin.o that the author of the artieles, whieli llie-e plates illus
trated, wa-, it is helievrd. Mr. Henry Whvmper. Nothin^ can he limre 
likely, as this latter petithiiiau was, at the time when the second article 
appeared, most prohaUv deeply eiivrayed in editing 1111- ihird eilition of 
Oppen’.s /Wm/e Stiiniji Alhirm nn<> I ’ntiihiii»?. nf llrihsh <ui'l Fuaiijn 
/Wm/e N/'O/i/i.s, which was puhli-hed in January, l s<; 4. Mr. Henry 
Wlivniper, who ajipears to have resided at liuiton-oli-Trent, was an 
earlv writer on philatelic matters, and much useful information was 
enutailied in what he wrote.

Pemberton. Wilson, & Co., Palmemton Eoart. Wood Green, London, N.
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PUBLICATIONS.
jf.V ILLU STR A TE !) X Q X T K L 7  FADER,

©vnan of (fj« |?bil,ittlic Soriflb of Sum&oit.

Vol, L i!8r9i, beautifully joiidI in doth, gilt lettering find edging, eon- 
tnir.iuj Photograph an-I Autagrtipb of '-e late E. I,. Pemberton. A snaa)1 number PI 
ippios sti’l rec.aimng, Price 6.B. potf-free

Vol. II. (1880), hound to inuteh Vol. I ,  but considerably larger, eoutwng, in 
addition to illustration in the later cumbers t ir-mrunr t*. Photo. (Cabinet siae) an,l 
Autograph of F. A. PcilbriA. Ksf., I , / ’ , lTt:siilei.T of the rthlVuOio ipTiety of 
London. Prior 0/6, post free.

Vol. i l l .  (1881). bound to match Voi*. I.and IT., but much langur. Pry. 
f ueely illustrated with coloured plates, o ' ' ; lUsor.emuurent Photo, of Dr. C. W. Vinei. 
Price 6 6, pcst-froe. '

Vol. IV  1882', similarly bound, profuselv illustrated. Permanent Photo,
of the la* Viet. G do Ysasi. I ice ft C. post-free.

Vol. V. (1683;, similarly bound, ptofu&ely illustrated Photograph cf W.
A. 8. A ‘ol.y. Price 6/6 post.free.
VI. (1884), Bimilar’y bound. Permanent 1 Autograph of Major E. P-.

E' cut., Tl.A. f  0 post-free.
Vo!. VII. (18851, sifTiiiarlv bound. Porn’.ar.oni Photograph of P r. A- Logrand,

Secretary of the French Philatelic Society. "
Vol. V III. common-tee with ti>t February nuroutr. Subscription, ut home 

and for all countries in Class A of the Postal liuion, 3/6.
To Antigua, Argentine Republic, Bahamas, Barbadian, Bermuda, Boltria, Itraril, lit tish

Hon.l jms, British Guisne. Chili, Costa luce, Curasao, Dominica. E-.oa lor, Falkland 1-le.s,
Gun fin , Gold Loa-t, (iron. d.1, Guatem ala. Jam aica. Inigos, L heria, M auritius. M xico,
V. untseerat, Natal, Nerin, Nicaragua, Pauair.a, l’-’ru, p. ..i-ppine Ulundu, Porto Pico, Queens* 
.ml, fit. Docnr.r, St. Kitt’e, St. Lucia. St. Vincent, Surma.n. Tobago, Trinidad, 1 ark’s

• slacds, United States c* Columbia, Uruguay, Venezuela, 4.’-, pc*t-l'r<e.
To Cej-ion, China. India, Japan, Lahuan, Singapore, <t/C, post-free.
To Cape Colony, Jluwnian Islands, Paraguay, Nets- Pot‘h Wales, New Zealand, St

Helena, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, arid West Australia, 5/-, post-free.

S p e c o i l ly  p r e p a r e s  C arers  in  r e d  a n d  b lu e  f o r  J l ia d in o  y a h .  I  I I .  I I I .  I V .  V . V I .  
V I I .  t p o r t - f r e e , 1/8 < u h .

£jie‘jposfitat # Ctkgriigj) stamps of f e a t  B ritain.
ev

FREDERICK A. FEIL BRICE, and WM. A, S WE8T0BY..
b'lMriLl- n AND PuUWSKKlt FOR THE PHILATELIC fc-OCIKTV, L'JXDON, ■

W ith  upv-ards of 100 I llu s tra tio n s , 11/- post-free.

s «A LB ¥ I W S 3 M ? OR, HOW TO DETECT 
FORGED STAMPS 

BY TH E REV . R. B. EAREE.
V a i.l s b l f  a l ik e  to s h e  N o tic e ,  A utanckd Collectob,  oe  U w .i.r .

J00 I,ogre, . s te n e ir e ,  >j I l l u s t r a t e d ,  b o u n d  in  C lo th , j - r tr s  7/6.
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A CATALOGUE OF POST CARDS.
t. By S . A . F E Y .

. Price iKvnv ?'«!/.LiNGo a :> :■ S::»p*nck.

IP* «/•«?/ &e <//>.-/ <0 foot orders fo r  thi Work, ’thitJ, »«e fin/* <o 
/tai ” rfc  Jij by 1st May. .

Catalogue far (follcdurs of postage Stamps, 
Cnbclopfs, :€tflrappir-5f ani» Curbs.
By M*;oh Kw a p i . 1). L vavs, R.A..

T l'j tno«t comph to and eomptehensslTe Catalogue over published, up varus 
of 1500 IUuatrationa. and r.^ariy .00 ptgcs.

The lt5 No.'. i‘ud IUus1 ralioDB complete, 10 6. '
The v. hole b md in . loth, poet-free, 1 3 '3 . ^

^ Ib m ir s  fo r ^ iib m u t ir  C o lle U m s
()K ?ne most approved principle. Each page cao be readily re
moved and replaced, the tv hole V iug bound together by screws 
passing through holes punched in tho limn-mounted hinge, and 
secured Lv nuts. Half-bound in
green leather, -nth 60  leaves.

! | 
i «ii
i i

A '.Jartr. ,/e Vr^er Meant,
B l a  cn Hni^.
C L u if  p i Onr'-Tidire rir .e .- .  l l |  t y  13J 
1 Holes mr itindaii.

1 with Linen. | B |

Albums. oblong shaped, for Post-cards or Envelope^, 11x11 
inches, tided with «0 pate* cf strong Cartridge Paper. 17/-.

Albums, oblong shaped, greatly improved, sunken screws, etc,
etc., 9} * II irxht*, furuish.d with CO pages <>f Whatman’s Royal Hot- 
pressed Pap.c. 1 rice 11/10.
C ivetj r.nd S- raws complete, without pages, 5/-.

The ahor-- are f t ’ 4 irift r.urjhtce* end n.uit txpeniiv* p,t/,er, which it tmnraitt'rt vi* 
<« «*•»»<.’•» >r x«nvtl «sjr lh t«  a} pnp’.r  way be mtut.icd Vi jit ikne
revei'9 to j»*»? j urchoter?.
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London,
No. !. Spain and Colonies, price 2 or sent flat, 2; l, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition}. By the
late Jr. L. P embexton.

No. 1. Crown 8v<>, appropriately d.- signed Cover, bound in cloth gilt, 
poet -f ree, o/fi.

No 2. Crown fivo, on Clio toned paper, handsomely bemud, gilt edges, 
Ac., post-fret, 10/G

The Philateiical Catalogue (Part T ). Price 1/i, post-live.
Do. do. (Extra "Edition). Price 1/7, post-free.

(This w. rii has never lieen complet'd, eving to the cobt.)

The Phiiaieiical Journal < Vol 16 72). fust-free, io/q.
Do. do. (Jan. to April, ] 875). The Poor Parts. 1.0.
Do. do. The Sixteen Nuinbe is. half-hound in

morocco, ! 2/6.
This is ti .*3 mos! elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject ever 

issued. It is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fun-similes of 
the Stamps described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the tbeve (txc< pt .banuary, 1S7-’1 may be ha& 
fid. each "

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The fir.-t
urk of the Jut' P. J, Ff mbkk'ON.) A lev .spec'..nous stilt 

n naming at 1 /0.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Millimetre Scale.
Ei’U’-il at Sfotioin is Hall Ah- philatelist should lm without 
cm:. l5riee M.

'This has been most can fully got up, ana its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The Cange nw satires perforations, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16 , and there arc scales of inches and centiaetrt-sof •odirient 
length to measure Post Cards and all usual sized Envoi opes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissio 

paper, auiSricntly stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stamps. Th'sc mounts 
wilt save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of *he drawbacks to their hobby. Ttn y are cut to four 
sizes; viz.—

No 1. Tor Stamps about the bize of the Id. English
No. 2. For Oblong Stumps - bout the size of Western Australia 

Eg; pt, Ac.
No. 3. For larger ' tamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, &c.
A. Gummed, 4d. per iOi); 2/- per 1000, post-free.
E. Ungummed, 4d. per 100; 2/- per 1000, post-tree.

Post Card Mounts. Cards to cut into 68 mounts. 10d. per
dozen , U 6 por 100. This is the only satisfactory method of mounting 
East Cards, and is now uni’ i rsally adopted by all Collectors.
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our lust number we said a few won Is on the printing of' 
stamps, suggested by a text taken I'nmi .M. I.’cgnard’s 
rh-.'in/errtlo for a stamp collector, and we now propose lo 
make a few observations on the next bead ; viz., the 

; paper employed fur the impression. AVe will not inflict 
o ji  our readers any history of paper-making in England, 

but simply state that, previously to the lirst decade in the present 
century, all paper in England was made by hand. The mould on 
which such paper is made consists of line network attached to a 
frame. In Europe this network is made of line wire ; in China, 
India, and .Japan it is commonly made of bamboo split very line. 
Two kinds of moulds are ordinarily employed, one where the wires 
arc very line, and are woven across one another, the paper made 
therefrom being called ; and the other whore the wires arc 
coarser, and are laid together transversely, about twenty to the 
inch, with longitudinal ones a little more than an inch apart. 1’aper 
made from these latter moulds is called luhl. The mould, being 
supplied with another frame called a is dipped into the
pulp, the deckle allowing pulp sulfioient to form the sheet to 
remain on tiro mould. When the superfluous water has diained 
off, the sheet of pulp is transferred to a piece of felt. Every 
successive sheet is similarly treated ; and when a pile has been 
made it is subjected to pressure, so as to extract tire remaining 
moisture. The felts are then removed, and after several minor 
operations the sheets are hung up to dry. When dried they 
resemble blotting-paper, to remedy which they are dipped into size 
ami again dried. When it is required to render the surface smooth, 
the sherds are passed through a mill between hot ami polished iron 
rollers, a process which lias the elicet, not only of glazing the sur
face, lmt of rendering the paper more compact and tenacious, by
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N  our last number we said a few words on the printing of 
stamps, suggested by a text taken from M. Eegnard’s 
desiderata for a stamp collector, and we now propose to 
make a few observations on the next head ; viz., the 
paper employed for the impression. W e will not inflict 
on our readers any history of paper-making in England, 

but simply state that, previously to the first decade in tho present 
century, all paper in England was made by hand. The mould on 
which such paper is made consists of fine network attached to a 
frame. In Europe this network is made of fine w ire; in China, 
India, and Japan it is commonly made of bamboo split very fine. 
Two kinds of moulds are ordinarily employed, one where the wires 
are very fine, and are woven across one another, the paper made 
therefrom being called wove ; and the other where the wires are 
coarser, and are laid together transversely, about twenty to the 
inch, with longitudinal ones a little more than an inch apart. Paper 
made from these latter moulds is called laid. The mould, being 
supplied with another frame called a decide, is dipped into the 
pulp, the deckle allowing pulp sufficient to form the sheet to 
remain on the mould. When the superfluous water has drained 
off, the sheet of pulp is transferred to a piece of felt. Every 
successive sheet is similarly treated; and when a pile has been 
made it is subjected to pressure, so as to extract tho remaining 
moisture. The felts are then removed, and after several minor 
operations the sheets are hung up to dry. W hen dried they 
resemble blotting-paper, to remedy which they are dipped into size 
and again dried. When it is required to render the surface smooth, 
the sheets are passed through a mill between hot and polished iron 
rollers, a process which has the effect, not only of glazing tho sur
face, but of rendering the paper more compact and tenacious, by
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pressing the fibres closer into one another. Watermarks on this 
paper are made by applying designs to, or working them into, the 
wirework of the moulds. The paper employed for the original 
stamps of Id. and 2 d. was thus made, and the sheets show a rough 
edge, which is always the case with hand-made paper, as may be 
seen on a Bank of England note, which has three rough edges, 
the fourth being cut, as the sheet contains two notes.

The paper-making machine seems to have been brought over 
from Paris by M. Didot, in an imperfect state, about 1802, when it 
was taken up by Pourdrinier, and ultimately brought to a state of 
comparative perfection by Mr. Dickinson, who invented the paper 
with silk threads, used for the Mulready envelopes, &c. By the aid 
of this machine the pulp— spread over an endless wire gauze table, 
laid on a series of perfectly level rollers, with a side-shaking motion 
— is carried forward, on an endless sheet of felt, under a series of 
rollers called the couching rollers, and thence to the first press 
rollers. The sheet of pulp has then become sufficiently tenacious 
to be left to itself, and passes under a series of second qwess rollers, 
heated by steam, to the smoothing rollers, thence to the calenders, 
and from them to a drum, on which Lt is wound; and to such per
fection have paper-making machines been now brought, that the 
pulp which enters the machine at one extremity leaves it at the 
other in a continuous web of paper, having during the journey, 
occupying little more than two minutes, been sized, calendered, 
and hot-pressed ready for use. An ordinary machine will, it is 
calculated, turn out four miles of paper fifty-four inches wide per 
day. Writing-papers are sized by passing through a trough of size 
on the journey. Printing and other papers are ordinarily sized by 
mixing the size in the pulp, in which stage the colouring matter 
for tinted paper is introduced. Watermarks are introduced into 
machine-made paper by means of a fine light-wire cylinder, with 
a wire-woven or a metal pattern placed over the wire gauze table 
just before the sheet of pulp passes under the couching rollers and 
ceases to be pulp, and the impression thus made continues through 
the whole courso of the sheet. Not only are devices made on the 
paper such as are found on ordinary writing-paper and stamps, but 
a considerable quantity of paper is manufactured on the Continent, 
especially in France, of a fancy nature, such as with squares and 
parallelograms upon it, and denominated quculrille caire and quad- 
rilU large. Laid paper is denominated papier verge, and where 
the lines are faint qmqrier hatonne. This has sometimes a thicker
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line shown at regular intervals, when it is called papier batonne 
verge. The principal instances of the use of these fancy papers 
is in the Guadalajara stamps, where the first that came to hand, 
whether white or tinted, was employed for the purpose.

It seems to be clear that in 1840 the manufacture of paper, 
with a series of watermarks adapted for a sheet of stamps, was 
unknown as machine-made, nor does it appear to have been 
employed in any country within the first ten years after the intro
duction of postage stamps, in May, 1840. In England it was first 
introduced, in 1851, by Messrs. De La Rue and Co. for the 
manufacture of bill stamps, and for postage stamps in 1855. The 
special paper invented by Mr. Dickinson, and used in the construc
tion of the Mulready envelopes, and the ordinary postal envelopes 
down to 1855, as also for the embossed stamps of one shilling and 
tonpence issued in 1847 and 1848, has been fully described in The 
Postage and Telegraph Stamps o f Great B ritain , and need not be 
mentioned here. But this paper has long ceased to be used, both 
in Great Britain and elsewhere ; and the paper now used is for the 
most part machine-made, either plain or with a device, and the use 
of hand-made paper may now be said to be all but superseded. 
For postage stamps a machine-made paper is preferable to a hand
made paper, as the latter is not only too tough, but is very much 
more expensive without compensating advantages; the machine- 
made paper ought, however, to be of good quality, and not 
too thick. Seeing the facility with which watermarks can be 
introduced into machine-made paper, we are surprised that the 
system is not more generally adopted. In England, and upwards 
of fifty dependencies, all postage stamps are now watermarked; 
while outside that limit the number of States that employ water
marked paper for their stamps can be counted on one’s fingers. The 
introduction of watermarks into the paper on which the stamps 
are printed has always appeared to us to be a great safeguard 
against imitations and forgeries, and though it is no visible 
protection when the stamp is once affixed, yet no quantities could 
be disposed of without the fraud being discovered. To the 
collector these watermarks frequently constitute a landmark in the 
history of a stamp, and some of his most valuable and interesting 
varieties are dependent upon them ; but to these we shall refer on 
a subsequent occasion.

88*
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— *—

A n g o la ,— A  new series has been issued of the same type as the 
Mozambique, &c. The inscription is provincia de angola. W e 
have not seen the entire series, and are therefore unable to state of 
how many values it consists. The impression is on white wove 
paper, and the perforation 1 2 J, 13.

Adhesives. 6 rcis, black.
10 ,, green.
20 ,, carmine.

Antigua.— Messrs. De la Rue and Co. have sent a further 
supply of post cards to this island, and we learn, by a letter dated 
16th April last, that postage stamps of the value of 6d. and Is. 
are ordered, but had not at that period arrived. The post cards 
are of the type of the halfpenny, and are on buff as usual.

Post Cards. 1 penny, carmine, 
t  +1 ,, >>

14 + I f  >> red-brown,
Austria.— According to the Vienna journal an issue of letter- 

cards of 3 and 5 kreuzer and 3 and 5 soldi was to take place on 
the 1st of this month. As the kreuzer values will be in eight 
languages these letter-cards will form an important addition to the 
collectors of this kind of postal stationery.

The same journal states that the 50 kreuzer postage stamp has 
appeared in cerise in place of violet.

Adhesive, 50 kreuzer, cerise.
Belgium.— The Timbre-Poste announces the issue of letter- 

cards with the stamp of the new type.
Letter Cards. 10 cent, carmine on blue.

25 ,, blue on pink.
Bhopal.— W e extract the following from the Timbre-Poste : 

“ The |  anna black has ceased to exist, and has been replaced by 
a design, created after its likeness, forming 32 new varieties. The 
letter n in nawab and jehan  is backwards, and the fourth stamp 
has sah for shah.

4 anna, red, imperforate, on white wove paper,
“ For those who prefer the large-sized stamps there is an issue of 

the series of 1881-2, where the \  anna has 32 varieties in 8 
horizontal rows of 4, The lettering is larger, and to mark the 
issue all the stamps have began for begam, and the first stamp 
has nwab for nawab. Another peculiarity of these stamps is that 
the letters are formed after a fancy fashion.

^ anna, pale and bright red on white wove paper.
“ Lastly, the 4 annas of 1881-82 has had its 24 varieties re

made, and in order that there may be no mistake between that 
issue and the one of 1886 this latter has its stamps perforated
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with a nail like some former stamps. The 5th, 7th, 8 th, 10th, 
11th, 12th, 14th, 16th, and 21st stamps have eegam for begam.”

4 annas, yellow on white laid ; perforated 6J.
4 „  olive „ „

Ceylon.— At length we have something new from the manu
factory of Messrs. De la Rue and Co.— a new die has been made 
for Ceylon, and two values saw the light about the 15th April last. 
They differ in no respects from one another save in the colour and 
the numeral of value; it is probable therefore that the other 
stamps of the series will be of the same type. The diademed 
head of Her Majesty is on a lined ground, in an equilateral 
octagon 1 2  mm., from side to side; below this is a fancy-shaped 
tablet, on which are the numerals of value in colour on white 
ground. A t the top of the rectangular frame, on a straight tablet, 
is ceylon postage, in white, on solid colour; and all the vacant 
space is filled in with what for want of a better term we must call 
the aesthetic style, with a multitude of dots, both in the design 
and in the frame. The 25 c. is printed in washy brown-ochre, and 
the 28 c. in grey-green. The general effect is not good, but perhaps 
would be better were the colours brighter; as it is, the whole looks 
flat and indistinct save the values, the introduction of which in 
figures of 4 mm. high is a very sensible arrangement. The im
pression is on Crown CA paper, and the perforation 14.

Adhesives. 25 cents, light brown-ochre.
28 „ grey-green.

Colombia.— What has hitherto been known under the various 
titles of the Cranada Confederation, the United States of Hew 
Granada, and the United States of Colombia, seems now to have 
adopted a new title, and is for the future, according to the in
scription on a stamp which has just been issued, to be styled the 
Republic of Colombia. The stamp in question, which we believe 
is only the forerunner of an entire series to be issued as the old 
stock is exhausted, shows the portrait to the left of Rafael Nunez, 
the President, within an oval band, on a groundwork of horizontal 
lines. The band, which is intercepted at the foot by oentavob in 
a curve, bears the inscription, republica de Colombia, in white 
letters, on a solid ground of colour. The numeral of value is in 
an oval above the word “ centavos,” and consequently interferes 
with the left breast of the portrait. The stamp is lithographed on 
plain white wove paper, and is perforated 13.

Adhesive. 10 centavos, orange-yellow,

Corea.— In January of last year we chronicled the appearance 
of two remarkable-looking stamps of 5 and 10 mon, and sub
sequently noticed a report of the existence of three higher values—  
25, 50, and 100 mon. Afterwards came another report that the 
Corean Post Office, with all the stock of stamps, had been 
destroyed by fire, and nothing more was heard of them until just 
now, when the three values in question have turned up in the



hands of a German dealer, who states that he has bought the whole 
lot from the government of the Corea, and that they were only 
current a short time. We should like to know whether they were 
ever current. However, we have the individuals before us. The 
25 mon and the 100 mon are variations of the “ cockade in centre” 
type of the smaller values; but in both, the words corean post 
appear at the foot, with the values in numerals in the left lower 
angles, and m« in the right lower angles, as is also the case with 
the 50 mon; and in the upper part of the stamps the inscription 
and values are repeated in Japanese or Corean. In the 50 mon 
stamp the cockade is in the upper part, and below in an upright 
oval is a long inscription in Japanese or Corean. The impression 
is on white native paper, in orange, for the 25 mon ; for the 50 mon 
it is in blue-green; for the 1 0 0  mon it is party-coloured pink and 
indigo-blue, the cockade being in pink and blue, enclosed in a 
white disc, surrounded by a circular band, the ground of which is 
pink. The rest of the ground of the stamp is indigo-blue, the 
values being in white, and the inscription at the top and bottom in 
pink. The perforation is 9.

Adhesives. 25 mon, orange.
50 ,, blue-green.

100 ,, indigo-bluc and pink,

Costa Rica.—Guanacaste.— W e seem as if  we should never 
have done with the ringing of the changes of “ Guanacaste ” on 
these stamps. We have now two specimens beforo us of the
1 centavo, surcharged “ Guanacaste,” horizontally, in red, in thick 
ordinary type— one 16 mm. and the other 18 mm. long.

Adhesives. 1 centavo, green, surcharged in red, 16 mm.
1 „ „ „  18 mm.

Besides these, there are with the horizontal surcharge of 16 mm. 
the following:

Adhesives. 2 centavos, carmine, surcharged in black.
5 ,, slate ,, red.

10 ,, orange ,, black.
40 ,, blue ,, red.

Further, the 2  centavos, carmine, is found surcharged in black, 
vertically, with “ Guanacaste,” in two varieties of thick ordinary 
type, measuring 18 and 20 mm., and in capitals measuring 15 x 3 |  
mm., 18^ x 4 mm., and 20£ x 3 mm., all on the same sheet; and the 
same, with the exception of that in thick ordinary type, measuring 
20 mm., is found on the sheets of 5 centavos.
Adhesives. 2 cent, carmine, surcharged thick ordinary type, 18 mm. long.
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5 II slate ,, ii ♦» 18 mm. 1)
2 II carmine ,, 5 f ** 20 mm. I t2 »> carmine M oapitals 31 mm. 15 mm. i t

5 II slate ti i i 3j mm. 15 mm. i t

2 >1 carmine ,, i) 4 mm. 18J mm. t >
5 >> slate ,, 1* 4 mm. 18J mm. tt
2 II carmine ,, 3 mm. 20 4 mm. 11
5 II slate „ *i 3 mm. 204 mm. t t
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Adhesives.

Denmark.—Aalborg.— About May of last year this local post 
issued two stamps of 3 ore, blue, and 5 ore, red, of unpretentious 
type, depicted in the annexed illustration. Last 

month we chronicled a new
comer of 3 ore, and now we 
have to mention, on the autho
rity of the Timbre-Poste, that 
all these stamps appeared on 
the 15th March, surcharged, in 
black, we suppose, with a large 
numeral “ 1.” We have therefore:

1 ore on 3 ore, blue, 1885.
1 ,, 5 ,, red, 1885.
1 ,, 3 ,, red and green, 1886.

On the 1st of April a whole bevy made their appearance, followed 
on the 8 th by one of 2  ore.
W e will not trouble our readers 
with any detailed description 
of all the values in this issue, 
as we annex illustrations of all 
the types, but merely record 
them, as there will doubtless 
be new and revised editions 
before long. In all of them 

the Trinitarian Castle is the principal feature. In the 1 iire 
it is enclosed in an oval band, inscribed aalborg by post, in 
the upper part, and circulaire MzERKE in the lower. In tthe

2 ore the castle is in a 
lozenge-shaped band, the 
upper part inscribed aal- 
dorg by post, and the lower 
part accord MiERKE, which 
signifies that it is used for 
cases where certain firms 
contract a t a lower price for 
the delivery of their letters.
In the 5 ore the inscription 
is on a horseshoe - shaped

label, and is aalborg bypost og pakke-exfedition, which we 
suppose is the rate for letters or parcels under a certain weight. 
The next type consists of four values— 10, 20, 25, and 50 ore, 
and is of larger size, having the castle in an oval, inscribed 
aalborg bypost pakke-expedition, showing that these larger 
values are for parcels. The stamps are lithographed on plain 
white wove paper, and are perforated 11

Adhesives. 1st type, 1 ore, brown.
2nd 
3rd 
4 th

2 ,, blue.
5 ,, brown and blue. 

10 ,, black and brown. 
20 ,, green and block. 
25 ,, black and blue. 
50 ,, blue and gold.



The perforator appears to be somewhat clumsy, as the Timbre- 
Poste makes a variety of the 20 ore from the circumstance of the 
perforation going through the middle of the stamp instead of where 
it ought to be.

Odense.— The stamp will be seen to resemble its predecessor, that 
had only a short existence of a little over twelve 
months. The numeral of value is now in colour 
instead of being in w h ite; the lettering of 
odense btpost is not so spread out, and a 
different ornament inserted in the lower part of 
the oval. The numerals of value in the angles 
are suppressed, and the spandrels filled in with 
horizontal lines, a kind of blotch being introduced 
by way of ornament, we suppose. The impression is on plain white 
wove paper, and the sheet consists of a hundred stamps, in ten rows 
of ten in a row, the five Erst stamps in each horizontal row being 
printed upside down, with reference to the other five. Thus, by 
taking the 5th and 6 th stamps of each horizontal row, collectors of 
topsy-turvies can be accommodated. The perforation is 1 2 .̂

Adhesive. 3 ore, blue.
Dutch East Indies.— W e are informed that the post card of 

7 i  cents is now printed on white card in place of buff.
Post Card. 7 \ cents, yellow-brown on while.

By an oversight last month we wrote “ Danish West Indies" 
instead of Dutch in describing a Curasao post card. A correspondent, 
who kindly pointed out the error, seemed to apprehend that the 
geographical knowledge of some of our readers might bo at fault 
unless it was noticed.

Fiji.— A correspondent writes us that he has the sixpence of 
the current issue on white wove paper, perforated 1 0 .

Adhesive. 6 pence, carmine ; perforated 10.
France.— The 25 centimes stamp has donned a new colour, and 

since the 21st April last has appeared in black on rose-coloured 
paper. Adhesive. 25 cents., black on rose.

Great Britain.— It seems from the following paragraph, which 
appeared in the Post Office Circular of the 27th April last, that 
the Registration Envelopes are for the future to have a notice 
printed on the back stating the terms on which they are insured : 
“ On and after the 1st May next, when the arrangements for 
insuring the contents of registered letters come into operation, all 
registered letter envelopes sold to the public are to bear a notice of 
the fact, and of the rates payable for such insurance. This notice 
will be printed on the back of new envelopes in the course of 
manufacture; but as regards the stock already in hand, gummed 
labels bearing the notice will shortly be supplied to all postmasters, 
sub-postmasters, and town receivers, one of which should be affixed 
to the back of every envelope before it is issued to the public.”
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The label in question is rather more than two inches square, with 
the rates of insurance printed on it.

A valued correspondent has sent us a private post card, which 
we should think must he classed among the earliest that were 
stamped with the halfpenny embossed stamp. It has a Greek 
pattern framing round it similar to that on the first issue of the 
government post cards, and is of the same width as the small one, 
hut is a trifle longer. The inscription is also similar, but instead 
of the Royal Arms under post card, there is a line. Then follows 
the usual notice, and below this is “ To,” as in the first government 
issue. The die is No. 1. On the back the name of the firm has 
been printed before stamping, and bears the date 187.... The 
impression is in pale blue.

W e have to notice an alteration in the type of the inscription 
on the registration envelopes, size H. Those issued in 1883 had 
the instructions in Roman capitals of 2£ mm., the two lines 
measuring 1 1 0  and 8 8  mm., and the letter R was within a narrow- 
lined oval. The instructions are now in block letters of mm., 
measuring 125 and 102, and the line of the oval is thicker.

A copy of size G. recently received is made of paper tinted 
azure of a greenish hue.

Registration Envelopes. Size H. 2d., blue ; instructions in block letters.
Size G. 2d., blue ; of azure paper.

Greece.— W e have received specimens of a recent production 
of two Belgian artists, which the Timbre-Poste considers does 
not do great honour to them, as it says that the stamp is 
likely to be mistaken for an etiquette de bobine. The initials 
of the artists are to be found in the lower 
part, H. H. for H. Heindrickx, who designed the 
die, and A. D., for A. Doms, who engraved it, 
and who is now engraving the new Congo stamps, 
besides being the artist who engraved the Belgian 
stamps of 1869.

The advent of the stamps was announced by 
a royal decree dated the 29th March last, counter
signed by M, Delyannis. The decree orders that postage stamps 
of the value of 25 lepta, 50 lepta, and 1 drachma, regulated by 
Article 1 of the Decree of the 5th April, 1883, shall be of rect
angular form, 18 mm. wide by 2 2  mm. long, and shall bear in 
the centre a head of Mercury, in a circle of 13 mm. diameter; 
the words EAAA2 above, and the value in figures below. These 
stamps were to be put in circulation from the 1st April of the 
present year.

The impression is in colour on white wove paper, and the stamps 
are not perforated.

Adhesives. 25 lepta, blue.
50 ,, bluish-green.

1 drachma, grey.
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Guinea.— W e have received from Mr. Marsden the following 

values of the new series of stamps mentioned in our March number. 
The portrait of the king is similar to that on the c o r r e io s  e  
t e l e o r a f h o s  stamps of Portugal, and is on a ground of fine hori
zontal lines within a solid oval band, inscribed g u in e  f o r t u g u e z a  
in the upper part, and r e is  in the lower part, preceded and followed 
by the numeral of value. The whole is within a rectangular frame 
22£ x 19J mm., the spandrels being filled iu writh vertical lines, 
with a small white ornament in each. The impression is by 
typography, in colour on thick white wove paper, and the stamps 
are perforated 13.

Adhesives,ts, 5 reis, black.
10 „ green.
20 „ rose.
25 „ puce.
40 „ chocolate-brown.
50 „ bright blue.

100 „ brown.

Holkar. — W e annex  an
half anna stamp recently chronicled. A  corres
pondent who has just returned from the 
Holkar State writes us from Lahore under 
date of the 17th April, enclosing two shades 
of this stamp, informing us that the remainder 
of the issue, consisting of 1, 2, 4, and 8 
annas, is not yet ready, but will speedily be 
issued.

India.— In the Indian portion of the exhibition just opened 
there are a few postage stamps; but the collection is so imperfect, 
that we wonder it was sent over. Among the government issues 
we found but little new. There is the half anna, red, figuring by 
the side of the half anna, blue, of the original issue; and there is a 
collection of those in actual use, including a 6  anna of a type 
different from that adopted, and which has c a n c e l l e d  printed 
across it. The “ Service " stamps are nearly complete with the 
exception of those in small type. The Indian Postal Xote stamps 
figure there, as also the forms of orders. The stamps of native 
States are represented by about a dozen of Afghanistan; but 
those of Junaghur and Jhind are rather more complete. Among 
these latter the quarter anna, red-ochre, is classed among the stamps 
of 1876. In the Hyderabad stamps there is only one value of the 
skeleton type. For an official collection it is worse than poor.

W e have been informed officially that the 12 annas, red-brown, 
has been withdrawn from circulation.

It has been suggested, with regard to the issue of the § anna, 
blue, mentioned in our last on the authority of a letter from 
Calcutta, that it is probably a re-issue of old stock. W e ourselves 
are inclined to he of that opinion, as green has superseded blue as 
the  ̂ anna colour for the stamps.
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Jhind.—The surcharge on these stamps has 

again been changed, and is now jeend, making 
the orthography on the stamps correspond with 
that above the arms impressed on the envelopes 
and post cards. The adhesives have only as yet 
arrived, with the new surcharge of jeend  state 
in two lines.

Adhesives. \  anna, green, surcharged in red.
1 ,, chocolate ,, black.
2 annas, blue ,, red.
4 „ green ,, red.
8 „  violet ,, black.
1 rupee, grey ,, red.

The three smaller values are also found with 
the additional surcharge of service, in  the same 
colour as the rest of the surcharge.

M acao .— Of the current type we have received the following : 
Adhesives. 20 reis, rose.

40 „ yellow.
Madagascar.— In November last we described some labels 

issued by the British Vice-Consulate at Antananarivo, and which 
are used as postage stamps. The only value we had seen at 
that time was that of one fenny representing the postage on a 
1 oz, postal packet; hut we have now received a full set from 
Messrs, Whitfield, King, and Co., and are able to correct some 
errors, and supply some deficiencies from seeing the individuals 
with our own eyes.

There are two series, one for letters, and the other for postal 
packets; the design being the same for both, and only varying 
according to the weight and value. There are four values of the 
letter series— the first, in which the central legend is £ oz. letter, 
and the lower one sixpence ; the second, where the central space 
has 1 oz. letter, and the lower one shilling ; the third, in which 
the central space has 1£ oz. letter, and the lower one shilling 
and sixpence; and the fourth, where the spaces respectively are 
filled with 2 oz. letter, and two shillings. The impression is in 
red-violet for all the values except the first, which is in vermilion; 
a line in vermilion is printed across each stamp from the left 
upper angle of the frame to its lower right angle, and over the 
whole is affixed the hand stamp of the consulate in dark green.

In the labels for postal packets we find the two lower spaces 
filled with 1 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz., 4 oz., postal packet, and one penny, 
twopence, threepence, and fourpence. In the 4 oz. there is a 
typograpical error, “ 1 ” being inserted in place of “ 4,” and this is 
corrected with a pen. In other respects, the diagonal red line, the 
colour of the hand stamp, &c., the postal packet labels are similar 
to the letter ones. W e are informed that each value is printed in 
strips of four, separated from each other by a rouletted line of 
colour.
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Letter Labels. 6 pence, vermilion, £ oz.
1 shilling, red-violet, I oz.
1 shilling 6 pence, red-violet, 1£ oz.
2 shillings, red-violet, 2 oz.

Postal Packets. 1 penny ,, 1 oz.
2 „  „ 2 oz.
3 ,, ,, 3 oz.
4 ,, ,, 4 oz.

New South Wales.— W e annex an illustration of what the 
official Postal Ouide, as quoted in our March 
number, terms the “ New Five Shilling 
Stamp.” It is, as we anticipated, the old 
“ Stamp D u ty ” value of 1868 served up 
d la postage, and seems to be a convenient 
way of getting rid of the old stock while 
something newer is preparing. The water
mark is n.s.w., and the stamp is perforated 13. 
There is no doubt but that the other two 
values are similarly treated, and belong to 
the 1868 “ Stamp D u ty ” stamps.

Adhesives.
5 shillings, green, violet centre.

10 „ carmine ,,
1 pound „  „

We are indebted to a correspondent for sending us a specimen of 
the “ official ” envelope mentioned in our February number. The 
size is that called the “ commercial,” with plain straight-cut flap. 
The stamp is that of the current one penny, save that the 
ornaments in the angles are entirely suppressed, and o s inserted in 
the upper angles, and repeated in the lower angles. The paper is 
white laid. Official Envelope. One Penny, brick-red.

Norway.— The Norse have a curious way of printing their 
post cards. One would have imagined that once the type set up 
stereoplates would have been taken. A correspondent now sends 
us two cards of 5 ore, green—one used in Christiansund on the 
12th March last, and the other in Drammen on the 8 th April last, 
which show two settings up of the type. In the first the word 
“ kun ” is spelt “ kuu,” and the first two lines for the address 
begin with a dot; and in the second the word “ addressen” is 
spelt “ addresseu,” and the first two lines for the address finish 
with a dot. There are also some differences in the frames. What 
other varieties there may be we know not, but we have a very 
lively recollection of some dozen varieties in the inscriptions and 
framing in former issues.

Persia.— The information contained in our February number as 
to the diagonal surcharge of “ official,” with “ 1 2 ” below on the 
1 0  centimes, carmine, has not proved to be correct; but we now 
receive the following surcharged, horizontally, with officiel, in 
capitals, with the value below in Arabic figures, and with the 
Persian figures on each side. There is clearly more than one type



of these surcharges, at all events for that of the 5 shahi. The 
surcharge is in black.

Adhesives. 5 shahi on 6 sh., green (sun).
12 ,, 50 c., black (portrait).
18 „ 10 sh., orange-red (portrait).

A further one of 1 toman on 5 £r., red, is also reported; hut we 
have not seen it, nor does it appear to be on sale at the Teheran 
Post Office, as we received the above along with the following of 
the “ Lion 1876 ” type, most of which are reprints on white paper, 
with the exception of the 1 kran, which is faced with buff.

Adhesives. 2 shahi, light blue.
4 ,, brick-red.
8 ,, grass-green.
1 kran, brown-red on buff.
5 ,, violet.
5 „  gold.
1 toman, bronze.

W e annex an engraving of the unpaid letter 
stamps described in our February number,

Peru.— Peru seems to be borrowing a leaf from Mexico in 
surcharging its stamps with the names of towns. We have just 
received the 1 centavo, orange-yellow, of 1879, with the first type 
of the triangular surcharge in black, and the further surcharge of 
arequipa in a circle. W e see that a correspondent of the Brussels 
Journal doubts the authenticity of the Habilitado surcharge de
picted in our March number, stated by Der Philatelist to have 
been applied to the 10 c. and 25 c. of the 1883—4 type. We 
ourselves have extreme doubts of them.

Adhesive. 1 cent, orange-yellow (1879), surcharged in black, with Peru 
triangle and A r e q u ip a .

Portugal.—-A correspondent informed us last month that the 
colours of the 25 reis and 50 reis had been changed, but he failed 
to inform us what the new colours were. W e find, however, that 
the 25 reis has been changed to red-brown.

Adhesive. 25 reis, red-brown.
The I. B. J. mentions a misprint of univeserlle on the post 

card of 30 reis, green.
Roumauia.— A nother insta lm en t of th e  series of th e  new  type 

has appeared. Adhesive. 10 bani, red on faint buff.

S iam .— A correspondent of the Timhre-Poste seems to throw 
doubt upon the authenticity of the \  att, blue, surcharged in red 
with 1 tical, because the blue stamps which he lately received were 
none of them so surcharged, and that it is strange for a stamp to 
be raised to more than ten times its original value by a surcharge. 
We can only state the fact that the stamps so surcharged came 
direct to our publishers from the post-office at Bangkok, and our 
first knowledge of their existence came from a correspondent who 
possessed an obliterated copy.
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Soruth.— These stamps are now perforated 1 2 . The improssion 
is on white laid paper.

Adhesives. 1 anna, green and full green.
i  ,, bright red, brick, and brown-red.

South Australia.— The Halfpenny wrapper of the new type, 
described in our March number, has come to hand, made of 
Manilla paper. Wrapper. Jd., violet, on Manilla paper.

Straits Settlements.— A reply card of 1 + 1  cent., has been
issued. Post Card. 1 + 1 cent, green on buff.

Perak.— We have the 2 cents, pink, on “ Crown C A,"'surcharged 
in black with 1— cent— perak, in Italic capitals, in three lines.

Adhesive. 1 cent on 2 cents, pink.
Sweden,— According to the I. B. J. a posthorn, in blue, is now 

printed on the back of the 10 ore, carmine, issue of 1st January^ 
1885. Adhesive. 10 carmine, with posthom in blue an back.

Tobago.— The 2Jd. “ Crown C A ” has been surcharged in black 
with “ J penny,” in the same way as the sixpence mentioned in 
our February number.

Adhesive. J penny on 2Jd., ultramarine-blue.
Turkey.— The 5 and 25 piastres so lately chronicled seem to be 

already replaced by the same values in other colours; and we have 
now to note the appearance of the following on white paper, per
forated 1 3 |.  Adhesives. 5 paras, black.

5 piastres, green-blue on pale green.
25 ,, brown on pale brown.

Victoria.— In addition to the wrapper of One Penny, with a 
stamp of the type of the adhesive of December, 1878, green, sur
charged stamp duty in blue, and of paper watermarked “ Crown 
over One Penny, Victoria,” we have received the following im
pressed with the now types of 1885, the stamp being placed at 
about 2  inches from the end of the wrappers, instead of, as 
formerly, at about \  inch from the top.

Wrappers, J penny, rose on plain white wove,
1 ,, green on plain „
1 ,, green on plain yellow wove.
1 ,, green on plain azure wove.

The latter has a portion of the manufacturer’s watermark on it.
By the same mail we also received, all of the new type, 

envelopes of One Penny and Twopence, the latter in various sizes.
Envelopes. 1 penny, green on white laid, 5§ x 3 A  inches.

1 „ ,, on azure ,, ,,
2 „  violet on „ „  „
2 ,, lilac on ,, ,, ,,
2 ,, ,, on white laid, 4 | x 2j, 5f x 3J, and 9j x 3J ins.

Wurtemburg.—The I. B. J. reports the issue of a newspaper 
band with stamp of 3 kreuzer (type of 1879), of buff paper, and 
measuring 232 x 16 mm.

Wrapper. 3 kr., green on buff.
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THE STAMPS OF MEXICO. 75THE STAMPS OF MEXICO,
B y  M M .  C A I L L E B O T T E .  

(C o n tin u ed  from , page 58.)

1879. Head of the Cure Hidalgo, thick laid paper, perf. 12. Two classes 
of paper arc usually catalogued—wove and laid. We believe, however, that 
in reality only the laid paper exists, but the bars are often almost invisible, 
and wo have had entire sheets in our possession in which the upper part 
appeared to be wove paper, whilst the lower part was unmistakably laid.

Without surcharge.
1 C., b ro w n .
2 c., deep violet.
5 c., orange.

10 c., blue.
25 c , carmine.
50 c., green.
85 c., violet.

100 c., black.

B. With surcharge.
1 c., brown.
2 e., deep violet.
5 c., orange.

10 e,, blue.
25 c., carmine.
50 c., green.
85 c., violet.

100 c., black.
I t would serve no purpose to recapitulate the list of names of towns, as 

these stamps were in use concurrently with those of the previous type, and 
present exactly the same names of towns and numbers in surcharge. It is 
only necessary then to refer to the list of the 1878 issue. '

Errors (laidpaper).
Mexico, 1 c., brown 45 instead of 54.

, ,  1 c. , , 548 »» 5480 or 81.
, ,  1 c. . , 5489 )  > 5480.
,, 2 c., violet 45 1t 54,
„  2 c. „ 8481 >7 5481.
, ,  5 c., orange 45 >> 54.
, ,  10 c., blue 45 i  i 54.
„  10 c. „ 8481 i ) 5481.
, ,  10 c. , , 5487 t t 5481.
„  25 c., rose 45 t t 54.
„  25 c. „ 5489 t t 5480.

Mazatlan, 5 c., orange. 4781 t i 2781.
,, 10 c., blue 4781 r t 2781.

Mexico, 50 c. 5548 i t 5480 or 81.
Acapulco, 50 c. 6328 i t 5382.

Habilitudos.—Refer to the note on this subject at the end of 1878 issue. 
The second number is sometimes in black, but more frequently in carmine. 

The following are known to us :
1 c., brown, 1980 (Queretaro) . used foi 2082 in carmine (Puebla),
1 c. ,, Mexico 5481 . . i t Mexico 5482.
1 c. ,, Queretaro 1980 . t i 2082 in carmine (Puebla).
1 c. ,, 3782 (Guadalajara). t i Mexico 5483.
1 c. ,, 3881 (Durango) . i t Mexico 5482.
1 c. ,, Tampico in violet 1481 t i Mexico 5483.
1 c. ,, Chihuahua 3982 . i t Campeche 5083 in carmine.
1 c. ,, Mexico 5481 . . t Puebla 2082 ,,
1 c. ,, 2682 (Merida) . i t 5083 (Campeche) ,,
1 c. ,, 381 (Vera Cruz) . t t 2782 (Mazatlan) „
2 c. violet, 1980 (Queretaro) . t t 2782 „ „
2 c. ,, Queretaro 1930 . t t 2782 „ ,
2 c. „  381 (Vera Cruz) . i t 3983 (Chihuahua) ,,
2 c. ,, 2581 (Monterrey) . a 3983 ,, ,,
5 e., orange, Durango in red 3881 t t 2782 (Mazatlan) ,,
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5 c., orange, 2180 (Pachuca)
5 c. it 1981 (Queretaro)
5 c. n 4080 (Cuantitlan)
5 c. it 381 (Vera Cruz)
5 c. i> 3981 (Chihuahua)
5 c. ii 2181 (Pachuca)

10 c., blue, 680 (Tula deT.)
10 c. II 1880 (Saltillo)
10 c. >1 3080 (La Paz)
10 c. ♦ l 3981 (Chihuahua)
10 c. II 1880 (Saltillo)
10 c. II 3980 (Chihuahua)
10 c. II 2181 (Pachuca)
10 c. If 1880 (Saltillo)
10 c. 11 1880 (Saltillo)
10 c. II Chihuahua 3980
10 c. II 1981 (Queretaro)
10 c. 11 3581 (Hucjutla)
10 c. J 1 281 (Zacatecas)
10 c. 1} Mexico 5481
10 c. 1) 1880 (Saltillo)
10 c. II 680 (Tula de T.)
10 c. 11 2581 (Monterrey)

for 2082 Puebla in carmine. 
Campeche 5083 ,,

Tampico 1482.
2782 (Mazatlan) in carmine. 
Tampico 1482.
.Mexico 5483.

,, 5483. _
Puebla 2082 in carmine.
Toluca in violet, 982 in carmine. 
Campeche 5083 ,,
2782 in carmine (Mazatlan). 
Queretaro 1982.
982 in carmine (Toluca).
Toluca in violet, 982in carmine.

it y>

2782 (Mazatlan) ,,

1283 (Topic) ”
2782 (Mazatlan) ,,
Mexico 5483.
1283 (Tepic) in carmine.

used

1882, C h a n g e  i n  P a p e r , e x a c t l y  a s  i n  t h e  I s s u e  o f  1878.

A.
Thin wove paper 

Without surcharge.
1 c., brown.
2 c,, violet,
5 c., orange.

10 c., blue.
25 c., carmine.
50 c., green.
85 c., violet.

100 c., black.

per/. 12.
B. With surcharge.

1 c., brown.
2 c., violet.
5 c., orange.

10c., blue.
25 c., carmine.
50 c., green.
85 c., violet.

100 c., black.
{To be continued.)

I l o t e g  a n tr  ^ t u e r t t s .

S t r a it s  S e t t l e m e n t s — P e r a k , &c.—In answer to our correspondent, 
A. H., we have no doubt but that the surcharge of the crescent and star 
w ith initial in capitals below, all w ithin an oval, was the first surcharge 
employed for these protected Malay States. We are perfectly aware that 
others differ from us, as M. Moens in his Catalogue assigns 1882 as the 
date of this surcharge for Perak and Selangor, and 1880 for Sungie- 
Ujong, We ourselves received a copy of the 2 cents, brown, for Perak 
in 1878, which is still in our possession. The stamp, moreover, was 
described in Alfred Smith cfc Co.’s Circular in January, 1879. The 
date of 1882 is therefore unmistakeably wrong. There is but little 
doubt but that there has since been some tampering with the stamp 
itself for one or other of these states, as we recollect specimens on 
“ Crown C A ” paper coming to hand which were clearly humbugs.

We are not aware when British residents were first appointed in these 
states, nor when they were brought under the immediate surveillance of 
the Crown agents of the colonies, bu t they are now expressly so.

Pemberton, Wilton, & Co., Palmerston Road. Wood Green, London, If.
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0 c. oraii"P 21 SO H’admen) used for 2082 l’uehla in cariuiue.
& c. » 1 1 Hi) 1 (tjueretnro) 11 Campeche COSTS ,,
5 c. 1) 46S0 Cuantithm) ; > 11 >> 11
5 c. 1 ) 381 (Vera Cruzj 11 Tampico 1-182.
5 e. 1 > 3081 f Chihuahua) 11 2782 Mazatlun) ill carmine.
6 c. » > 2181 (l’aehuca) t r Tampico 1 182,

10 c. blue, Gso (Tula ih- ’1'.) J ♦ .Mexico 5 1S3.
10 c. J t 1880 Saltillo 11 „ MSi.
10 e. 3080 ha 1’az > t I’ufhla 2082 in carmine.
10 c. 1 } 3081 Chihuahua 1 r} Toluca in violet, trs2 in carmine.
10 e. i 1 1880 .’Saltillo 11 Campcthc aQs3 .,
10 c. > 1 3080 ■ Chihuahua) 1 > 27>2 in carmine (Mazathm).
10 e. 1 t 2181 ' I’aehnea) 11 C'ucietaro 1082.
10 c. J 1 1SS0 Saltillo; 11 i'82 in carmine (Toluca).
10 c. V 1 18SQ Salt illo - y t Toluca in violet, IWiin carmine.
10 c. * * Cliihiialiua 3O>0 M tJ
10 c. 1 * It'd i <,'ni-reta>) 11 11 1 1
10 c. ,, 27- 1 11 ii'-jutla ) ,, 2782 Ma/albin) ,,
10 e. > 1 2M /Cieatc-a-- 5 » IT 11
10 c. f i M.-'.-i... 181 J J 128:; .;r,■],!,-) ,,
10 r. t > 18S0 (Saltillo) J J 2. s'2 (Ma/allali 1 .,
10 e. 11 (dO (Tllla do T.) 1 1 Mi \i'-a .7183.
10 e. »> 27sl (Monterrey) ,, 1 2 .8 .3  (Tepic) hi carmine.

1SS2. Cjiavoe in 1 ’ait.i:, \.\i TJ.Y as jn mi 1: I'srt-: or 1S7S.
77, i,t mn

a . ir (llttfirl sif j'rjitt , It. II W/l sa/-'/i'I 17/c.
1 c , In-own. 1 c. In own.
2 c , vial.-t. ft .. — • viali 1.
7 i- , aianyc. l'. alanci-.

1 0 , him-. 1 0  c. lilac.
*J. 1 r , carmine. *Jll f. carmine.
70 r 1 fjl'reli. ;-u .. c re cm
8 ,"| 1- , vioh-t. sr» *•■,r • violet.

1 00 e , hind;. 100 c. hlark.
( F‘i t'Orih tf 'ir

i i o t c s  a n t f  ( f l u m e s .

Straits Srrru-:u kxts—Pkuak, iStc.— In answer to our eum;s]iondent, 
A. II., we haw no doubt Out tliat tin- surcharge of tin- rrcscenl and star 
with initial in capital- In-low, all within an oval, was the first sureharito 
emplaced ha- these |iioti-ctcl Malay States. Wo arc pcrli-dly aware that 
others ililh-r firiin its, a- M. Moms in hi- dcO,/„pin; as-iyti- lSso ;ls t)le 
ilale ol' this silli-harye lot I’erak alnl Selangor, a11< 1 Issu fur Smiyic- 
L’jony. Wi- oiirsi-Ki-s received a ropy of the i  cents, brawn, lor I’erak 
in t^Ts, wliii h is still in our pa-scs-ian. The .-lamp, moreover, win 
ile.srriheil in .1 !j)i<l Smilli ch 0>.’s I'irtnhtr in Jannarv, l-hO. The 
date of lsva j, i h i - i - , u n mi s t a k e a h l y  wtouy. There is lull little 
ilottht hut that there has since keen some tampi-riua with the siani]> 
itsel 1 tor oni- or other ol these states, as we recoiled -jicrinieits on 
‘d'lown C'A” paper emuitin to hand which Well? clearly humilities.

We ate not aware when 1’niti-h residents wets lir~t rip]-oi11ts-< 1 in these 
states, nor when tln-y w ere hr..u-ht under the immediate surveillance ol' 
the Crown uyeuts of tile colonies, luit they are now expic-sly so.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmerston Road. Wood Green, London, N.
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London. Price 6/0 post-free.
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•if the late Viet. G. de Ysasi. Price 5/G, I'ust-fr*®.

Vo,. V (1833), aiirilarly bound, prolhaoly illustrated Photograph of W. 
A. 3. Westoby. Price 5, 6 post-free

*;ui. VI. (1 884), similarly bouna. Permanent Photograph of AJaior K. 8.
Evan , it.A. o fQ

1. V il. (ISSo;, similarly hound. l'< rum neat Photograph of Dr. A Lcgm^d,1 
SecreVuy of the French Philatelic 8c icty.

Vol. VrIL conmiemvH with the February number. Subscription, at home 
aiid for MI » ountries in Class A oi the Posnl Union, 3/0 *
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M 'iU^errat. N'.ital, Neris. F » îr igua.r&natnu, Peru. Philippine Isla».-U, For tv Ri»>',Uue®ns- 
Uid, St. fioraingo, St. Kut»s, St, Luv.a, St. Tobago. Triuidad, J urk'e
I«Wid4. Lnileu Slates of Columbia, Uruguay, Venezuela, 4 post-fre*-.

To Ceylon, China, India, Japa.i, i  abu *c. "<:: eapore, 4/6, poM-tree.
Tf# Care Col ny. Jf\w£*»iaji island . Par.'giuAy, New South WMes, Yew Koalaru, 8t. 

LH-ena., South Australia, Tasmania, Victci»u, and Wr?»t Australia,^-, po-t-lrec.

6f.\ri»7/y i>f'«pat*tl Co* /** in. rrri a n d  blue ft.t l i i n 'h u t j Voli. 1, 2/ .  H i. IV , V. VI, 
•i*<<2 V/I., poitl-J/'M, US t*&rh.

<1 In: |lostaqf &  &  clf§r;i|}lj Stumps of f i m t  B ritain.
" FV

FSE rSM C E  A. PHILBEICK, and W lf A. 8. WESl’OBT,
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W ith -jpwarda of 100 Illustrations, Jl,’- post-free.
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, i i  or, HOW TO DETECT 
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BY THE REV. R. B. EAREF.
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560 p u y iA . e z te n a iv r iy  I l i u a ( ra ic d ,  hou*rt in  C lo th , p r i t  e 7/G.
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A CATALOGUE OF POST CARDS.
By 12. A. FHY.

Price 8sr bn Shillings and Sixitncb.

We shall be. glad to booh Orders f*.r this Work.
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i *
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indies, fitted with Co pages of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-. '
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etc., £»i «■ 11 inches, furnished with 60 pages id Whatman's Royal Hot- J 
■pressed Paper, iv'ea 11/10. ,

t
Covers and Serovs complete, tvithoui pages, 6/-. j
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain Mid Colonies, price 2 /-; or sent flat, 2/1, p'ost-fiee.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By thy
iflT E. L. PtMeSEKTON.

No. 1. Crown 3ro, appropriately designed Cover, V und in oth gilt, 
post-fi.it, 5/6.

No 2. Crown 3vo, on fine tor.ed paper, hardsom dr hound, giit edges, 
&c,, post-fiee, ij/C.

The Philatelical Catalogue yiv.rr I,), h ic e  l / s  oust-iron.

Df>, do. tra Editioj.). P ries 1/7 pst-free.
(This work h is never t-; rn ■ ompf rod. owing to the r V,.)
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Do. do. (J.tn. to  .li'i'il, l-?")}. l iw  F our .Part.. 1 di.
Do do. the Sixte"”. Xumhirs, half- bound in

imoruojv, l:!/G.
ThN i,i t!ie most labirately go!-up J ' areal upon tin. subject over 

issued. I t  is prof i : i y  Illustrated ’rith eoriocMy eo'oured fan-a; nik-s of 
the Stamps described, Whin the f ■'» : < m'licing copies are so! i, it moat 
b>. :no nnr-of the rnrf-.it smcim-ais of Stump liter,it.tue

Sjngie Numbers of tho above (except .> armory, 1X72 may he baa 
C4. ':3th.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them, (Pm first 
Wor!: of Hie Lies K PoMi.r. ro.v. ) A ten spr>. imons still 
i-r*.-lining iit I T.

Au Improved Perforation Gauge and Milhnetre Scale.
n! Start i'‘rs Hull. ,N" tvj:.~t aiiouid In' without

ont:. Price
This fins men most i-arefuliy "id up, and its ub.olute accuracy mav 

’.e iepcndcii upon. Tin. (.Hinge measur- s l eiio-ations. rising r>y Halves, 
from 7 to 16; ;i.d there are scutes of inches and r entimetn-s ->f sudb ient 
length to measure Post Cu.-Js and ad usual sized Hu vole pee.

Improved Stamp Mounts,
Made nf the 'hiunest paper procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

piifer. svihcionfly stiff fa stand wrilinir upon, and is gnarantf,-.i to 
contain nothin;? in jurious to the colour ot the Stamps, Th- sa mounts 
will save cello'tors i. good dial of the tires me. snipping of paper, 
which is one of the . i ru-i ieks to theii boldly. They aro cut to .ro;rr 
siKue; vi? —

Nc. i. For Stumps about the sine of tho Id English
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the #iz« of Western \ustraMa 

Egypt. I--:.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, &c.
A. Gummed, id  per lOO; i t -  per 1000, post-tree.
it. ungummed, 4.1. per 100 ; 2/- per 1 "l00, post-free.

Post Card Mounts. 0. rdo to cut into <’6 mounts, , Od. per
dozen ; G:S per 100. This is tbs only satisfactory method of mounting 
Post Cards, ;uid is now universally adopted by a’.'. Collectors.
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J lp ^ .J X C ’K tlic year ISO I, when M. TJognard wrote tlio article 
referred to in mir February number, tlie subject of 
watermarks on stamps, or on the paper employed in 

IP ^ nmmifaeture, lias greatly occupied the alien I ion 
of philatelists. There was at the lirst some oppisition 

'• to th<' admission of watermarks as constituting varieties;
hut it was soon seen that they could not be ignored, Cor wherever 
a special paper was employed it formed a most important element 
in tracing the ehroimlogicai history of any particular stamp or 
series o f  stamps, 'flic subject was one which lirst brought, 1 >r. 
la-grand 1o the fore as a writer on philatelic matters, and the 
second edition of his monograph, published in istjj, brings the 
detailed account of the various known watermarks down to that 
period ; and as the principal catalogues now contain notices of 
them, and the varieties dependent on them, we are relieved from 
any necessity of referring to the past, and shall coniine the few 
observations we propose to make to the present state of things.

Twenty years ago the use of paper watermarked or of a special 
kind was far more, common than it is at the present day. We 
write from memory; but we think wo are correct in saying that 
the use of watermarks on stamps is at present confined to (Ireat 
Britain and most of its dependencies, to F.gypt, Italy, Norway, 
Denmark with its colonies, and the recent issue for China; while 
Havana and Ihissia make use of paper with a special watermark, 
as also do the Levant. Company ami Ihilgaria, the stamps for 
which are manufactured at Ht. Petersburg. There are other 
countries which employ special paper for envelopes, &c. ; but our 
remarks are confined to postage stamps propci*. .Many States, it 
" ill be seen, which formerly made use of watermarked paper have 
now ceased to do so; but (treat Pritain, from the first issue in
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f [NCE the year 1864, when M. Regnard wrote the article 
referred to in our February number, the subject of 
watermarks on stamps, or on the paper employed in 
their manufacture, has greatly occupied the attention 
of philatelists. There was at the first some opposition 
to the admission of watermarks as constituting varieties; 

hut it was soon seen that they could not be ignored, for wherever 
a special paper was employed it formed a most important element 
in tracing the chronological history of any particular stamp or 
series of stamps. The subject was one which first brought Dr. 
Legrand to the fore as a writer on philatelic matters, and the 
second edition of his monograph, published in 1867, brings the 
detailed account of the various known watermarks down to that 
period; and as the principal catalogues now contain notices of 
them, and the varieties dependent on them, we are relieved from 
any necessity of referring to the past, and shall confine the few 
observations we propose to make to the present state of things.

Twenty years ago the use of paper watermarked or of a special 
kind was far more common than it is at the present day. We 
write from memory; but we think we are correct in saying that 
the use of watermarks on stamps is at present confined to Great 
Britain and most of its dependencies, to Egypt, Italy, Norway, 
Denmark with its colonies, and the recent issue for China; while 
Bavaria and Russia make use of paper with a special watermark, 
as also do the Levant Company and Bulgaria, the stamps for 
which are manufactured at St. Petersburg. There are other 
countries which employ special paper for envelopes, & c.; but our 
remarks are confined to postage stamps proper. Many States, it 
will be seen, which formerly made use of watermarked paper have 
now ceased to do so ; but Great Britain, from the first issue in
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1840, has remained faithful to its traditions, and has never 
ceased to employ it, not only at home, hut in Ind ia; and it is em
ployed in all its dependencies, except those in North America, the 
Fiji Islands, and Heligoland.

The dependencies of Great Britain (with the exception of India, 
the Dominion of Canada, New South Wales, South Australia, 
Queensland, and Victoria) are represented by the Crown Agents for 
the Colonies. New Zealand and the Cape of Good Hope are also 
represented by the Crown A gents; but now only financially, for 
the purpose of paying the interest on loans. Of those so represented, 
thirty-two are now supplied, or are being supplied, with stamps 
printed by Messrs. De La Rue and Co., on paper specially made for 
the Crown Agents, and watermarked with a Crown C A. Gambia 
appears still to have a stock of stamps on Crown C C paper; while 
the stamps of the Fiji Islands, Heligoland, and Newfoundland are 
not supplied by the Crown Agents, and are printed on unwater
marked paper. Only two watermarks are now employed for the 
postage stamps of Great Britain. The whole catalogue of differing 
watermarks in use throughout the world is now therefore reduced 
within a very small compass.

W e may here observe that the watermark is seen in its true 
position by looking at the stamp on the face. Philatelists, as a 
matter of convenience, usually look for it at the back of the 
stamp, and it is probably owing to this that in about one-half of 
the illustrations in the monograph of Dr. Legrand the watermark* 
is shown as seen on the back of the stamp, while in the remaining 
half it is shown as seen from the front.

From some cause or other, not easy to explain, the Crown 
Agents’ device has been commonly read upwards, as “ C A and 
C r o w n w e ,  on the contrary, think it preferable to adopt the 
mode of reading it downwards, and call it “ Crown C A ,” In no 
dependency of Great Britain is the Crown placed otherwise than 
at the top, except in the case of Victoria, which, after employing 
a most bewildering series of watermarks, seems to have settled 
down to a Crown surmounted by a V, frequently called “ Crown 
and V,” but which, for the reason above given, we think should

* In the watermark of “ Heraldic Emblems” in the paper employed for 
tlie stamps of Great Britain between 1856 and 1867, for the values of three
pence, sixpence, ninepence, and one shilling, the proper position of the 
shamrock leaf is in the right lower angle, and the thistle in the left. The 
engraving in the frontispiece of The Postage and Telegraph Stamps of Great 
Britain shows this watermark os seen on the back.
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be “ V and Crown.” The Crown has never formed paid of the 
watermark for Tasmania, which, after rejecting a star and numerals, 
seems to have finally adopted tas.

It does not appear that there is any room for improvement in the 
mode of describing the watermarks except in one case, where the 
suggestion has been made to us, and we cannot therefore take any 
credit for it. The watermark on the Cape of Good Hope stamps 
consists of an anchor, with a cable making one twist round the 
shank, similar to that on the draft and receipt stamps of 1853, and 
the Inland Revenue stamps of 1856. This device is that of the 
Admiralty, as seen on the buttons of the naval uniform, and is 
known as the “ Foul-anchor.” W e certainly think that it is 
worthy of adoption, as presenting a more accurate description of 
the watermark than “ Anchor and Cable,” which fails to convoy the 
notion that the cable has one turn round the shank of the anchor. 
Six-rayed stars appear now to have been abandoned, and wherever 
stars are employed as watermarks they are five-rayed. In referring 
to them, therefore, they must be understood as being five-rayed, 
unless otherwise described.

Antigua.— W e have the sixpence (type of 1862) and the one 
shilling (type of 1882), printed on paper watermarked ca, and 
perforated 14.

Adhesives, 6 pence, dark green.
1 shilling, purple.

Argentine Republic.— The 90 centavos, blue, is reported with 
the surcharge of oficial, in italic, in red; and that stamp of all 
work, the 5 centavos, surcharged in black with “ £,” and also with 
cuatro centavos, and the date of 1884, is also further surcharged 
with oficial in black.

Official. 90 centavos, blue, surcharged, in italic, in red.
£ cent, on 5 cent, red, surcharged in black.
4 „ ,, ,i ft tr

Austria.—Some of the new letter cards mentioned in our last 
have come to hand. When folded they measure 140 x 8 3  mm. 
The German edition bears the inscription, karten-brief, in Gothic 
letters; below, towards the left, is an in script, followed by four 
dotted lines for the address, the third line being preceded by in 
in script. The directions for opening are printed up the left side, 
and on the reverse are instructions as to the circuit within which 

89*
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the letter card is available. The inscriptions are printed in black, 
and the card, or rather paper, is double-faced— white within, and 
coloured without. The series of languages is stated to be the same 
as that of the post cards.

Letter Cards. 3 kr., green on pale green.
5 kr., lilac-pink on grey.

Bermuda.— A correspondent writes us that the statement in 
our March number, which we copied from a German contemporary, 
as to the alteration in the colours and watermarks, is, to say the 
least, premature, and probably arose from the notion that the 
stamps must have been printed in these colours for Bermuda 
before they were surcharged for Gibraltar. Another correspondent 
informs us that the postal authorities in Bermuda profess to be 
indignant at the use of their plates for transformation purposes.

Bhopal.— The Timbre-Poste states that the £ anna, blue-green, 
of June, 1884, on laid paper, comes to hand, unperforated. There 
has also been a further edition of this stamp, with alterations of 
its thirty-two varieties.

Type June, 1884, £ anna, blue-green, imperforate.
Altered type, 1886, $ anna, grey and bright green, imperforate.

Ceylon.— Of the new design we have the 15 cents, in olive- 
green, watermarked ®  ca , perf. 14.

Adhesive. 15 cents, olive-green.

Chili. — The annexed en
graving represents a returned 
letter stamp, which appears to 
have been recently issued. 
There is no value expressed 
upon it, and it is simply used 
as an official seal, and can 
scarcely be considered a postago 
stamp.

Adhesive. No value, vermilion, perforated.

Colombia.— W e annex an illustration of 
the new design for the stamps of this republic, 
chronicled in our last.

Cuba.— The 2 1 c. de peso is now printed in 
ultramarine-blue.

Adhesive. 2J c, de peso, ultramarine-blue.

Curasao.— The use of post cards does not 
seem to be very extensive in this colony, if we may judge by the 
time it has taken to work off the old stock by means of surcharges. 
W e have now the definitive issue, with the arms in the left upper 
angle, and a stamp of 7J cents, the type of the adhesives of 1873, 
in the right upper angle. The inscription is briefkaart uit do 
kolonie Curasao (carte-postale des Antilles neerlandaises), algemeene
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POBTVEREENIGING (UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE), AdrCSzijde (cot6 
reservd a l ’adrease),'’ in four lines, followed by five dotted lines for 
the address. The impression is on white card, faced with pale 
blue. Size, 137 x 93 mm.

Post Card. 7J cents, bronze-green on pale bluo.
Dominica.— The Deutsche Phil. Zeit. reports the issue of a 

stamp of fourpence, in grey, with watermark &  c a. Postal reply 
cards of 1 + 1 penny, in carmine, and l£ +  1J pence, in red-brown, 
have been issued. Size, 139 x 8 8  mm.

Adhesive. 4 pence, grey ; perf. 14.
Post Cards. 1 + Id., carmine on buff.

l j  + ljd ,, red-brown on buff.
Faridkot.— W e receive the |  anna of 1883, in green.

Adhesive. J anna, green. Imperforate.
France.— The following notice appeared in the Journal Ojjiciel 

of the 28th of last month :
“ A partir du 15 juin prochain, des cartes-lcttres a 15 at ii 25 centimes 

scront mises fi la disposition du public, moyennant le simple rembouraement 
du prix du timbre d affranchissement: 15 centimes ou 25 centimes.

“ Les principaux bureaux de poste dc Paris ct des departoments seront 
approvisionnes dcs lc debut ; les nutres bureaux seront approvisionnes suc- 
cessivenient, au fur et h mesuro du developpement de la fabrication.

“ Les cartes-lettrea i  25 centimes sont particulierement destinccs aitx 
relations intemntionales; les cartes-Iettres du service interieur pourront 
egalemcnt etro utilisees pour les pays etrangers, mais elles sernient taxees 
a destination si l ’expediteur 11c completait pas l'affrauchisseinent au moyen 
de timbres-poste.

“ II est permis d’inserer dans les cartes-Iettres une ou plusieurs feuilles de 
papier, ainsi que tout objet dont l ’insertion est autorisee dans les lettres 
orainaires.

“ Lcs cartes-lcttrcs pourront etre recommandces moyennant un droit fixe 
de 25 centimes, et douner lieu, dans ce cas, h remission d'un avis de 
reception de 10 centimes.

“ Les timbres-poste decoupes dans lcs cartes-Iettres ne pourront pas servir 
ii 1’aflranchissetuent d'autres correspondances ; mais les cnrtos-lettres hors 
d ’usage avant d ’avoir etc jetees a la boite seront admises a l ’ecliange contre 
des timbres-poste, au guichct dc tous lcs bureaux.”

Theso letter cards were issued on the 10th of this month, and 
are almost worse than those of Brazil. It is quite a misnomer to 
call them cards, as they aro not so thick as cartridge-paper, and of 
the commonest description. The size is 129 x 80 mm. when folded, 
leaving a space clear from the lines of perforation of about 
140 x 110 mm. to write upon. The only inscription is oahte-lettre, 
with four lines for the address, the first line being preceded by M.

Letter Cards. 15 centimes, blue on straw.
25 ,, black on pink.

French Colonies.—The Tbnbre-Poste recently announced that 
tho 1, 2, 3, and 4 centimes, timbres-taxe, had been added to those 
already issued some time last year. The nows of the issue of such
like stamps is long in arriving. The impression is in black.
Unpaid Letter Stamps. 1 cent., black. I 3 cent., black.

^  i t  n  I 4 , ,  , ,



Gambia.— A new value of 2 £d. has been issued of the current 
design, but as the only specimen we have seen is that in the South 
Kensington Exhibition, we are unable to give more than the value 
and colour, but suppose it is on 42 c a paper.

Adhesive. 2£d. ultramarine-blue.
India.— The last novelty in stamp-framing is shown in the 

4 annas 6 pies, as furnished by Messrs. De la Rue and Co. The 
head of Her Majesty is on a groundwork of horizontal lines within 
an octagonal band, the sides of which would be the tangents to 
the curve of an upright oval. To complete the rectangular form 
given to the stamp there are ornamental fillings at the four corners. 
The impression is on star paper, perforated 14.

Adhesive. 4 annas 6 pies, pale green.
We have also received the envelope of J anna and 1 anna in a 

new form, 120 x 94 mm. The £  anna is of thin white laid paper, 
and the 1 anna of thick white wove.

Envelopes. $ anna, green, size 120 x 94 mm.
1 anna, Vandyck-brown, size 120 x 94 mm.

Further, we have “ Messrs. De la Rue and Co.’s Patent” regis
tration envelope of 2 annas, 132J x 82 J mm. This is of a different 
construction from its McCorquodale rival, and is more simple, con
sisting of a muslin-lined bag-shaped envelope made by turning up 
the lower end about 2 0  mm., and bringing tbe sides over, forming 
a seam up the back of the envelope. The turn-down flap is longer 
than in the McCorquodale form. The printing is done before the 
envelope is made up, and consists of the ordinary cross lines, not 
thick, and the vertical one in front crosses the word registered 
between the r and the e. The words registered letter are on 
the face in block letters of 3 f  mm., measuring 60 mm. Under 
this are the usual instructions in two lines of 60 mm. each, 
preceded by a R of 10 mm. in fancy type. To the right is the 
stamp frame with the ordinary legend, and in the upper angle to 
the left there is a small frame, 21 x 12  mm., in tho upper part of 
which is registered, and a vertical lino below divides the remain
ing space into two unequal parts. We suppose that this is for the 
insertion of the control number. The impression is in Prussian- 
blue, and the stamp on the turn-down flap, which is to the right, 
is in French-blue. The head of Her Majesty is on a solid ground 
in a single white-lined circle with 16 white dots within at equal 
distances. Outside is a circular engine-turned band inscribed 
India registration above, and two annas below, with an exterior 
lace-edging. Under the flap is thos. de la rue and co. patent.

Begistration Envelope. 2 annas, French-blue on white.
Italy .— Two handsome looking stamps for postal packets have 

been issued. They are of large size, 284 x 22J mm., and show tho 
head of the king to the right in an oval, above which is a car
touche inscribed pacchi postali. On a scroll below is the value 
in full, intercepted in the middle by tho numeral of value. Tho
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impression is on white paper, watermarked W. The perforation 
is 14. 10 centesimi, olive-green.

20 „  blue.
Jhind .— The Timbre-Poste states that the stamps of £ anna 

arrive perforated in sheets of 25 varieties in five rows. This 
fact led M. Moens to examine the unperforated 
issue, which was in sheets of 50 stamps, present
ing, as he previously thought, as many varieties.
He has now satisfied himself that this is not the 
case, and that there are only 25, the five last stamps 
in each horizontal line being a repetition of the 
five first. The paper is as before, and the perforation is 12.

Adhesive. J anna, brown-orange ; perforated 12.

Labuan.— W e are able to announce changes of colour in the 
following stamps of the existing type ; watermark 52? c a.

Adhesives. 10 cents, olive-brown.
16 ,, dull grey-blue.

Mauritius.— The Deutsche Phil. Zeil. chronicles the issue of 
the 50 cents in orange-yellow, watermarked ffi c a .

Adhesive. 50 cent, orange-yellow.

Montserrat.— A reply post card of 1 + 1 penny has been 
issued; size 139 x 8 8  mm.

Post Card. 1 + Id., carmine on buff.

Nevis.— Two reply post cards of 1 + Id., in carmine, and 
1-J. + l£d., in red-brown, are announced. The l |d .  in red-brown 
has long been known in its single sta te; but we have -not seen a 
card of one penny ; but as the reply exists it is all but certain that 
the single card has also been supplied. Size, 139x 8 8  mm.

Post Cards. Id., carmine on buff.
1 + ld. ,, ,,

lJj + l jd ., red-brown on buff.

New South Wales.— A correspondent writes us that he was 
informed in Sydney last December that the first lot of official 
envelopes described in our last number was printed in vermilion, 
and was sent to the Education Department; but it being feared 
that the vermilion would injure the die the colour was changed to 
brick-red. Official Envelope. One penny, vermilion.

Norway.— Drammen.—-A correspondent has sent us specimens 
of the 3 ore (Type 1884) in blue on magenta, rouletted as the 
other stamps issued in 1884.

Adhesive, 3 tire, dark blue on magenta.

Kragero.—The same correspondent to whom wc are indebted 
for the above has also forwarded a series of values issued by 
this newly-started local post. It would appear probable that the 
establishment of a local post in Scandinavia only requires a dealer 
and a concessionaire to realize a handsome profit at the expense of
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stamp collectors, to whom they are becoming a perfect pest. The 
design of the stamp, which is identical for all the four values con
stituting the series, shows an island, probably intended for Lango ; 
a small promontory with a lighthouse at the extremity, and a ship 
in the distance, both on the horizon, above which are birds flying. 
This design is enclosed in a circle, above which on a scroll is 
kragero bypost ; and underneath the circle, in a straight line, is 
“ Ore,” on each side of a six-rayed star enclosing the numeral of 
value. The stamp is lithographed on tinted wove paper, and 
perforated 1 1£.

Adhesive. 2 lire, green on light green.
5 „ brown on pale pink.
7 „ ochre on light straw.

10 „ brown-red on light .salmon.
Peru.— The Official Decree published on the 29th April last 

does not bear out the information sent us by a correspondent 
inserted in our March number. The Official Decree says nothing 
about the design, confining its account of the stamps to their values 
and colours. The new issue was to appear on the 1st of this month. 
The following are the values and colours as given by the Decree :

1 centavo, lilac.
2 ,, green.
5 ,, yellow..

10 centavos, grey. 
50 ,, red.

1 sol, magenta.
Russian Locals.— Biejetsk.— The annexed engraving repre

sents a fresh type of the stamp for this locality. 
The stamp is printed in type, of which there are 
eight settings-up, constituting as many varieties. 
The inscriptions are the same as those on its 
predecessors. The impression is in black on 
coloured paper.

Adhesive. 3 kopecs, lilac ; imperforate.

Charkojf.— This is a stamp greatly resembling its predecessor, 
tho 5 kop., blue, as it bears the same device; 
but the lettering is somewhat different, and 
the stars are larger. It is lithographed on 
white paper, and perforated 11

Adhesive. 5 kop., carmine-red.
St. Christopher.— Two reply post cards 

of 1 + Id. in carmine, and l£  + l£d. in red- 
brown, are announced. Size, 139 x 8 8  "mm.

Post Cards, 1 4- Id., carmine on buff.
1£ + lid ., brown ,,

Shanghai-— We have the 40 cash in chocolate-brown, which 
made its appearance on the 28th March last. It is perforated 15.

Adhesive. 40 cash, chocolate-brown.
S ia m — The process of converting 2 £d. into 2 £s. seems to be 

so pleasant at Bangkok that the postal authorities there desire to 
make it equally agreeable to collectors. The latest importation
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shows the £ att, blue, surcharged in red in ordinary heavy type 
instead of capitals.

Adhesive. 1 tical on J att, blue ; surcharged red in ordinary heavy type.
Straits Settlements.— Johore.— The last type of surcharge 

we have received shows jo h o r , in black, in capitals of 3 mm. and 
9 mm. long on 2 cents, pink.

Adhesive. 2 cents, pink, surcharged johor, 9 x 3  mm.
Selangor.— A t the same time we have the same stamp sur

charged in black selangor in capitals of 3 mm. x 14£ mm. long.
Adhesive. 2 cents, pink, surcharged selanoor, 14J x 3 mm.

It is almost superfluous to add that both stamps are on 2? c a.
Tahiti. — The surcharge which was applied to the adhesives has 

now been made use of for wrappers, which 
appear to be in four values, 5, 10, and 25 
centimes, and 15 centimes, made by imprinting 
the stamp of 5 and 10 centimes. The date 
stamp is afterwards applied, and we give an 
illustration of one of the values, with the date 
of 12th August last. The wrapper is of 
manilla paper.

Wrappers. 5 centimes, black on manillft.
19 ,, ,,

5 + 10 ,, „
25 ,, ,,

the same time that we receive the 5 and 10 
centavos in the altered colours as mentioned in 
our March number (the 10 c. in vermilion, not 
brick-red), we have one of 20 centavos, of a 
new design, an illustration of which is annexed. 
The stamp is not perforated, and can therefore 
scarcely be taken as belonging to the series next 
described, and probably belongs to 1884. It is 
lithographed on plain white wove paper.

Adhesive. 20 centavos, lilac.
Four values of a new design have also made their appearance, 

which we need not describe, as we annex an 
illustration of one of the values, and the 
design of the four is identical as respects the 
principal features. The 5 and 10 centavos 
are similar in design, save as to the numeral 
of value. In the 50 centavos the numeral is 
in an octagon, and the words centavos and 
un peso are on a straight tablet. The stamps 
are lithographed on plain white wove paper, 
and are perforated 11.

Adhesives. 6 centavos, brown.
10 „  blue.
50 ,, green.

1 peso, vermilion.

T olim a .—A t

8 9 * *
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A new design of a Cubierta is chronicled, the inscriptions on 

which are the same as before, but the design is altered, and the 
size is now 130 x 65 mm. The numeral of value is in each of the 
upper angles on a horizontally-lined ground, within a circle, with a 
festooned border, and the circle enclosing the arms in the centre is 
composed of festoons, with small ornaments in each festoon. It is 
said that there are three values, 5, 10, and 50 centavos, but whether 
they are all of similar design we are not able to say. The notice 
we have given is taken from the design of the 5 centavos. They 
are lithographed on plain white wove paper.

Cubiertas. 5 centavos, yellow.
10 ,, blue.
50 ,, red.

Victoria.— An official communication from Melbourne informs 
us that the stocks of stamps of ^d., Id., and 6d., and that of the 
post cards of Id. are all but exhausted, and that a new issue of 
Duty stamps would be ready about the following dates :

1st June, halfpenny and one penny wrappers, and one penny 
post cards.

1st July, halfpenny, penny, and sixpenny postage stamps, and 
what must be “ a joy" only to a few collectors, on 1st August 
stamps of £5 , £ 6 , £ 7 , £ 8 , £9 , and £10.

THE STAMPS OF M EXICO.
By  M M .  C A I L L E B O T T E .  

(C oncluded fro m  page  76.)

1st J u l y , 1882, Completion o f  the Series, a n d  Changes o f  Colour. 
Thin wove paper ; perf. IS,

A. Without surcharge. 
12 c., brown.
18 c., yellow-brown. 
24 c., violet.
50 c., yellow.

100 c., orange.

B. With surcharge. 
12 c., brown.
18 c., yellow-brown, 
24 c., violet.
50 c., yellow.

100 c., orange.
For list of surcharges refer back to the list of 1882 (profile).

Errors,
Mexico, 2 c., violet . .  45 instead of 54.

, ,  5 c., orange . .  8481 J  t 5481.
, ,  10 c., blue . .  548 f t 5481.

Merida, 10 c., blue . .  2628 f t 2682.
Colima, 10 c., blue . .  4928 i t 4982,
Mexico, 12 c., brown . .  3548 i  t 5483,

, ,  12 c., brown , .  5438 5483.
Campeche, 12 e., brown . .  55 t i 50.
Mexico, 18c., yellow-brown .  483 t i 5483.

) >  »» .  5438 i f 5483.
»> J » .  2548 l  j 5482.
, ,  24 c., violet ♦ .  483 i f 5483.
>> >» • .  5438 J  J 5483.
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H A B IU T A D O S .

1 c., brown, 3782 (Guadalajara) 
1 c. ,, Merida 2682 .
1 c. ,, Mexico 5482 .
1 c. ,, ,, 5482 .
1 c. ,, 3782 (Guadalajara)
2 c., violet, Mexico 5482 .
2 c. ,, ,, 5482 .
2 c. ,, ,, 5482 .
5 c., orange, 381 (Vera Cruz)
5 c. ,, 3981 (Chihuahua)

10 c., blue, Mexico 5482 .
10 c. ,, 282 (Zacatecas)
10 c. ,, Mexico 5482 .

used for Campeche 5083 in carmine.
,, Mexico 5483.
,, 2782 in carmine (Mazatlan).
,, 1482 (Tampico).
,, 5083 (Campeche).
,, Campeche 5083 in carmine.
,, Toluca in violet 982 in carmine. 
,, 2782 in carmine (Mazatlan).
,, Tampico 1482 in carmine.
,, 2782 in carmine (Mazatlan).
,, Toluca in violet, 982 in carmine. 
,, Toluca in blue, 982 „
,, Puebla 2082 in carmine.

Some of these stamps are found with order number and date, but no name 
of town.

In 1883 the same fact is noticeable as in the previous issue ; the type used 
for the figures in surcharge is perceptibly larger.

I t  would be useless to repeat the list of surcharges. Refer to the list of 
1883. Specimens of these stamps also are to be found having an order 
number and date, but no name of town.

1st J a n u a r y , 1882. F i g u r e  i n  O v a l . 

Thin wove paper ; per/. 12.
A. Without surcharge.

2 e., green.
3 c., carmine,
6 c., blue.

B. With surcharge.
2 c., green.
3 c,, carmine.
6 c., blue.

List of surcharges of names of towns Is the same as in 1882 (profile), and 
these stamps also have at times only the order number and date, without 
name of town.

1883.
Same difference in the size of the figures as in the two preceding issues. 

List of names of towns is the same as in 1883 (profile), and here again 
specimens exist with order number and date, but no name of town.

The following note applies to the three issues, head in profile of 1878, head 
of Hidalgo, and figure issue. These three issues were in use at the same 
time, and there is therefore no reason for making any distinction between 
them on the ground of surcharge.

J anuary , 1884.
H e a d  to le f t  in  a n  o v a l ;  p e t f .  12.

1 c., 2 e., 3 c., 4 c., 5 c., 6 c., 10 c., 12 c., 20 c., 25 c., 50 c., green.
1 peso, 2, 5, and 10 pesos, blue.

The surcharges have now entirely disappeared, although we have met with 
specimens of the 1884 issue surcharged “ Chiapas,” “ Cuernavaca,” “ Mara- 
vatio,” “ Saltillo,” “ Texcoco.”

These surcharges are probably the result of the force of habit on the Post
office clerks, who were accustomed to put the name of the town on the 
stamps ; but we do not believe them to be due to any regular official system.
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THE POST CARDS OF AUSTRIA,

B Y  A  P O S T  C A R D  C O L L E C T O R .  

(C on tin u ed  fro m  Vol. VI. p . 1# .)

BOHEMIA.
December, 1871.

Same as Austria issue of December, 1871, with “ Korrespondencfii listek ” 
eneath the German inscription “ Correspondenz-Karte," “ Adresa ” under 
Adresse,” and “ v ” under “ in. ” On reverse, “ due ” under “ am. ” Stamp

2 kr., light yellow-ochre on buff.
’ 1872.

Formula at back and “ Bbhra ” both omitted.
2 kr., yellow-ochre on buff.

1873.
“ (Bohm)” in lower right corner; no formula at back.

2 k r., light yellow to bright yellow on buff. 
Variety. Without diseresis over “ o ” of “ (Bohm).”

J uke, 1874.
2 kreuzer adhesive over 5 kreuzer, impressed by error.

2 kr. on 5 kr., yellow on buff.
Variety A . With diaeresis over “ o ” of “ (Bohm).”

„ B. Without diaeresis over “ o ” of “ (Bohm).”
Mat, 1876.

inscription voitHtseoKOEnz-xiaiiTii, »uu v unuei iu. Coloured 
impression on buff 2 kr., brown.

Variety A . First line for address preceded by “ An.”
„ B, “ A n” suppressed.

September, 1883.
Same as Austria, with “ Korespondencnf lfstek” beneath the German 

inscription. Stamp in colour and black, remainder black on buff and straw.
2 kr., brown and black.

August, 1880.
R eply-paid Cards.

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
On original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions : 1. “ Die angebogene Karte ist fur die Antwort bestimmt.”
2. “ Na pripojenem listku napisa se odpoved.”

On reply, “ (A n tw o r t-o dpo vbd ) ” under second line of inscription. 
Coloured impression on buff 2 + 2 kr. brown.

«Am )in colour, remainder black impression on buff. ^  ! ...... 187,” to left.
2 kr., deep yellow-ochre to light yellow-ochre on buff.

1872.
“ 1 “ } ...... 187,” to right.

2 kr., light yellow to yellow-ochre on buff.
1872.

“ (Bohm)” in lower right-hand comer, below frame.

Same as Austria, with “ k orebpo m deno n i l is t e r  ” beneath the German
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September, 1883.
Same as single card of same issue, with the same additions as in the reply- 

paid card of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, inscriptions in black

ITALIAN PROVINCES.
D e c e m b e r , 1871.

Same as Austria issue December, 1871, with “ Carta da corrispondenza” 
beneath the German inscription “ Correspondenz-Karte,” “Indirizzo” beneath 
“ Adresse,” and “ a ” under “ in.” On reverse, “ li ” under “ am.” Stamp in 
colour, remainder black on buff.

j ......187,” to right, back of card.
2 kr. (?).

1872.
Formula at back and “ (Ital.) ” both omitted.
2 kr., yellow-ochre (Mr. Tapling’s collection).

1873.
“ (Ital.)” in lower right corner; no formula at back.

2 kr,, yellow-ochre on buff and deep buff. 
V a r ie ty . No period after “ (Ital.).”

„ “ Ital.” not enclosed with parenthesis.
May, 1876.

Same as Austria same issue, with “ Carta di Corrispondenza” beneath 
the German inscription, and “a ” under “ in.” Coloured impression on buff'.

2 kr., brown.
V a r ie ty  A .  “ An,” which precedes the first line of address, is large.

„ B . “ An,” which precedes the first line of address, is small.
September, 1883.

Same as Austria same issue, with “ Carta di Correspondenza ” beneath the 
German inscription. Stamp in colour and black, remainder black on buff

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
O n  o r ig in a l , the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of inscrip

tions ; first, in German ; and the second in Italian.
O n  r e p ly , “ (A n t w o r t— r is p o s t a ) ” under second line of inscription. 

Coloured impression on buff 2 + 2 kr (browIJi

on buff. 2 + 2 kr., brown and black.

j ......187,” to left.
2 kr., deep yellow-ochre and yellow-ochre.

1872.

2 kr., Naples yellow (shades).
1872.

“ (Ital.)” in lower right corner below frame.

and on straw. 2 kr., brown and black.
August, 1880. 

R eply-paid P ost Cards,
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S e p t e m b e r , 1883.

Same as single card of same issue, with the same additions as in the reply- 
paid card of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, inscriptions in black
on buff. 2 + 2 kr., brown and black.

POLISH PROVINCES.
December, 1871.

Same as Austria issue December, 1871, with “ Karta-Korespondencyina " 
beneath the German inscription “ Correspondenz-Karte,” and “ Aares ” 
beneath “ Adresse,” and “ w ” beneath “ in.” On reverse, “ dnia” under 
“ am.” Stamp in colour, remainder black on buff.

a 187,” to left.

2 kr., bright yellow-ochre. 
2 kr., yellow-ochre.

1872.

“ ••■!dA„ i U ...... nei,t.
2 kr., pale yellow-ochre.
2 kr., orange-yellow.

1872.
“ (Poln.)” in lower right comer below frame.

2 kr. (?).

1872.
Formula at back and “ (Poln.)” both omitted. 

2 kr., yellow-ochre (Mr. Tapling’s collection).

1873.
“ (P

card.
oln.)” in lower right comer below frame. No inscription a t back of 

2 kr., yellow-ochre (shades).

M a t , 1876.
Same as Austria of same issue, with Polish inscription beneath the 

German one. Coloured impression on buff.
2 kr., brown.

Variety A . “ An,” which precedes the first line of address, is large.
„ B. “ An,” which precedes the first line of address, is suppressed.

S e p t e m b e r , 1883.
Same as Austria of same issue, with Polish inscription beneath the German 

one. Stamp in colour and black, remainder black on buff (shades).
2 kr., brown and black.

August, 1880.
Reply-paid Cards.

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
On original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions : first, in German; second, in Polish.
On ra>ly, “ (am tw ort— o d po w ied z) ”  under second line of inscription. 

Coloured impression on buff. 2 + 2 k r., brown.
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September, 1883.
Same as single card of same issue, and with the same additions as on the 

reply-paid card of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in 
black on buff (shades). 2 + 2 kr>< brown and blacki

RUTHENIAN PROVINCES.
Decemer, 1871.

Same as Austria same issue, with “ Kapta .................................. ” beneath
the German inscription “ Corresponded-Karte,” and “ Aepecca” beneath
“ Adresse,” and beneath ‘‘ in.” On reverse, “ ...... ” under “ am.”
Stamp in colour, remainder black on buff.

“ ... J Am J .......187,” to left
2 kr., deep yellow-ochre.
2 kr., yellow-ochre.

1872.
“ -  . j ftc.’ } ...... 187,” to right.”

’ 2 kr. (J).
1872.

“ (Ruth.) ”  in lower right corner below frame.

“ | etc.’ | ...... 187>” right.
2 kr. ( /).

1872.
Formula at back and “ (Ruth.) ” both omitted.

2 kr., yellow.
1873.

“  (Ruth.) ” in lower right comer below frame. No inscription at back.
2 kr., yellow.
2 kr., pale to deep yellow-ochre.

May, 1876.
Same as Austria of same issue, with Russian inscription beneath the 

German one. Coloured impression on buff.
2 kr., brown.

Variety A .  With large “ An.”
„ B .  With small “ An.”

September, 1883.
Same as Austria of same issue, with inscription in Russian beneath the 

German one. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on buff (shades.) 
2 kr., brown and black.

August, 1880.
R eply-paid Cards.

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
O n  original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions ; first, in German ; second, in Russian.
O n  r e p l y , “ (antwort ” —Russian equivalent) under second line of 

inscription. Coloured impression on buff.
2 + 2 kr., brown.

September, 1883.
Same as single card same issue, and with the same additions as on the 

reply-paid card of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, remainder 
black on buff (shades). 2 + 2kr >  brown and black,

(To be continual,)
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^ o r r t u p o n K c n c e .

STAMP COLLECTING AND “ THE NEW  ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY.”

To the Editor o f “ The Philatelic Record.”
Dear Sir ,—In the late Mr. Edward Edwards’ able article “ Post-oflice,” in 
the current edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. xix., I note the 
remark, “ This brief review of atelic phenomena in Germany alone . . . may 
suffice to show that the pretension of stamp collectors to illustrate in degree 
the course and currents of political geography has its justification.” '

The word italicized in this quotation does not appear in the portion of the 
New English Dictionary already published; indeed, I suspect that it  was 
coined by Mr. Edwards. I shall be glad to learn if an earlier instance of 
its use is known. “ Philately ”  and its derivatives have now been so long 
recognised that they will doubtless find a place when the dictionary reaches 
the letter P. For Dr. Murray’s convenience, however, it may be as well to 
put upon record the dates a t which they first occur.

In the Collectionneur de Timbres Poste (Paris) for November, 1864, 
appeared an amusing article, entitled “ Bapteme ’’—unsigned, but afterwards 
acknowledged by Mons. G. Herpin, one of the earliest of the French school 
of collectors. The writer suggests the adoption of the name “  Philal4lie,” 
in place of the older “  Timbrofnanie,” “ un terme leg&rement injurieux, 
que certaines gens, en croyant faire mi mot, articulent avec uue intention 
sarcastique d ’un effet d ’ailleurs assez innocent.”

The Anglicised form “ Philately ”  did not a t once commend itself to 
English collectors; for in the Stamp Collector’s Magazine (Bath) for 
January, 1865, we find (page 2) a reference to the “ increasing spread of 
Timbromania, or, to use the more aptly designative, newly-invented term, 
Timbrophily.” In the S. C. M. for July of the same year (page 112) an 
editorial note discusses the etymology of Mons. Herpin’s coinage. “ The 
former part of the word, of course, simply implies friend or lover; the latter 
you may fancy as from atelier, the French term for a general place of 
meeting for artistic amateurs. If you prefer the Greek, choose between the 
adverb r tj\ f, from afar, allusive to the distant habitats of our specimens; 
rcAot, a tax, which word may figuratively mean a postage stam p; rtXeios, 
perfect, because its votaries wish to get a perfect collection; or drcA^t, 
endless, for there really seems no end to it if you go in for everything; and 
to this last derivation we ourselves incline.”

Mr. J . M. Stourton, author of Postage Stamp Forgeries, evidently 
accepted the second or third or fourth of these five suggestions ; for in his 
Preface, dated August, 1865, he speaks of himself as having been a 
“Philatelist’’ since 1862. But in the same month’s S. C .M . (page 127) a 
correspondent, signing himself “Philatelist,” concurs “ in the selection of 
the root dreA^s, but not in the sense you so sarcastically applied to it. 
I t  implies ‘ a lover of endless [pleasure];’ for the pleasure of stamp
collecting lasts for ever, or a t least as long as new issues of postage stamps 
continue." At page 182 of the same volume of the S. C.M. we read that 
the adjective “ Philatelic” has become a household word. The variant 
“ Philatelical” was first used by the late Mr. E. L. Pemberton, in the title 
of his magazine, the Philatelical Jotcrncd (No. 1. January, 1872.)



“ P h i l o t y p i s t ,”  a substitute suggested in 1881 by Dr. Viner, met with 
little favour.

The article by Mr. Edwards, from which I have quoted, has an interest 
for philatelists other than an etymological one. I t  is deserving of especial 
notice, as containing the most important recognition of the status of stamp
collecting that has yet been accorded by any extra philatelic publication of 
so high standing as the E n c y c l o p e d i a  B r i t a n n i c a . The historical, statistical, 
and bibliographical notes are most valuable. The verdict of the E n c y c l o p e d i a  
on the Chalmers-IIill controversy, which some time ago was brought under 
the notice of the E e c m 'd ’ s readers, should be generally known. “ Finally,” 
writes Mr. Edwards, “ and in its results most Important of all, the adhesive 
stamp was made experimentally by Mr. JamesV Chalmers, in his printing 
office at Dundee, in August, 1834. . . . There is evidence that from 1822 
onwards his attention was much directed towards postal questions, and that he 
held correspondence with the postal reformers-of his day, both in and out of 
Parliament. I t  is also plain that he was far more intent upon aiding public 
improvements than upon winning credit for himself. . . . Compare Mr. 
Pearson E ill’s tract, A  P a p e r  o n  Po s ta g e  S ta m p s  (in reply to Mr. [Patrick] 
Chalmers), reprinted from T h e  P h ila t e lic  R e c o r d  of November, 1881. Mr. 
Hill has therein shown conclusively the priority of p u b lic a t io n  by Sir Row
land Hill. He has also given proof of Mr. James Chalmers’ express 
acknowledgment of that priority. But he has not weakened the evidence of 
the priority of in v e n tio n  by Mr. Chalmers.”

I am, yours faithfully,
Tiie A berd een  Conservative  Club , May 15tA, 18S6. p ,  J .  ANDERSON.

[The article by M. Herpin, under the title “ Bapteme,” appeared in the 
C o lle c tio n n e u r d e  T im b rc s -p o s te  of the 15th November, 1864, on which day 
the first number of the T im b r o p h ile  made its appearance. No doubt 
M. Herpin’s principal object was to furnish a substitute for the word 
T im b r o m a n ie , but he did not approve of mixed marriages of French and 
Greek words suggested by T im o r o p h ile . In fact “ Stampophily” would 
have just as much reason on its side as T i m b r o p h i l i e , or “ Stampology ” 
as T im b r o lo g ie , the term adopted by the French Society. It is true that the 
etymology of “ Philately” requires a little stretch of the imagination to 
make it an exponent only of the “ Art of Stamp Collecting; ” for a r l X u a  
signifies immunity from taxes, and if used in such primitive sense it would 
probably be found that Philatelists were of a far more numerous class than 
they are under its accepted sense.—Ed.]
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T he eighth meeting of the season was held a t Lamb Building, Temple, on 
the 1st May, 1886, Mr. M. P. Castle in the chair. The Assistant-Secretary 
read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed. The 
business of the day—the continuation of the revision of the Society’s List 
of the Stamps of Victoria—was then proceeded with, and brought to a con
clusion. At the end of the business several novelties were shown and noted.

The Annual General Meeting, being the ninth and last of the season, was 
held a t Lamb Building, Temple, E.C., on the 22nd May, 1886, the Vice
President in the chair. The Assistant-Secretary read the minutes of the 
previous meeting, which were confirmed ; and the correspondence was then 
read, including a letter from Mr. W. T. Wilson, enclosing some forgeries 
of the 6 c., 12 c., and 24 c. first issue of Liberia. The letter stated 
that these stamps were received from a respectable firm of dealers at 
Colchester, who had also forwarded to Mr. Wilson the correspondence that
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had passed between themselves and the would-be sellers of the stamps. All 
three stamps bear a portion of a forged postmark, consisting of a plain circle, 
enclosing in the upper curve the name of a town, and in the lower the word 
“ Liberia.” The postmark is without date. All three values are cleanly 
perforated 12$, and the colours are blighter than in the genuine stamps. 
The Assistant-Secretary was requested to write to the firm who have been 
offering these forgeries for sale, and to ask them for an explanation.

The Assistant-Secretary reported that he had received no reply to either 
of the letters sent by him to Mr. Heinrich Kolz, Stuckgasse 13, Vienna, 
asking for an explanation in reference to the forged surcharges on certain 
Bulgarian stamps sent some time back to Mr. 0. Diena, and submitted by 
him to the Society. The last letter sent to Mr. H. Kolz was registered, but no 
reply had been received. The Assistant-Secretary was instructed to enter 
this dealer’s name in the Society’s Black Book, with full details of the 
circumstances, in order that collectors may be on their guard in any 
transactions they may have with Mr. H. Kdlz.

Mr. P ercy Buller, proposed by the President, and seconded by the 
Assistant-Secretary, and Mr. Albert Steudell, proposed by Mr. Siewert, 
and seconded by Mr. Gibbons, were elected members of the Society. On 
the proposition of Mr. Thornhill, seconded by Mr. Lockyer, the members of 
the Committee, whose term of office had expired, were all re-elected for the 
year 188(1-87. The Treasurer presented the balance-sheet for the past year, 
and it was proposed by the Vice-President, and seconded by Mr. A. II. 
Wilson, that Mr. Garth and Mr. Thornhill be appointed Auditors, to report 
upon it to the next meeting.

On the proposition of Mr. M. P. Castle, seconded by Mr. A. II. Wilson, 
it was resolved : .

“ That Article 3 of the Society’s Statutes be amended by the insertion of 
the words ‘balloted for’ after the word ‘ Society.’”

On the proposition of Mr. Garth, seconded by the Assistant-Secretary, it 
was further resolved that the following provision be inserted after the word 
“ present: ”

“ The names of candidates must he sent in to the Secretary at least 
ten days before the meeting a t which they are to come up for election, and 
the Secretary, in forwarding the notices of the meeting, is to notify the 
names of the said candidates, and the fact that thev are awaiting election.”

A long discussion ensued on certain proposals that had previously been 
informally brought forward by several members of the Society. Complaints 
had been made rather frequently of the inconvenience both of the day and 
hour of the meetings, which practically debarred many members from being 
present. There was a consensus of opinion on the part of the members 
present that an alteration from Saturday afternoon to some other day or 
rather e v e n in g  of the week would be a better arrangement, and would 
probably meet the views of those members who now find it difficult to attend 
the meetings. I t  was further suggested that the meetings should be held 
more frequently, and that if the new plan was found to work well, something 
in the nature of a Philatelic Club might eventually be established. The 
question of the habitat of the Society was next considered, and it  was 
pointed out that if the scheme were adopted, it  would no longer be possible, 
under the altered circumstances, for the Society to avail itself of tne great 
kindness of the President in permitting it to meet a t his chambers. I t  was 
accordingly considered advisable that a preliminary enquiry should be made, 
and that every member of the Society should have an opportunity afforded 
him of expressing his views before any final decision was arrived at. On the 
motion of Mr. M. P. Castle, seconded by Mr. T. St. L. Stephenson, it was 
resolved “ that a sub-committee be appointed to enquire into and report 
upon the feasibility of the proposals made at the meeting. The said sub
committee to make its report to the General Committee before the 1st of 
August next.” On the proposition of the Vice-President, seconded by the 
Assistant-Secretary, it was resolved that such sub-committee consist of 
Messrs. Castle, Garth, and Lockyer. This concluded the business of the 
meeting.
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had passed between themselves and the would-be sellers of the stamps. All 
three stamps bear a portion of a forged postmark, consisting of a plain circle, 
enclosing in the upper curve the name of a town, and in the lower the word 
“  Lib e r ia ,” The postmark is without date. All three values are cleanly 
perforated 12J, and the colours are brighter than in the genuine stamps. 
The Assistant-Secretary was requested to write to the firm who have been 
offering these forgeries for sale, and to ask them for an explanation.

The Assistant-Secretary reported that he had received no reply to either 
of the letters sent by him to Mr. Ileinrich Kolz, Stuckgasse 13, Vienna, 
asking for an explanation in reference to the forged surcharges on certain 
Bulgarian stamps sent some time back to Mr. 0. Diena, and submitted by 
him to the Society. The last letter sent to Mr. II. Kolz was registered, but no 
reply had been received. The Assistant-Secretary was instructed to enter 
this dealer’s name in the Society’s Black Book, with full details of the 
circumstances, in order that collectors may be on their guard in any 
transactions they may have with Mr. H. Kdlz.

Mr. P ercy  B u l l e r , proposed by the President, and seconded by the 
Assistant-Secretary, and Mr. A l b e r t  S t e u d e l l , proposed by Mr. Siewert, 
and seconded by Mr. Gibbons, were elected members of the Society. On 
the proposition of Mr. Thornhill, seconded by Mr. Lockyer, the members of 
the Committee, whose term of office had expired, were all re-elected for the 
year 1886-87. The Treasurer presented the balance-sheet for the past year, 
and it was proposed by the Vice-President, and seconded by Mr. A . II. 
Wilson, that Mr. Garth and Mr. Thornhill be appointed Auditors, to report 
upon it to the next meeting.

On the proposition of Mr. M. P. Castle, seconded by Mr. A. H. Wilson, 
it was resolved :

“ That Article 3 of the Society’s Statutes be amended by the insertion of 
the words ‘balloted for’ after the word ‘ Society.” ’

On the proposition of Mr. Garth, seconded by the Assistant-Secretary, it 
was further resolved that the following provision be inserted after the word 
“ present: ”

“ The names of candidates must he sent in to the Secretary at least 
ten days before the meeting at which they are to come up for election, and 
the Secretary, in forwarding the notices of the meeting, is to notify the 
names of the said candidates, and the fact that they are awaiting election.”

A long discussion ensued on certain proposals that had previously been 
informally brought forward by several members of the Society. Complaints 
had been made rather frequently of the inconvenience both of the day and 
hour of the meetings, which practically debarred many members from being 
present. There was a consensus of opinion on the part of the members 
present that an alteration from Saturday afternoon to some other day or 
rather e v e n in g  of the week would be a better arrangement, and would 
probably meet the views of those members who now find it difficult to attend 
the meetings. It was further suggested that the meetings should be held 
more frequently, and that if the new plan was found to work well, something 
in the nature of a Philatelic Club might eventually be established. The 
question of the habitat of the Society was next considered, and it was 
pointed out that if the scheme were adopted, it would no longer be possible, 
under the altered circumstances, for the Society to avail itself of the great 
kindness of the President in permitting it to meet at his chambers. It was 
accordingly considered advisable that a preliminary enquiry should be made, 
and that every member of the Society should have an opportunity afforded 
him of expressing his views before any final decision was arrived at. On the 
motion of Mr. M. P. Castle, seconded by Mr. T. S t L. Stephenson, it was 
resolved “ that a sub-committee be appointed to enquire into and report 
upon the feasibility of the proposals made at the meeting. The said sub
committee to make its report to the General Committee before the 1st of 
August next.” On the proposition of the Vice-President, seconded by the 
Assistant-Secretary, it was resolved that such sub-committee consist of 
Messrs. Castle, Garth, and Lockyer. This concluded the business of the 
meeting.
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# O t C 0  s u t f

W. S., Cardiff.—We perfectly agree with you that the Corean stamps 
are suspicious. The entire series of five values is now advertised 
in the German papers for two shillings. Some seven or eight years 
since we received that abominable-looking thing called a Corean stamp, 
with a sort of Japanese fool’s head in the centre, surrounded by a circle 
resembling the face of a clock. This came to us with a character belied 
by its look from a most respectable dealer, who never sold wittingly a 
worthless stamp; but it was subsequently shown to be nothing more 
than the concoction of a stamp-chaunter. Your correspondent at Yoko
hama, at any rate, does not give a favourable impression of Corea when 
lie says that it has “ neither stamps nor anything to boast of but flies, 
fleas, dirt, and debt,”

E. N. U., Edinburgh.—We have very great doubts about the authen
ticity of the stamp of which you send such an excellent sketch. As we 
understand it, the resurrectionist states that he received it from the 
Postmaster of Drammen, who called it a “ remainder.” It professes to 
be a 4 sk., of the transverse oblong type, issued by Hagens in 1868— 
first with a souche attached to it, afterwards without, of whicli there 
were two values, the 1 and 2 sk. It is not the same type, as the frame 
is only composed of lines, while that of the 1 and 2 sk. was ornamented. 
The dealer asks a long price, out of proportion even to the length of 
time this stamp has been buried. It would take a very great deal of 
better evidence than is offered to convince us that the stamp is not a 
carotte,

G. C.—We are making enquiries as lo the Tolima stamps you mention. 
We have good reason to believe that one of the three is genuine, but can 
give no account yet of the others.

Pemberton, Wileon, ft Co., Pelmereton Bead. Wood Green, London, N.
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W, S,, Curd iff.—We perfectly agree witli you tlmt tlie Corean stamps 
arc suspicious. The entire series of live values is now advertised 
in the German papers for two shillings. Some seven or eight years 
since we received that abominable-looking thing called a Corean stamp, 
willi a sort of Japanese fool’s head in the* centre, surrounded by a circle 
resembling the lace of a clock. This came to us with a character helied 
by its look from a most iv.-pectable dealer, who never sold willingly a 
worthless stamp; but it was suh.-cipiently shown to be nothing mole 
than the concoction of a stanip-cliaitnter. Your correspondent at Yoko
hama, at any rale, does not give a favourable impression of Corea when 
he says that it has “ neither stamps nor anything to boast of but Hies, 
Ileus, dirt, ami debt.”

H, X. lb , Edinburgh.— We have very groat doubts about the authen
ticity of the .-tamp of which you send such an excellent .sketch. As we 
understand it, the resurrectionist state- that he received it from the 
I’uslmasler o l  DrammcU, who called il a “ remainder.” It professes to 
be a -j sk., of the l ransvcr.se oblong type, issued bv Hagens in lsC s— 
lir-l with a solicits attached to it, afterwards without, of which there 
were two values, the 1 and 2 sk. It. is not the same type, as the Iraine 
is only composed o| lines, while that of the 1 and 2 sk. was ornamented. 
The dealer asks a long price, out of proportion even to the length o f  

time this stamp lias been buried. Tl would take a very great deal of 
better evidence than is ottered to convince us that the stamp is not a 
curotte.

G. C\— We are making onipiiries as to the Tolinia stamps you mention. 
We have good reason to believe that one of the three is genuine*, but can 
give no account vet of the others.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmereton Road. Wood Green, London, N,
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CATALOGUE OF POST OAR:
Bv E- A. FRY.

- Price Seven Shilling* a.sd .Stwenoe.

W e sh a ll be g la d  to  book O rders f o r  th is  Work.

%  ( f a H i l o m u  f or  C n H e c t o r s  of  p o s t a g e  S t a m p s ,  

S h m p c i )  ( S u b d o p p s ,  W r a p p e r s ,  a n b  t f m r b s .
by il.wun. Edwakd B. E vans, .BA.

The most ■ omplfte ami comprehensive Catalogue ever published, up .ards 
of 1 oOO 111 istiatiors, and nearly 400 pages.

The 16 Bos. and lilustjvtions complete, 10 ,6 .
The whole bound in cloth, post-lreo, 13 3-

bunts for ^banceb (Callcxtors
On 1 he luOst approved principle. Each page enn be readily ro- 

. move,1 and replaced, the v hole being bound together by screws 
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secured by nuts. Hall-bound in — 
green leather, with GO leaves.

A Cartridge Tap > Mouth.. lined wish Linen. a b 
3  Liner. H mge. |
r. Leaf ot ^iirtrMsi’Paper, )]{ by l.lj. <
i H* ie* for Biii Uug. 0 i

. i vi

Albums, oblong shaped, for Poet-cards or Envelopes, l l x l  1
inches, fitted with 60 pages of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-.+

Albums, oblong shaped, greatly  im proved, sunken screws, e ta  
etc , 9} x 11 inches, furnished with 60 pugee of Whatman's Royal Hot- 
preesed Paper. Price 11/10.
Coreiti and Screws complete, without pages, 5/-,

'T%f above a r e  f i t t e d  • r - k  th e  f n e  r u n 4  rt ■ *{ t r n e n s i r r  p a p e r , ich ie h  is  ou a r'r* ,tr f'i w»t 
to  d itrvh m * ' oi o r i a i t * b lu n t p s . A ltn o b t r*ny k in a  o f  p a p e r  m a p  be M rjuntcft to f t  th ese  
r o v e r s  to  eu it p u r c h a s e r s . - ' ’
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The Catalogue o'f the Philatelic Society of London.
No, J. Spain and Colonies price 2/-;  or sent flat. 2/1, part-tree.

The Stajap Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By the
late lv. L..PEMBERTON. .

No. 1. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed .Cover, bound In. cloth gilt, 
post-free, 6/S. ■

No. 2. Crown flvo, on fine toned paper, handsome'y bound, gilt edges, 
- <fec., post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelic al Catalogue fPart I. ). Price 1/1, ptxd-fruu
Do. do. (Extra Edition). Price 1/7, postifroe,

(This work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal \Voi. I. ib72). Post-free. L0/6/ 
Do. do. {Jan. to April, 187n). The l  our Pans, 1/6.
Do. do. The Sixteen Numbers, half-bounds in

morocco, 12/6. • .
This k the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject .ever 

issued. J t is profusely Illustrated with correctly coloured fuc-aunitoa of 
the Stamps described. hen the few remaining copies arc sold, it must 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

S i n g ! N  umbers of the above (except January, 1872) way bo baa 
fid. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The 
Wort oi the kite E. L. Pemberton.) A few specimens stili 
remaining at 1/0.

An Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
Entered at St at town* [Jail. No philatelist shoiu l be without 
oie. Price 9cl. ,

This has boe/i most carefully got up, and its absolute accuracy may 
be depended upon. The (tang* measures perforations, risli."' by halves, 
from 7 to 16; and there are sea <;s > f inches and centimetres of sufficient, 
length t< measure l'ost Cards and all usu>! sized Envelope's.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made; of the thinnest paper procurable, which is vet, unlike tissue 

petpi. sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
contain ncthiDg injurious tc fh-j colour of the Stamps. These mounts 
will save collectors 8 good deal of the- tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of the drawbacks to their bobfc;:. 'iboy ere cut to four 
sixes; viz.—

No. 1. For Stamps about the si.-e of the Id, English
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the size of Western Australia

' Egypt, &«.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such its Portugal, Liberia. &c.
A. Gummed, 4d. per 100 ; 2/- per UiOO, post-free.
P. Ungummed, 4d. per 100 ; 2/- pel 1000, post-free.

POBt Card Mounts. Cards to cut into 68 mounts. lOd. pe-
dozen ; 6/6 per 100. This is the only satisfactory method of mounting 
Post Cards, and is now universally adopted by all Collectors.
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HE invention of post cards was described, in The Phila- 
t'!i,4 of August, 180‘J, as a “ singular vagary” on the 
part of the Austrian postal authorities. This pretty 
accurately describes the kind of reception accorded to 
the innovation at that period, yet in less than seventeen 
years after we find that it lias obtained a permanent 

[dace in the postal economy of about, 120 dill'crent countries, 
states, islands; and under the arrangements made by the Uostal 
Union, a post card can travel throughout the whole range of tho 
countries comprised in the first class of the Union for one penny. 
On the 1st October, 1870—exactly one year after the issue in the 
Austrian empire—inland post cards were introduced into the 
United Kingdom. Xn very great success was anticipated, and 
attempts were made to bring them into ridicule by representing 
them as a sort of compensation to the curiosity that had been 
bullied by the introduction of envelopes; yet wc find that in 1872 
no lower than 7G millions were delivered within the United 
Kingdom, while the last report of the I ’ostmaster-General showed 
that the. number had, in 1883, risen to U>0 millions, and probably 
would have been even more were it not for the excessive price of 
the inland cards. For a year and a half after their introduction 
no charge was made beyond the facial value, but in 1872 one 
halfpenny per dozen was added to the price on the plea of 
protection to the stationers, and at the same time the public was 
admitted to send cards to bo stamped without any charge. In 
1878 the price was raised to one penny per dozen, and an edition 
ih Id.fe was issued at twopence per dozen, the plea for making 
these charges being then altered to that of recouping the Host- 
olticc the cost of production. This evil example has been followed 
in many of the dependencies of Great Uritain, but is not recognised
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HE invention of post cards was described, in The Phila
telist of August, 1869, as a “ singular vagary” on the 
part of the Austrian postal authorities. This pretty 
accurately describes the kind of reception accorded to 
the innovation at that period, yet in less than seventeen 
years after we find that it has obtained a permanent 

place in the postal economy of about 120 different countries, 
states, islands; and under the arrangements made by the Postal 
Union, a post card can travel throughout the whole range of the 
countries comprised in the first class of the Union for one penny. 
On the 1st October, 1870—exactly one year after the issue in the 
Austrian empire— inland post cards were introduced into the 
United Kingdom. No very great success was anticipated, and 
attempts were made to bring them into ridicule by representing 
them'as a sort of compensation to the curiosity that had been 
■baffled by the introduction of envelopes; yet we find that in 1872 
no fewer than 76 millions were delivered within the United 
Kingdom, while the last report of the Postmaster-General showed 
that the number had, in 1885, risen to 160 millions, and probably 
would have been even more were it not for the excessive price of 
the inland cards. For a year and a half after their introduction 
no charge was made beyond the facial value, but in 1872 one 
halfpenny per dozen was added to the price on the plea of 
protection to the stationers, and at the same time the public was 
admitted to send cards to be stamped without any charge. In 
1878 the price was raised to one penny per dozen, and an edition 
de luxe was issued at twopence per dozen, the plea for making 
these charges being then altered to that of recouping the Post
office the cost of production. This evil example has been followed 
in many of the dependencies of Great Britain, but is not recognised
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by the Postal Union for international cards. Nor i3 the system 
of charging the customer with the cost of the card one which is 
adopted in other parts of Europe. Thus while in England six 
dozen inland cards cost 3s. Gd., in Germany seven dozen of a larger 
size and better quality are supplied for the same sum, and yet the 
area of Germany compared with that of the United Kingdom is 
as five to three. Since the 1st April, 1884, the privileges of the 
public have been curtailed. Post cards sent in are no longer 
stamped without charge, but the stamp and inscription are printed 
by the Government at a charge of Is. 6d. per twenty-four sheets 
of forty-two cards on each sheet.

Notwithstanding all impediments, the use of post cards in 
England has become almost universal, and philatelists know how 
their use is rapidly extending in foreign countries. In several 
countries, more especially on the continent of Europe, they were 
on their first introduction printed from type, and the consequence 
is that a vast number of small differences are found caused by 
the various settings-up in successive editions. These differences, 
though they appear at first sight to be insignificant, cannot be 
neglected by the careful philatelist, for they frequently constitute 
important varieties, showing the various phases through which the 
issue passed. W e need only refer to the post cards of Germany, 
Luxemburg, and Roumania, not only as instances of these varieties, 
but also as examples of what a puzzling study this branch of 
philately frequently presents. W e hail, therefore, with no small 
degree of satisfaction the appearance of a separate Catalogue of 
Post Cards, of which Mr. E  A. M. Fry is the author.* It appears 
to be the book of a student, and fo r  a student. The book of  a 
student, inasmuch as it shows a considerable amount of patient 
labour; and the book fo r  a student, as it must form a useful guide 
to every collector of post cards. We know that some collectors 
are not partial to post cards, envelopes, or wrappers, because they 
are difficult to arrange in collections, and are frequently little 
better than heavy stationery. W e ourselves have tried books, 
sheets of cardboard, and envelopes without success; but all these 
systems have the disadvantage of adding to the bulk. W e think 
that if  collectors would adopt the system recommended by Mr. 
Fry, they would find the advantage of it, inasmuch as it provides 
for easy reference, and does not interfere with the collector altering

* A Catalogue fo r  Collectors of Post Cards. By Ed. Alex. M. Fry. 
London : Pemberton, Wilson & Co., 8vo. 216 pp.
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his mode of arrangement, should any better present itself to him. 
His plan is, “ to stand the post cards on their edges in a box of 
suitable dimensions, with a thick piece of cardboard between each 
country with the name upon it.” Each card bears a number 
corresponding to the number in the catalogue, in which each 
card i3 numbered consecutively, so that the catalogue forms an 
index to the collection. “ The advantage of this system is, that 
any card can be readily referred to, and replaced without interfering 
with the others.”

Each country in the catalogue begins with a fresh page, so that 
very frequently a blank space is left at the end, on which sub
sequent issues may be noted, and we could wish that such blank 
space had been left in all cases, as additions of recent issues are 
already required to be made in many countries. Taking Bavaria 
as an instance, which finishes at the bottom of a page, we find no 
issue subsequent to the Postal Union card of 1883, though since 
that date several changes have been made, especially in the post 
cards of 3 and 5 pfennig. These two last-mentioned cards, with 
the stamp of a numeral on a diapered ground, are described as 
being on card watermarked “ with undulating lines,” inducing the 
reader to infer that the reply ones were not. The two single cards 
with the corresponding reply cards were in fact watermarked with 
closely-disposed undulating lines, which we should rather term 
zigzags, as we have undulating lines of quite a different pattern in 
the Bavarian stamps and wrappers of 1875-76. This issue, made 
probably in February, 1883, was on yellow buff. W ithin throe 
months another issue of the 3 pfennig wa8 made on card similarly 
watermarked, but of a paler buff, with two lines of inscription 
under the word postkarte ; and this certainly preceded the 
10 pfennig (No. 92 in the catalogue) “ on lines wide apart,” the 
issue of which did not take place till 1884, about the same time 
as the issue of the 3 and 5 pfennig, on card similarly watermarked. 
In these three the zigzags ran from top to bottom of the card, 
which was darker buff than before. Another issue of the 3, 5, 
and 10 pfennig was made in the autumn of 1884, on lightrcoloured 
card, the zigzags being disposed horizontally, while at the end of 
that year a new issue of the 3 pfennig was made, in which the two 
lines of inscription were suppressed.

Turning now to Belgium, we fail to find the post card of 5 cent, 
issued without instructions on the 1st July, 1884, or the 10 cent 
issued in August of last year. In Ceylon the surcharged varieties, 
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which appeared some eighteen months ago, are not noted ; and here 
we may remark that No. 5, in the catalogue of these cards, should 
be 12 cents, not 8 c. We do not know how long the work may 
have been in passing through the press, and therefore pass over 
the rest of the work to the last forty pages.

Taking the post cards of Servia, several additions are required to 
be made to this list to bring it down to the present date. Here 
also under No. 62 the colour of the 1 0 + 1 0  paras is wrongly 
given as violet on buff, instead of brown on buff. The changes in 
the 20 cash cards of Shanghai, which occurred last year, are not 
noted, nor is the surcharged card of Siam ; and the 6 ore of 
Sweden, with its corresponding reply card, surcharged with “ 5,’ 
are absent. In Tasmania we find that the date of the De la Rue 
issue is given as February, 1882. We are aware that M. Moens 
has given this date; but he is clearly wrong, as the cards were 
not ordered till December, 1881, and did not even arrive in 
the colony till July, 1882. The issue took place about September 
following, and was chronicled in the Record for November, 
and the Timbre-Poste for December, 1882. Here also we fail 
to find the issue of July, 1884, or that of February, 1885. 
There is no mention of the Transvaal card, nor of that of the 
United States of August last. The list of the Venezuela post 
cards stops short with that published in the Record of September, 
1884, of which it is a verbatim transcript. In Victoria the single 
card of January, 1885, on buff, is catalogued, but not the 
corresponding reply card.

We have noted some of the omissions of the later issues. As 
regards the early ones wo have not made any careful examination ; 
but we looked into the list of Austria, where we find two cards 
chronicled under Nos. 11 and 18 that we believe have never yet 
been seen; namely, the Illyrian edition of the cards of 1871, 
with inscriptions on the back to the left and right, but without 
the notice on the front of the country for which they were in
tended. We think also that the existence of No. 15 is more than 
doubtful. Proceeding to the reply cards of 1880, we find that the 
list of those with and without an corresponds with that given by 
M. Moens and Major E vans; but the author has transcribed the 
latter’s note to the issue written before the appearance of that of 
1883, and which would certainly not have been written after. 
The edition of the post card (1876), with its corresponding reply 
card (1880) in Roumanian, issued in May, 1881, is omitted. To



the issue of the Postal Union cards, the date 1880, given also as 
such by Major Evans, is rightly attributed. M. Moens says 1st 
August, 1881; but this is an error, as the decree ordering the 
issue to be made on the 1st August then next was dated 17th 
July, 1880. W e also looked into Great Britain, where we find the 
perforation of the first issue of the reply cards in white is mentioned 
as being 8. This is an error, as it was 7 ; moreover, we see no 
notice of the l id .  perforated 4, which we think was also the first 
perforation of the 2d.

Our space will not permit us to extend our criticisms further, 
except to add that if the alteration of the “ Dominican Republic " to 
the “ Dominician Republic” is intentional, it is contrary to the 
acknowledged rules of orthography. The omissions and errors we 
find in the work do not, in our opinion, detract from its merits so 
far as relates to its conception and arrangement. It speaks well 
for the future of philately when we find collectors giving serious 
attention to its study. W e trust that the author’s first work will 
not be his last, and that he will receive such encouragement from 
his philatelic brethren as will induce him to continue his labours 
in that branch of philately to which be appears to have specially 
attached himself, and for the publication of which he deserves 
great credit, as the appearance of a work solely devoted to post 
cards will not fail to add to tho number of those who now make 
them their study. We believe that post cards are attracting tho 
attention of philatelists more than formerly; and we see in La 
Timbre, which has just made its debut, the first instalment of “A  
Methodical Catalogue of Post Cards,” written by a lady. A  few 
years since there were many earnest collectors amongst the ladies, 
but they appear to have diminished of late. We are glad, there
fore, to see that they have not entirely disappeared, and that some 
at least prefer the study of postage stamps to that of logarithms 
and Latin.

NOVELTIES, DISCOVERIES, AND RESUSCITATIONS. 101

J)i$cau$rb$; mtb
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Boer Republic.— Above four months since we received from 
a correspondent an envelope bearing an adhesive stamp measuring 
22£ x 32 mm., printed in violet on straw-coloured paper, which 
appeared to have franked the letter from a part of this so-called 
Republic, near St. Lucia Bay, to a correspondent at Maritzburg. 
W e have hitherto refrained from chronicling it in the hope of
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receiving further information; but as this has not come to hand 
•we now describe the stamp for the purpose of provoking enquiries 
respecting the issue. W ithin a single lined rectangular frame, with 
small ornaments in the angles, is the inscription, nieuwe— re- 
I’ubliek— 2d.— 13 ja n . 86— zu id -afrika  in five lines The stamp 
was perforated 12.

Adhesive. 2 pence, violet on straw.

Congo.— We learn from our Brussels’ contemporary that a new 
edition of the Congo post card has been issued, in which, after the 
words Cote reserve a Vadresse, is inserted the equivalent in English 
— tl Address to be written on this side.” The stamp remains as 
before, but the impression is in blue, on bluish card.

Post Card. 15 centimes, blue on bluish.

W e are also informed that a stamp of 5 francs has been found 
requisite. As the Belgian stamp of 5 francs is almost exclusively 
used for savings-bank purposes, it may naturally be inferred that 
the principles of thrift are making progress in the new state. 
The stamp is similar to that of 15 c. on the post card, with the 
numerals altered, and the word francs substituted for centimes. 
The impression is in colour, on white wove paper, and the stamp 
is perforated 15.

Adhesive, 5 francs, bright violet.

Costa Rica.— We have received two envelopes, one of 5 
centavos the other of 10 centavos. The design is the same 
for both values— a three-quarter-face portrait to the left on a 
diapered ground, within an oval band inscribed in the upper part 
union postal universal, and in the lower 1° enero , 1883, the 
two inscriptions being separated from each other on each side by 
two stars; all in white, on solid ground of colour. Above the 
oval on a straight tablet is costa rica, and on a similar tablet 
underneath centavos. At each angle are numerals of the value; 
those in the 5 centavos are on circular discs, those in the 10 
centavos in squares with the angles cut off. W e are not able to 
say for whom the portrait is intended. It bears no resemblance 
to that of General Prospero Fernandez, whose portrait figures on 
the stamps of 1st January, 1883, unless it wa3 taken at a much 
earlier age. Suffice it to say that it represents a young man with 
moustache and with curly hair parted on the left, and in an 
uniform with turn-down embroidered collar. The size of the 
envelopes is that termed “ commercial.” The 5 centavos is of 
white thin laid paper, the 10 centavos is of thick white wove.

Envelopes. 5 centavos, blue.
10 ,, orange-ochre.

Curasao.— A correspondent informs us that a post card of 
5 cents and an adhesive stamp of 12£ cents are about to be 
issued.
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Dominica.— W e lately chronicled the sixpence, 1874, sur
charged with halfpenny . The one shilling of the same issue has 
now been surcharged in black with “ One Penny ” in two 
lines. The sixpence, 1874, was also similarly surcharged by 
mistake, but we are informed on good authority that this was by 
accident, and occurred on only one sheet.

Adhesives. One Penny, on 6d., green.
One Penny, on Is,, lake.

Falkland Islands.— We have the one penny, Venetian-red, on 
'Si ca paper, with the watermark sideways. The printing does 
not appear to be that of Messrs. De la Hue and Co., besides which 
the perforation is 14-J-. The carelessness must not therefore be 
attributed to the printers of that firm.

Adhesive. 1 penny, Venetian-red ; watermark sideways.

French Colonies.— The colour of the 25 centimes has been 
changed to make it conformable to that adopted by the mother 
country. Adhesive. 25 centimes, black on pink.

Cochin-China.— The Timbre-Posie reports 
the 25 c., ochre on yellow, as surcharged in 
black over the value with a large numeral 
“ 5 ,” which was done to supply a temporary 
deficiency of stamps of 5 centimes. Those 
which we have seen bear the additional 
surcharge of c. ch. below the numeral.

Adhesive. 5 centimes oil 25 e,, ochre on yellow.
Reunion.— W e have received the 30 centimes of the 1876-81 

issue (Commerce and Peace), surcharged with “ 5 c.” and “ 20 c.,” 
similarly to those described in our February numbor. This is only 
a confirmation of what we there stated appears to be probable—  
that the surcharging is not for the requirements of the postal 
service, but for the purpose of getting rid of old and worthless 
stock, by transferring the encumbrance to collectors.

Adhesives. 5 c. on 30 c., brown ; type 1876 ; imperforate.
20 c. ,, ,, ,,

Gambia.— The threepence, whose colour has been appropriated 
by the twopence halfpenny, has assumed that of pale sage-green, 
and the one shilling appears in a colour which perhaps the manu
facturers can describe, but we are unable to do so, except that it 
is a kind of faded brown-maroon. They are on sg c a  paper, and 
perforated 14.

Adhesives. 3 pence, pale sage-green.
1 shilling, brown-maroon.

G ren ad a.— W e are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, King and 
Co. for sending us three reply cards of £ +  £d., 1 + Id., l^-i- l |d .  
of a new type as regards this island, but similar to that recently 
furnished to St. Vincent, Montserrat, &c. The first is, of course, 
not a Postal Union card, and is of smaller size than the other two



receiving further information; but as this has not come to hand 
we now describe the stamp for the purpose of provoking enquiries 
respecting the issue. W ithin a single lined rectangular frame, with 
small ornaments in the angles, is the inscription, nieuw e— re- 
publiek— 2d.— 13 ja n . 86— zoid-afrika  in five lines The stamp 
was perforated 12.

Adhesive. 2 pence, violet on straw.

Congo.— We learn from our Brussels’ contemporary that a new 
edition of the Congo post card has been issued, in which, after the 
words Cote reserv6 a I’adresse, is inserted the equivalent in English 
— ‘‘Address to be written on this side.” The stamp remains as 
before, but the impression is in blue, on bluish card.

Post Card. 15 centimes, blue on bluish.

We are also informed that a stamp of 5 francs has been found 
requisite. As the Belgian stamp of 5 francs is almost exclusively 
used for savings-bank purposes, it may naturally be inferred that 
the principles of thrift are making progress in the new state. 
The stamp is similar to that of 15 c. on the post card, with the 
numerals altered, and the word francs substituted for centimes. 
The impression is in colour, on white wove paper, and the stamp 
is perforated 15.

Adhesive. 5 francs, bright violet.

Costa Rica.— W e have received two envelopes, one of 5 
centavos the other of 10 centavos. The design is the same 
for both values— a three-quarter-face portrait to the left on a 
diapered ground, within an oval band inscribed in the upper part 
union postal universal, and in the lower 1° enero, 1883, the 
two inscriptions being separated from each other on each side by 
two stars; all in white, on solid ground of colour. Above the 
oval on a straight tablet is costa rica, and on a similar tablet 
underneath centavos. A t each angle are numerals of the value; 
those in the 5 centavos are on circular discs, those in the 10 
centavos in squares with the angles cut off. We are not able to 
say for whom the portrait is intended. It bears no resemblance 
to that of General Prospero Fernandez, whose portrait figures on 
the stamps of 1st January, 1883, unless it was taken at a much 
earlier age. Suffice it to say that it represents a young man with 
moustache and with curly hair parted on the left, and in an 
uniform with turn-down embroidered collar. The size of the 
envelopes is that termed “ commercial.” The 5 centavos is of 
white thin laid paper, the 10 centavos is of thick white wove.

Envelopes. 5 centavos, blue.
10 ,, orange-ochre.

Curasao.—A correspondent informs us that a post card of 
5 cents and an adhesive stamp of 12£ cents are about to be 
iisued.
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Dominica.— W e lately chronicled the sixpence, 1874, sur
charged with halfpenny . The one shilling of the same issue has 
now been surcharged in black with “ One Penny ” in two 
lines. The sixpence, 1874, was also similarly surcharged by 
mistake, but we are informed on good authority that this was by 
accident, and occurred on only one sheet.

Adhesives. One Penny, on 6d., green.
One Penny, on Is., lake,

Falkland Islands.— We have the one penny, Venetian-red, on 
ffl c a  paper, with the watermark sideways. The printing does 
not appear to be that of Messrs. De la Rue and Co., besides which 
the perforation is 14£. The carelessness must not therefore be 
attributed to the printers of that firm.

Adhesive. 1 penny, Venetian-red; watermark sideways.

French C olonies.— The colour of the 25 centimes has been 
changed to make it conformable to that adopted by the mother 
country. Adhesive. 25 centimes, black on pink.

Cochin-China.— The Timbre-Poste reports 
the 25 c., ochre on yellow, as surcharged in 
black over the value with a largo numeral 
“ 5,” which was done to supply a temporary 
deficiency of stamps of 5 centimes. Those 
which we have seen bear the additional 
surcharge of c. c h . below the numeral.

Adhesive. 5 centimes on 25 c., ochre on yellow.
Reunion.— W e have received the 30 centimes of the 1876-81 

issue (Commerce and Peace), surcharged with “ 5 c.” and “ 20 c.,” 
similarly to those described in our February number. This is only 
a confirmation of what we there stated appears to be probable—  
that the surcharging is not for the requirements of the postal 
service, but for the purpose of getting rid of old and worthless 
stock, by transferring the encumbrance to collectors.

Adhesives. 5 c. on 30 c., brown ; type 1876 ; imperforate.
20 c. ,, ,, ,,

Gambia.— The threepence, whose colour has been appropriated 
by the twopence halfpenny, has assumed that of pale sage-green, 
and the one shilling appears in a colour which perhaps the manu
facturers can describe, but we are unable to do so, except that it 
is a kind of faded brown-maroon. They are on SB ca  paper, and 
perforated 14.

Adhesives. 3 pence, pale sage-green.
1 shilling, brown-maroon.

Grenada.— We are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield, King and 
Co. for sending us three reply cards of £ +  £d., 1 + Id., 1 |+  l^d. 
of a new type as regards this island, but similar to that recently 
furnished to St. Vincent, Montserrat, &c. The first is, of course, 
not a Postal Union card, and is of smaller size than the other two
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which are for the Postal Union. They are perforated in the hinge 
about 5. We have not received the corresponding single cards, 
which we suppose have been supplied.

Post Cards. § + 4<b, green on buff.
1 + Id., carmine on buff, 
l j  + ljd ., brown on buff.

Macao.—111 April and June of last year we mentioned, on the 
authority of Der Philatelist, the existence of three post cards, of 
10, 20, and 30 reis, inscribed macao e Timor. Doubts have been 
freely expressed as to whether these cards were ever actually issued. 
But we think that these doubts may now be set at rest, as we see 
a very reasonable explanation has been given of the circumstances 
in Alfred Smith’s Monthly Circular, by a correspondent, who inter
viewed the postmaster at Macao. The postmaster states that 
twelve boxes of stamps and post cards were sent from Lisbon to 
Macao, seven only of which were delivered, the others having been 
stowed away in the hold of the vessel, and not found until its 
return. Under ordinary circumstances, the contents of these seven 
boxes would have sufficed until other provision was sent from 
Lisbon; but the demand was so great for philatelic purposes, not 
only from Europe, but from America, that the stamps were all but 
exhausted, and he was compelled to resort to surcharges: while at 
the end of the run upon the stock of post cards, only twelve 
hundred were left, and this within thirty-six hours after the 
arrival of the stock. The 10 reis, green, may bo added to the 
adhesives chronicled in May last.

Adhesive. 10 reis, green.

Mexico.— W e have received two wrappers from Mexico which 
are rather a novelty in such-like post-office stationery. They are from 
23 to 25 cm. long by about 75 mm. wide, and of dark reddish- 
buff paper, the corners tapered off at the gummed end. A portion 
of the face, about 95 mm. in length, and the width of the wrapper 
in depth, is occupied as follow s: In the upper part, to the right, 
is the stamp of the current type, and by its side, occupying the 
remainder of the upper portion, is a woodcut representing the 
eagle with outstretched w ings; mountains, or what one may suppose 
are intended for them, are in the background, the foreground con
sisting of a scroll on which, in graduated capitals, is S ervicio 
postal de los E stados U nidos M exicanos, a political fact of 
which we were not aware. A portion of this vignette at the 
bottom is removed to make way for the legend in a straight line, 
“ Fajilla para impresos.” Then comes Sr. in italics, below which 
are three dotted lines for the address, the last one of which is 
preceded by Estado de in italics. Up the right side is servicio 
interior  in capitals ; up the left, Esta fo jilla  sirve para  impresos 
at yo peso no exceda de GO (or 120) yramos.

Wrappers. 1 centavo, bronze-green, for 60 grammes.
2 ,, red, for 120 ,,
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Another of the new series of adhesives has come to hand. The 
25 centavos is now in slate-blue, perforated 12. We may remark 
that, iu the specimens that we have seen of the Mexican 
perforations, they are not clean cut, but resemble those of 
some of the old colonial stamps, where the perforations were not 
made by punches working in a plate with corresponding holes. 
The punch therefore only breaks the small disc of paper, without 
removing it, and,the stamps when separated have a sort of gnawed
edge. Adhesive. 25 centavos, slate-blue ; perf. 12.

Nabha.— In addition to the two values of 8 annas and 1 rupee, 
chronicled in our April number as surcharged with nabqa— state, 
in two lines horizontally, Der Philatelist reports the following, 
completing the series of adhesive stamps :

Adhesives, i  anna, green, surcharged in red.
1 ,, brown ,, black.
2 ,, blue ,, red.
4 „  green „ „

The following are also issued with the additional surcharge of 
service ;

Official Stamps. § anna, green, surcharged iu red.
1 „ brown „ black.
2 ,, blue ,, red.

Peru.— Most of the stamps of the new series have come to 
hand; but, after all the flourish of trumpets, they are the old 
stamps in fresh colours. W e depended upon our Lima correspon
dent for the colour of the sol, which in the decree is called 
Cabritilla, and was translated by him “ magenta;” but it turns 
out to be black-brown. The 10 centavos (typo of 1876) will be 
pearl-grey, and it is said that the 20 centavos (1878) will be added 
to the series. The stamps aro printed on plain white wove paper, 
and aro perforated 12. There is no gridiron struck on them. We 
repeat the list, with the colours as seen by us—

Adhesives. 1 centavo, slate-lilac ; type 1879.
2 ,, green ; type 1876.5 , ,  orange-yellow; type 1877.

50 ,, vermilion ; type 1874.
1 sol, black-brown ; type 1874.

Russia.— A Postal Union card of 3 kopecs, of similar design 
to the reply card of 3 +  3 kopecs, lately chronicled, comes to hand. 
The stamp is in pink, and the inscriptions arc in black, on buff
car|f- Post Card. 3 kopecs, pink on buff.

Russian Locals. — Bielozersk.— From the Timbre-Poste wo 
learn that a new edition of the stamp of 1878, with five-lined 
inscription, has been made. In the fifth line the value is expressed 
as “ 2 k,” instead of 2 kop., and the impression is in black, in 
place of blue.

Adhesive. 2 kop., black on white ; imperforate.
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Shadrim k .— The stamp of 1882 has been 
somewhat modified, and the oval made more 
circular. The colour has also been changed 
to violet. The impression is on plain white 
wove paper, and the stamp is perforated 
13.

A d h e s iv e . 3 kop., violet.

St. Christopher.— Since the rate of postage to and from the 
West Indies has been reduced from Cd. to 4d., the stock of six
penny stamps has become practically useless, and these islands 
are now working off their old stock by surcharging them. W e 
have accordingly the Sixpence, green, of 1870, on jg c c paper, 
surcharged with one penny in two lines of Roman capitals, and 
also with “ 4d\ ” The surcharges are doubtless done in the island.

Adhesives. 1 penny on 6d., green ; surcharged “  ONE PENNY.”
4 pence ,, ,, “ 4d.”

St. Lucia.— We have seen the One Penny, lilac, without the 
surcharge of revenue, which has been used postally.

A d h e s iv e . 1 penny, lilac (1885).
St. Vincent.— Our attention has been called to a description in 

our number of May, 1885, of the changes in colour of the One 
Penny and Fourpence, which are there described as being bright 
rose and reddish-chocolate. As the recent arrivals of these stamps 
show a remarkable change of tint, we think it better to explain 
that the colour of the One Penny of 1885, when compared with 
the more recent issue, must be rather termed “ vermilion-red " than 
“ bright rose.” The present colour is a decided pink, and is 
printed in water-colour; while the Fourpence is a very dark puce- 
brown. The stamps are perforated 15, and are on c a paper.

Adhesives. One Penny, pink.
Fourpence, dark pucc-brown.

Servia.— The post card of 5 paras now appears with a stamp of 
the same design as on that of the 10 paras, and with a coat of 
arms similar to that on the reply card of 10 paras, in which the 
shield terminates in a point. The impression is in brown, on 
pink-coloured card.

Post C a r d . 5 paras, brown on pink.

Straits Settlements.— Surujei Ujong.— The two cents, pink, 
is now surcharged sungei ujong in capitals of 2£ mm. and 
11^ mm. long.

Adhesive. 2 cents, pink, surcharged. SUNOEI L'jo.no, 2) x 11.) mm.

Perak.— D tr  Philatelist reports a fresh surcharge of perak on 
the  2 cents, p ink, in  capitals of 2 |  mm. and 1 0 ) long.

A d h e s ive . 2 cents, pink, surcharged pkkak, 2) x 10) mm.



Totima.— From what we hear from two totally distinct sources, 
which are of the highest authority amongst philatelists, we are led 
to believe that the following stamps which have been admitted, 
though with some suspicion, are of more than doubtful authen
ticity ) viz., the 5 pesos, yellow-brown, of 1878; the Cubierta, 
5 centavos, ochre, of 1879; and the 50 centavos, for registered 
letters, of 1879. The first of these, we believe, emanated from 
Germany; the two latter, noticed by M. Moens in the Timbre- 
Poate, No. 221, we, in common with him, have reason to think 
came not from South but from North America. The authenticity 
of these stamps is disputed by the postal authorities of Tolirna, 
though that circumstance does not go for much, as officials are 
frequently but indifferent sources of information regarding stamps. 
We hope that some of our philatelic brethren in the New World 
may be able to ascertain whether our doubts are well founded, and 
perhaps to throw light on the history of two of these suspicious 
individuals.

In our March number we gave a description of a stamp of 
5 pesos in bright-yellow. This stamp was printed originally in 
red; the impression in bright-yellow is subsequent in date.

Adhesive. 5 pesos, red.

United States.— M illbury.— A correspondent has been so good 
as to send us some particulars of a stamp of which no description 
has ever yet been given. It belongs to that class like those 
of Providence, Brattleboro’, St. Louis, and others, which were 
used by local postmasters prior to the 1st July, 1847, when 
the government issue took place, and only one copy is known to 
exist, which is on the envelope of a letter addressed to “ Isaac 
Davis, Esq., Worcester, Mass.” Mr. Davis, at his death, left 
a mass of old books and papers to the Antiquarian Society of 
Worcester, and this envelope was found among the papers, and is 
now in the archives of the Society. The stamp shows a portrait 
within a circular band, inscribed p o s t  o f f i c e  in the upper 
part, and p a i d ,  5 cts., in the lower, the two inscriptions being 
separated on each side by three stars. An accurate engraving of 
it, taken from a photograph, may be seen in the Supplement to 
M. Moen’s Catalogue, under number 4905. There is nothing on 
the face of the stamp to indicate the place of issue; but a clear 
postmark shows that the letter came from Millbury, a town of 
some 5000 inhabitants, in Massachusetts. Our correspondent visited 
Millbury, but could obtain no trace of the history of the stamp in 
question. There appears to be, however, no doubt of its perfect 
authenticity, and we feel much obliged to our correspondent 
for enabling us to give a short history of this, at present, 
unique specimen.

A d h esive . 5 cents, black on azure.
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THE POST CARDS OF AUSTRIA.
B y  A  P O S T  C A R D  C O LLE C T O R .

{C on tinued  fr o m  page 91.)

SLAVONIC PROVINCES.
December, 1871.

Same as Austria same issue, with “ Listnica ” beneath the German inscrip
tion “ Correspondenz-Karte,” and “ Naslov” beneath “ Adresse,” and “v(na)” 
beneath “ in.” On reverse, “ v(na)” under “ am.” Stamp in colour, 
remainder black on buff.

"■ { vfna) } ...... W ,” to left
2 kr., light yellow-ochre. 
2 kr., yellow-ochre.

1872.

■ 1 vfna) ! .....187,"to right
2 kr., yellow-ochre.
2 kr., dirty yellow-ochre.

1872.
“ (Slov.) ” in lower right corner below frame.

( £ ) } ...... W t o r ie h t .
2 kr. (?).

1S72.
Formula at back and “ (Slov.) ” both omitted.

2 kr., yellow to light yellow-ochre.

1873.
“ (Slov.) ” in lower right comer below frame ; no inscription at back.

2 kr., light yellow.
2 kr., yellow.

May, 1876.
Same as Austria same issue, with “ dopisnica ” beneath the German 

inscription. Coloured impression on buff.
2 kr., brown.

Variety A. With large “An.”
„ B. With small “ An.”

September, 1883.
Same as Austria same issue, with “ DopisNica” beneath the German 

inscription. Stamp in colour ana black, remainder in black on buff (shades).
2 kr., brown and black.
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August, 1880.
R eply-paid Cards.

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
On original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions : first, in German ; second, in Slavonic.
On reply, “ (antwort.—odgovor. ) ” beneath second line of inscription. 

Coloured impression on buff. 2 + 2 k r., brown.

September, 1883.
Same as single card same issue, with the same additions as on reply-paid 

card of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on buff.
2 + 2 k r., brown and black.

ILLYRIAN PROVINCES.
1872.

Same as Austria issue December, 1871, with “ Karta-dopisnica” beneath
the German inscription. On reverse, “ j ^™ J .......... 187.” Stamp in
colour, remainder in black on buff. “ (Illyr.)” in lower right-hand corner 
below frame. “ ... { ^  J .......187,” to right.

2 kr., deep Naples yellow.
1872.

Formula at back and “ (Illyr.)” both omitted.
2 kr. (!).

1873.
“ (Illyr.)” in lower right-hand comer below frame ; no inscription at back.

2 kr., yellow. '
2 kr., yellow-ochre.
2 kr., deep Naples yellow.

May, 1876.
Same as Austria same issue, with “ karta dopisnica” beneath the 

German inscription. Coloured impression on buff
2 kr., brown.

Variety A . With large “ An.”
„ B. With small “ An."

September, 1883.
Same as Austria same issue, with “ Karta-dopisnica” beneath the German 

inscription. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on buff 
2 kr., brown and black.

August, 1880.
R eply-paid Cards.

Same as single card issue May, 1876, with—
On original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions : first, in German ; second, in Illyrian.
On reply, “ (antwort—odgovor) ” beneath second line of inscription. 

Coloured impression on buff. 2 + 2 kr., brown.

September, 1883.
Same as single card same issue, with the same additions as on reply-paid 

cards of August, 1880. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on
2 + 2 kr., brown and black.
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ROU MANIA.
May, 1881.

Same as Austria issue May, 1876, with “ Carte postalS,” beneath the 
German inscription. Coloured impression on bufl'.

2 kr., brown.
September, 1883.

Same as Austria same issue, with “ Carte postal2. ” beneath the German 
inscription. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on buff.

2 kr., brown and black.
1882.

R eply-paid Card.
Same as single card issue May, 1881, with—
On original, the dotted line at bottom is replaced by two lines of instruc

tions : first, in German ; second, in Roumanian.
On reply, “ (Antwort.—Respuns.)” beneath second line of inscription. 

Coloured impression on buff. 2 + 2 kr., brown.

September, 1883.
Same as single card same issue, with the same additions as on the reply- 

paid card of 1882. Stamp in colour and black, remainder in black on bufl.
. 2 + 2 kr., brown and black.

WAR CARDS.
1878.

1st Type. I ssued to t h e  P ublic.
Medium-sized card, 148 x 91 mm. lias three lines of inscription at top :

1. “ K. K. Feldpost-Karte.”
2. “ Eigene Angelegenheit des Empfangers. ”
3. “ Portofrei. ”

Below are two dotted lines for the address, the first preceded by “ An.” 
Lower down are three more dotted lines broken into two columns, with a 
thin upright line between them, those on the right ending with the words 
(1) Compagnie,” (2) “ te Escadron,’” (3) “ B atterie ;” and those on the 
left with (1) “ tes Armee-Corps,” (2) “ te Division,” and (3) “ Regiment,” 
this last line being also broken near the commencement with “ tes.” A 
thick line divides the upper from the lower part of card, the latter containing 
three lines of inscription. There are also two lines of inscription on left side 
of card reading upwards. The Imperial Eagle is in the left upper angle, 
and a plain circle in the right. Black impression on light buff

No value.
2.vd Type. I ssued to the Army.

Medium-sized card, 148 x 91 mm. Inscription a t top in two lines :
1. “ K. K. Feldpost-Karte.”
2. “ Portofrei.”

Then four dotted lines for address :
1. Preceded by “ An.”
3. Preceded by “ Bestimmungsort.”
4. Preceded by “ Wohnung aes Empfangers.”

The lower part of card, which is separated from the upper part by a heavy 
ruled line, has two lines of instructions ; then three dotted lines broken into 
two columns, with a thin upright line between them, ending as those in the 
1st Type. There are also two lines of instructions on the left side of the 
card reading upwards. The Imperial Eagle in the left upper comer, and a 
plain circle in the right. Black impression on light buff

No value.
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THE MEXICAN STAMPS.
To the Editor of “ The Philatelic Record

Sir,—In continuation of my letter of the 2nd of April, I should like, 
with your permission, to make a few more additions to MM. Caillebotte’s 
lists of surcharges on Mexican stamps.

I find on the issue of 1874 :
10 Cordova in blue.
1(1 Guadalajara, Type II ., in Italic capitals.
20 Jalapa in two types .

24 Maravatio in three types

And among the errors :
Cordova, 5 cents, 01 for 61.

( 11x14-
' 1 11x2.

( 16x2.
. < 16 x 24, in black and green. 

( 17, in graduated type.

On the 1878 issue :
3 Veracruz, Type I I I .  .
8 Tuxpan in blue and violet.
9 Toluca, Type III ., in violet.

„ „ iv. .
12 Tepic in two types .
13 Tlaxcala in black.
14 Tampico in two types .
16 Tabasco in blue.

. 13x2.

. 14x2, in violet.
( 9 x 1J, in black, red, & blue. 

' \  7 x 2, in black and red.

f 15 x 2, in black, blue, & violet. 
' 117x3, in blue-black.

19 Queretaro in graduated type.
20 Puebla in two types . .
22 Orizava, Type III . . .

„ „ IV. . .
23 Oaxaca, Type IV., and in crimson.

24 Morelia in three types . .

26 Merida in two types . .

27 Mazatlan in two types . .

29 Maravatio, Type I . , and in green.
„ ,, IV. . .

35 Huejutla, Type I., and in black.
36 Guanajuato, Type I., and in violet.

And a third type . .

/ 1 2 x li.
• 112 x 2.
. 12 x 14, in blue.
. 20 x 4, in blue (Orizaba).

I 14 x 2.
. 0 5 x 2 .

/ 17x2. 
f 13x2.

• 1 16x4.
! 17 x 2, and in graduated type. 

16 x 2, in ornamental type in 
violet

. 19 x 2, block letters in blue.

. 16x2, in red.
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37 Guadalajara, Type III . . . . 21 x ,3, in blue.
/ 10 x 2, in black and blue.

41 Chaleo in three types . . . ] 11, in graduated type in blue.
{ J2J x 2, in black and blue.

45 Cuernavaca, and in graduated type.
47 C. Victoria, Type II., and in black.
49 Colima, Type III. . . . 18x34.

{ 9 x 2  
13 x 3'

( 25 x 2.
02 Aguas Calientes . . . < 27 x 2, and in graduated type.

( 28x24.
And among the errors on this issue :

Morelia, 25 cents, 2 79 instead of 2479.
Tlaxcala,i 5 „ 1178 »> 1378.

5> 25 „ 1178 1378.
Mexico, 25 „ 04 2 5482.

On the next issue, 1879 to 1883,1 have up to the present time found the 
following surcharges differing from the foregoing issue, and have no doubt 
there are m ore; but I have had no opportunity of seeing any very large 
number of the later issue.

30 Lapaz, Type I., in blue,
And a third type . . . 15 x 3, in crimson.

50 Campeche in blue.
53 Acapulco in carmine.
05 Colima, Type III ., in carmine.

Among the “ habilitados ” on tliis issue there are :
1 c., 279 Zacatecas (in blue) used for Mexico 5482.
1 c., 5479 Mexico „ 5083 (Campeche).
1 c., 3080 (Lapaz) „ 1482 Tampico, name in black.
2 c., 379 (Veracruz) „ 1283 Topic, name in violet.
5 c., 381 ( „ ) „ 2782 (Mazatlan).

I have recently found on the 1861 issue Cordova surcharged in old 
English capitals. MM. Caillebotte do not mention the “ Alvarado” with 
date under which is found on the 1856 issue, and is supposed to be synony
mous with “ anotado,” I should be glad to know if this is so ; also whether 
there is any significance in the letter (generally A) found on the Puebla 
stamps of the 1879 issue.

I am, sir, yours faithfully,
Gilbert Lockyer.

12, S outhampton  St r ee t , W., J u n e  2 nd , 1886.

i^otes anti (Etuertcs.

F. H. N oumea.—We have returned your stamps direct w ith our 
observations.

Pemberton, Wilson, ft Co., Palmerston Road. Wood Green, London, N.
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COHKESI’OX HENCE.

37 Guadalajara, Typo III. . .

41 Chaleo in three types . .

4d Cuernavaca, and in graduated type. 
47 0. Victoria, Typo II., and in Mack. 
41) CMinm, Typo 111. . .
dl Apaw in two types . .

•72 Aynas Calioiitcs . .

And among the errors on this issue :

21 :i, in 1 due.
| 10 2, in Mack and Muo,

11. in graduated typi- in Muo. 
! 121 x 2, in Mack and Mne.

is * 31. 
f o . 2.'
1 13x3.
I 2d X  2.
' 27 x 2. nml in graduated tvpe. 
( 2s x 2t. '

.Morelia, 2d cents, 2 7ft instead of 247fk
Tla.xcala, d ,, )I7s ii 137*.

onJJ “ ' >? 117s tf 137s.
Mexico, 2d „ .74 2 fi dls2.

On the next issue, Ts7!> to ivy), I have up to the present time found the 
following .surcharges dilU-ring fmni the foregoing issue, and have no donht 
there arc mole ; hut I have had no opportunity of seeing any very huge 
number of the later issue.

20 hapaz, Type 1,, in Mile.
An-la third type . , . Id x 3, in crimson,

oil Campeche in blue.
.73 Acapulco in cal mine, 
dd Colima, Type 111., in carmine.

Among the “ hahilitados " on this issue there are :
I e., 27ft Zacatecas (in blue) use-1 for .Mexico .74 v>.
I e., d47!) .Mexico ., dost (Campeche).1 c., fldso ( Lapaz) ,, 14s-j Tainpic", name in black.
2 e., 37ft (Veracruz) „ 12s3 Tepie, name in violet,
d c., 3sI ( „ ) „ 27s2 (Ma/atlan).

I have recently found on the 1st!I issue C'-rdova surcharged in old 
K n c l i d i  capitals. .MM. Cailleb"tte do not nieiiti"ii the “ Alvarado” with 
date under which is f--und --n the |sd(; issue, and is supposed to he syii-.-ny- 
ni"iis with “ an-itailo." I should lie glad to km-w if this is so; also whether 
there is any significance in the letter (generally A) found on the 1’iiehla 
stamps of the I'M!.) i s . u i e .

1 am, sir, yours faithfully,
G1 i.iu .ut L-)- KVi:r:.

l l? ,  S i H ’T l I A M P T O *  S r r . K K T j  W . f J m v  LUW,

ilotess ana Oucrtcs.

V. IT. N o u m e a *— Wu have n-lurnutl your stuiujis iliivcl with our
ulj'H.TVat inlis.

Pemberton* Wilson, & Co., Palmerston Road. Wood Green, London, N.



PEMBERTON, WILSON, & CO,
• . t̂amp 'Dealers & Importtrs,

P A L M E R S T O N  R O A D , WO O D  GREEN,  L ONDON,  N.

PUBLICATIONS.
A N  I L L  XTF T J i A  T F . D  M O N T I  L I  P A P E R .

5 .je £;rg:m of ihe phtlttirMi Sodeig  of jfonSton.

Vol. 1 (!H7»). neantifully bound in cloth, gilt lettering nnd od'dng. con- 
tainir.p* FI > tograph and Autograph «»' the lat-' F L. Vonberton, /* stnai! number of 
topi*- tfT *e7-i«i:»:ng, Vote 6 6,

Vul. II. ( l$M)\ *;otitid to match Vol I . but conHuf-nibly larger,■ mtaina, 5n
addition „o illustrations m the later uu:ui»oi'«i, « Ploto. /Cabinet and
Autograph of 3* A. Fbilhri'-k, E*5̂., Q.f., Prudent ol ti*“ PhiSitelk Society of 
London. Price 6/6. post o\t\ ”

VoL III. hound to mntch VoK I and II., but mu&I» larger. P*o-
f :.soly illup.;r«teil w itii coloured plate*, eti ; >tb-o permanent I'hotd. of Dr. V  W. Ciner. 
PrivV 6 6, poet-free.

Vol. IV. ( i83:2). similarly bound, protu-cly illnstrttf.d. Vcrmanunt Photo.
of tb•• iLu. Viet. 0 d* Ysasi. Pric- 5/6. pan-tree.

Vol V, ([883,, mtr>ijar!y bound, profusely ill iMratr i. Phot^giaph ot W.
A. 3. Westoby, J ' n 5 ' G  post-free.

Vcl.  ̂ I (lSftl’i, s'Dul irly bound, Purimuwsrt Photograph ot Major E. 15.
U a. &;8 posi-fr^ -

Voi. VII (ISVt), Him'larly bound. I*eni.a:.ent Photograph of Dr. A Degrind,
Secr» t..ry ot the French Philatelic Society.

Vol. YlFI. rotutnencts with the frehrnary number. Subscription, at home
a: -I for countries in CDs.1* A of tb'- Postal L uk-n. 3 8.

To Antigua, Argentine Kenublic, li .̂iuraas, liarhadoeu, Bermuda, Bolivia. Brazil, British 
Tloridut.i4. British ouianp Ct.Ui, Con* lir *a, t ira^ao Dominic*.. 1'uiaUr-r, JalVav.d Ial.s, 
Gambia. Gold Coast, Grenada, ^uaci-jaai.. J unmoa, f.iigos-, Liberia, Maiuitmti, AJexico, 
Mortscrrat. Y;tt*u, NVyis, JJham '.ua, Pai;tu*j°. j’eiu, Plnni-piic D.ar.ds,I'ortoPico,Queen — 
laiui, I'otion o, St K i t t S ;  (v—m, H. Vincent, Buriitavi, Tobago, T.ir.idiici, Turk’s 
Jslurvus. Unite ! dtiVe* of • olutubt•«, U’rugu.iy. Veins? dt-la, 4 . po:

To Ceylon, ulmra, Jndn, Ju’ *ui, Laouar.. Singapore, 4/6. p«-stUVoe.
To Cape Colony. ID r - ‘lar. rsheds, Paraguay. New South Wales New :A*!.»nd, Hx, 

Helena, Isouth Aiistr Iis, 'la.'P.ui.i .. VLt - r i and Weal Australia, tj/*, b09t-tr*.n’

M u ‘ia i t y  L V fih 'ircd  Co' ••r.v ht red n.tr? b tu t' f r  r  J}*ndiny Fi-’s. 1. IT . i l l ,  .' V. V. V I .
Lind Vll,  pmtl-frec. 1/6 PtH’-h.

(L be i1i)5l;tgf tf  £ fb ra p jj Stam ps of © real ^Britain.
FREDERICK A FHILBRXCK. an^ WM. A. S. WEKTOBY.

C o M I i L f l )  AMD 1’ lI tLISHRD FOR THE PtUr.ATELD' SOCIETY, Lo.NDON,
W ith  u p w a rd s  o f  100  I I I a e r a t i o n s ,  11/* p o s t- tre e .

&« ■ft „J« on. HOW TO DETECT 
TTEifiCP'd; , FORGED STAMPS

BY TH E PEV . K. B, KARINE. >
V A I U A l i L f c  A M K P  TO T U I .  N o V l C F ,  A r .  *-!f. Ti l  f l OM -K CT CR , O n  T ) ( . V f K R

5€0 pay*t, ext-mivety T?iU4iratoii9 bound in Cloth, privt 7/6.
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. l'rico Sfcvcsf oHii.uKdiS *..»> Sixpemck.

We  shaf t  b e  g la d  to book O rders f o r  th is  Work.
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1

$  OTati lamu for Cclietinrs of 'postage Stands, 
£tanipcb ^miri^es, K'lrapprs, unb favSs.

B y  M a ,»o k  F u t .-.r d  IV B v a n s , l i  A .

The mot complete au« comprehensive Catalogue over published, inwards 
:>f 1500 iilusuatiom*, ;ti.d v.-;.u'ly-lOO p.-ore.-e "

The 16 Nos. and Illustrations '•cir.pkte, 10 ,6 .
TL. whole bound in cloth, posi-iri.e, 13 3

A l b u m s  fo t  ^ t ib a n c f t i  (E cr lk ctcv s
On the  nivst approve,.! principle. Knob page van be icadily r<?- 
uiovod .iri'l replaced, the -whole being bound. together by screws 
prwButg tlnoMgl: hr.l.s, put'O k-I h. th e  lujen-rnoimtod hinge, nu<l
secured by r.uri fl.d f-b o u n d  in -------------------------------------
green leather, w ith f'u h  n ,- ,. i

A Cartniljr Pape- V o w ;, lined wfeu Lirou. | A s 
B Liner. Hinp. |
0  Leaf *• O r r id p  Vapor, I I ,  by ii{  ' j
1 Ilf'les ioi liinuinp. i

' * >! I

Albums, oblong shaped, rev iOsbea-l.- or Envelopes l i x M
■i>rjhep, frtt, J with 60 jajjes of strong Cartridge i n v 17,'-.

t ■
Alburns, Oblong shaped, greatly i’uprovad, sunken  s t ’.w s ,  etc. 

etc., 11 inches, furnished with -A pages . j Whatman’s llcyul Hot- 
pressed Paper. Price 11/10, '
Covers and Screws com plete, v i h e u t  page;, 5 1

T h e  s b w e  a r <• f i t t e d  «*t. -: t h e  f t  
to  d t i i i t fa u r  o r  o x id  %e W '.m p t .  
c o ve rs  to  s u i t  pur*. Papers

\ e;‘ u n d  ■ rp*n * i»*  p a p e r , v h .o h  m o u o m l t t d  „ o t  
AIMI.31 (lit/ - n i  o f  p a p e r  m a y  I t  m o u n te d  to  J it Ihet-
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I AUK
1*M ILATEi. V t \  (.MHA . . . ]13

N o w i.i i r - ,  JIr.cov'ik.'es, Hpsw c»t - now* O lluaJraU i) 11*5

Tl<8 U>! u Ism -y o r  he P'l.tsn-a t,r V ai- U i *.men’s I and 126

T v p  Htamvs cp  l»*»: '  a r i d ., nioM “ I'.f. T i mi .h e - P ' j s j e " . 12S

Jv- bs and  Q ckri es  . . . . .  130

puUi<h'?<i by .pp.vnk'irmy, wilson, & a . ,

PaJicorston Road, Wood Green, London, N.

E N T E R E D   ̂T S T A T I O N E R S ’ HALL.

ALL R IG im  RESF-RVLO.

Price Foarpence. ] rPost-'Vee. j/6 per Auuum



The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
Mo. I. Sp*ir, and Colonies, prije 2 /-; or sent flat, 2/1, post-fiee.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Soccwl Mition). I'v Ca-
Luo L. I ' embkotox.

No. t. Crown »to, appropriately designed Cover, boiod in cloth riit, 
pe-t-tre-C, 5/6.

No. 2. Crown 8vo, on fiuo toned paper, hainlsomely bound, gilt e-lg*"-. 
<kc., post-free, 16,0, '

Tne Philatehcal Catalogue (P a r t 1 ) . Price l / i ,  post-live.

Do. do. (l-Alrn Kditi n , Price. i/7, pest-free.
(This work bus never been .oniplet.ed, owing to tin: cost."

The Phiiatelical Journal ,’ '•••!. r., 1*72). Po-t-fYee. io/c.
Do. do, ('Ten to Ajri). li-In). 'I lie h our 1 'arts, 1 C
Do. do. Tin Sixtee i Xumlm-s, hail'-l.t.uacl ir,

nmrnec i, I
"I hi-> is the most t-hibor iteiy got-*Jf> ,)o"ini] ipon the subject ever 

its.Mid It is profo-eC lilnstruiod witli coriwtly ■ oioer,.d (he-inmilfM ■ ■!' 
the .Stamps dt.-fenhe-d. When the- few remaining ' epics art sold, it imol 
become one of the rarest specimens of 'tamp literatim*.

.vingie Numbers of tire above (•:xc«-pt Jura- ry, 1872) tnuy he ha i 
6a. each. ’ ' '

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The first
W ork of tiic laid K. I- Ph;. ilR.tUnV) A te-v s|«-f;jr,i*.'ji8 .--ltil
r  iUii: !ll!:o lit 1 0

Ait Improved Perforation (range and MiUmetrc Scale.
£hf<‘.rvl at !$>■•/;,,,,.■)■< Hut!. >io jiliiiate]vt, .-finuM hi: witlrHC
one. P i ku fid.

This ha* Kvn inost cartful! *- ii<A up, ami it** uh-ointi -iccuriicv »an v 
lattiopLTulcd upon. The ilauirt: r» casmed p̂ ri£*>rat5t*ns*T Wain# halves, 
from 7 to IP , arui there ;tre scales of h a h *  -uul ccnLimi'tioaof sufii- : ni 
loi'^tb to incnsurc J'ont '..ard.-i and all usual I nwJopt.b.

Improved St..inp Mounts.
Made of the tLiiuii*sr paper precorabl , which is yet, unliko tissi i 

paper, snthriently at.iff to stand ■ ilnig upon, an 1 is guurcnt-ed t<- 
cont-tui nothing injurious to the cole nr of th : Rt-tuip1*. l’b(« mounts 
will save collnrtorx a g-ou di-fti of the tiresome snipping ot pi per, 
which in one of 'he drawbacks to thoir bobby. Tin y are cut to font 
fuzes: viz —

No. i. Far Rumps about the sin. of the M. English.
No. 2. For Oolong Stamp? about the size of Wester Amira ia 

Egypt, itc.
No. S. For larger f*tairp.s. such as Portugal, Liberia, &e
A. Gummed, -id. j r e 100 ; 21- per 1600, post-free.
B. Ungomi ed, 4d. per 100; 2/- per 1000, post-free.

Post. C a r d  Mounts. Cards to cut into CR mounts. lOd. per
dozen; 6,6 per 30o. T h is 's  the only satisl'm torv method of mounting 
Post Cards, and is new universally adopted by all UoLh-ctois.
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IK lollop in-  letter, headed “ I ’liilatcl v,” ami signed 
l< I'I lll-'ll I ' l i s l ap p ea red  ill 'I In'. 'I t/tlrs til Imhtt ol till1 
‘Jlilli d mic; Iasi.;

“ Vcm were good enough tn publish a paper of mine some 
months ago on the siilject of stamp c«>lli-ctin—, anil, from the 
numerous correspondents wIioml<trcssiril me directly ami indirectly 
after tin- pa per appeared, 1 liavc reason to believe that the 

of interest to many in India, and I, therefore, venture to again 
write fnrtlicr upon the subject. The leading magazine on stamp collecting 
is The I ’lahrielic Kn'ortl, and it is undoubtedly instructive, but in my 
opinion fosters the collecting of stamps with microscopic dillerciices one from 
the other to such an extent that, if it is carried to excess, no person of 
moderate means will he able to form anything approaching to a complete 
collection of stamps. Jl is true that the Ikm,--/ now recommends collectors 
led In aim at collecting the stamps of the I'inverse, hut to content them
selves with trying to obtain complete sets of (he stamps of mie or mure 
cognate Countries. This sriege>lioii appears to me In he cliihlish and nn- 
v.orlliy ot its author. The chief interest, of collecting stamps is to compare 
the issues "f the diUcrcnt countries of the world, and there would he no 
dillienlly in forming a collection of the current stamps of every country in 
the world if trilling distinctions were ignored. I should utterly ignore—

“ I. iS-rvice stamps; /.<■, stamps charged with the letters O.S., (). 
U.M.S., service, ollicial, Arc.

The gauge of perforations.
“ :i. The colour ni ipiality of paper on which envelope stamps arc printed.
“ I. \\ atcriuaiks. (These, of course, are most useful in determining 

genuine stamps.)
“ The date of the issue, when it is a microscopic difference, as in the

ll'-tivur stamps.
“ (i. The spelling of labels on Indian stamps employed by Native States. 

Kvcryone who has lived in India knows how casually natives spell their 
own names. Vet The Tkilo.lc/lc llecoM  distinguishes as different stamps 
those labelled .I bind, Jccnd, nr Jind. 1 have also seen some half anna 
I'uttiala stamps, which in error have been labelled Auttiala, ol lie red by 
I'biglish dealers for sate at five shillings each.
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following letter, headed “ Philately,” and signed 
11 Philatelist,” appeared in The Times of India  of tho 
26th June la s t:

“ You were good enough to publish a paper of mine some 
months ago on the subject of stamp collecting, and, from the 
numerous correspondents who addressed me directly and indirectly 
after the paper appeared, I have reason to believe that the 

subject is of interest to many in India, and I, therefore, venture to again 
write further upon the subject. The leading magazine on stamp collecting 
is The Philatelic Record, and it is undoubtedly instructive, but in my 
opinion fosters the collecting of stamps with microscopic differences one from 
the other to such an extent that, if it is carried to excess, no person of 
moderate means will be able to form anything approaching to a complete 
collection of stamps. I t  is true that the Record now recommends collectors 
not to aim a t collecting the stamps of the Universe, but to content them
selves with trying to obtain complete sets of the stamps of one or more 
cognate countries. This suggestion appears to me to be childish and un
worthy of its author. The cliief interest of collecting stamps is to compare 
the issues of the different countries of the world, and there would be no 
difficulty in forming a collection of the current stamps of every country in 
the world if trifling distinctions were ignored. I should utterly ignore—

“ 1. Service stam ps; i.e. stamps charged with the letters O.S., O.
H.M.S., service, official, &c.

“ 2. The gauge of perforations.
“ 3. The colour or quality of paper on which envelope stamps are printed.
“ 4. Watermarks. (These, of course, are most useful in determining 

genuine stamps.)
“ 5. The date of the issue, when it is a microscopic difference, as in the 

Bolivar stamps.
“ 6. The spelling of labels on Indian stamps employed by Native States. 

Everyone who has lived in India knows how casually natives spell their 
own names. Yet The Philatelic Record distinguishes as different stamps 
those labelled Jhind, Jeend, or Jind. I have also seen some half anna 
Puttiala stamps, which in error have been labelled Auttiala, offered by 
English dealers for sale at five shillings each.
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“ 7. Surcharges which alter the value of a stamp should only be reckoned 
once; i,e. whether the stamp is surcharged in red or black, horizontally or 
vertically, with the value in figures or in writing.

“ I tliink good advice to a beginner is to collect only used stamps. 
Many of the new stamps sold by dealers are only essays, and spaces are left 
in albums for many stamps never issued.

“ My advice also on the matter of albums is to have three large blank 
books of the very best paper. Before using them, have them labelled— 
Vol. I., Europe; II., Asia and Africa; III., America and Oceania. In 
these books put only postage and telegraph adhesives and envelope stamps. 
If you care to collect post cards, put them whole in another volume.

“ In a future article I will confine my remarks to the stamps themselves.”

On reading the above letter, our first thoughts were, that 
there was a mistake in the date, and that 1880 had been 
written for 1868, as wo had a lively recollection of this latter 
year, since it was that in which the great Pendragon controversy 
was at its height; but the handsome reference to the Record forbad 
this thought taking any positive form, as its existence was at that 
period “ an event in the womb of time.” Our second thoughts 
were, that the dodo was not actually extinct.

It is not our intention to argue with our Indian philatelic 
friend how far in our opinion he may be right or wrong, or to 
open again the Pendragon controversy, which was thoroughly 
threshed out in the pages of The Stam p Collector's Magazine in 
1868, as we th ink— to adopt the elegant phraseology of the 
present year— sufficient nails were then driven into its philatelic 
coffin by hands much stronger than our own. All that we desire 
to do is to say a few words in justification of ourselves, so far as 
relates to the charge of “ fostering the collection of stamps 
possessing such minute degrees of difference one from another 
as to render it impossible to form anything approaching to a 
complete collection.”

The whole question seems to us to turn upon the point as to 
what constitutes a complete collection. Prom what the writer of 
the letter says, we suppose his notion of completeness is confined 
to the “ current stamps of every country of the world,” and he 
considers that there would he no difficulty in forming such a 
collection if the trifling distinctions of gauge, of perforation, 
colour or quality of paper, watermarks, &c., were ignored. But 
though such a collection would in our opinion be deficient in most 
of the elements of completeness, we should welcome even such a 
collector, for we are confident that if  he got so far, he would want 
to go higher, and see what came before the current issues. He
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would not long be content to work downwards from 1886, but 
would be desirous also of working upwards. On the other hand, 
the more methodical collector begins with the normal type, and 
working downwards shows the steps through which it has passed, 
introducing such varieties as in his judgment aro worthy of being 
noted. W e have known some collectors who start with a particular 
issue as a kind of text, and paraphraso it with varieties; but 
whatever mode a collector chooses to adopt in arranging the 
varieties is but of little moment, provided that the arrangement is 
methodical.

The organ of acquisitiveness is at the root of all collecting, 
whether the object be coins, pictures, hric-a-brac, or stamps. We 
have amongst our readers those who possess this organ in various 
stages of development. It would be a mistake to alarm the 
beginner with bringing before his eyes the magnitude of the work 
before him, if he wishes to arrive at the formation of a collection 
possessing every variety. Our object is rather to note theso 
varieties, leaving the collector free to follow his own inclination 
as to what he will select and what he will discard; but if he 
wishes to collect seriously, he had better take whatever fish come 
into his net as he has the opportunity, or he may find subsequently 
that the stamp he allowed to pass through his hands has gone into 
the category, if not of the unattainablcs, yet into that of tho 
difficult ones.

The collection of official stamps, only varying from the ordinary 
stamps by some special mark, has no doubt been carried to an 
absurd extent in many cases. Twenty years ago tho stamps of 
Western Australia, perforated with a hole, were all catalogued. 
Series of the surcharged service stamps of South Australia aro 
only fit for an extraordinary collection, and the same may be said 
of many of the Indian stamps. Yet it is impossible to make a 
hard and fast rule for an ordinary collector as to the admission or 
non-admission of certain classes of surcharged stamps. No one 
ever has arrived, or can expect to arrive, at making a collection 
without finding that he is obliged to weed it at times— to alter, 
amend, and enlarge, and to change tho places of the specimens, 
which latter he can only readily do if he abstains from sticking 
them down, a barbarism which we thought was exploded, until 
we saw it recommended within the last few weeks as better 
evidencing the real use of the stamp.

91*
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— ♦ —
Afgha.Dist.an— The stamps of the actual issue are veritable 

chameleons. We have seen the 1 abasi in brown-red and chocolate- 
brown, the 2 abasi in lilac and rose-pink, and the 1 rupee in 
purple-brown and rose-pink, besides the 1 abasi, 2 abasi, and 
1 rupee in vermilion, which latter ought to have been chronicled 
a year ago. All are on thin white laid paper.

Adhesives. 1 abasi, brown-red, chocolate-brown, vermilion.
2 ,, lilac, rose-pink, vermilion.
1 rupee, purple-brown, rose-pink, vermilion.

Antioquia.— Der Philatelist chronicles the 1 centavo of 1875 
in black on white, unperforated.

Adhesive. 1 centavo, black on white ; type 1875.

A correspondent of the Timbre-Postc mentions that the 5 
centavos, bistre, of 1883 is found on bull paper, and that the 
10 centavos in lilac (Head of Liberty, 1882) exists on wove as 
well as on laid paper.

Adhesives. 5 centavos, bistre (type 1883) on buff,
10 ,, lilac (type 1882) on wove paper.

W e have received some values of a new design which, so far as 
the execution is concerned, are about on a par with the other 

stamps of this State. The principal feature, as 
will bo seen by the annexed engraving, is tho 
suppression of any reference to the United States 
of Colombia. The design shows the arms within 
an oval band, the lower part of which is in
scribed correos de antioquia. In the upper 
part is centavos, flanked on either side with 
the numerals of value in the spandrels. Under 
the arms, within the oval band, is tho value 

in full in minute letters. The stamps are lithographed in colour 
on coloured wove paper, and are not perforated.

Adhesives. 1 centavo, pale blue on pink.
24 „ black on yellow.
5 ,, blue on buff.

10 „ carmine on buff.
20 „ violet on buff.
50 „ brown-orange on buff

1 peso, yellow on bluish-green.
2 „ green on lilac.

Bhopal.—The half anna, black, on laid paper of the 1884 
type, as shown in the engraving, comes to hand perforated 7 
in lieu of 8, along with the same value in red, imperforate on
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wove paper. It seems therefore as if the two 
currently. Wo have already chronicled in our 
June number, on the authority of the Timbre- 
Poste, the appearance of the £ anna of the same 
type, in blue-green on laid paper, which we now 
receive on wove paper.

Adhesives.
I  anna, blue-green, imperforate on wove paper. 
i  ,, black, on laid paper, perforated 7.

were m use con-

Boer Republic.— The notice of the stamp which appears to 
emanate from this Republic in Zululand has brought the following 
letter from one of our readers, to whom we tender our thanks for 
the information.

Ho writes : “ Referring to the paragraph in the Record, received 
this morning, respecting the stamps of the Boer Republic, it may 
interest you to know that I last week received three of the stamps 
you chronicle from a friend in the Transvaal, who called them 
Zululand stamps. He also sent me the Id. value of the same 
issue, which is exactly similar to the 2d., except that it is dated 
9th Jan., 86.”

After this confirmation of what we stated in our last number, we 
think these stamps may fairly claim to be admitted. The specimen 
of the one penny forwarded by our correspondent is in violet on 
straw-colour, and is perforated 12.

W e also see from the German magazines of this month that 
other specimens have come to hand, as the III. Br. Zeitung 
chronicles a one penny, dated “ 24 M ay 86,” and a twopence, 
both of which are in violet on bluish paper; and Der Philatelist 
a one penny, in violet on straw-colour, and a twopence, in violet 
on bluish paper, dated “ 9 J an. 86 .”

Adhesives. One Penny, violet on straw-colour and on bluish paper.
Twopence, violet on bluish paper.

Bosnia.— A letter-card of 5 kreuzer has been issued, with a 
stamp of the current type of the adhesives. The card bears the 
inscription karten-brief, with pismo a kartom underneath, and 
the other inscriptions are in both German and Slavonian, The 
card is grey, the interior being white.

Letter Card. 5 kr., carmine on grey.
British BechuanalandL— The One Penny post card of the 

Cape of Good Hope, in 
red-brown, has been sur
charged in black, with 
BRITISH bechuanaland in 
two lines of block letters.
A similar surcharge has 
been applied to the regis
tration envelopes. Der 
Philatelist reports that it 

is applied to size K, and the Timbre-Poste to what we suppose is
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intended for size I ; but if so there is a typographical error in the 
dimensions.

Post Card, One Penny, red-brown on white, surcharged in black. 
Registered Envelope, Fourpenee, blue, surcharged in black.

British Guiana.— The provisional One Cent post card has 
now been replaced by the issue of a permanent one of similar 
size to the 3 cents. The words B r i t i s h  g u i a n a  in block type 
are separated by the device in a double-lined circle, and above this 
is i n l a n d  p o s t  c a r d  in Roman capitals, and below is t h e  a d d r e s s , 

&c. The stamp is of the current type, and the impression in slate- 
grey on light buff.

Post Card. 1 cent, slate-grey on light buff.
Burmah.— An odd-looking stamp, of a very suspicious appear

ance, is mentioned in the Timbre-Poste for the present month. 
W e annex an engraving, in which we are told that the engraver 

has drawn somewhat on his own imagination, so 
far as the peacock with tail displayed is concerned. 
M. Moens evidently regards it with doubt. Some 
stamp mag have been used, but it is not probable 
that any but Indian stamps are employed now 
since Rurmah was formally annexed to the Indian 
pundits have not discovered that any value is 

The impression is in colour, on white laid paper.
Empire. The 
indicated on it.

Value unknown, blue-grey.
Colombia (United States Of).— W e have seen a variety 

of the Cubierta of 50 centavos of 1870, as modified in 1880, by 
altering the date of 187... to 18 ..., which, though not new, does 
not appear to have been chronicled in our pages. It will be 
remembered that there were three varieties of the inscriptions. 
One in which Co l o m b i a  and c i n c u e n t a  were in white, and 
c e n t a v o s  in black letters, shaded with white • a second where 
c e n t a v o s  was in black; and a third where the whole of the 
inscriptions were in black. The specimens we have seen belong 
to the second of these varieties, and are printed on laid paper, 
watermarked with arms enclosed in a garter bearing a legend. 
The watermark is of large size, only partially shown on each 
specimen; and the legend is probably e s t a d o  s o b e r a n o  d e  
c u n d i n a h a r c a ,  as paper so watermarked appears to have been 
used for the purpose. The specimens are dated in 1883 and 1884.

Cubierta, 50 centavos, black on white ; type 1880 ; wink, estado, &c.
A new official Cubierla is chronicled by our contemporaries. 

The title e s t a d o s  u n i d o s  d e  Co l o m b i a  is on a straight tablet with 
buff-coloured diapered ground, at each end of which are ornamental 
designs, printed in brown-violet. Below the tablet is s e r v i c i o  

d e  c o r r e o s  n a c i o n a l e s  in a straight line, under which is 
c e r t i f i c a d o  o f i c i a l ,  with other inscriptions, all in black, except 
c e r t i f i c a d o  o f i c i a l ,  which is in brown-violet. The impression 
is on plain white wove paper.

Official Cubierta. No value, black, brown-violet, and buff.



Der Philatelist mentions that the 10 pesos, b last on rose, 
has been received, perforated 12.

Adhesive. 10 pesos, black on rose ; perforated 12.
Costa Rica.— W e read in  th e  Timbre-Poste th a t th e  stam ps of 

1, 2, 5, and 10 centavos arrive w ith  the  surcharge oficial in  tw o 
varieties of type, one m easuring 13 x 3 mm. an d  th e  o ther 
16 x 3 |  mm.

Adhesives.—1 centavo, green, 2 varieties, surcharged, o fi ci a l  i n  black
2 ,, carmine „ „
5 ,, slate ,, ,,

10 „ orange „ „
Cyprus.— The half piastre, green, doubly 

surcharged w ith  “ " in  black, comes to hand  
on 25 c a paper, w ith  th e  surcharge in  larger 
type th an  th a t on th e  1881 issue, w aterm arked 
w ith  2? c c .

Adhesive, ip ., green, watermark 25 C A ; 
surcharged “ i . ”

Dominica.— W e have now the permanent one halfpenny of 
the current type printed in green. As the new fourpenny is in 
blue-grey, these stamps by artiiicial light resemble ono another far 
too much in colour; and were it not that the value is in legible 
type on a white ground, they might easily be mistaken one for the 
other. W e should have thought that, with the Cyprus stamps 
before their eyes, where it is found necessary to surcharge the 
halfpenny value, the parties responsible for the colour would have 
learned wisdom, or that the manufacturer would have advised the 
adoption of another colour or another type for the fourpencc. The 
stamp is on 2? c a  paper, perforated 14.

Adhesive. £d., green.
Gambia.-—W e omitted to state in our notice of the recent 

issue of the 2£d., blue, and 3d., slate-grey, on g?  e a  paper, 
that the plates are of the same size as those previously used— viz., 
5 horizontal by 3 vertical rows— but the stamps are printed so as 
to show the watermarks sideways, which we suppose is done as 
a matter of convenience, the size of the panes of watermarks not 
corresponding with the size of the plates.

Gold. Coast.— The Timbre-Poste on the authority of a corres
pondent chronicles the halfpenny, olive-brown, and the one penny, 
blue, on 2? ca paper. Up to the present time this variety has 
not been catalogued, and its existence does not appear to have 
been known or to have passed unperceived, but there is no reason 
that such an issue should not have been made. The one penny, 
blue, was current from 1875 to 1884, when the colour was 
changed to pink; but in tho year 1883 there was a deficiency of 
stamps of this value, probably arising from half-stamps having 
been used in the preceding year to supply a deficiency of the 
stock of one halfpenny. In May, 1883, we consequently find
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the 4d., magenta, surcharged with “ Id .,” and half of a stamp of 
twopence doing duty for one penny. The halfpenny, olive-brown, 
was issued about the end of 1879 or the beginning of 1880, and the 
stock was evidently exhausted in 1883. It is more than probable 
that a fresh supply of these small values was ordered in 1883, and 
would naturally therefore be printed on £2 c a paper, which we 
believe was first used by Messrs. De La Eue and Co. in 1882, as 
no issue of stamps printed by that firm for the agents of the 
Crown Colonies is to be found on e  c a  paper prior to 1882. 
W e also further find that in March, 1882, we chronicled the 
provisional 5 cents of the Straits Settlements at the same time 
that we announced the appearance of the 5 cents and 10 cents of 
the permanent issue on SS c c  paper, while in May of that year 
we mentioned the appearance of the 4 cents on b  c a  paper. The 
date given by M. Moens in his Catalogue (p. 516) is not quite 
accurate, and there is evidently a printer’s error in the date, 
“ 1880,” preceding this issue. We come therefore to the con
clusion that this latter paper was employed by Messrs. De La 
Rue and Co. early in 1882, and not previously to that year.

W e shall probably bo met with the question, How then is it 
that in 1879 some of the stamps of Labuan were printed on paper 
watermarked with S3 c a 1 In the first place these stamps were 
not printed by Messrs. De La Rue and Co., and in the second 
place the paper is entirely different from that employed in 1882. 
Wo do not think that the paper used for tho Labuan stamps was 
ever employed for any other stamps, and it w ill be noticed that the 
crown is not close above the c a, so that as tho stamps are printed 
sideways on the watermark, one row has the crown upon them 
while the next has ga . W hy this paper should have been 
employed for the earliest printed we are unable to say, except to 
surmise that it was an experiment of a new watermark which was 
subsequently modified. W e simply record the fact.

Adhesives. id ., olive-brown ; watermark S3 ca .
Id., blue „  „

Great Britain.— The l£d. and Gd. have been surcharged in
black QOVT uiacK, PAR0EL8i

Adhesives, l id ., green, surcharged in black.
6d., purple „  „

The long-expected new issue of stamps has not yet taken place, 
and we hear that it is not likely to make its appearance before next 
year. Of course the blame of the delay is thrown upon the con
tractors ; but some of the values will be in two colours, and new 
machinery has been required. It seems to us to be absurd to 
preserve the present caricature of Her Majesty, which is to be 
changed on the coinage of the jubilee year. W hen a change was 
being made it would have been better to have chosen something 
that would not require change for many years to come. What a 
state of restlessness there has been in our stamps since 1880 !
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There are far too many cooks, and those of a very second rate 
order. No permanent good will ever be effected till the Govern
ment takes the matter into its own hands and appoints a 
responsible head.

Guatemala.—A new series of stamps has been issued for this 
state, of which we have as yet only seen the four smaller values. 
The stamp is of large size, 27 x 21£ mm., and the design consists 
of a scroll inscribed libertad, i s  ite s e t tm b r e ,  m i, above which is the 
Quezal, and olive branches running up the sides. The whole is 
enclosed in an oval band, inscribed union postal universal, 
intercepted at the lower part, about one-fourth of the distance from 
the foot, by an arched band inscribed Guatemala c.a. Under 
this is the numeral of value on a tablet with centavos on each 
side on a scroll-shaped band. In the right upper angle is a 
steamer at sea, and in the left a railway and train. The impression 
is in colour on white wove papor, and the perforation is 12.
Adhesives, 1 centavo, blue.

2 ,, brown.
5 ,, violet.

10 ,, vennil ion-red.
20 „ green.
25 „ orange.

Adhesives. 50 
75 

100 
150 
200

,, reseda.
,, rose.
,, chestnut-bm. 
,, blue.
,, orange-yellow.

Hongkong.— A correspondent from Hongkong informs us that 
the current post card of 3 cents was issued on the 28th March last, 
surcharged in black with one— cent in two lines.

Post Card. 1 cent on 3 cents, brown.
Hungary.— Following the example of Austria, letter cards of 

3 and 5 kreuzer have been issued of white paper, faced with 
yellow. The design of the stamp shows the arms on a shield, on 
a horizontally-lined ground, within a band of three-fourths of an 
upright oval, inscribed Magyar kir  posta. Under the shield is 
the numeral of value, within a circle, the whole being enclosed in 
an upright oval pearled framing. The letter card hears tho inscrip
tion Magyar kir  posta, under which is zart-levelezo-lap, There 
are also editions in Croatian and Italian, with corresponding 
alterations in the inscription.

Letter Cards. 3 kreuzer, green on yellow.
5 ,, red on yellow.

India.— We annex illustrations of the adhesive stamp of 
4 annas 6 pies, as also of 
the stamp on the regis
tration envelope, both of 
which were described in 
our June number.

Le Timbre-Poste men
tions the existence of a 
sheet of azure laid paper 
stamped with a 1 anna 

stamp in brown. Such a sheet was, we are convinced, never 
91**
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issued, and must only have been struck as an experiment. The 
£ anna sheets were issued in 1857 for a special purpose, being just 
under the weight of £ tola, the then postal unit of weight. When 
the unit was subsequently raised to £ tola they ceased to be used. 
There seems therefore to be no object which could be answered by 
a sheet stamped with 1 anna, unless it is of a 
very different size and weight to that of £ anna, 
and intended for a double letter.

Martinique. — Again we have a surcharge 
from another French colony, as shown in the 
engraving, the 20 centimes being surcharged over 
the numeral with “ 5,” and with Martinique in 
the upper part.

Adhesive. 5 c. on 20 c., brick-red on green, surcharged in black.

Mexico. — W e were tempted 
to follow others in an evil path, 
and to chronicle an official seal 
of the Chili Post Office. We 
have now only to go on sinning, 
and chronicle another belonging 
to the Mexican postal adminis
tration. The impression is in 
brown, on plain white paper, and 
the stamp is unperforated.

Adhesive. No value, brown ; imperforate.
N icaragu a .'—The colour of the 10 centavos has been somewhat 

modified. It is now in salmon instead of vermilion.
Adhesive. 10 centavos, salmon; perforated 12.

Norway.— According to the Deutsche Phil. Zeitung, the 
10 ore is now printed, like the Swedish 10 ore, with a post-horn 
in blue on the back, in place of a watermark in the paper.

Adhesive. 10 ore, carmine ; post-horn in blue on back.
Krogero.— The annexed engraving represents 

the type of the locals for this Norwegian sea
port, described in our June number.

Orange Free State. —  A correspondent 
writes us that he has the fiscal stamp of Eight 
Shillings, surcharged, in black, zes pence, the 
original value being effaced by two lines, which 
has been used postal ly.

Adhesive. 6 pence on 8sh., yellow ; surcharged in black.
Persia.— A correspondent, to whom we are indebted for some 

interesting information regarding the Persian stamps, has called 
our attention to a typographical error in our May number, where 
the horizontal surcharge on the 5 shahi, green, with green border 
(1882), is printed 5 on 6 shahi, instead of 6 on 5 shahi. He also
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forwards us a specimen of the 1 toman on 5 francs, red, along 
with another of the 50 c. in grey-black, perforated 13, which latter 
must be regarded as an essay, as it was prepared for use prior 
to the issue in black and orange, but was never issued. Further, 
in reference to our observation in February, that the surcharge 
“ Officiel” implied that the stamps were for international use, 
he states that the stamps so surcharged are available for internal 
postage, and that he believes that “ Oificiel ” only implies that the 
surcharge has been applied officially.

Adhesives. 50 centimes (1882), grey-black ; essay.
1 toman, surcharged in black on 5 f,, red.

Our correspondent further sends us five more reprints of 
the “ Lion, 1876,” in addition to those chronicled by us in 
May last; viz., the 1 and 2 shahi, both in black on white, 
unperforated; the 1 kran, carmine, and the 4 kran, yellow, both 
on white, and perforated 13£; and the 4 kran in dark blue on 
pink, unperforated— informing us at the same time that the whole 
of the values exist perforated and unperforated. He was told by 
the postmaster at Teheran that only a limited number of these 
reprints were made, not for the purpose of employing them in the 
service, but at the request and for the postal union.

Adhesives. 1 shahi, black ; imperf. and per/. 13\.
2 ,, ,, ,,
1 kran, carmine ,, ,,
4 „ yellow „ „
4 ,, blue on pink,, „

The 5 kran of the type (portrait of the Shah, shown in the 
annexed engraving) has been issued, perforated 
13. In chronicling the 5 shahi of the type, 
“ Lion couchant," in our April number for last 
year, we gave the colour as purple. M. Moens 
gave it as slate. Our correspondent sends us 
specimens in both these colours, and also in pale 
blue. The impression is in colour, on white wove 
paper.

Adhesives. 5 shahi, slate, pale-blue; perf. 13.
5 kran, mauve ; perf. 13.

When in our number for March last we 
chronicled a series of unpaid letter stamps of 
the French type, we were not aware that these 
stamps had come direct from Paris. We learn 
from our correspondent that the Postmaster at 
Teheran repudiates the stamps altogether, and 
states that he has never even suggested the use 
of them, nor has any intention of doing so. If  
this is so, the abus de conjiance charged against the engraver or the 
printer by the Timbre-Paste is not vis-d-vis the Persian Post-office, 
but vis-a-vis collectors, and we trust that the fraud evidently con
cocted in Paris will be exposed.



PuttiaUa.— A correspondent has sent us two specimens of the 
envelope of one anna, brown, surcharged puttialla state in 
black, in two lines of block letters, in one of which the first 
letter of the second line is under the space between the u and t, 
and in the other it is under the second t. The surcharge appears 
as if made by a hand stamp of two lines, and the type of the 
second line has been differently disposed in the two cases. He 
has also sent us specimens of the \  anna post card, red-brown on 
buff, in one of which the two lines of the surcharge are less than 
a millimetre apart, while in the other they are at double the 
distance, and the block type is lees heavy.

Queensland.— A correspondent informs us that he has seen the 
one penny, three-quarter face portrait of the issue watermarked 
with a fine-pointed star, in gold-yellow, resembling some of the 
shades of the registration stamp.

Adhesive. 1 penny, gold-yellow ; watermark fine-pointed, star.

Russian Locals.—Outer.— We learn from 
the Tim bre-Pod  that on the 1st November last 
this district in the government of Tschernigow 
issued for the first time a stamp, of which the 
annexed engraving sufficiently shows the design. 
The impression is in colour on plain white 
paper.

Adhesive. 3 kop., reddish-brown ; perforated 12

Straits Settlements. — According to Der Philatelist,, the 
5 cents, brown-violet, is surcharged in black “ 3 — Vents” in two 
lines. We suppose it to be on c c  paper.

A d h e s i v e .  3 cents on 5 cents, brown-violet.

Surujei Ujou'j.— A correspondent sends us a specimen of the 
2 cents, pink, on EJ c a paper, surcharged in black, with sukgei 
ujong  in Roman capitals of 2 mm. in two lines of 1U£ and 
8£ mm. long. The varieties of type in the surcharges for the Malay 
protected States grow so numerous as to become a nuisance to 
collectors, who can feel but little satisfaction in bringing together 
so many specimens of printers’ fancies.

Adhesive. 2 cents, surcharged in two lines 10J and 8  ̂ mm.

Perak.— We have still to chronicle other surcharges of the 
2 cents, pink. First, we have pf.rak in Roman capitals of 
2 f mm. and 8 mm. long, with “ 1 Cent ” at a distance of 4 mm. 
below, the original value not being effaced. Secondly, one cent 
in block type of 3 mm., measuring 17 mm., with perak  close 
under it in similar type 10 mm. long, followed by a full stop. This 
latter is applied vertically, and the original value is not effaced. 
The surcharge in both cases is in black.

1 cent on 2 cents, pink, in Roman and Italic.
,, ,, ,, in block letters vertically.
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Tolima.— We are informed that the colours of tho 2 c. and 
2£ c. of the 1884 issue have been altered.

Adhesives. 2 centavos, blue.
2 | ,, brick-red.

Turkey.— The III. Br. Zeitung states that the colour of the 
underprinting of the 10 paras is modified, and that the stamp is 
perforated 13£.

Adhesive, 10 paras, green on greenish-blue ; perforated 13\.

United States.—The colour of the 5 cents adhesive (portrait 
of Garfield) appears to have been somewhat modified. Tho last 
that wo have received are in brown-black.

A d h e s i v e .  5 cents, b r o w n - b la c k ,

Victoria.— We have received the new wrappers of a halfpenny 
and one penny, the approaching advent of which was mentioned 
in our June number. The impression is on plain white wove 
paper, and the wrappers measure 283 x 108 mm. A thick line, 
with an interior thin one of tho same colour as the impression, 
runs down each side, and the wrappers are roulettcd down the 
sides to facilitate separation. The stamp on the halfpenny is a 
transverse rectangular oblong with the head of the Queen in a 
circle in the centre, on a horizontally lined ground. The value 
in full, H alfpenny , is on a straight tablet below the head, and 
on each side is “ in an upright tablet, forming a kind of 
column, the capital on tho left being inscribed stamp, and that to 
the right duty. On an arched tablet above is victoria. The 
design reflects great credit on the colony, and is quite refreshing 
after the surfeit wo have had of the recent monotonous pro
ductions of Messrs. Do La Rue and Co.

The design of the one penny shows the Queen’s head on a 
groundwork of horizontal lines, in an upright rectangular oblong, 
with arched top. Above is victoria on a straight tablet, and one 
penny  on an arched tablet below ; while on small horizontal tablets, 
in a line with tho base of tho bust, the words stamp duty are 
inserted. All the inscriptions, both on the stamps of a halfpenny 
and of one penny arc in coloured letters on white ground.

iyrappers. J  penny, lilac-groy.
1 „  green.
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THE 1853 ISSUE OF THE STAMPS OF VAN DIEMEN’SLAND.
B y  A .  F . B A S S E T  H U L L , H obart.

We have received the following from Mr. Basset H u ll:
“ I have read with the deepest interest Mr. Tapling’s article on ‘ The Four- 

pence of the First Issue of Tasmania,’ and now beg to add a few notes and 
data on these 1803 stamps, which may be of some interest to collectors.

“ I have experienced great difficulty in obtaining any official information 
on the subject. However, I submit several items, the chief of which con
firm Mr. Tapling’s conclusion as to the existence of two plates of the 
Fourpence. “ I am. &c . ,  “ A. F. Basset H ull.”

T he first public notice that adhesive stamps were obtainable appears in the 
Hobart Town Gazette (the official organ) of Tuesday, ‘27th September, 1853, 
as follows:

“ General P ost Office, 6th September, 1S53.
“ Notice is hereby given, that the new Post Office Act of 1853 will come 

into operation on the First day of November next. That on and from that 
date all Letters and Packets (Newspapers alone excepted) posted a t any of 
the Post Offices of this Colony must be prepaid by means of adhesive stamps.

“ That the stamps will be sold at Ilobart Town, in large or small quantities 
as may be required, at the General Post Office, Messrs. Walch and Sons, 
Elizabeth Street, and Messrs. Huxtable and Co., Murray S treet; at 
Launceston Post Office, and the most respectable booksellers in Launceston; 
and at the various Po3t Offices throughout the Island.”

On Tuesday, 25th October, 1853, regulations for the guidance of the Post 
Office Department, under Act of Council 17 Viet. No. 6, were published in 
the Gazette. The only item having reference to stamps was the following;

“ P rice of Stamps.—The stamps will be of the following rates; viz.: 
“ Penny Stamps.—Id. each. | Fourpenny Stam ps—4d. each.”

In the Post Office Letter-book appears a letter which states that a clerk 
was engaged exclusively in superintending and checking the striking-off of 
stamps a t the printers. An eye-witness describes the process as being a 
somewhat arduous one; for the printer kept a lemonade-bottle full of rum 
at his side, to which he had recourse at frequent intervals. Possibly, how
ever, this was to drown his remorse at having perpetuated so many villainous 
caricatures of our gracious Queen.

The engraving and printing account of .Messrs. H. and C. Best, dated 
30th September, 1853, contains the following items;

“ To Engraving Plate of Id. Stamps, 24 Heads at 30s. . .£36 0 0 
Do. do. 4d. do. do. . £36 0 0 ”

And after a number of other items, relative to the engraving of date-stamps, 
&c., appears the following en try :

“ To Re-engraving Plate of 4d. Stamp, 24 Heads a t 25s. . £30 0 0 ”
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No less than 11,100 sheets (260,400 stamps) were printed from the 4d. 
plate before the re-engraving became necessary. No doubt the wearing of 
the plate was the immediate cause of the necessity for providing a new one. 
I t  will be noticed that the word re-engraved is used in the account, thus 
putting aside the idea that Plate II. was a re-touch of Plate I.

Mr. Tapling gave the more roughly-engraved plate of the 4d. the second 
place. I am, however, convinced that it was the first, and adduce the fol
lowing evidence in support of my conclusion.

1st. The defaced plate—the only one now in the possession of the Postal 
Department, and from which the reprints were struck off—is the finely- 
engraved one.

2nd. The only dated specimen I have is from the finer plate, and is dated 
August, 1855, two years after the date of the printing account.

3rd, Impressions from Plate I. show signs of wearing which do not appear 
on impressions from II. Also, the letters c.w.c. appear distinctly on the 
base of the Queen's neck on all stamps of the Id. plate (of which only one 
was engraved), and on all stamps of the rougher 4d. plate, but only in a few 
instances on the finer one.

The Id. stamp was printed in sheets of twenty-four stamps, in four rows 
of six. Size of the entire sheet, 5 x 3;( inches, including inscription at foot; 
the space between each stamp slightly exceeds of an inch. The words 
“ Printed by II. & C. Best” appear in lower left corner, projecting beyond 
the first, and extending to the leaver left angle of the second stamp in the 
fourth row. “ C. W. Coard Sc. appears in the lower right corner. The 
paper was soft yellowish-white and white wove, varying in thickness. The 
colour varies from pale blue to blue, and the later impressions seem very 
much worn.

The 4d. stamp was printed from two plates, both in sheets of twenty-four 
stamps, in four rows of six. Size of the entire sheet slightly exceeds x 3.? 
inches; space between each stamp rather more than -,A<f of an inch. The 
chief points of difference between the two plates of the 4d. are as follows:

P late I.—Colour, yellow, dull yellow, orange, and bright orange. Letters 
o.w.c. distinctly visible on base of Queen’s neck. Band bearing legend com
paratively narrow; letters short and closely set together. Loop ornaments 
within outer double octagonal line small, from eighty to eighty-four in number. 
At foot the words “ Printed by II. & C. Best” shorter than in Plate II., smaller 
and clear of stamp immediately above; B of “ Best” to the left of angle at 
right of base of stamp above. “ C, W. Coard Sc.” smaller, shorter, and 
more to the right than II. General appearance meaner than II. Many 
impressions show wearing of plate.

P late I I .—Colour, orange, bright orange, orange-red, and dull orange- 
red. Base of Queen's neck in most instances merely shaded, letters o.w.o. 
appearing thereon in only a fewr instances. Band bearing legend more open; 
letters generally well shaped, larger and more spaced than I, Loop orna
ments larger, numbering not more than eighty. “ Printed by II. & C. Best ” 
large, and almost touching stamp immediately above; B of “ Best ” directly 
under right angle of base of stamp above. “ C, W. Coard Sc.” larger and 
clearer. General appearance cleaner-cut and more finely-engraved than I.

The 4d. is printed on soft yellowish-white and white wove paper, varying 
in thickness, from both plates. Plate I. also appears on vergt paper, in an 
orange shade.

I have seen several specimens, both of Id. and 4d., with a small triangular 
piece punched out of the stamp, evidently done before the stamps were 
used; but no explanation can be given as to whether this has any special 
significance or not.
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TH E STAM PS OF DON CARLOS,
A F r e e  T ranslation  from  t h e  "  T im br e-Poste.”

We know under what circumstances the CarILst stamps were created. Don 
Carlos, on the watch for the slightest opportunity of seizing on the throne of 
Spain, had in 1873 fomented troubles in the North of Spain, at a time when 
the government of that country, but loosely seated, found itself confronted 
with all kinds of internal difficulties. The Pretender having seen his enter
prise crowned with some successes sufficiently important, failed not to present 
himself in the midst of his partisans so soon as he felt assured that he could 
do so without his royal person incurring the least danger.

I t  was necessary that he should have intercourse with the exterior. The 
correspondence was therefore despatched to France by special messengers, 
and the letters were franked by postage stamps of the French Republic, 
but surcharged, however, with a fleur-de-lis, as repre- „
sented in the annexed engraving, and which was subse- /&
quently used as an effacing mark. The object of using '* ** 
this device was to show the origin of the letters. As there '

nothing, these stamps only remained in use during the
period that was absolutely required for establishing a system of posts and
stamps.

We arc told that collectors were probably mistaken in not collecting these 
French stamps, which had somewhat of a peculiar interest, inasmuch as they 
were in reality the first Carlist stamps; and we are of the same opinion ; but 
collectors very likely had no more knowledge than ourselves of this mode of 
franking, and consequently neglected to collect these stamps, which were 
unknown to them equally as to ourselves. However it may be, there is, 
according to the information received from a correspondent who was some
what mixed up with the Carlist affairs, a whole series of French stamps 
bearing this surcharge and the French effacing m ark; viz. :

The first of these stamps is the head (not laureated) of Napoleon III ., in 
use in 1873, and, we are assured, is a stamp of the greatest rarity.

This state of things was only provisional. The Cure Santa Cruz—the 
famous Cur6 Santa Cruz—having been charged with the work of organizing 
the post, devised a service in the northern provinces of Spain, which com

was no profit in making use of French stamps, and the 
despatch by special messengers probably brought in

Type 1862. 5 centimes, green.
Type 1872. 1 „ bronze-green.

2 „ red-brown.
5 „ green.

15 „ bistre.
25 „ blue.
40 „ orange.
80 „ carmine.
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menced its operations on the 1st January, 1874. The head office of the 
genera! direction of the post was established a t Bayonne, and the Count of 
C. B. was appointed the director. There were a t first four secondary direc
tions at Elizondo, Vergara, Durango, and Alava.

The modus operandi of this system may be gathered from a circular 
emanating from the Royal Council of Regency of the Government of 
Navarre, dated Elizondo, the 15th December, 1873, the provisions of which 
may be summarised as follows: In presence of the urgent necessity of 
establishing in a workable form a postal service throughout the royal 
territory, and, on the other hand, in obedience to the orders of His Majesty 
the King (by the grace of God), ever occupied with the well-being of his 
people, and lastly, in pursuance of agreements made with the deputations 
from the three Biscayan provinces, a postal service has been organized 
throughout the Biscayan-Navarre country, and approved by the said Royal 
Council. On and after the 1st January there is opened for official as well as 
private correspondence, to be sent in the Biscayan-Navarre country, as well 
as beyond, two principal lines of couriers, one starting from Estella and 
finishing a t Urdax, and the other a t Valcarlos. (Then follow regulations for 
the reception and distribution of the correspondence in the towns and 
villages served by those lines.) The regulations for the postage are as 
follows : The franking of the correspondence by means of postage stamps 
bearing the effigy of the monarch is obligatory. Anyone sending a letter 
not franked will expose the addressee on its receipt to pay double postage. 
Each stamp at present is worth one copper real, and is to be purchased a t 
the offices of the administration, as also at the secondary offices, and at all 
the royal offices. The administrations, wherever letters are received, must 
obliterate the stamps in a proper manner. One stamp must be affixed to 
letters not weighing more than 15 grammes addressed to any part of the 
kingdom or of the three provinces, and two stamps when they are for the 
exterior. A stamp must also be added for fractions above the said limits. 
The letters for abroad must be in two envelopes. The first, or outer one, 
must bear the stamps before mentioned, and must be addressed—

A l encargado de la correspondencia 
llayona.

and the second envelope, the interior one, must bear the address of the party 
for whom it is destined. The amount of the postage must be sent in the 
external envelope, in unused separate stamps, in the proportion of one stamp 
for every ten grammes, or the equivalent in French postage stamps.

This circular, signed by the President and members of the Council, was 
followed by a list of the various administrations of the post, and of the places 
served by the general lines from Estella to Urdax and Valcarlos, and the 
special line from Estella to Los-Arcos.

The first Carlist stamps made their appearance some time before the 
definitive organization of the post. M. Moens gives the date of issue as 
1st July, 1873; but some months previously there had been rumours of 
postage stamps being manufactured for the Carlists, and in The Philatelist 
for March, 1873, there is a notice of a report of one in which nothing is 
wanting save the perforation, for the paper is watermarked with fleur-de-lis, 
&c., and was probably the unofficial and officious production of some enter
prising Bayonne stationer.

(To be amtinued.)
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#otea anti tflucncs.
F. B. W.—With respect to the 10 centavos Bolognesi of Peru, we, in 

common with a contemporary, and in the absence of any information re
ceived along with the stamp, supposed the portrait might have been intended 
for General Caceres; and it was not till two or three weeks after that we 
found the name below was that of the individual whom the engraver pur
ported to portray—a wise proceeding, possibly, on his part, but one which is 
unique so far as postage stamps are concerned. Our information was to the 
effect that the individual was a distinguished general, and we consequently 
described him as General Bolognesi. I t  is now, we think, rather late in the 
day, and possibly not very important, to make him into “ Colonel.” None 
the less are we obliged to you for sending us more definite information, and 
that this latter was his true rank in the army. There appear to be many 
distinguished men in the South American republics, whose fame and whose 
claims to greatness would scarcely pass the limits of the state if not immor
talised on postage stamps—monumentum acre pcrennius. I t  was from lack 
of the engraver of the die for the Argentine envelopes not being so wise as 
the engraver of the Gran and Bologncsi stamps, that we were not better 
acquainted from the first with the individuals so bewitchingly portrayed on 
the envelopes of 8, 16, and 24 centavos of 1878. I t  was first said that these 
were Rivadavia, General Belgrano, and General San Martino, a trio who 
first figured together on the adhesives of 1864. A correspondent of the 
Timbre-Postc subsequently stated that they were a fresh set of great men 
altogether, and were Bon Feliciano Chiclana, Bon Marcos Avallancda, and 
Bon Ilipolito Vieytes—all worthy men, no doubt; and if they are living 
celebrities, we hope they are satisfied with the mode in which the artist per
formed his task. At the present time we are waiting for information as to 
the individual who figures on the new Costa Rica envelopes described by us 
last month, and who doubtless is another great man whom his country 
delights to honour, though at present unknown to us.

P ost Ca k d s .— VVe adopt this mode of replying to communications we have 
received with reference to some general observations we made on post cards 
in our number for last month.

In the first place we are indebted to Mr. Earee for a correction of a 
mistake we made in saving that Us. 6d. would purchase seven dozen internal 
German post cards, whereas, even at the Post Office rate of exchange, that 
sum would really only purchase six dozen. The inapplicability of our example 
—and we might readily have found one which was unimpeachable—does not 
affect our argument. Post cards are supposed to he taxed a t half single 
letter rates, except when the division involves fractions. In Germany 200 
single inland letters, or 100 Postal Union Class A letters arc taxed at 20 
marks, while a similar number of post cards costs 10 marks. In England 
240 inland letters cost £1, and a similar number of had post cards 11s. sd.; 
while ninety-six Postal Union Class A letters are sent for .£1, and a similar 
number of good post cards costs Ss. The innovation of charging the customer 
with the cost of production is not, in our view, an improvement on the 
original invention, as it means the transfer of £00,000 a year from the 
pocket of the post card public to the coffers of the Post Office. The tax 
was first imposed to satisfy a small, restless body of the community who 
thought their craft was in danger. They got what they asked for, and now 
have rather more than they probably like.

Next, we have received a letter from Mr. Fred. G. C. Lundy, which we 
think it due to that gentleman to publish in  extenso.

“ S i r ,— Having read your leading article, in the July number of the 
R e c o r d , concerning post cards, permit me to make a few remarks about the 
origin of those in England, which, however, is only known to a few, but 
which now deserves recognition.
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“ So far, Austria has the credit of being the first country to adopt the 
system, which I now beg to repudiate by furnishing the following proofs and 
history.

“ My father, who was for many years a large manufacturer, having an 
immense amount of letters to open daily, issued a card to his customers, 
called ‘ Returned Packet Advice/so far back as 1863, to save the trouble of 
opening letters which were simply advices of having returned empty packages 
to his factory.

“ In the beginning of 1870 these cards were shown to R. A. Macfie, Esq., 
then m.p . for Leith, who, with others, a t my father’s request, brought tne 
idea before the Postmaster-General, which scheme was announced by Lord 
Hartington in the House of Commons, on the 27th May, 1870, as then 
intended to be adopted.

“ For proofs of my statement, I enclose Mr. Macfie’s letter to my father, 
congratulating him on the success of his agitation of the subject. I also 
refer you to tiie daily papers of the 28th May, 1870, containing the statement.

“ I further enclose one of the cards to show any of your friends or sub
scribers who may not have seen them. The following is a description: 
Ordinary white card, 5 A x 3 ^  inches. In the right top corner a lined space 
reserved for the Id. stamp; whilst in the left corner at the foot is the fol
lowing inscription : ‘ Tills card requires no envelope.’

“ Trusting that you will find space in the August number of your valuable 
paper to publish these facts,

“ I am, &c., F ised. Geo. C. Lundy.”
The fetter enclosed with the above, addressed to Mr. Lundy’s father by 

Mr. Macfie, congratulates him on his success as an agitator, and adds that 
the subject was first brought under his notice by Mr. Lundy, “ and its 
merits at once seen, so that he gladly formed one of the members who urged 
it on the Postmaster-General.”

The Bill authorising the use of a halfpenny stamp for post cards was 
passed in the session of 1870.

We confess that we do not see that the use of a card doing duty for a 
letter with a. penny  stamp has much in common with the invention of post 
cards. Wc gather, however, that Mr. Lundy associated himself with others 
to bring the question of a card with a halfpenny stamp before the govern
ment. Whether the fact of a card with a half single rate, having been 
introduced into Austria in 18GJ), and adopted by half a dozen other States 
in the spring of 1870, had not something to do with the determination of 
the English Post-otiice to follow suit, as announced by Lord Hartington on 
tfie 27tfi May, 1870, we are not able to say. All honour to the inventor, 
whoever he may really be, for the benefit he has conferred on the public, 
from the Queen’s late Prime Minister down to her meanest subject.

F. II. N o u m e a .—We regret that we are unable to give you any informa
tion as to the vagaries in the perforations of the New South Wales stamps, 
which were frequently altered between 10 and 13, putting out of the question 
those perforated 14 in England. Catalogues do not ordinarily give compound 
perforations, but only the gauge of the longer side. The perforation in use 
of late is 10; as therefore you find the current stamps 11 by 12, and 12 by 11, 
it is more than probable that there are several machines in use simul
taneously.

G. L.—The 3d. Fiji of the 1871 type, on laid  paper, has always been re
garded as a species of misfire. I t  belongs to the <aid paper issue of 1877, 
where the 3d., green, was surcharged with V.R., and also with “ Twopence.” 
The stamp in question was due to an accidental escape from both sur
charges ; at least, it has always been considered to be so.

R eprints op P ortuguese Stamps.—To say that there is a considerable 
amount of laxity on the part of those who are responsible for the manu
facture and sale of postage stamps a t Lisbon is to express ourselves very 
feebly; but a large quantity of postage stamps for the colonies are disposed 
of there before they even reach the colonies for which they are intended,
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and this, as lately in the case of the Macao stamps and post cards, frequently 
causes suspicions as to their actual issue. Stamp dealers seem to be extra
ordinarily accommodated at Lisbon, and to get anything they want. For 
some reason or other, best known to the authorities at Lisbon, we hear that 
another reprint has been made of the Donna Maria stamps of 1853, and 
that those of Don Pedro of 1855, 1856, and 1857, of Don Luis of 1862, and 
the 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, and 80 reis of 1866 and 1868 have also been reprinted.

What has been done for the mother country has also been done for the Azores 
and Madeira. Our readers will recollect that the first issue for the Azores was 
made on the 1st June, 1868, and consisted of the 5,10, 20,50,80, and 100 reis 
of the then current Don Luis type, surcharged in black with A {ores, the stamps 
being issued imperforate. An issue of the same stamps was subsequently 
made in 1868, perforated 12J, to which was then added th e 25 reis in rose; in 
1870 the 100 reis in pale lilac, and the 200 reis in violet were also added, and 
in 1873 the 120, blue. The surcharge was in black on all the stamps, with 
the exception of the 5 reis perforated, which was in carmine. In 1875 the 
surcharge was slightly modified, the 0  was wider and the S more open in 
the new type. In the present reprint of the unperforated series, the 25 reis, 
rose, has been added, which was never issued unperforated; and upon the 
whole of the unperforated and perforated series, the surcharge of 1875, and 
not that of 1868, has been applied.

The reprints have a newer appearance than the originals, the paper and 
gum being w hiter; and there Is some difference in the shades, especially in 
the 20, 25, 50, and 100 reis, in whieli the colours arc not so bright and clear 
as id the originals. ■

As regards the Madeira stamps, a similar reprint has been made, and the 
surcharge of 1876 applied instead of that of 1868.

F orgeries of Azores and Madeira Stamps.—Mr. Cheveley writes ms 
that he lately received a large parcel of Azores and Madeira stamps from 
another dealer, who himself appears to have been victimised. The sur
charges on the whole, on examination, proved to be false, and to have 
been affixed in water-colour on ordinary Portuguese stamps. Among 
the lot was a Madeira 25 rose, imperforate, and an Azores with inverted 
surcharge, so that the fabricators were desirous of being agreeable to all 
classes of amateurs.

F orgeries and I mitations.—Mr. Campbell calls our attention to the 
following impositions :

1. The large number of Roumelian stamps surcharged with “ Lion,” all 
forgeries, with which the stamp market is a t present flooded. We have 
already given our readers some hints to beware of these.

2. A small dealer, who appears to have been formerly employed in some 
chemical works in Paris, is now turning his knowledge so acquired to 
account by doctoring the 1 franc, carmine, of 1848, so as to make it into 
orangc-vennilion. The process seems to abstract tiie size from the paper, 
for if the doctored stamp is wetted, it absorbs the water like blotting 
paper. Verb. sap.

D r. M iohaelsen.—We regret we are Dot able to publish your letter 
regarding the Tolima stamps alleged to have been stolen. Wc only denounce 
vendors of spurious articles, and must leave the Tolima authorities, whom 
tiie question alone concerns, to settle matters with the thief. If it were not 
impertinent on our part, we should advise them to take better care of their 
stamps for the future.

Rev. R. E aree, Berlin.—We regret that a pressure on our pages, most 
unusual at this time of the year, when even postage stamps ordinarily take 
holiday, prevents us from inserting your communication on “ Postal Matters 
in Berlin.” It shall appear in our next.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmerston Bond. Wood Green, London, H .
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. Price S /e , post-fre?; . , .. .  : , ■ ' ' V; ,
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1 3 2 NOTES AND QUERIES.

and this, as lately in the ca.sc of the .Macao stamps and post cards, frequently 
causes suspicions as to their actual issue. .Stamp dealers seem to lie extra
ordinarily accommodated at Lisbon, and to get anythin'; 111ey want. Fur 
some reason or other, best known to the authorities at Lisbon, we hear that 
another reprint has been made of the Lonna Maria stamps of ISG3, and 
that those of ifon pedm of 1S55, hGO, and 1SG7, of Lon Luis of 1-S02, and 
the G, 10, 20, 2d, 00, and mi reis of iMit; and W;s have also been reprinted.

\ \  hat has been done forthe mother country has also been done for the Azores 
and Madeira. Our readers will recollect that the first issue for the Azores w.-e 
made on the 1st June, Wl^and consisted of the 5, 10, -2ii, GO. Mi. and lot) reis 
of the then current Lon Luis type, siircharred in l.iack with Ay. nils, the stamps 
being i-suud imperforate. An issue of the same stamps was >ubse<|Uentlv 
made in I Mis, perforated I2f, to which was then added the 2d reis in lose; iii 
I s7l) tin’ 100 reis in pale lilac, and the 200 reis in violet were also added, and 
in W 3 the 120, blue. The surebarwas  in Mack on all the stamps, with 
tin; exception of the d re is perforated, which was in carmine. In IMG the 
surcharge wa.s slightly modified, the (.) was wider and the S more open in 
the new type. In the present reprint of tin; imperforated series, the 2d reis, 
rose, has been added, which was never issued imperforated; and upon the 
whole of the imperforated and perforated series, the surcharge of IS7d, and 
not that of 1m;s, has been applied.

The reprints have a newer appearance than the originals, the paper and 
gnm being whiter : and there is some difference in the similes, especially in 
the 2u. 2d, do, and 10!* reiy in which the colours are not so bright and clear 
as in the originals. ■ "

As regards the Madeira .stamps, a similar reprint has been made, and the 
surcharge of IMG applied instead of that of lMis. '

h’ o i i u K i ' . i r . s  o ] -  A / . o k e s  a \ i > M a o c i k a  S t a m p s , — Mr. Chcvelcy writes ns 
that he lately r e c e i v e d  a large parcel of Azores and .Madeira stamps from 
another dealer, who himself appears to have been victimised. ’The sur
charges on the whole, on examination, proved to he false, ami to have 
been affixed in water-colour on ordinary Portuguese stamps. Among 
the lot was a .Madeira 2d rose, imperforate, and an Azores with inverted 
surcharge, so that the fabricators were desirous of being agreeable to all 
classes of amateurs. '

FuuuimiKs AM. Imitations.—Mr. Campbell calls our attention to the 
following impositions ;

1. ’I lie large number of K. a u i u-1 iaii stamps surcharged with “ Lion,'’ all 
forgeries, with which the stamp market is at pre-ant flooded. We have 
already given oiir readers some hints to beware of these.

2. A small dealer, who appears to have been formerly employed in some 
chemical works in Paris. j> now turning his knowledge so acquired to 
account by doctoring the I franc, carmine, of |v |s , », as t.. make it into 
o i a n g e - v e r i i i i l i o j i .  The process seems to abstract the size from the paper, 
for if the doctored stamp is wetted, it absorbs the water like b l o t t i n g  
paper. I Sfj/.

l)it._ M iniAKi.SKX.—\Ye regret we are not able to publish your letter 
regarding the 1 '..lima stamps alleged to have been stolen. \\ e only den..unce 
vendors of spurious articles, and must leave the Tolima authorities, whom 
the Question alone concerns, to settle matters with the thief. Jf it were not 
impertinent .m mir part, we should advise them to take belter care of their 
stamps for the future.

Rev. R. K a u C e ,  Berlin.—We regret that a pressure on uur pages, m o s t  
unusual at this time of the year, when even p o s t a g e  stamps ordinarily t a k e  

holiday, prevents us from inserting your communication on Postal Matters 
in Berlin.” It shall appear in our next.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co , Palmerston Road. Wood Green, London, N.
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V oi. I V .  (1 3 8 2 ,l fliru il;.rly  h o u n d  p r  'fu se ly  i lh H tn i to d .  P o r n n n e n t  P h o to ,
uf ihe Intf Vjct. ft. do V; :tiu Prio* 5  £>. ;

Vo!. V. 'IS< 3), similarly hound, prHu.-idy illustrat'd PholuKi if'h ot W.
A. S. sVKsioby. 5 ‘d  post free.

V ol. V I .  1884; M in ila r lv  b o u n d , f V n u i n - n t  V h '- to g ro p h  o f  M  ijo r  E . Fh
Evftt,^ H.A.. 6 .0  po^w rur.

Y r \  V I I, f i&So), s im ila r ly  h o u n d . P t t rm u ru n t  1‘h o U d jrap h  o f  L r ,  A  L tig ra n d , 
P^creta-y of the French P h ilu tthc  Sm ltdy.

V oi, V U J  c o n m - .n  *ts v i t h  i h r  Fol ^ .ia ry  n u m b e r .  S 'lh sc rU 'ta v i , afc bo rn e  
and for ah  countries iu  Cl--** A of the I '-v t-i Vti;on, 3  6  
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M ont-errat, K atol, N’evis Xicarugna, P .u n rin , i ’» ru. Philippine tfcbmds, X*ur‘o Kicu, (iu^ns* 
land, £*.. D o tiiin c ', Hi, JC;t*.V, St. n ti 'h t, v i. V ,n cn;, ^unnua:. rcli«go, 'Lri’udad, 1 urh’s 
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A CATALOGUE OF POST CARDS.
By E. A. FRY

Price Srvar.' SutoL iso* ano S i m >bxcx.

We  s 1 al l  hf  g.'ad to bool: O rders f o r  th is  Work.

21 (L’ati.'ogiif for 6 al(cctor& of |p«?sf<-icfc jstomps, 
Stamp'':; iTubdCpd;,, w tnppns, anb <£arbs.

i ’y .'iajiik Etw. Ann P. Evans, u ..\

The vjcsl complete and comps-eht naive Catalogue cvw  pnlm slied, upw,,j,D 
of |o()(> IPUSllHi u!.S, uu ) aetlliv 100 pat;..3.

The iri N /b. uni llltisuaiKii •■finplcT '. ’.0 8.
The ve noli; bound ;n doth, post-free, 1.1 G.

^ U h n n u . for ^ b b a n re b  (Collectors
Ov Die .t[i|)MA'td jv. ii.inj.itf. Ea. )i ta n  Lc readily r -
iii-tv\'t air! iojilaci'd, tiir m iio]r being hum id together by sciew.c 
passing lluougli punched in Iho Ium n-m onntcd hinge, and
secured by nuts, TI.iU’-lj. uiul i n ---- - ---------------------------------- --
green R ather, with bU Raves. I | 1

I *A Cartridft Paper Mount, lib-d *rith minto. * - |B 
B Linen Hii'pe.
r, J>%f of C'.rtndi t. 1 hper, 1 11 by '
1 /or IVi juiff 0

T !

A lb u m s , oblong- s h a p e d ,  h>r Post-caros or EnvelojMA-*,
incl-ea, with SO nagee of strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-

A lb u m s , ob lonS ' s h a p e d ,  g r is tly  nnjim vcd, stinker Serov's, etc.
ate , k 1 1 luelma, ini uLhi.d with 60 pa..*- of hates an's Royal Hot- 
pressed Paper. Price 11 ,'10. •
Covers and Scr wa complete, without pages, 5/-. '

77i< nhome nr f i t jr d  v t l I ,  th» f m e t t  o n d  n,,.*l erp.-/, ,,V. p a p e r  w h k h  <» u uaran t*  r d  , m  
fa  rfiMn/uur nr s i ' ln c  S ia m a * . A lm o st a n y  k in d  c j  p a p e r  m a y  b e ’m n n n ted  tr> fit the*- 
eov t r s  to  «vt* p u r c h t ts ir s . •*
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and Colonies, price 2/- ; or sent flat, 2/t, post-free.

The Stamp Collector’s Handbook (Second Edition). By the 
late E. L. P emberton.

No. i. Crown 8vo, appropriately designed Cover, bound in cl etc p i:, 
jjoet-free, 0/C.

No. 2. Crown 8vo, on fine toned paper, handsomely bound, gilt edge. 
Ac., post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelical Catalogue (Part i.). Price l/l, post-free.
Do. do. (Extra Edition '. Price 1/7, post-fre

flh is  work has never been completed, owing to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal 1V 0I. I . 1872). Post-free, 1 (>/*>.
Do. do. (Jan, to April. 1875). Tin; Four Parts, ! ,'G
Do. do. T 'he -Sixteen X inn hers, half-bound i:i

morocco, 1 2/t>
This is the most elaborately got-up Journal upon the subject eve. 

issued. It is pn 'usely Illustrated with correctly ■ oruired fac-siuh' •* o: 
t ic  Stamps described When the few remaining copies are sold, it im. I 
become one of'the rare.-t specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be huu 
6J. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them. (The firo 
Work of ’no latu E L. Pemberton.) A few specimens still 
remaining at 10.

Aii Improved Perforation Gauge and Milimetre Scale.
-  IJittrr:d at Siatiow-r-i JJuU. No p 'lila te list should be v ithour 

. uni'.. Price Sid.
This has been most carefully got up, and its absolute aeourorv may 

be depended upon. The Oaugo measures perforations, rifling by halves, 
from 7 to 16; and there arc scales of inches and centimetres of sufficim*. 
length to measure Post Cords and all usual sized Envelop s.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Made of the thinnest papa procurable, which is yet, unlike tissue 

paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing "pon, and is guaranteed V 
contain nothing injurious to the colour of the Stumps. These mounts 
will «a\o collators a guod deal of the ' irefome snipping of pap*: 
which is one of the drawbacks to their hubby. Tb'>y art cut to to .• 
sizes; viz.—

No 1. For Starnpr about the sizo of the Id. English 
* No, 2. For folong Stamps about the size of Western Australia 
Egypt, &n.

No. 3. For larger Stumps, such as Portugal, Liberia, &c.
A. Gummed, 4d. per 100; 2.*— per 1000, post-free.
Ib Ungummed, 4d. per 100; 2/- per 1000, post-free.

Post Card Mounts. Cards to cut into 08 mounts. lOd. per
dozen 6/6 per 100. This is the only satisfactory method of moum.ng 
Poet Cards, and is now universally adopted by all Collectors.
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is tl 10 fashion of tho present day, consequent on the 
more in tim ate  relations existing between the  people and 
its representatives, for m em bers of the Legislature to 
pelt the  m inisters with questions in the Houses of 
I’aiLam ent, and we have seen th a t the I ’ostmaster- 

f  (ienm al has lately been subjected tu th is ordeal on several
points connected w ith the 1 'ost-oliice. One was as to the trans
mission by telegraph of an order for money. This was m et by an 
objection th a t tin; ollico to  w hich 11 io order was addressed m ight 
not be in funds to meet the dem and. W hy not therefore re.^lricl 
it a t 1 irst to a certain .sum, and coniine it to those ollices which pay 
l ’ostal .Notes'? A nother question was the permission to use unclosed 
envelopes for the transm ission of printed m atter passing under the 
Look P ost rule, as is done in the U nited Stales, and in some other 
countries. This, we hike it, was w hat was intended : b u t the question 
was put in both Houses, and in the House of Lords in such a way 
th a t neither the questioner or the questioned seemed to understand 
w hat was meant. W e th in k  th a t th is  is an uncalled-for change; 
for it implies a great additional am ount of labour on the part of 
the  officials, -without suliicicnt compensation to the p u b lic ; and a 
lung residence where the system  was allowed failed to prove to us 
its general u tility . A reform of the  Hook 1’ost is, however, sadly 
n e e d e d ; and it  would be an immenso boon to the trading 
com m unity if  the initial charge of a halfpenny for tw o ounces 
was reduced to a farthing for half an ounce. W hen  the Look 
Host was reorganized, in HSfm, the rate was made one penny lor 
four ounces; in 1876 this was altered to  a halfpenny for two 
ounces, a t w hich it still rem ains; and though a le tter is now 
charged three halfpence lur the lirst tw o ounces, yet the increm ent 
after th a t is th e  same as iu th e  Look Lost. A  circular under half
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sT is the fashion of tho present day, consequent on the 
more intimate relations existing between the people and 
its representatives, for members of the Legislature to 
pelt the ministers with questions in the Houses of 
Parliament, and we have seen that tho Postmaster- 
General has lately been subjected to this ordeal on several 

points connected with the Post-office. One was as to the trans
mission by telegraph of an order for money. This was met by an 
objection that the office to which the order was addressed might 
not be in funds to meet the demand. W hy not therefore restrict 
it at first to a certain sum, and confine it to those offices which pay 
Postal Notes 1 Another question was the permission to use unclosed 
envelopes for the transmission of printed matter passing under the 
Book Post rate, as is done in the United States, and in some other 
countries. This, we take it, was what was intended; but the question 
was put in both Houses, and in the House of Lords in such a way 
that neither the questioner or the questioned seemed to understand 
what was meant. We think that this is an uncalled-for change; 
for it implies a great additional amount of labour on the part of 
the officials, without sufficient compensation to the public; and a 
long residence where the system was allowed failed to prove to us 
its general utility. A reform of the Book Post is, however, sadly 
needed; and it would be an immense boon to the trading 
community if tho initial charge of a halfpenny for two ounces 
was reduced to a farthing for half an ounce. When the Book 
Post was reorganized, in 1855, the rate was made one penny for 
four ounces; in 1870 this was altered to a halfpenny for two 
ounces, at which it still remains; and though a letter is now 
charged three halfpence for the first two ounces, yet the increment 
after that is the same as in the Book Post. A  circular under half
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an ounce travels all over France and Algeria for a farthing, and it 
is difficult to see why the same should not he the case in England. 
W e earnestly recommend the question to the representatives of 
our great seats of industry. The change, it is true, would involve 
the necessity of an Act of Parliament; hut that is nothing if the 
question were taken in hand by those who would prosecute it with 
determination, as there is no valid reason against its adoption, and 
there is every sound reason in its favour as regards the benefits 
it would confer on the public.

Angola.— The remainder of the values of the new issue, of 
jru w u u u u w w v i which wo only enumerated the three smaller 
3 S> in our May number, are now issued, and

consist of the following:
Adhesives. 25 reis, violet.

40
50

100
200
300

brown.
blue.
retl-brown.
lilac.
orange.

Boer Republic.— W e annex an engraving 
showing the design of the stamps that have 
come to hand emanating from this republic, 
the limits of which we should be glad to 
learn from such of our readers as have rela
tions with that part of Africa.

Bulgaria.— There has been a new issue of 
the one stotinka, slate, of 1885. The lower 
inscription is altered, and the colour is now 
a dull violet. The paper and perforation 
remain the same as before.

Adhesive, 1 stotinka, dull violet, with altered inscription.

35
N I E U W E  

R E P U B U E K

1 1

2-1 MAY 86
Z U I O  AFRIKA

&

Burmah.—Referring to the stamp of which we gave an en
graving last month, a correspondent lately returned from Burmah 
sends us a rubbing of the % rupee Burmese coin, which hears on the 
obverse a peacock with tail displayed similar to that shown in the 
engraving, with value on the reverse. He states that he has never 
heard in Burmah of a stamp employed for postage purposes, and 
that if the stamp in question really exists, it has most probably 
been cut out of a sheet of paper stamped for legal purposes.
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Chamba.— Another of the Punjab States has thrown in its 
lot with the others that employ tho Indian stamps surcharged 
specially for the State. Our list of the various values i3 at present 
imperfect, and we only chronicle what we have seen. The sur
charge is chamda state in two lines of block letters.

Adhesives. £ anna, green ; watermark “ Star.”
1 ,, purple-brown ,,
2 „ French blue ,,
4 ,, olive-green ,,

Service, j  anna, green ,, .
1 ,, purple-brown ,,
4 „ olive-green ,,

We have also seen the envelope of £ anna, green, size 118 x 66 
mm., similarly surcharged in black, with a “ sun ” in green under 
the stamp. The post card of i  anna is also similarly surcharged, 
the “sun” being in the colour of the impression. We may remark 
that the black surcharges on the envelope and post card are not in 
the same type as that on the adhesives, being not so heavy.

Envelope. 4 anna, green, with “ sun” in green.
Post Card. |  anna, red-brown „  red-brown.

Costa Rica.— W e annex
illustrations of the stamps on

§£* the envelopes described at
fn . mb page 102. The portrait is | K J m w

most probablv that of the
Presioentj Don Bernardo
Soto, elected last year.

Dominica.— We have received the Postal Union Card of a 
penny halfpenny of the new type, in chocolate- 
brown on bufF. We must correct an error which 
occurred in our Juno number as to the colour of 
the corresponding reply card being red-hroicn, as 
it is chocolate-brown. The single card of one 
penny of tho same type has also come to hand.

Post Cards. 1 penny, carmine on buff.
,, chocolate-brown on buff.

Faridkot.— A correspondent informed us a few weeks since 
that a series of Indian stamps surcharged for this State after the 
fashion of its neighbours Puttialla, &c., was in preparation. We 
now receive the entire series of eight adhesives surcharged in 
black f a r id k o t  s t a t e  in two lines, and the government appears to 
have been more than commonly bountiful in the supply of service 
stamps, as the whole eight values are to hand with tho additional 
surcharge of SERVICE. The whole are watermarked with “ star,” 
except the 6 annas, which is watermarked with “ elephant’s head.” 
W ith regard to this latter stamp we have seen one in which the 
last e in “ Service ” is wanting.

92*
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Adhesives. \  anna, green ; wink, “ star.”
1 ,, purple-brown ,,
2 ,, French blue ,,
3 „ orange „
4 ,, ol ire-green ,,
6 ,, olive-yellow ; wink, “ elephant’s head.”
8 ,, purple; wmk. “ star.”
1 rupee, slate-grey „

We refrain from enumerating the values in the “ service” series, 
as they are identical.

France.—Two stamps have been sent to us which, though they 
are not postage stamps, yet are somewhat akin thereto. They 
represent five minutes’ talk. Within a double-line frame, measur
ing 67 x 31 £ mm., is to the right a telegraph stamp of the current 
type, while on the other part of the label in six lines is “ Ministere 
des Postes et de3 Tdldgraphes”— “ T eleph o n es” —“ Bulletin de 
Conversation ”— “ de 5 minutes ”— “ A partir des cabincs tele- 
phonifjues— ouvertes au public.” The impression is in colour on a 
coloured ground, on which ministere des postes et des tElE- 
giiaphes in white block letters is constantly repeated. The 
perforation is 12£. There are two values, one of 25 c. in blue on buff, 
and the other of 50 c. in pink on very light pink. Both bear the 
same inscriptions, and we wait for information as to the reason of 
one being double the value of the other.

Telephone Slumps. 25 cents, blue on light buff.
60 ,, pink on light pink.

French Colonies. Cochin-China.— In our June number we 
gave an illustration of the 25 c. as surcharged 
with “ 5 ” only. The annexed engraving shows 
it with the additional surcharge of c. cn.

Adhesive. 5 and c. cii, on 25 c., ochre on yellow'.

New Caledonia. — The following decree ap- 
appeared in the Journal OJiciel of the 7th July 
la s t:

L e G ouverneur de la N ouvelle-CalEdonie et dEpendances, 
C hevalier de la LEgion-d’honneur,

Vu l’approvisionnement considerable des timbres-poste de diverses eoupures, 
dont l’emploi est usucl aujourd'hui, par suite d'une t a e  unique pour tous les 
pays compris daus la convention de l’Union postale univcrselle ;

Vu rinsudisance d'approvisionnement dcs timbres de 0 fr. 05 cent.;
Vu la necessite de ne porter aucuno eutrave ti l’expcdition des correspon- 

dunces;
Sur la proposition du Directeur de l’lnterieur,

D e c i d e  :
Art. 1". Jusqu’a la reception des timbres-poste do 0 f. 05 c., il sera delivre 

au public, au prix de 0 f. 05 c., des timbres de 1 fr. Ces timbres porteront, 
frappee h l’encre noire, la vignette ci-dessous :

N.C.E.
5 c.

A rt 2. Une Commission composee du Tresoricr-l’aycur ct du Chef du 3e 
Bureau de la Direction de rintcriour ou de lours dblegues, sera chargee de 
suivre l’operation de transformation des tiinbres-poste.
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Cette Commission dressera proces-verbal de ses operations, pour la regular- 

isation dans les ecritures du Tresorier-Payeur, de la transformation ci-dessus 
prescrite.

Art. 3. La transformotion des timbres aura lieu au fur et a mesure des 
besoins du public.

Art. 4. Le Directeur de l’lnterieur est charge do 1’exceution de la presente 
decision qui sera inseree au Journal et au Bulletin officiels do la colonie.

Noumea, le 29 juin 1886.
NOUET.

The commission in pursuance of the above decree has sur
charged a first batch of 30,000 in sheets of fifties, and with due 
regard to the idiosyncracies of collectors, the printer has introduced 
a considerable number of topsy-turvies. Our correspondent, to 
whom we are indebted for the above information, sent us, under 
date of July 17th, a block of ten specimens, on four of which the 
surcharge is upside down, besides specimens from sheets made up 
by pasting stamps together.

Adhesives. 5 c, on 1 fr,, bronze-green on yellow.
,, ,, „  surcharge inverted.

G erm any (B erlin ).— According to the English newspapers 
there have for some time past been great complaints, not only 
of the delay in delivering letters in Berlin, but of the cost of their 
transmission from one part of the city to another; and it was 
announced that to remedy these grievances two companies had 
been started, if not with the actual, yet with the tacit consent 
of the postal authorities. These two companies commenced 
their operations in June last, and have issued stamps, cards, 
and letter sheets, which we purposed describing, when we were 
favoured by Mr. Earee with a monograph on “ Postal matters 
in Berlin,” the publication of which we were compelled to defer 
till the present number of the Record. In this our readers will 
find a full chroniclo of the various stamps, &c., issued by these 
companies up to the commencement of August last, and wo need 
not therefore chronicle them here.

The Timbre-Poste mentions the existence of a third enterprise 
of a similar kind, which commenced operations on August 18th 
last, and has issued adhesive stamps in three values and a card. 
The adhesive stamp shows an envelope in the centre, on which 
is the figure of value; above is lloyd ; and underneath Deutsche 
privat post on a scroll. The impression is on plain white wove 
paper, and the stamps are perforated 1 1 The card has a stamp 
of similar design in the right upper corner, and bears the inscription 
lloyd kaute— an— derlin— treppen  ; and to the left, reading 
upwards from the bottom, absender— wohnuno.

Adhesives. 2 pfennig, pink.
3 „ green.

10 ,, yellow-brown.
Card. 2 ,, pink on pale green.

Lcipsic.— A similar enterprise seems to have been started in 
this town, but appears to limit its operations to the transmission of 
parcels.



G ibraltar.— We learn from the report of the Postmaster- 
General that the post-office of Gibraltar was transferred from 
imperial to local control on the 1st January last, which explains 
the reason for the provisional issue. The permanent issue is 
expected to come to hand in a few days.

Grenada.— We have received from Messrs. Whitfield, King, 
and Co. the following single post cards, of similar 
type to the reply cards already described :

Inland Post Card. J penny, green on thin buff.
Postal Union Cards. 1 penny, carmine on thicker buff.

l i  pence,chocolate-brown on buff.

Registration envelopes have also been furnished 
by Messrs. McCorquodale and Co., with inscrip

tions similar to those on the registration 
envelopes of the United Kingdom, hut 
printed in red, the stamp of twopence being 
in blue. The design of this stamp shows the 
Queen’s head on a solid circular ground of 
colour within a band, inscribed Gr e n a d a  
r e g i s t r a t i o n  above, and t w o p e n c e  in the 
lower part; and beyond this is another 
band of solid colour, on which is a white 
single-lined octagon frame with ornaments 

in each side. A single-lined octagon is also inscribed within the 
circular disc, on which the Queen’s head is embossed. We have 
only seen size F, but no doubt other sizes exist.

Registration Envelope. 2 pence, inscriptions in red, stamp in blue.
A series of wrappers, all on whitey-brown paper, has also 

been supplied.
IPrappcrs, t  penny, green. I l j  pence, brown.

1 ,, carmine. j 2 ,, dark-blue.
Guatemala.— The annexed engraving shows the design of the 

new issue as described last month, and from the Timbrc-Poste wo
learn the mode in which it has been brought ___________
about. The first document quoted is a contract > 
between M. Herrara, Secretary of State and of 5 
the Public Works, and a certain Mr. Charles |
Parker, describing himself as a civil enginoer, j 
dated February 11th last, setting forth: (1) j 
That the Government, through its consul at j 
New York, will cause two millions of stamps { 
to be made, of the values and to the separate > 
amounts, there set out, by the American Bank 
Note Company, or some other firm of equal importance. (2) The 
stamps are to be manufactured according to the instructions which 
will be given to the consul, each value being of a different colour.
(3) The stamps are to arrive at latest on the last day of June.
(4) Parker agrees to pay tho cost of all the stamps indicated, as
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also tho cost of carriage, exchange, insurance, &c., giving satis
factory security to that effect. (5) By way of compensation, the 
Government will hand over to Parker the stock of the stamps 
issued in 1881, as well as the stamps of the Northern Railway 
that have been habilitado, so soon as they have become of no 
legal value, by reason of the issue of the new series.

Then follows what we suppose is an extract from a Guatemala 
newspaper, stating that tho two millions of stamps had duly 
arrived; v iz .:

100,000 of 0'25 cents, orange.
,, olive.

250.000 of 0 01
150.000 of 0-02
500.000 of 0 ‘05
300.000 of 0-10
200.000 of 0-20

cents, light blue 
,, brown.
,, violet.

100.000 of 0'50
100.000 of 0-75
100.000 of 1-00

,, rose.
,, dark brown.
,, dark blue.

lake.
green. 100,000 of 1-50

100,000 of 2‘00 cents, yellow.
W e have then the following observations from the same Guate

mala source:
“ It must be admitted that Mr. Parker has shown great taste in 

the choice of the colours—a thing not so easy as appears at first 
sight, when it concerns the selection of eleven differing colours, 
especially as it was required that all the tints should be clear.

“ As regards the engraving, we see with satisfaction that our 
friend Mr. Parker has omitted nothing, in order that the engraving 
may be what it is—of the first ordor. The steamer, the locomotive, 
the quezal—-everything, in fact, is work perfectly executed.

“ The allegory appears to us to be in the best taste, as, to 
our view, it represents the progress of the country j and at the 
special instance of the engineer, Mr. Parker, we announce that the 
idea of this allegory is exclusively due to Doctor Emilio de Leon, 
the Director-General of the Post Office.

“ The circulation of these stamps will commenco on July 
1st next.”

Then comes a notice from the Post Office, dated June 19th last, 
“ that any persons who have in their possession any stamps of 
the issue of 1881 can exchange them for stamps of the now issue 
from the 1st to the 10th of July.”

W e have given the above account nearly in full, because we 
think our readers ought to be made acquainted with this bit 
of engineering on the part of Mr. Parker, and the puff direct 
emanating from Guatemala. For our own part we do not think 
that the work is at all up to the general standard of excellence of 
the American Bank Note Company ; but it has sufficed to 
put Mr. Parkor in possession of the whole of the old stock, which 
he will now have to press upon collectors through the dealers. 
Guatemalas of 1881 will therefore be most probably like Guatemala 
Stock—considerably below par.

Several typographical errors have been discovered in the surcharges 
on the late provisional issue besides those mentioned in our number 
for April la st; but as further discoveries will probably bo made, we 
defer giving any list of such blunders till the deluge has arrived.
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Holland—A new edition of the card of 5 cents has been made, 
with an alteration in the inscription, which now reads as follows:
BRIEFKAART (CARTE POSTALE)---ALGEMEENE POST-VEREENIGING (UNION
POSTALE UNIVER8ELLE) — ZEGDEVOOR HET ADRES BESTEMD (Cot£ 
RESERVE A l’aDRES8e).

Post Card. 5 cents, blue on pale blue.

Hungary.— The annexed engraving represents the stamp on 
the Letter-cards described in our last number.

Madagascar.— We are indebted to Messrs. 
Whitfield, King, and Co. for sending us a specimen 
of the i  oz. letter label of sixpence of the same 
type as that described in our May number, printed 
in red-violet with a line in vermilion crossing it 
diagonally, and with the Vice-Consulate stamp of 

Antananarivo in dark green.
Letter Label. 6 pence, red-violet, Joz.

At the same time they also send us two labels, but of similar 
size, of a new type, gummed at the left upper corner as in the 
former type. Within an ornamented rectangular frame of about 
4 mm. wide, measuring externally 67 x 44J- mm., is a large 
numeral 19 mm. high, the impression being in pink on white wove 
paper. Over the numeral is impressed the stamp of the Vice
Consulate of Antananarivo in black. Above this is postage in 
ornamental capitals, and the value in full in block letters below; 
both printed in black on white wove paper.

Postage Labels. One Penny, pink and black.
Twopence ,,

Mexico.— There seems to be a restlessness about the Mexican 
stamps, for we have now another issue, which came into existence 
about the 1st July last. The new design resembles the former ono 
except that the rectangular frame is suppressed, and in place of the 
head in the centre is a large figure of value on a solid ground of 
colour, and the inscription below, Mexico oficina, &c., follows 
the curve of the upright oval. The impression is on plain white 
paper, and the perforation 12£. There is an improvement in this 
over the last issue, as the perforation in most of the specimens is 
clean cut. The peso values we have not seen, and only give them 
on the authority of our contemporaries, who derive their informa
tion from an American philatelic publication.

Adhesives.
1 centavo, green. 12 centavos, puce.
2 ,, vermilion-red. 20 „ „
3 ,, puce. 25 ,, ,,
 ̂ ii it 50 ,,

5 „ full French blue. 1 peso, carmine on buff.
6 ,, puce. 9* M >»

10 „ „ 5•' n tt
io „  „
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The Timbre-Poste chronicles two envelopes with stamps of the 
same type on white laid paper.

Envelopes. 5 centavos, French blue.
10 ,, puce.

Further, an envelope of 5 centavos, having on the left a stamp 
of 15 centavos of Wells, Fargo, and Co., in green, with an 
inscription in violet underneath.
Envelope. 5 + 15 centavos, French blue and green, with violet inscription.

New Zealand.— Wo have a reply card of 1 +  1 penny, 
125 x 78^ mm., hinged at the top, and rouletted in the line of 
separation. The impression is on the first and fourth sides, and 
the design is within an ornamental frame. In the right upper 
angle is a stamp of one penny of the 1874 type, and to the left of 
this is post card, the words being separated by a caricature of the 
royal arms, in which the lion and unicorn are not supporters, but 
are having a game of play, in which the unicorn seems to be 
reversing the order of things, and to be chasing the lion, who 
does not appear to appreciate the frolicsomeness of the unicorn. 
Below this is new Zealand, followed on the first half of the card 
by with reply  card, and underneath are the usual instructions, 
t iie  address, &c. On the reply portion the words with reply 
card are simply left out, and underneath the instructions the 
words reply card are introduced. The impression is in brown-red 
on light buff.

Post Card. 1+1 penny, brown-red, on light buff.

Norway. Drammen.— In the month of May last a correspon
dent forwarded us a description of a label of the 4 sk., in black on 
white, purporting to be one of the 18G8-G9 issue, of which there 
were known only the 1 skilling in yellow, and the 2 skillings in 
rose, with counterfoils rouletted in black, as also between the 
counterfoil and the other portion of the label. We doubted 
whether it was a genuine stamp or not, especially as the border 
differed from that on the 1 and 2 sk. The border on the latter is 
in  ornamental type with a jagged edge, while in the 4 skilling it 
consists of two thin lines with an ornament at each anglo. Our 
correspondent who sent us the information has now furnished us 
with specimens, and such full proof of its authenticity, that we 
can do nothing but accept it fully as genuine. It is not furnished 
with a counterfoil like the other two, but is rouletted in black. 
W e do not know how many varieties there are, but can answer for
two. Adhesive. 4 sk,, black on white, rouletted.

Russian Locals. Arzamass.— The 5 kop. of the type with the 
numerals in the angles in circles now comes to hand in lilac.

Adhesive. 5 kop,, lilac, on white wove paper.

Griazowdz.— The type of 1884 has been somewhat modified, as 
will be seen by the annexed engraving. The Timbre-Poste states
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that there are 6 varieties in a horizontal line, and that the present 
stamp was issued in January last.

Adhesive. 4 kop., violet, on white wove paper.

Outsysolsk.—The exterior frame of the 2 kop. 
type, 1884, has been altered, being now a series 
of small halls. Like the 1884 issue there are 
9 varieties in three rows of three, and the

O
ff0TC3B| 5

»JQ UABu I b
O
3 ♦ . - 1 &

first nine are printed upside down with 
relation to the next nine. The impression 
is in black on green paper, varying 
to blue green.

Adhesive. 2 kop., black on green, varying to 
blue green.

Schadrinsk.—We have another modification of the 3 kop. The 
width of the stamp is reduced by J mm., the band is made 
narrower and more circular, and the lettering 
is smaller. I t is perforated 13, and is printed 
in red-lilac.

Adhesive. 3 kop.,, red-lilac, on white wove paper, 
perf. 13.

Starobydsk.—The horse which, in the former 
designs of the stamp for this rural district, 
appeared as if confined in a loose box, has out
grown its walls, and been let out for a gallop.
Tho im pression is on coloured wovo paper, and the  stam ps are 
perforated 111,. Adhesives. 3 kop., violet on white

3 „ black on grey, for unpaid letters.
South. Australia.—Mr. Castle has sent us a specimen of the 

2d., orange, 1869, watermarked with a “ star,” and surcharged c. L.; 
perforated 11£, but up one side it is rouletted, and a specimen of 
the same stamp, 1870, watermarked 2? S A, also perforated 11£, 
and surcharged c. t. He also sends two specimens of tho 4 pence, 
violet, 1871, watermarked “ V and Crown,” one of which is sur
charged c. l., and the other c. s. We do not think that these 
stamps have been chronicled as existing surcharged for service.

2 pence, orange, wmk. “star,” perforated 11$, surcharged for service.
2 ,, wink. u Crown S  A ” ,, ,,
4 pence, violet, wink. “Vand Crown” ,, ,,

Straits Settlements. Perak.—The 4 cents, ochre-brown, of 
1883 has been surcharged in black vertically with 
2 cents—perak, as shown in the engraving. 

Adhesive. 2 cents on 4 cents, ochre-brown.
Sunyei Ujong.—Even with the fear of our 

Indian philatelist before our eyes, we are bound 
to chronicle another variety of surcharge on the 
2 cents, pink. This time the surcharge is in 

black, in two liucs of Roman capitals, 16 and 13^ mm, long
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respectively, and 2f- mm. liigli. The J  has a long tail, and is 
1 mm. longer than the other letters.

Adhesive. 2 cents, p ink ; surch. in tvro lines of 16 and 13J mm.
Sweden.— The 20 ore, vermilion, and the 30 ore, blue, have 

now a post-horn in blue at the back, instead of being printed on 
watermarked paper. A correspondent informs us that thi§ altera
tion will extend to all the current adhesives, according as tlie 
stocks of the various values are exhausted.

Adhesives. 20 tire, vermilion, with post-horn in Hue.
30 ,, blue ,, ,,

Tobago.— Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co., send us a halfpenny, 
green, of the current type, on paper watermarked Crown C A, and 
perforated 14. Adhesive. Halfpenny, given.

United States.— An entirely new form has been given to 
letter cards by the issue, in the United States, of a “ Letter Sheet,” 
consisting of a sheet of plain wove paper, offering a space for 
writing of about 9 x 5 |  inches, not including the flap, which turns 
down along a line of perforations when the sheet is folded in 
three. When folded thus, the size of the letter-sheet is about 6 J x 3 
inches, and at a distance of about three-eighths of an inch from each 
of the extremities there is a line of perforations with gummed edges. 
On this is printed, “ To open, tear off the ends.” The flap is also 
gummed at the extremity, like an envelope. On the face is a 
straight tablet, with a shield of stars and stripes, on which is hung 
diagonally a wreath of laurel, the tablet being inscribed letter  
sh e e t  on a coloured ground. Above, in a straight line, is u n ited  
states , and below is en v elo pe  in a recurve. To the right is the 
stamp “ Two cents,” 27^ x22^  mm., with full-faced portrait of 
the late General Grant. To the left is— ip  not called  for  in
TEN DAYS, POSTMASTER WILL PLEASE RETURN TO ........... The
im pression  is in  green. Letter Sftcct. 2 cents, green.

A correspondent has been so good as to send us an extract from 
an American newspaper, from which it appears that the “ special 
delivery” is to be extended, on the 1st October, to all post-offices; 
and with this view, the inscription on the present “ special 
delivery ” stamp will be modified, by substituting the words, “ At 
any post-office,” for the words, “ At a special delivery office.”

Victoria.— W e have received a further instalment of the new 
issues, in the shape of a post card and an en
velope, each bearing a penny stamp of the design 
described in our last as applied to the wrapper 
of One Penny.

The post card ha3 the stamp in the right upper 
angle, and to the left is po st  card , the words 
being separated by the Royal Arms. Under this 
is the following note :

N ote.—On affixing an additional One Penny Stamp to this Card, it 
may pass through the Post to any of the following Colonies; viz,, New South 
Wales, South Australia, Queensland, Western Australia, Tasmania, New 
Zealand, and Fiji.
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Then follow the usual instructions. The Impression is in purple- 
brown on buff. Size, 4] |  x 3 J inches.

The envelope is o4 x 3 J inches, and is manufactured of thin 
white and also of blue laid paper.

Post Card. One Penny, purple-brown on bu(T.
Envelope. One Penny, green, on white laid and 

blue laid paper.

The accompanying engraving shows the 
new stamp of a half-penny applied to the 
wrappers described in our last.

POSTAL AFFAIRS IN BERLIN.
11Y T I IE  R E V .  R . /;. E A R E E .

As regards postal reform, England seems a little inclined to rest upon her 
laurels of 1840, or a t any rate to follow, lonjo post inter vatlo, the improve
ments of other nations. In the matter of a cheap local postage for the large 
towns, our authorities have always set themselves against the wishes of the 
public, not only refusing to institute this reform themselves, but even going 
so far as to prosecute the firms that some time ago tried to introduce a cheap 
delivery of circulars, &c. Doubtless the reader will remember the fate of 
the various “ circular delivery companies” of London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Liverpool, and other large towns, whose stamps still adorn the albums of 
some of our young people. These companies, unless I mistake, were started 
in 1805, and suppressed in 1800 [August, 1867.—E d.] ; so it is possible that 
they may have led to the adoption, by the Government, of the post card, 
halfpenny stamp, &c., in 1870, after Austria had already tried the experi
ment for a year.

Now jf the Government does not choose to carry letters within the limits 
of a town for less than is charged to the confines of the kingdom, it really 
seems rather a dog-in-the-manger policy to prevent private enterprise from 
opening a local post. Berlin has set us the example in this respect by 
authorizing two private companies to carry, not merely parcels, but also 
letters, cards, circulars, and so on within the limits of the city. So far I 
have heard nothing but approval of the scheme, except indeed in the case of 
one of our countrymen here, who declares that a great loss will result to the 
Government post, which will have to be made good by a corresponding 
increase in the taxes.

As regards the imperial post, letters to any part of Berlin cost just the 
same as to any other part of the empire ; that is to say, 10 pfennig, which is 
about one penny and one-fifth. If a large number of letters are sent at one 
time by the same person, to addresses within the city boundary, the cost is 
reduced—the first twenty-five letters pay 10 pf. each, and the rest only 
5 pf, each ; but this is the utmost reduction. A post card costs 5 pf., 
ami an open printed circular, or other printed matter, goes for 3 pf. Besides 
this there seems to be a very wide limit allowed in the matter of weight of 
town letters. I do not know exactly what it is ; but I have sent a hundred 
post cards in a closed letter to another part of the city for 10 pf.

The two private posts now instituted are the i i a n s a  and the n e u b  o m n i i i u s - 
und I’ACKKTFAiiKT-ACTiE.v-OESKi.i^oiiAFT ; and their tariff is as follows : 
Letters, 3 pf. ; cards, or printed matter, 2 p f .; or in quantities—one shilling
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and twopence halfpenny per 50, two shillings per 100, ten shillings per 500, 
twenty shillings per 1000, ninety shillings per 5000 ; cards, or open letters, 
or matter in wrappers, 2 pf. each, tenpence per 50, one shilling and sixpence 
per 100, seven and sixpence per 500, fifteen shillings per 1000, seventy 
shillings per 5000 ; circulars, without addresses, delivered from door to door, 
at twelve shillings per 1000. All the above to be less than 50 grammes in 
weight; but matter up to 250 grammes is carried at about twenty per cent, 
above the prices just named.

As to the Llansa Company, the Secretary informs me that they have a 
daily average of 80,000 letters, &c. The company employs 50 messengers 
to bring the mail matter from the receiving offices, and 270 letter-carriers. 
They have four deliveries daily. The post was opened on the 19th of June, 
beginning with 3000 letters. They have now seven independent sub-offices. 
The officials receive higher pay than those of the imperial post, and a sick 
fund lias been established, in which all the messengers, Ac., participate.

IIAXSA STAMPS.
Lithographed, on thin, semi-transparent, greasy-looking white paper ; 

machine perforated 114; inscription, in four lines, hansa Berliner 
vekkehrs-anstat.t. On each side there is a “ foul anchor” in an oval, 
and the numeral of value in an oval at the bottom, with an olive-branch 
each side of the oval, and radiating lines proceeding from behind the oval, 
there being thirty-two lines from side to side below “ haksa.”

1. 2 pfennig, pale blue.
2. 3 „ vermilion.

I1ANSA LETTER-SUEET3.
These are sheets of paper, nine and a quarter by a little over six and a 

quarter inches when open. They are gummed round the edge, and, when 
closed, the stamp, type II. of those on the post cards, to be afterwards 
described, appears in the right top corner of the folded sheet. Inscription, 
haxsa-zettel. An . . . Berlin , . . Strasse . . . Platz . . . No . . . 
Treppen. . . . The rest of the front and the whole of the back of the 
sheet are divided into oblong spaces for the reception of advertisements, 
several of them being already filled up. A coloured line runs round the 
whole of the sheet, and a direction at the bottom directs the receiver to 
“ cut off by the line.” Typographed in colour, on greenish-blue paper.

1. 3 pfennig, vermilion on greenish-blue ; type II.
Stamp, type No. III. of post cards; inscription as before, but arranged 

rather differently ; typographed. Instead of the line round the sheet it is 
machine perforated 114; but the receiver, in spite of the perforations, is 
still directed to “ cut off by the line.”

2. 3 pfennig, vermilion on rose; type III.
In No. 2 the spaces for advertisements a t the back of the folded sheet are 

omitted, so that the back is perfectly plain.

UANSA POST CARDS.
The different types mentioned below are as follows: Type I., thirty-two 

oblique lines, counted from side to side, below the top line of the inscription, 
as in the adhesives; type II. has forty-eight oblique lines; type III. has 
thirty-one oblique lines. Typographed in black, with many advertisements 
a t the top and left side; space for adhesive stamp in right top com er; 
inscription, h a n s a - k a r t e . An . . . Herr . . . Berlin . . . Strasse . . . 
Platz . . . No . . . Treppen. . . . And dated at the bottom.

la, black on buff.
15, black on rose.
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With impressed stamp, type I., lithographed, in blue. No advertisements; 
inscription printed in black, in ornamental script type, h a n s a  B e r l i n e r  
v e r k e i i r s - a n s t a l t . An . . . Berlin . . . Treppen.

2a. 2 pfennig, blue and black on buff.
26. 2 „ blue and black on rose.

Inscription as above, but in larger ornamental types, not script.
3. 2 pfennig, blue and black on rose; type I.

With advertisements; stamp and advertisements all printed the same 
colour; typographed.

4. 2 pfennig, blue on rose; type II.
The inscription on the above card is i i a n s a - k a r t e . An . . . Berlin . . . 

Strasse . . . Platz . . . No. . . . And it is dated at the bottom.
Without advertisements ; inscription and stamp lithographed in blue. The 

inscription is h a n s a - k a u t e . An . . . Berlin . . . Strasse . . . Platz . . . 
Treppen. . . .  5 2  pfennig, dark blue on rose ; type II.

No advertisements ; typographed. Inscription as last, but with the foot 
of the n  of II ansa broken ; tyjie II.

Ga. 2 pfennig, blue on rose.
Same as last, but with the addition of the imprint in tfie left lower corner 

of “ Brack von Reinhold Kiiliu, Berlin, W.,” and with the broken n as 
^e ôre* ' 66. 2 pfennig, blue on rose.

Double Card. The reply half is the same as No. Ga, but has a n t w o r t  
under the name. The front half has a perfect n  in h a n s a ,  and the extra 
inscription, “ Die angebogene karte ist fur die Riickantwort bestiinmt.”

7. 2+ 2  pfennig, blue on rose.
I believe the above is a complete list of everything issued, up to date, by 

the llansa Company.

We come now to th e “ Neue Omnibus-und packetfahrt-acticn-gesellschaft.” 
This company, according to information kindly furnished me by the manager, 
takes the letters from the receiving offices five times daily, and there are four 
deliveries to the public at 8, 11, 3, and 5 o’clock. I understand that their 
average correspondence is 40,000 per diem. There are 180 letter-carriers ; 
but this does not include the men and vans employed in the packet branch. 
The company has at present 450 receiving offices, with letter-boxes, and 
there are branch offices a t all the railway stations of the city.

O M X IBC S CO. STAMPS.

Lithographed on stout white paper; machine perforated 11$. Type I. 
has small figures of value, and the spandrels and lettering top and bottom 
very thin ; type II. larger figures, lettering and spandrels much bolder.

2 pfennig, light blue ; type I.
3 „ greyish black ; type I.
2 „ yellow-brown ; type II.
3 „ dark blue; type II.

The design of the above stamps consists of a numeral, in a central dotted 
oval, surrounded by a white oval bearing the name n e d e  b e r l . o m n i b o s - 
ti. p a c k e t f a h r t - a c t i e n - o e s . ; a t the top the word d r o c k s a c h e n  ; a t the 
bottom v e r k e h r , spandrels of curly white lines. The word drucksachen on 
the 3 pfennig is of course a mistake, as that value is for letters, and not for 
printed matter. The next issue will probably give a new design with the 
word altered.

[To be continued.)



CORRESPONDENCE. 1 4 7
(EomsponUtnce.

IMITATIONS OF TEE MULREADY ENVELOPE.
To the Editor o f “ The Philatelic Record.”

D ear S ir,—Can you spare a comer for a correction of a statement made in 
my letter of date 13th July, 1885 ?

Leech’s envelope, published by Fores, does not form No. 1 of the set of 
twelve. These, so far as I have seen them, are inscribed—

1. Fores’s Courting Envelope. No. 7. Fore
2. yj Musical j) 8.
3. yy Dancing yy 9. yy

4. t y Hunting yy 10. yy

5. yy Racing yy 11. yy

6. yy Coaching yy 12. yy

Civic
Military
Christmas

?
1

The designs in each case are appropriate to the title.
The Leech caricature is inscribed “ Comic Envelopes, No. 1 but  I can 

find no others of this series.
I may supplement my sketch bibliography of this subject by calling 

attention to articles in Le Timbre-Poste (18(14), pp. 47, 02, 68; (1866), 
p. 24. Once a Month, New Series (1864), pp. 8, 38.

I am, yours faithfully, P. J. Anderson.
T he  A be rde en  Conservati ve  Club ,Is/ S e p te m b e r , 188G.

THE SURCHARGED I J d . ON 3d. NEW BRUNSWICK.
S i r ,—In M. Moons’Catalogue the 3d. red of 1851, cut in half and surcharged 
1 id. in black, is given with a * prefixed, thus announcing that it is to be 
included among stamps about whose genuineness there is a doubt. In 
Captain Evans’ Catalogue the same stamp is listed, with these remarks : 
“ There seems to be no doubt that the 3d. was employed divided in this 
manner. I have seen a portion of an envelope bearing a 3d. stamp, a half 
3d. (separated from the whole stamp), and a 6d,, postmarked 1857, and with 
the word prepaid written across tne three stamps ; the half stamp having 
evidently been intentionally used, and presumably for payment of a portion 
of the postage. The surcharged variety is chronicled in The Philatelist, 
vol. vii., page 125, where it is said to have been employed at Fredericton for 
local or drop letters.” Turning to The Philatelist, there is found an illus
tration of the surcharged stamp, with full credit given to The Stamp 
Collector's Chronicle of St. John’s, New Brunswick, the first to describe 
and illustrate this variety. Here is the account as it appear in the last- 
named paper:

“ The approximate (?) is a fine representation of a curious stamp, kindly 
forwarded by a provincial collector for our inspection. Having never before 
met with a similar stamp, and being unable to find any record on the 
subject, we had resort to the P.O.D.; and after persistent enquiries (for 
Post-office officials are hard subjects to get over), we have succeeded in 
tracing it to its source, and have much pleasure in informing our readers 
that it is genuine in every sense of the word. I t  was improvised to serve 
on local or drop letters sometime in 1860, and was prepared by the clerks 
of the postal department then located in Fredericton. The surcharging was 
done by hand, twice repeated upon the threepenny stamp, and were sold 
in this way—i.e. in pairs—the purchaser dividing them as required. We
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are informed, however, that very soon after their introduction the pence 
issues gave way to cents, thus rendering their further service unnecccssary.

“ The specimen in our collection is unused, and is from the collection of a 
son of a former Postmaster-General. The numerals 1£ are impressed in a 
brick-red. Altogether this almost unique reminder of ‘ye olden time' is 
well worthy of a place in your collection—if you can get one—and we shall 
be pleased to submit our specimen for the inspection of any connoisseur 
who may have any doubts respecting its originality.”

There is one remarkable fact to be noted here. The Chronicle states 
the surcharged value is in brick-red, while both Captain Evans and M. 
Moens give it as black. Perhaps the error arose from the other remarkable 
fact that The Philatelist did not state what was the colour of the surcharge, 
and naturally the catalogues concluded it was black.

JoSEPU J .  CaSEV.

[We do not entirely agree with the remarks of our correspondent, but 
want of space compels us to defer our own till our next number.—E d.]

Ifiotcs anir <Sttttrtc8.
A. de R.—The 5 gr., German Empire, of 1872, is not the only value w hich 

has been found with the arms upside down. The same is to be found in the 
2 gr. and 7 kr. of the same issue. We do not know why the 2 kr., vermilion, 
imperforate, of the North German Confederation, should have been queried 
by Major Evans. The whole scries, including the IS kr., stone, lias been 
found imperforate.

You do not say whether the 4 ctos., Spain, of 1865, has rose centre or blue 
centre; and we are at a loss to understand what you mean by unpaid letter 
stamps of Bulgaria, postmarked 1676. Turkish stamps, we suppose, were 
in use then in Bulgaria.

With reference to your possession of a 6 baj,, with half of a 2 baj., which 
have done duty for 7 baj., we do not attribute the importance to these stamps 
which some collectors do, unless where it is shown that the public made use 
of stamps in this state. Nine-tenths of the fractional stamps were due to 
the officials of the Rost Office, where the postage was paid iu cash, and the 
clerk cut a stamp into a fractional part if lie did not happen to have one of 
the value required at hand.

We were not aware that the 2d., yellow, of Western Australia had been 
surcharged for Internal Revenue. We will make enquiries.

The newspaper tax stamp of 2 kr., black, is clearly a forgery, very badly 
done.

F. D. W. — Thanks for your communication ; but the portrait on the 
Costa Rica adhesive stamps is that of Prospero Fernandez, the late President. 
That on the envelopes recently issued is that of Don Bernardo Soto, the 
actual President.

T. 0 . D.—There is no return of the number of stamps, envelopes, &c., of 
the various denominations that have been issued. A return was made by 
Mr. Garnett, the late Secretary of Stamps and Taxes, at the request of the 
authors of the Life o f Sir I t  H ill, of the number of the various stamps 
issued up to the end of 1879; but no such return has been made to the 
Houses of Parliament. Why not ask a member to move for a return, 
showing the number of each value issued in each year i I t  would be most 
useful as showing the progress of the Post Office.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmerston Bond, Wood Green, London, N,
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■. have received from Mr. Patrick Chalmers three 
more pamphlets on the subject of the claim ho puts 
forward on behalf of the late Mr. .James Chalmers, 
bookseller of I Mindoe, to bo considered as the in
ventor of the adhesive postage stamp. We should 
have thought that enough ink and paper hud been, 

wasted over the question ; and after what has been already said on 
it in the pages of this magazine, we should not have again referred 
to it had it not been that we possess over the firmer editor the 
very doubtful advantage of a pretty accurate, nnneinhruncc of tlio 
personal interest we took in the postal agitation of 1S:J7— I f), and 
in wind Sir Howland Hill and his supporters then did and wrote 
in support of it.

We have imposed on ourselves the monotonous task of wading 
through, not only the present three pamphlets, but the others 
which Mr. Patrick Chalmers has published in support of the 
above-mentioned claim, and we are at a loss to see what all tin's 
“ tempest in a teapot” is about. (>no thing only seems to be clear, 
that Mr. Patrick Chalmers’ chief object is to show that the wrong 
man was crowned; that Sir It. Hill was nothing hut a clever 
empiric — a sham who without ideas of his own filched them 
from other people’s brains, and then, after grinding them up, put 
them forward as being the product of his own. Assuredly, if 
argument consisted in throwing dirt, Mr. Chalmers would have a 
very strong case.

Mr. P. Chalmers evidently thinks that he can crush the D.-igun 
and set up another idul in his place, if he can only succeed in 
demolishing two pillars of the temple, which lie regards as 
essential portions of the fabric, but which we deem to bo only 
subsidiary, and as having nothing to do with the stability of the
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E have received from Mr. Patrick Chalmers three 
more pamphlets on the subject of the claim he puts 
forward on behalf of the late Mr. James Chalmers, 
bookseller of Dundee, to be considered as the in
ventor of the adhesive postage stamp. W e should 
have thought that enough ink and paper had been 

wasted over the question • and after what has been already said on 
it in the pages of this magazine, we should not have again referred 
to it had it not been that we possess over the former editor the 
very doubtful advantage of a pretty accurate remembrance of the 
personal interest we took in the postal agitation of 1837-40, and 
in what Sir Rowland Hill and his supporters then did and wrote 
in support of it.

W e have imposed on ourselves the monotonous task of wading 
through, not only the present three pamphlets, but the others 
which Mr. Patrick Chalmers has published in support of the 
above-mentioned claim, and we are at a loss to see what all this 
“ tempest in a teapot ” is about. One thing only seems to be clear, 
that Mr. Patrick Chalmers’ chief object is to show that the wrong 
man was crowned; that Sir R. Hill was nothing but a clever 
empiric —  a sham who without ideas of his own filched them 
from other people’s brains, and then, after grinding them up, put 
them forward a3 being the product of his own. Assuredly, if 
argument consisted in throwing dirt, Mr. Chalmers would have a 
very strong case.

Mr. P. Chalmers evidently thinks that he can crush the Dagon 
and set up another idol in his place, if he can only succeed in 
demolishing two pillars of the temple, which he regards as 
essential portions of the fabric, but which we deem to be only 
subsidiary, and as having nothing to do with the stability of the
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building. To drop metaphor, he thinks he can destroy the 
reputation of Sir Rowland Hill if he can prove two th ings; first, 
that he was not the inventor of the penny postage; and, second, 
that he was not the inventor of the adhesive postage stump, but 
that Mr. James Chalmers was.

As to the first point, we have not found, either in the writings 
of Sir R. Hill or elsewhere, the slightest tittle of evidence that he 
ever claimed to be the inventor of the penny postage. A penny 
post for the collection, conveyance, and delivery of letters and 
parcels within a certain radius, had been established in London 
150 years before Sir R. H ill set in motion the postal agitation, 
a fact of which he was fully cognizant, as appears by the evidence 
before the Commissioners. After Sir R. Hill had discovered and 
demonstrated so intelligibly, as to make it clear to the humblest 
capacity, how infinitesimal was the cost of the element of con
veyance, it almost followed as a sequence that the principle might 
bo extended over a larger area.

As regards the second point, whether Sir R. H ill was tho 
inventor of the adhesive postage stamp, we do not think that 
he was so any more than we think that Mr. James Chalmers was. 
It would take up too much time and space to enter upon the 
intricate question of what constitutes an inventor in a legal sense, 
and we shall content ourselves with taking the ordinary definition, 
that lie is the contriver and producer of some new thing, both 
which qualities Mr. P. Chalmers claims on behalf of his father. 
An adhesive stamp, though not made into what Dr. Viner called a 
“ sticky back,” as applied to fiscal purposes, was a thing perfectly 
well known to Sir R. Hill, as it had been applied for many years 
to patent medicines, and was then manufactured by Mr. Whiting, 
with whom Sir R. Hill was in close alliance. Although tho 
Palmerston conflagration had occurred upwards of ten years 
previously, and tho full capabilities of potato starch do not 
appear to have been fully known at this period, yet the adhesive 
properties of gum arable and the more humble glue were well 
known, and it would scarcely require the operation of a great 
mind to conceive that some such adhesive properties could be 
transferred to the back of a stamp.

Mr. James Chalmers’ proposal, we take it in brief, was, that 
stamped slips should be planted at the Stamp Office on prepared 
paper, furnished with adhesive matter at the back, and issued to 
the public as required. Somewhat vague, we think, as a specifi-
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cation. There are the germs only of contrivance, scarcely the 
bacilli of the mode of production. It is somewhat as if a man 
were to say, If you have a motor power which shall set wheels in 
rotation, upon the last of which you have a catch which shall 
operate to let one tooth only escape at regular intervals, you will 
have an instrument by which you can measure time. Who is the 
inventor— he who, taking these general principles, applies them to 
construct a watch, or the author of the crude idea 1

It is clear, from all that passed before the Commissioners, that the- 
one great fear in the adoption of stamps of any kind for postage 
purposes was that of forgery, and the Lords of the Treasury in 
their earliest minute harped upon the same string. It was all very 
well to say that stamped slips should be printed at the Stamp Office 
on prepared paper, but how this was to be done so as to satisfy 
the public and the authorities that good and sufficient safeguards 
against forgery were provided, was a question left entirely in the 
dark, a question in the solution of which the Lords of the Treasury 
received no practical aid in answer to their invitation. Unless 
some method could be found by which a design of such a nature 
as would render it practically safe against forgery could be repro
duced indefinitely, the adhesive postage stamp was doomed to be a 
failure.

The chief methods then known for reproducing designs were 
only two— embossing and casting in type metaL Mr. Spencer’s 
invention of casting by electrotype was then only a plaything. 
Lithography, as applied to such purposes, had not even, we think, 
been suggested, and certainly seemed inadmissible, though it has 
been employed since. Wo also put on one side Mr. Whiting’s 
process, as such multicoloured printing was scarcely adapted for 
the purposes the Lords of the Treasury had in view. Casting in 
type metal, though applied to the reproduction of the Mulready 
design on covers, where it was largely supplemented with other 
safeguards, would not fulfil the requirements of the Lords of the 
Treasury when confined to the smaller area of a postage stamp, 
though it was afterwards employed for this latter purpose with 
success in the case of the Luxemburg, and possibly some of the 
the early German issues. Proposals for embossed stamps were 
sent in by Mr. Sievier and Mr. Cheverton, but, for various 
reasons we haye not space to discuss, were not received with 
much favour, though Mr. Sievier offered to supply adhesive 
stamps with an embossed centre at the rate of l |d .  per 1000, 

03*
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with a guaranteed supply of a million per day, a price which 
to us even at the present day appears incredible. Early in 1840, 
however, a sheet of reproductions of intricate work, made by 
Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, and Co.’s process, was circulated, and 
Mr. Bacon was sought out by Sir Henry Cole, and invited to 
send in a proposal. Mr. Bacon showed that he could reproduce 
exact copies from an original die of intricate workmanship to any 
indefinite extent, and that by a process, or rather succession of 
processes, requiring machinery of so costly and intricate a nature 
as practically to defy the forger. If therefore the invention of the 
adhesive postage stamp is to be attributed to any one man, we 
think that it is due to Mr. Bacon.

The greatness of Sir Rowland Hill does not depend, in our 
opinion, on the mode in which the object in view was to be carried 
out mechanically— though his was the guiding hand in all this—but 
it rests on far higher and loftier grounds. His demonstrations of 
the necessity of reform in the Post Office, which charged such 
excessive rates for the transport of letters, which taxed a letter 
double because the sheet was in two parts even if the weight would 
scarcely turn a grain, while a sheet under an ounce would only pay 
a singlo tax, were so clear and forcible that they stirred up a feeling 
in the public similar to that which had carried the Reform Bill, and 
given representation to the thousands of Manchester at the expense 
of the single farmhouse of Old Sarum. He did more, far more. 
He proposed and carried the great principle of a uniform rate of 
postage, which he contended might be one penny; but to effect 
this he had to educate the public, and we well remember how very 
difficult this part of the problem appeared to us. The transfer of 
the payment of postage from the receiver to the sender was a 
triumph indeed; for it involved a change in the habits of a 
nation. As Baron A. de Rothschild well says, “ it was the general 
conception and the project which embraced an entire system of 
reforms which was the new and original part of Sir R. Hill’s 
invention.” Daws may peck at him, but nothing can affect the 
memory of the author of the uniform penny post, honoured as 
such, not merely in his own country, but in every civilized country 
of the world. He needs no statues nor any inscriptions to record 
his name or what he did; for it is all “ written with a pen of iron” 
in the pages of history.
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Afghanistan.— In our August number we chronicled the 1 abasi 
in brown-red. W e have now received the 2 abasi and 1 rupee in 
the same colour on thin white laid paper, and ungummed.

2 abasi, brown-red.
1 rupee ,,

Argentine Republic.—The Timbre-Poste states that the stock 
of post cards of 2 centavos being exhausted, a new issue has been 
made in which the design of the stamp has been modified by 
suppressing the ornaments in the angles, and turning the ex
tremities of the lower scroll downwards. The sun also is loss 
prominent, and the semicircular line suppressed.

Post Card. 2 centavos, black on pale blue.
The Empire State Philatelist reports the existence of the 

20 centavos, blue, 1878, perforated 12 in lieu of being rouletted. 
The specimen was made use of in 1884.

Adhesive. 20 centavos, blue, 1878 ; pcrf. 12.
W e have received the 12 centavos of the last issue surcharged 

oficial, obliquely, in black.
Official Adhesive. 12 centavos, blue, surcharged in black.

The 15 centavos, dark blue, surcharged with “ 1884— is 
found with inverted surcharges both in red and black.

Austrian Levant.— The Austrian postage for printed matter, 
commercial papers and patterns being 3 soldi, equivalent to 
12 para, for every 50 grammes, with a minimum 
in the case of commercial papers of 10 soldi, 
equivalent to 40 para, and in that of patterns 
of 5 soldi, equivalent to 20 para, the price of 
the 3 soldi was on the 1st September last reduced 
to 10 para to remedy the existing anomaly; and 
the 3 soldi has accordingly been issued, surcharged 
in black at the foot with "10 PARA 10."

Adhesive. 10 para, surcharged on 3 soldi, green.
A letter card of 10 soldi was also issued in September of 

similar design to those of Austria proper, with a stamp of the 
current type, and inscribed karten-b r ie f— cartolina-lettera—  
carte-lettre, followed by An A . . . . in a in italics, with four 
dotted lines for the address. Along the left side are the directions 
— Ouvrez en detachant la marge perfuree, with the equivalent 
in German and Italian above. The impression is in black on 
double-faced paper, grey outside and white inside.

Letter Card. 10 soldi, blue on grey.
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Bulgaria.— The inscription on the 2 stotinki has been modified 
in the same way as on the 1 stotinka. The colour remains as before; 
but, according to the Orientalische Philatelist, the colours of the 
5 and 15 stotinki have been altered.

Adhesives. 2 stotinki, (lark green, with altered inscription. 
6 „ black on grey.

15 ,, dark blue on light blue.
Mr. Campbell informs us that a new issue of the 5 stotinki post 

card of 1881 was made early this month with the inscription at 
the top and the instructions at the bottom in the same colour as 
the stamp in place of being in black. There are also four dotted 
lines for the address. The impression is in light green on white.

Post Card. 5 stotinki, light green.
Chamba.— The accompanying illustrations belong to the stamps 

described in our last. The two first show the surcharges on the 
adhesives and the two latter those on the 
post card and envelope, with the device of 
the “ su n ” underneath, which is in the colour 
of the stamp.

(ttUlRTEHANHlfl

Ceylon.— The postal union card of 10 cents has at last been 
issued, the stamp being of the type of that on the 3 cents, and the 
inscriptions the same— mutatis mutandis—as on all the postal 
union cards of Messrs. De La line and Co.

Post Card. 10 cents, brown on buff.
Ecuador.— A correspondent writes us that he has the long 

fiscal stamp, 1884, orange, with dated postmark of 23rd March, 
1885. We were aware that the 1, 2, 5, and 20 centavos had been 
employed for postal purposes, and the existence of this fills up a gap.

Adhesive. 10 c., orange, fiscal 
used postally.

F a r id k o t.— We annex en
gravings of two of the ad
hesives chronicled in our last, 
ehowingthesurcharge employed 
for the ordinary and for the 
“ service ” stamps.
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France.— Mr. Campbell informs us that the two telephone 

labels of 25 and 50 c., mentioned in our last, are employed for 
similar purposes; but the 25 c. is for use in provincial towns, and 
the 50 c. i3 for Paris.

French Colonies. Gaboon.— In the year 1845 the French
founded a small colony on the shores of this river, which enters 
the Atlantic at the southern extremity of the Gulf of Guinea, 
close to the Equator. The territory now comprised in this settle
ment, as defined at the Eerlin Congress, embraces 174,000 square 
miles, with a population of about 1,700,000. Like other French 
colonies, this one also suffers from an alleged famino in certain 
values of its postage stamps, and supplies its necessities by sur
charging its surplus stock of 15 and 20 centimes with 5, 10, 25, 
50, and 75 centimes. This was done in pursuance of a decree of 
the authorities, dated Libreville, the 31st July last, whereby it was 
ordered that the clerk of the Interior should proceed to the 
transformation of

300 stamps of 15 c. into stamps of 75 c.
300 »> n  a ,, 50 c.

10,500 „  20 e. „ ,, 25 c.
900 it it it „  10 c.
900 a  a  a 1, 5 c.

and that these should come into circulation on the day following.

■
 Two surcharges, in black, have been applied, 

the one consisting of gab., surrounded by dots, 
as in the ell'acing stamps, and the other of the 
numeral. The first is struck over the original 
value diagonally, either from right to left or 
from left to right, except in the case of the 

( REfuftidkE'ibahmsejIJ surcharge of 5 c., where the numeral is across 
w.— ■— ' the original value, and gab. in the upper part.

Adhesives. 5 c. on 20 c., brick-red on green ; perforated 13J.
10 c. ,, ,, ,, i,
25 c. ,, ,, ,, ,,
50 c. on 15 c., blue on pale blue ,,
75 c. ,, ,, ,, ,,

New Caledonia.— Whether the recent issue of 
surcharged stamps, an engraving of which is 
annexed, has been used or bought up we are 
unable to say; but we have a fresh issue of 
stamps, with the surcharge mentioned in our 
last. In the new issue the letters n .c.e. arc 
smaller, and the “ 5 c.” is larger, the c being 
followed by a large full stop.

Adhesive. 5 c. on 1 fr., bronze-green on straw ; fresh type.
Martinique.— A variety of the 20 centimes, surcharged as men

tioned in our August number, should be noted, in which the over
printed value, instead of being the simple numeral, is “ 5e‘ ” 

Adhesive. 5 c. on 20 c., brick-red on green, surcharged “Sc- ”
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Gambia.— The colours of the 3d. and Is., as given by us in 
our July number, wore taken from the specimens in the Exhibition 
at South Kensington, but do not correspond with those as they 
appear on the actual stamps. We now receive the following on 
£S C A  paper, perforated 14.

Adhesives. 3 pence, slate-grey.
6 „ light olive-green.
1 shilling, violet.

Germany.-—From the III. Br. Journal we learn that a new 
edition of the Postal Union card of 10 pf. has been issued, with 
an inscription, postkarte— carte postale— postverein— union 
postale universelle, in two lines, followed by four lines for the 
address. The instructions, in German and French, are printed 
along the left side.

Postal Union Card. 10 pf., rose on buff.

Great Britain.— A correspondent has pointed out to us what 
had hitherto escaped our own eyes, as well as those of others, for 
all we know to the contrary; namely, that the die from which the 
halfpenny wrappers are at present printed by Messrs. De La Rue 
and Co. is not quite identical with that employed either for the 
original issues in green or for those now printed for the public at 
Somerset House. We are not able to account for this variation, 
except on the supposition of the use, by Messrs. De La Rue and 
Co., of a secondary die, which has been touched-up by the 
engraver. Our correspondent states that the variation appears to 
have taken place about the year 1883, as he has specimens of 
the official issue in brown, dated in June of that year, which show 
both the original and the altered die.

Mr. Philbrick informs us that he has seen the upper part of a 
sheet of the embossed One Shilling, and that the sheet of twenty 
stamps, measuring about 118 mm. in width, is in rows of four, and 
not in four rows of five.

W e see that in our last the colours of the l£d. and 6d. were 
accidentally transposed.

Haiti.— A fresh issue of the 2 centavos in violet, perforated 13, 
was made in March or April, in which the numeral is larger than 
in the first issue.

Adhesive. 2 centavos, violet; large numeral.

Hungary.— Mr. Campbell writes that he finds two varieties of 
the letter-cards of 3 and 5 kr,, chronicled in our August number; 
in the one there are four lines for the address, and in the other 
there are only two.

Levant.— The Russian Company of the Levant, remarks the 
Timbre-Poste, surcharged the stamps of 10 kopecks with “ 8 ” in 
1876, the perforation of the stamps at that period being 15, but 
that certain offices had a stock in hand perforated 11 £, as the same
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surcharge both in black and in blue has been found on these latter. 
The thick figure 7  in black also exists on the surcharged 1879 
type.
Adhesives, 8 on 10 kop., carmine and green, surcharged in black; perf. 11J 

8 ,, ,, ,, „ in blue; perf, 11J
7 n ti ,, „ in black; perf, 15

Mexico.— By the last mail our publishers have received the 
envelope described in our February number as bearing two stamps 
of 12 centavos of the 1884 type, and the device of Wells, Fargo, 
and Co., with the price, 25 centavos, on the device, overprinted in 
red with 35. The inscription, in pink, below the device runs— 
“  precio— Para cartas 1 oz. a Europa Exclusivamente— 35 ctvo.” 

Envelope. 24 ctvos., green +25 ctvos., overprinted in, red with 35.

Monaco.—This little principality has added two letter cards to 
its postal stationery, copies of which we received from Messrs. 
Whitfield, King, & Co., at the end of last month. In design they 
resemble the French prototype, having the simple inscription of 
carte-lettre on the faco, followed by four address lines— the first 
preceded by m, the last liue being a short one. The line of per
forations is about three-eighths of an inch from the edge, and outside 
this lino, close to the lower edge, are the instructions— Pour ouvrir 
la carte-lettre, declarer en suivant le pointille. The stamp is of 
the type of the adhesives.

Letter Cards. 15 centimes, vermilion on straw.
25 „ green on pink.

New South Wales.— Mr. Tapling has a fivepence of the 1854 
issue, watermarked with the double-lined numeral “ 5,” but printed 
in dark blue in place of the normal colour green. The obliteration 
is that commonly found on the stamps of this series; namely, 
N.S.W . within concentric ovals. A more detailed description has 
been given to us by Mr. Tapling, which will appear in our next.

Adhesive. 5 pence (1854), blue; imperforate.

North Borneo.— The following values of the 1883 type have 
been issued, the impression being on white wove paper, and the 
perforation 12.

Adhesives, J cent, violet-rose.
1 „ orange.

10 „ blue.
At the same time an issue of the two first of 

the above values is chronicled with a modified 
inscription on the upper tablet, which, instead 
of being north Borneo in white, on coloured 
ground, with postage above in coloured letters 
on a white ground, is so modified as to read 
British  north Borneo, in white letters, on 
coloured ground ; and a small tablet is intro
duced under the escutcheon inscribed postage.

Two other values of 25 cents and 2 dollars for postage and 
93**
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revenue, of a size similar to the postage and revenue stamps of 
1883, have also been issued with a similar inscription of B r i t i s h  

N O R T H  B O R N E O ,  which 
our Brussels contem
porary considers to 
smell of annexation, 
but which in reality 
is only intended to 
make the title more 
conformable to the 
name given to the 
Company by its char
ter of 1st November,

1881. These stamps are inscribed p o s t a g e  a n d  r e v e n u e .  In 
the 25 cents the arms of the Company are in the centre on a 
shield, and in that of 2 dollars there are supporters as in the 50 
cents and 1 dollar stamps. The impression is on white wove paper, 
and the perforation 14.

The manager of the Company, who has courteously supplied us 
with information, also tells us that the inscription on the stamps of 
50 cents and 1 dollar has likewise been altered.

Adhesives. J cent, violet-rose, altered type; perf 12.
1 „ orange „ ,,

25 „ slate ; perf. 14.
50 „ lilac ,, (altered type).

1 dol,, red ,, „
2 dols., sage-green „

Norway, Tonsberg.— Of the existing type we have received a
new value of 20 ore, on white wove paper, perforated 12J.

Adhesive, 20 ore, light French-blue.

Russian Locals. Borovitchi,— We have a new design of the 
stamp of 3 kopecks, the inscription being on a circular band 
enclosing the arms, and the numeral of value is in the two upper 
angles, and also at the foot, where it separates the two words 
denoting the value in full. The impression is on plain white wove 
paper, and the stamp is perforated 13.

Adhesive. 3 kop., rose.

Stehigry.— The Timbre-Poste has seen the current stamp with 
the black in the impression replaced by yellow-brown.

Adhesive 3 kop., rose, blue, yellow, and yellow-brown ; arms in blue, 
red, and green.

St. Lucia.— We have a stamp of Threepence, of the “ stock ” 
type (head of Queen in an octagon). The impression is in purple, 
with the exception of the inscriptions st. lucia and threepence, 
which are in green. Needless almost to say that it is on S2 C A 
paper, and perforated 14.

Adhesive. 3 pence, purple and green.
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Straits Settlements. Perak. — The annexed illustration
shows the second of the 
surcharges of one cent on 
the 2 cents, rose, chronicled 
in our August number.

Sungei Ujong.— W e also 
give a representation of the 
surcharge described in our 
last number.

Sweden.— The 4 and 5 ore, with post-horn, in blue, at the 
hack, are announced by the III. Br. Journal.

Adhesives. 4 ore, vrey.
5 ,, green.

Tasmania.— A correspondent forwards us an envelope bearing 
the postmark of “ Ellesmere, Tas.,” dated 23rd July last, addressed 
to another town in the colony, and franked with half a stamp of 
2d. of the current issue. It appears that the postmaster of Elles
mere, a country township, “ ran ou t” of penny stamps in May 
last, and suggested that the half of a twopenny stamp should be 
used instead of a penny one. Since that time no objection has 
been raised to its use, whether this post-office has or has not the 
penny value in stock. If there should be a famine in both values, 
we suppose the postmaster would have to allow the platypus to be 
cut u p ; but things do not appear to have come to that pass.

Provisional. 1 penny, green (2d. bisected).

Victoria,— A halfpenny adhesive has been issued, of the same 
type and colour as on the wrapper described in our August number. 
The impression is on white paper, watermarked with “ V above 
£2,” and the perforation is 12J.

The Sixpence of the One Penny type has not had a very long 
life, as we now receive it of a new design, in which the Queen’s 
head is on a ground of fine horizontal lines, within a horse-shoo- 
shaped framing. In the upper part a solid coloured tablet is 
introduced, inscribed victoria  in white letters, surmounted by a 
crown, the spandrels being filled in with radiating lines. At the 
base of the horse-shoe framing is a solid-coloured, straight tablet, 
with the value in fu l l ; and above this, in minute characters in 
colour on white, is stamp duty . The impression is on white paper, 
watermarked with “ V above £»?,” and the perforation 12 |.

Adhesives. $ penny, lilac-grey.
6 pence, French-blue (new type).
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THE FOURPENCE OF THE FIRST ISSUE OF TASMANIA,
B y  T. K . T A B L I N G , V ic e -P r e s id e n tt P h ila te l ic  S o c ie ty , L o n d o n .

[The following paper should have appeared in our last number, but was 
unavoidably postponed in consequence of unforeseen delays in the preparation 
of the plates. — E d . ]  ___________

T he readers of the Philatelic Record will recollect a short paper published 
in the March number for this year, which I wrote for the Philatelic Society, 
on the subject of the two plates of the “ Fourpence of the First Issue of 
Tasmania,” At that time I was working comparatively in the dark with 
single specimens, and a few pairs and blocks, and was compelled to leave one 
or two questions unanswered. Through the courtesy of Major Evans, and of 
a correspondent in Tasmania, I am again in a position to take up the thread 
of the story, and to bring a very difficult investigation to a satisfactory con
clusion. It is of course well known that both values of the first issue have 
been reprinted, and some years ago a sheet or two of each passed into the 
hands of a well-known dealer.

Unfortunately the stamps were separated and dispersed before collectors 
began to give the same attention to these questions of plates and varieties of 
type that is devoted to them at the present day. Even single reprinted 
specimens have now become comparatively scarce. Major Evans has been 
fortunate enough to obtain an uncut reprinted sheet of each value, and has 
very kindly forwarded for my inspection the sheet of the fourpence, which 
lies before me as I am writing. I am glad to find that, with one exception, 
every theory I advanced has been completely confirmed, and I will now deal 
one by one with the points which at that time I was compelled to leave 
unsettled. They were as follows :

I. The question of priority of the two plates.
II. The constitution of both plates, and the minor question of the 

position on the sheet of the words “ Printed by Ik & C. Best ” and “ C. 
W. Coard Sc.”

III. The distinctions between the two plates.
I. Major Evans’ reprinted sheet is struck from what I then called 

Plate I. There is obviously every probability that a reprinted sheet would 
be taken from the plate last in use ; but this matter is now definitely settled 
on the authority of a correspondent in Tasmania, who informs me that the 
first plate was lost long ago, but that he possesses a photograph of the 
reprint from Plate I I . ,  which he kindly offers to send to me. What I 
designated Plate I. accordingly becomes Plate II., and Plate II. becomes 
Plate I. A point which tends to confirm this, but which I scarcely realized 
the importance of before, is that specimens from Plate I. show far more 
traces of wear and use of the die than any I have come across from Plate II. 
This seems to indicate that the new plate was made in consequence of the 
old ones wearing out. I may mention here that the reprinted sheet, which 
by-the-way is printed in the yellow colour peculiar to Plate I., shows but 
little sign of wear except in the top row, and a portion of the second.
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II. The accompanying photograph of the reprint from Plate II., and the 
diagram marked “ A,” showing the modus operandi of the reconstruction of 
Plate I., prove conclusively that the stamps on both sheets were arranged in 
four rows of six. I t  will be noticed that the words “ Printed by H. & C. 
Best ” and “ C. W. Coard Sc.” are placed a t the left and right lower corners 
respectively on Plate II., and the existence of specimens with large margins 
in more than one collection proves that they were similarly situated on 
Plate I.

The photograph of Plate I. is taken from the specimens in my own 
collection, and speaks for itself; but the diagram needs a little explanation. 
The sheet is divided into twenty-four compartments, corresponding to the 
numbers of the stamps, and within them will be observed certain dotted 
lines. These represent various pairs and blocks of stamps, whose position 
on the sheet has been ascertained. The large block has been constructed 
from overlapping pairs and triplets existing in the collections of several 
friends who were good enough to lend them to me for examination. The 
positions of the three-corner stamps—Nos. 1, 19, and 24—were ascertained 
by specimens with large margins, or showing traces of the words “ Printed 
by," &c. &c., referred to previously. Having settled the places of these 
three varieties, a little examination of the diagram will show that no other 
arrangement of the sheet is possible. For the sake of completeness, I  give 
here a detailed proof of the arrangement indicated by the diagram. The 
different pairs and blocks are located in the following collections: I

No. 1 is the top left comer stamp. Mr. Rodd’s collection.
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J» bottom left „ Mr. Tapling’s
>1 „  "gilt „ 11

PAIRS AND BLOCKS.
Nos. 1, 7 are in Mr. Wilson’s collection.

11 2 ,8 )> 11 11

11 7 ,8 ,9 JJ Mr. Garth’s 11

» 3, 9 51 Mr. Thornhill’s 11
11 3 ,4 11 MM. Caillebotte’s 11
1) 4, 5 ,6 11 11 11
11 9, 15 11 Mr. Tapling’s 11
11 14, 15 11

Mr. Rodd’s 11
11 13, 14 MM. Caillebotte’s 11
11 15, 16 11 Mr, Tapliug’s 11
11

15,21 11 11 11
11 21,22 11 H 11
11 10, 16 11 Mr. Thornhill’s 11
11 16, 17 11 Mr. Tapling’s If

11 11, 17,23 11
Mr. Rodd’s 11

11 11,12 11 Mr. Tapling’s 11
11 19, 20 11 11 If

I have not yet come across variety No. 18 in a pair or block; but as there 
is only one vacant space left the position I have assigned to it is the correct 
one.

The photograph of Plate II. is taken from Major Evans’ uncut sheet, and 
the varieties of type are of course all in the right order.
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III. I  am afraid I can add but little to my remarks on the distinctions 
between the two plates. The photographs will be found of more assistance 
than pages of description, if they are studied side by side with the 
observations I made on pages 35 and 36 of the March number of the 
Record, to which I refer my readers. I will only remark that, having now 
seen the entire sheet from Plate II., I think the test of the lettering, which 
is fully described in my former paper, will be found the easiest.

I may take this opportunity of saying a word or two about the Id. of the 
same issue. Fortunately there is only one plate of this value, consisting of 
24 varieties of type arranged in precisely the same way as those of the 4d., 
and with the same lettering at the two lower corners of the sheet. The 
varieties of type are somewhat easier to identify; but the stamps have 
become so scarce that it is very ditiicult to get anything like a quantity 
together for the purpose of making up a plate. My own sheet is complete, 
and with five exceptions all the varieties are in the right order. Major 
Evans, who possesses the entire reprinted sheet of this value also, has 
kindly promised to lend it to me, and I hope a photograph of it will appear 
in an early number of the Record. In conclusion, I wish to express my 
thanks to MM. Caillebotte, Major Evans, and my other friends for the loan 
of their specimens, which have been of the greatest assistance to me in tins 
investigation. Readers of the Record will now be in a position to judge of 
the value of some of these researches into questions of plates and varieties 
of type. To me they seem to add very largely to the scientific character of 
philately, and I think it is a matter of congratulation that by their means 
an obscure but most interesting bit of philatelic history has a t length been 
satisfactorily elucidated.

Note, —ThIs paper was finished a few days nnty before I saw Mr. Haslet Hull's aide 
contribution on the same subject in last month’s fUcotd. 1 am glad to find my theories 
on every point of irnjKirtance fully confirmed, and Mr. Jfull will notice that 1 had by 
somewhat different means already discovered my error, and arrived a t the same conclusion 
as himself as to the question of priority of the two plates. 1 congratulate him on the 
valuable information he has obtained. Borne of the same points are dealt with by Mr. 
Hull and m yself; but as this article seems to supplement his so completely, I decided not 
to alter it in auy way, and make do apology for publishing it exactly as it was written.

POSTAL AFFAIRS IN BERLIN.
B Y  T H E  R E V . R . B. E A R B E .

(iC ontinued fro m  page HG.)

O M N IBU S CO. L E T T E R - S H E E T S .

P r i n t e d  on variously-coloured paper in blue ; machine perforated 1 2 j ,  

about a quarter of an inch from the edge all round ; size 9 x 5j[ inches when 
open. The design is somewhat similar to that of the adhesives. Type I. 
has no curls or tendrils running up before the s and after the f  of s t a d t - 

b r i e f  ; type I la  has a curl or tendril running up into the comer to the left 
of the s of s t a d t b r i e f , and a similar curl to the right of the f  of that word. 
There is a white flaw a t the top of the i, a white dot outside the frame 
above the i, and another inside the frame under the second e  of v e r k e h r . 

Type 116 is the same as I la , but with these flaws and spots removed;
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typo I l i a  is rather like type I., having no curls in the top comers, bu t 
there is a  white flaw in the middle of the f of stadtbrief ; the k of 
verkehr  is like an it with the top cut off, and the three little white balls 
down the sides of the stamp are almost the same size, and far a p a r t ; whereas 
in all the other types the middle one is much larger than the other two, and 
they are closer together. Type III6  has the defect in the f of btadtbrief 
removed, and the right top spandrel is in two parts instead of one. The 
front of the sheet contains the inscription “ neue Berliner  omnibds-und
P A C K E T F A H R T - A C T I E N - 0 E S E L L 8 0 H A F T .  S T A D T B R I E F .  AN .  . .  B E R L I N  . .  .
w o h n u n o . ”  A note a t the bottom directs the receiver to “ tear open by the 
perforations.’’ The back of the sheet contains a tariff and list of places to 
which packets can be forwarded. The letters of course can be sent in Berlin 
only, but packets can be sent to many other parts of the empire.
Type

?>
5)
1»

I. 3 pfennig, blue on blue-grey, green, lemon, rose, & greenish-blue. 
I la . 3 „ blue on blue-grey and greenish-blue.
116- 3 „ blue on green, lemon, rose, and greenish-blue.

I l ia . 3 „ dark blue on white and light blue.
1116. 3 „ dark and light blue on white.

O M N IBU S CO. CARDS.

Typographed; very coarsely executed, in dark blue ; inscription, “ neue
B E R L I N E R  O M N I B U S - U N D  P A C K E T F A H R T  -  ACTIEN -  OES ELL SC H A FT. CO RR ES -
p o n d e n z k a r t e . An . . . Berlin . . . Wohnung.”

2 pfennig, dark blue on bluish-grey.
(The impressed stamp is type I. of the adhesives.) Typographed in orange- 

brown ; inscription as before. The impressed stamp is a totally different 
type. All the lines of the spandrels have disappeared, and in place of them 
there is in each corner the trade-mark or arms of the company; i.e. a ring 
containing the monogram, two wings issuing from the sides of the ring, and 
a horse’s head at the top of it.

2 pfennig, orange-brown on buff and on yellowish-grey.
Double card. Both cards have the same inscription.

2 + 2 pfennig, orange-brown on buff.
Both the companies of which I have been speaking guarantee safe and 

punctual delivery of all correspondence. The Hansa has about 600 receiving 
offices a t present. This company chiefly makes use of stationers’ and 
grocers’ shops as receiving offices. The Omnibus Company's receiving offices 
are generally cigar shops. A t each of these places the stamps and cards of 
the respective companies can be obtained; so that one has not to go very 
far in any direction to find a post office.

Berlin may now be ranked with almost any city of the world as far as 
regards postal and telegraph matters. There is the Government Post Office 
as usual; a pneumatic post, which sends cards for threepence, and letters 
for threepence halfpenny, which generally arrive within half an hour of 
being posted ; two private postal systems for the city, as above described ; 
telegrams at about one halfpenny per word, minimum rate sevenpence ; 
public and private telephones (a private telephone fixed in the house costs 
about £10 per annum, and enables the possessor to telegraph all over the 
city); a government parcels post; and an authorized private parcels post.
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The money erder system differs considerably from ours, and is more con
venient. Money order cards bearing an impressed stamp of 20 pfennig are 
sold at all post offices. This fee of 20 pfennig covers postage and com
mission, irrespective of the amount sent. The receiver has the money 
brought to his house by the money-postman. Of course it will be understood 
that this applies not only to Berlin, but also to the whole of the empire, or 
even to money sent from foreign countries, which is always brought to the 
house by the money-postman.

In one matter the imperial post is somewhat behind ours ; i.e. in the small 
number of counter-clerks employed. In any office, small or great, there is 
rarely more than one clerk a t a time to attend to the wants of the public ; so 
that not unfrequently there is quite a block at busy hours, and it is no un
common thing for a customer to have to wait ten or fifteen minutes before 
being served. I  have often heard “ cursory" remarks, not merely from 
strangers, but even from the, as a rule, patient natives, when they happen to 
be in a hurry.

As a rule the officials, though few and slow, are civil enough, and will take 
great pains to answer any enquiries. The only complaint which, in a six 
years’ residence, I have had to make was concerning some scarce stamps 
taken off three letters from Tasmania. The Postmaster-General sent two of 
his secretaries to me to enquire into the matter, and my postman told me 
that the whole of the letter-carriers, &c., in his office had been examined. I 
received two letters—one to tell me that an examination was in progress, and 
the other to inform me that the theft had been traced to another country 
in which the mail-bags were opened in transit, and that a letter had been 
addressed to the postal authorities of that place to request steps to be taken 
to avoid the recurrence of such thefts. This care for the interests of the 
public contrasts favourably with the time-honoured stereotyped proceeding 
of our own Post Office; i.e. a printed form to acknowledge receipt of 
complaint, and another printed form a month later to say that “ all enquiries 
have been made without success."

As regards the pneumatic post, this is a very great convenience, and it is 
a pity that it could not be established for the use of the public in the larger 
towns of England. Special envelopes at 30 pfennig, and special cards at 
25 pfennig, are sold at the post offices as already stated ; but any card or 
envelope will do provided it bears the proper fee. These cards and envelopes 
are despatched almost as quickly as telegrams, with the advantage of being 
very much cheaper, as of course the length of the message is only limited by 
the size of the card or paper ; and the addressee receives the actual hand
writing of the sender, which might be of importance in some cases.

With telegrams a curious custom prevails, which, I think, is unknown in 
England. When the messenger finds nobody at home—which is often the 
case—on Sundays for instance—he affixes a printed form to the door of the 
dwelling, stating that a telegram for So-and-so lies at the head office, which 
the addressee must fetch or send for.

The imperial letter-boxes, which are to be found in almost every street, 
are oblong iron chests fixed to the wall, and painted a bright blue. They 
bear upon them the address of the nearest post office, pneumatic office, 
telegraph office, &c., and the hours when the box is emptied. The key by 
which the letter-carrier opens the box works a little mechanism, showing the 
hour of the next opening. The boxes open at the bottom, and the postman’s
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bag has an iron rim, which is pushed into a groove beneath the box ; then, 
when he turns the key, the letters fall into the bag. Thus on a rainy day 
there is no danger of the letters getting wet or tumbling out into the street.

I may add that the information concerning the two private companies has 
been furnished to me directly by the respective managers. My notes con
cerning the imperial post are the result of my own personal observation 
during the last six years.

THE BISECTED THREEPENCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.
I n our last number we published a communication on the subject of the 
alleged surcharge of “ l j ” on the half of the threepenny stamp of New 
Brunswick, to which we appended a note that we did not entirely agree with 
the remarks of our correspondent. We may further add that we have 
considerable doubts as to the correctness of the explanation of the use of 
the stamp as offered in the Stamp Collector’s Chronicle for June, 1873. We 
will discuss this latter point first, before referring to the question as to the 
colour of the alleged surcharge, and endeavour to arrive at some reason for 
the bisection of the threepenny stamp more satisfactory than its particular 
use in Fredericton. From the examination of specimens it is clear that 
between the years 1855 and 1860 a practice of bisecting stamps was prevalent 
in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland. The 3d., 6<1., and Is. 
of New Brunswick; the 3d. and 6d. of Nova Scotia; and some of the 
Newfoundland issues current a t that period, are found so treated. Whether 
this practice of bisection was due primarily and principally to the Post-office 
officials, or was permitted to be done by the public, is a question which we 
need not discuss here ; but we have seen an unused specimen of the half of 
a 3d. New Brunswick, which we believe to have come direct from the Post
office when there was a clearance of old stock, about the year 1864. What 
we have to do is to endeavour to trace out some reason why the particular 
stamp of 3d. should be found bisected in the cases of New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia.

We have failed to find or to hear of the existence of any bisected specimen 
of the 3d. of either of the above colonies standing alone on an envelope; it 
is invariably in combination with other stamps. The specimen of the 
bisected threepence of New Brunswick described by Major Evans, as men
tioned by Mr. Casey, was in combination with a 3d. and 6d., across all which 
“ Prepaid " was written, showing that they had been used in combination. 
Two others that we know of were in combination, the one with two of 3d., 
and the other with one of 6d. One of Nova Scotia was in combination with 
a 3d., but was not attached to an envelope, and probably there had been a 
further value either of 3d. or 6d. beyond.

In 1855, when the postage to and from Canada vid the United States was 
fixed at 8d., a stamp was issued of the value of 8d. sterling or lOd. currency, 
which in 1860, when the currency was altered, was changed into 17 cents. 
In 1857 the direct service, vid  Halifax or by Canadian packet, was estab
lished, and a special “ packet” stamp was issued of 6d. sterling, 7id. 
currency, afterwards changed into 12J cents.
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By the courtesy of the Secretary to the General Post-office we have 
ascertained that the rates to and from New Brunswick, vid  Halifax and vid 
the United States, were the same as those to and from Canada, as also were 
those to and from Nova Scotia. Both these colonies issued stamps in 1860 
in cents representing the rates of postage—New Brunswick issued 12£ and 
17 cents, and Nova Scotia 12J and 8J cents. The rates to and from New
foundland were rather different, as there was no recognized route vid  the 
United States, and the postage was 6Jd. sterling, afterwards changed into 
13 cents.

Previously to 1860 the stamps issued by New Brunswick were 3d.,6d., 
and Is.; those for Nova Scotia Id., 3d., 6d., and Is. The only way that 
New Brunswick could make up the postage of 6d. sterling or 7£d. currency 
was by half of 3d. and 6d.; and the nearest approach to that of 8d. sterling 
or lOd. currency was by half of 3d., 3d., and 6d., making 10id. currency. 
Nova Scotia was able by means of the Id. value to make up this latter 
postage exactly, but for that of 74d. was compelled to bisect the 3d. I t  is 
probably for this reason that the bisected stamps of 3d. of Nova Scotia are 
much less commonly met with than those of New Brunswick, where they 
were employed for both routes.

We think therefore that a legitimate reason for bisecting the 3d. stamps, 
both of New Brunswick and of Nova Scotia, has been shown to have existed 
previously to the issue of the values in cents ; and we will now attempt to 
deal with the question of the alleged surcharges on that of the New 
Brunswick.

The surcharge is said by the Stamp Collector's Chronicle, of St. John, 
New Brunswick, writing in June, 1873, to have been made some thirteen 
years previously by a hand-stamp, twice impressed in red on the one penny 
stamp ; and that one copy was known to exist, an unused one, which came 
“ from the collection of a son of a former Postmaster-General.’’ No other 
copy is known, no used one has ever been seen, and this is the sole record 
that we have of its existence.

I t  may be thought that thirteen years is but a very short period ; but it is 
a very long one in the history of stamps, and it seems wonderful to us that 
a circumstantial account of the particular use of this stamp should have 
been forthcoming at the end of this period. I t  must also be borne in mind 
that in 1860 no such thing, we think, was known as a surcharged stamp, save 
in the case of the French stamp of 20 c. of 1850, which was never issued ; 
and we think that the fact, that when the cents issue took place in I860 no 
stamp was issued anywhere approaching to the value of l^d., is very much 
against the story of its use for drop letters in Fredericton. We find also from 
the Postmaster-General’s report of 1857, that in Fredericton and St. John— 
the only towns in which letter-carriers were employed—the charge at that 
period was one penny on each letter. Taking further into account the incon
sistency of surcharging a stamp, without altering its recognised value, in a 
colour scarcely distinguishable from its own, we confess that on all these 
grounds a greater amount of faith to believe in its authenticity is required 
than we are capable of exercising.

With regard to the alleged surcharge in b la c k , catalogued by Major Evans 
and by M. Moejjs (by this latter with a mark denoting that he declines to 
guarantee its authenticity), we have made some enquiries, M. Moens 
received the information of its existence from an English dealer, and as bis
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faith in things unseen is but limited, he, as in the case of the unexplained 
surcharges on the halfpenny, rose, of Canada, marked it with ♦. Major 
Evans informs us that he included the surcharge in his catalogue on the 
authority of the Fhilatdi&t for October, 1873, not being aware at the 
moment that the colour was described in the Stamp Collector’s Magazine of 
the same date as being red, but concluded that it was black, from having 
seen it so marked by M. Moens.

We have heard that the half stamp so surcharged in black has been seen, 
but we are not aware of its existence in any English collection, and in the 
absence of sufficient evidence we do not pretend to pass judgment on its 
authenticity. Curious things were possibly done during the Connell reign, 
which we presume had commenced in 1860, as he was evidently desirous of 
immortalising himself in 1861; but the probabilities of the authenticity of 
the stamp in question, even if it does exist, seem to us to be very great, 
and we should be glad to receive information from any of our readers 
which may tend either to strengthen our feeble faith, or get the individual 
out of the way if it is “ bogus.”

a u O  € t u m c a .

I nvention of P ost Cards.—The following letter has been sent to us for 
publication. We can assure Mr. Lundy that, so far as we are concerned, we 
should be gratified to find that “ the credit of being the first country to 
adopt the system” of post cards does not belong to Austria, but to Great 
Britain. We must, however, observe that, although the issue to the public 
in Austria did not take place till 1st October, 1869, yet the scheme must have 
been matured early in that year, as it was fu l ly  described in the NeueFreie 
Presse in the previous month of May.

To the Editor o f  “ The Philatelic Record
“ Dear S ir . —Referring to my letter on the 1 Origin of Post Cards ’ in the 

August number of the Record, I have since found an earlier letter of Mr. 
Macfie to my father, dated 22nd October, 1869, which shows that the 
original idea was to introduce the system at a reduced rate, as you will 
observe from the following extract of the le tte r: ‘ As to the card postage 
system the idea is quite novel. I t  commends itself perfectly to me on 
principle. Due limitation as to size, and leaving one side with an address 
simply, could easily be prescribed. You are right to get the system of cards 
a t once introduced even a t the penny rate to prove the system.' This, I 
think, proves conclusively that my father was the originator of the system at 
a reduced rate. I have also been in communication with Mr. Macfie, and 
he kindly authorises me to publish the enclosed letter dated 10th September, 
1886.

“ Trusting you will find space to publish this and Mr. Macfie’s letter in the 
next number of your valuable paper,

“ Believe me, &c.,
“ F red . G. C. L undy.

“ 53, Qaisford Street, N.W., 28tA Septem ber, 1880."

We have not space to give more than the following extract from Mr. 
Macfie’s letter, which, after mentioning that he had read the notice in the 
Record, goes on to say, “ I remember the interview well to which reference 
is made. I t  was headed by Dr., now Sir Lyon Playfair. The question is
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worth following up. I have a distinct recollection of your father’s letters— 
their coming, their contents ; but it would require too much time for me to 
search for them just now. You may refer doubters to rae. He was the first 
mentioner of the subject to rae, and he did so as the promoter—rather 
prineeps solus than follower, so far as this kingdom is concerned.”

E. Granville M iller.—We are obliged to you for your communication 
enclosing the Ellesmere stamp. Would you kindly give us some definite 
information regarding the Is. New South Wales, on brown, referred to in 
your letter, and chronicled in the Record of July, 1884, as some collectors 
appear to be sceptical as to its issue on that paper ?

A. de It.—We have referred to your letter of September 1st, and you say 
you have received “ the three unpaid stamps of Bulgaria, imperforate, post
marked 1876.” Your subsequent communication states that the postmark is 
1886. These imperforate stamps have always been considered as printers’ proofs, 
and we doubt if they have ever been legitimately used for postal purposes, 
but can give no positive opinion without examining the postmark. The 
Spanish 4 cuartos, 1865, is an essay, which is found in blue of various shades.

E. D. W., Cardiff. —We are obliged to you for sending us the two Indian 
stamps ; but we think that the surcharge upon them is one affixed by the 
Company, and not by the Government. Unless we are mistaken the Bengal 
North Western Railway stands in the same position as the Great Indian 
Peninsula, the Bombay and Baroda, and other railways which have a 
minimum dividend guaranteed by the Government; but by noting the 
stamps here attention will probably be drawn to them, and provoke 
enquiries.

The stamps are 1 anna, brown, and 2 annas, orange, of the 1865 issue— 
the first of which is surcharged in black with B. N. W. R. in Roman capitals, 
a letter being at each angle ; in the second, the letters are in block type, not 
followed by full stops, and are in the angles of a wavy single-lined rectangle, 
measuring about 14J x 18 mm., and the colour of the surcharge is rose. The 
first appears to be printed, the latter to be hand-stamped ; but apparently 
both have been done before the stamps were affixed to the letters.

1 anna, brown, surcharged B. N. W. R. in black.
2 „ orange „ „ in rose.

Pemberton, Wilton, ft Co., Peltnenton Road. Wood Green, London, N,
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worth following up. I have a distinct recollection of your father’s letters— 
their coming, their contents ; hut it would require too much time for me to 
search for them just now. You may refer doubters to me. lie  "as the first 
mentioner of the subject to me, and lie did so as the promoter—rather 
prinenps solus than follower, so far as this kingdom is concerned.”

K. Guanviu.k Mi 1.1.1:11.—\Yc are obliged to you for your communication 
enclosing the Kllestm-ro stamp. Would you kindly give us some definite 
information regarding the Is. New froutli Wales, on brown, referred to in 
viinr letter, and chronicled in the lUconl of July, Iv>4, as some collectors 
appear to he sceptical as to its issue on that paper !

A. nit R.—We have referred to your letter of September 1st, and you say 
you have received “ the three unpaid stamps of liulgaria, imperforate, post
marked l * 7 f i Y o u r  suhseipient communication states that the postmark is 
/,?*•»;. These imperforate stamps have always been considered as printcrs’proi ds, 
and we doubt if they have ever been legitimately used for postal purposes, 
but can give no positive opinion without examining the postmark. The 
Spanish 4 cnartus, lsi;.">, is an essay, which is found in bine of various shades.

K. I). W., Cardiff. —We arc obliged to you for sending us the two Indian 
stamps; hut we think that the smeharge upon them is one affixed by the 
Companv, and not by the I iuvernnieiit. t’nless wo are mistaken the Reiigal 
North Western Railway stands in the same position as the Great Indian 
1'eninsnla, the Roinbay and Raroda, and other railways which have a 
minimum dividend guaranteed by the Government ; but by noting the 
stamps here attention will probably be drawn to them, and provoke 
cmpiirics.

The stamps are 1 anna, brown, and 2 annas, orange, of the lsti.) issue— 
the first of which is surcharged in black with If X. W. It. in Roman capitals, 
a letter being at each angle ; in the second, the letters are in block type, m-t 
followed by full stops, and are in the angles of a wavy single-lined rectangle, 
measuring about 14.V x Is mm., and the colour of the surcharge is rose. The 
first appears to he printed, the latter to he hand-stamped ; hut apparently 
both have been done before the stamps were allixed to the letters.

1 anna, brown, .surcharged If N. W. R. in black.
2 „ orange „ ,, in noc.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co-, Palmerston Hoad Wood Green, London, N,
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ifjv postage stamps lias no business to interfere with, or to 
j£’ express its opinions on, postal matters generally, ami that 
iff* it is stepping out of its proper sphere to do so. The very

r T may be thought that a magazine which is devoted to

» nature, however, of our work requires us to look into 
Vf'.-- what is doing in our own and other countries, and wo 

have there foie ventured to infringe a general rule, and to oiler 
some remarks on the recent attempt to resuscitate the old idea of 
the t lecan Penny Post, the success of which appears to us tube 
very doubtful.

When the tree is bail the fruit is bad also, and so long as the 
Post 1 Mliee is regarded as a source of indirect taxation great reforms 
are dillieult to be carried out. There can be no doubt that we as a 
country are very much handicapped in our extra-Iv.iropcan postal 
rates, especially as regards communications with our colonies in the 
Pacilie, and the great Empire ol the Past, and that there is 
ample work h>r Post Ollieo reformers in endeavouring to amend 
these without attempting to grapple with the larger field of a 
universal penny post.

'The P o s t a l  Union, so far as relates to this country, consists of 
two categories; the iirst composed of the States of Europe, the 
Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, the Portuguese possessions 
of the Azores, Madeira, and the Canary Islands, Egypt, Cyprus, 
'Tahiti, St. Pierre, and the United States, to all of wdiich tlio 
•single-rate postage is 2.U1. with post cards of Id. All the other 
countries and places within the Postal Union are comprised in the 
second category, the postage to which is fourpence, with post cards 
of ].’,d., and when the route is via .Brindisi these rates are 
respectively livepence and twopence.
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^T may be thought that a magazine which is devoted to 
postage stamps has no business to interfere with, or to 
express its opinions on, postal matters generally, and that 
it is stepping out of its proper sphere to do so. The very 
nature, however, of our work requires us to look into 
what is doing in our own and other countries, and we 

have therefore ventured to infringe a general rule, and to offer 
some remarks on the recent attempt to resuscitate the old idea of 
the Ocean Penny Post, the success of which appears to us to be 
very doubtful.

When the tree is bad the fruit is bad also, and so long as the 
Post Office is regarded as a source of indirect taxation great reforms 
are difficult to be carried out. There can be no doubt that we as a 
country are very much handicapped in our extra-European postal 
rates, especially as regards communications with our colonies in the 
Pacific, and the great Empire of the East, and that there is 
ample work for Post Office reformers in endeavouring to amend 
these without attempting to grapple with the larger field of a 
universal penny post.

The Postal Union, so far as relates to this country, consists of 
two categories; the first composed of the States of Europe, the 
Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, the Portuguese possessions 
of the Azores, Madeira, and the Canary Islands, Egypt, Cyprus, 
Tahiti, St. Pierre, and the United States, to all of which the 
single-rate postage is 2£d. with post cards of Id. All the other 
countries and places within the Postal Union are comprised in the 
second category, the postage to which is fourpence, with post cards 
of ljd ., and when the route is via  Brindisi these rates are 
respectively fivepence and twopence.



1 7 0 THE PHILATELIC RECORD.

Outside the Postal Union there are:
The Transvaal, Bechuanaland, and Madagascar (except St.

Mary and Tamative, which are in the Union), the postage 
to which is . . . . . . . 8d.

The native possessions of West Africa, Catneroons, Ascension,
St. Helena, Cape Colony, the Orange Free State, Natal,
New South Wales, Queensland, South and West Australia,
Victoria, New Zealand, Tasmania, and the Fiji Islands, 
the postage to which is . . . . . . 6d.

Abyssinia, Aden, Borneo, Sarawak, and Zanzibar, the postage 
to which is . . . . . . . 5d.

To none of which post cards can he sent.
Taking now the Indicateur des Posies de Belrjigue for the current 

half year, we find that in Belgium there is no division of the 
countries in the Postal Union into two categories, hut the whole 
form one, with a uniform rate of 25 centimes for a single letter, 
and of 10 centimes for a post card, the whole of Madagascar 
being included in a single rate of 25 centimes, which is also 
applied to the places named above, the postage to which, according 
to the Post Office Guide, is 5d.

The tariff of the French Post Office is the same as the Belgian 
in respect of the countries within the Postal Union, only one 
category being recognised; the effect being that from France or 
Belgium a single letter may be sent to India or China, whether by 
way of Brindisi or Marseilles, for 25 centimes, as also to any of 
our Colonies included in the second category of the Postal Union, 
the postage to which is 4d. from England.

To the outside public this appears to be inequitable. The 
Postmaster-General’s reports give many statistical tables, but fail to 
give us anything by which we can judge of the number of letters 
passing to countries abroad; but we should be safely within limits 
in supposing that the letters from England to India and China are 
ten times as many as from France and Belgium, and yet we pay 
double the rate of postage. The number to our West India 
colonies must be much more in proportion to those from France 
and Belgium. Ho doubt that the “ Circumlocution Office” has 
what it thinks good and sufficient reasons for continuing this 
anomalous state of things; and so it thought it had in 1839, 
when it tried to smother Sir R. Hill, who was compelled to carry 
his case to the final court of appeal— the public. W e are aware 
that, as regards our colonies in Africa and the Southern Pacific, the 
fault does not appear to rest wholly with our own administration; but



■we see no reason why we should not, as in France and Bulgaria, 
have a rate of 2£d. to all the countries within the Postal Union. At 
present the net revenue of the Post Office is almost stagnant; it 
reached its highest point during the last ten years in 1882-3, since 
which time, although the gross receipts have increased by £870,000  
yet the expenses have increased by £940,000; the net revenue of 
the past year being £161,385 in excess of that of 1839, the last 
year of the old regime. The expenses of the Packet Service do 
not represent a large sum, and certainly, speaking as one of the 
public, we see no valid reason against reducing the foreign rate 
to 2£d., though we think it would be very difficult to induce 
the public, whose foreign correspondence is but very small in 
comparison with that for the interior, to venture for the present 
on the experiment of such a leap in the dark as the establishment 
of a “ universal penny postage.”
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Afghanistan.— We have received some information from an 
officer attached to the Frontier Delimitation Commission which we 
think will be interesting to our readers.

First, he gives us a table of the Afghan coinage, which he says 
corresponds to the values on all the series of stamps.

50 dinars — 1 shahi.
2 shahis --1 sanar.
2 samire = 1 abissi.
3 abassis = 1 rupee.

Second. The inscription round the early (Shere Ali) Cabul 
stamps, both large and small, is : “ Mahsool i chapa pa Khana d£r 
us Sultanat T Kabul.” Mahsool signifying “ price, tax, hire of 
anything,” &c. ; chapa pa Khana, “ p r in t in g -p r e ssa n d  d&r, 
“ seat of government” or “ metropolis.”

Third. The inscription on the current (Abdur Kahman) stamps 
is: “ 8takht 9 i dar 2 us sultanat l i  K&bul.” The figures of 
the date, 1298, coming in as shown. T&kht means “ throne.”

Fourth. In the case of bill stamps—which in the early issues 
were identical with the postage stamps, except that the value is 
in the inner ring instead of the heading— the value of the bill 
legalised by the stamp is inscribed, and not the value of the stamp. 
Thus the inner ring contains such values as “ Sad rupiya pukhta " 
(100 rs, sterling), and so on. The outer inscription is: “ Tikkas 
(tax) hundwi (bill) dar us sultdnat 1 Kabul," and the date as usual.

Under date of the 14th September last, Major Evans wrote us 
94*



that “ the current Afghan stamps are undoubtedly inscribed one 
abasi, two abasi, and one rupee. The values in all the previous 
issues, except one, were given as shahi, sunar, abasi, half rupee, 
and rupee, or sometimes one rupee. I do not give this as my 
opinion only ; it is a fact, as shown by Kodet and other Oriental 
scholars. It has been assumed that 1 rupee = 4  abasi = 8 sunar =  
16 shahi, and I think this is most likely correct; and the early 
issues seem to have been sent to dealers as 1, 2, 4, and 8 annas, 
and 1 rupee. The current stamps were, I think, first received by 
dealers as 5 annas, 10 annas, and 1 rupee respectively; and a 
collector told me that some sent him from India, obtained by some 
oflicial there, were priced at 5, 10, and 15 annas, which gives 
another notion of their relative values.” From information given 
to us from time to time it would appear that the Afghan rupee is 
not the exact equivalent of the Indian one, and therefore that the 
divisional parts of the Afghan one cannot be exactly rendered in 
annas. Whatever may have been the case with regard to the 
issues prior to 1881, wo are disposed to accept the table given 
above for the values of the stamps issued since that period, but 
confess we are not able to reconcile it with the values we have 
always attributed to the previous issues.

From time to time we have received specimens on coloured 
paper, and now we have the whole of the three values— 1 and 
2 abasi and 1 rupee—on thin wove paper of five different colours, 
which seems to point to their use in five different localities. In 
some instances the paper shows vergeures, and would perhaps be 
more accurately defined by the French term of verge batonne. The 
colour of the impression appears to vary somewhat, appearing as 
brownish-red on the yellow papers, as lake on the lilac and green, 
and as carmine on the pink paper; but we think that the colour 
used for the impression of all is nearly the same, the variation 
being duo in a great measure to the colour of the paper.

1 abasi, 2 abasi, and 1 rupee, in brownish-red on orange.
,, ,, ,, ,, saffron.
,, ,, ,, in lake on green.
,, ,, ,, ,, lilac.
,, ,, ,, carmine on pink.

Austrian Levant.— It appears that there are two surcharges 
of 10 para on the 3 soldi, one made at Constantinople, and the 
other in Vienna. To avoid returning to Vienna the stock of about 
a hundred sheets of a hundred stamps each, in hand at Constanti
nople, a similar surcharge of “ 10 para 1 0 ” was applied, the only 
difference between the two being that the surcharge of Constanti
nople is 16 mm. long, with “ para" of 6 mm., while that of 
Vienna is 15 mm. long, with “ para” 6J mm. long. The Timbre- 
Poste reports that the 5, 10, 20, and 50 soldi will be also 
surcharged with 20 paras, 1, 2, and 5 piastres respectively.

Adhesives. 10 para on 3 soldi, green ; Vienna surcharge.
,, ,, Constantinople surcharge.
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Barbados.— A correspondent informs us that a new stamp of 
three pence will be issued on 1st January next.

Bhopal.— In our August number we chronicled the j  anna in 
blue-green, on white wove paper, imperforate, type 1884. Major 
Evans writes us that he has seen it in grass-green and deep green. 
It is in thirty-two varieties, among which are the following errors : 
nwab, nawaa, nawa (2), nwaha, and nwaba and begaain on the 
same stamp.

Of the same type the % anna exists, in pale red on white wove 
paper, im perforate; also in thirty-two varieties, among which are 
the errors sah and nawaba (2).

In the large square type, similar to that of 1881, but with very 
large lettering, the % anna is found in red, on white wove paper, 
imperforate; also in thirty-two varieties, all, except one, lettered 
began or becan in place of begam, and one also lettered nwab.

There is a 4 annas of a similar type, but with smaller lettering, 
in deep yellow on white laid paper, perforated about 5£, in twenty- 
four varieties, nine or ten of which are lettered regam for begam.

1 anna, grass-green and deep green ; type 1884, imp., 32 var.
i  ,, pale red ; type 1884, imp., 32 var.
4 ,, red ; type 1881, imp., 32 var.
4 ,, yellow ; type 1881, perl". 5J, 24 var.

British Bechuanaland-— Wo have received the registration 
envelopes of the Cape of Good Hope, surcharged, as described in 
our August number, in three sizes, g, i, and k.

We regret to find that the Stellaland stamps, though no longer 
current, have not been destroyed.

British North Borneo.— W e annex engravings of the altered 
50 cents and 1 dollar mentioned in our last.
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Ceylon.— The surcharge of five cents on the envelope of 4 
cents, light French-blue, i3 now applied in black in one line.

Envelope, 5 c. on 4 c,, light French-blue, white laid paper,

Dominican Republic.—-We have lately seen the following 
additional varieties in the paper of the envelopes hearing the 
stamp of the year 1880; viz.

Envelopes. 20 centavos, light yellow-brown on white wove.
45 ,, lilac „
60 ,, grcen-bluc azure laid.
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French Levant.— The 25 c., in black on pink, has been sur
charged 1 piastre 1 in red.

Adhesive. 25 c., black on pink, surch. in red.
Germany. Berlin.— W e are indebted to Mr. Earoe for sending 

us the latest issues of the Omnibus Company’s adhesive stamps, 
consisting of a 2 pf. and 3 pf. of a new type, in which the oval 
occupies more space, and the words drucksachen and verkehr 
are omitted. In other respects the stamps resemble their pre
decessors.

He also sends us an envelope of blue-grey paper, 150 x 124 mm., 
with a stamp of 3 pf. Type II. b of the letter-sheets.

Adhesives. 2 pf., orange, perforated 12J.
3 pf,, dark blue ,,

Envelope. 3 pf. ,, on blue-grey.
W e also learn that the Lloyd Company, mentioned in our 

September number, ceased to do letter-carrying business on the 
20th October last, and now confines its operations to the delivery 
of parcels. The adhesive stamp of 10 pf,, issued by that company, 
was for registered letters. The company also issued a post card, 
besides the one already chronicled, with an adhesive stamp of 2 pf., 
and with advertisements on the face, the impression being in black.

Post Card. No value. Black on buff, green and grey.
Franlcfort s./m .— On the 14 th October last a local post was estab

lished here for the delivery of letters and circulars for 2 pf., within 
the limits of the town and suburbs of Sachsenhausen, Bockenheim, 
and Bomheim. The arms of Frankfort, on a solid, upright, oval 
ground, are enclosed in a band inscribed privat-brief-verkehr 
in the upper part, and frankfurt a/ m in the lower. In each of 
the two lower angles is the numeral of value in an upright oval, 
with pfennig between in graduated capitals. The impression is 
in black on plain white paper, and the perforation 11

A post card has also been issued, without an impressed stamp, 
but with an adhesive one affixed to it. The inscription in the 
upper part is the same as on the adhesive stamp, and below is 
“ A n ” in script, followed by two dotted lines, then “ Hier,” with a 
line under it, and a short dotted line below.

Adhesive. 2 pf., black.
Post Card. No value, black on buff.

Weisbaden.— According to the Timbre-Poste, a local post has 
been in function since the 1st October, when two stamps were 
issued of the same design, consisting of the numeral of value 
within an oval enclosed in a rectangular frame inscribed local 
verkehr at the bottom, and transport— anstalt—Wiesbaden on 
the other three sides.

Adhesives. 1J pf., black on bright rose.
2 pf., black on yellow.

On the 15th of the same month a fresh issue of the stamp of 
2 pf. was made, printed in red on yellow paper.

Adhesive. 2 pf., red on yellow.
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Post cards have also been issued bearing the inscription: 
Wiesbadener Transport-Anstalt 

P rivat— Post-Karte 
An

Hier
The impression is in black on coloured card, and the adhesive 

stamp is affixed to the right.
Post Cards. No value, black on green, and on lilac.

A further issue has also been made in which the same inscription 
with a stamp of the design of the adhesive is lithographed.

Post Card. 2 pf., yellow on blue.
Der Philatelist reports the existence of local posts in Heidelberg, 

Apolda, Mannheim, Strasburg, and other towns; but we defer 
noticing these till next month.

German Levant.— W e have seen the 20 pf., blue, surcharged 
in black “ i piaster i ” ; but do not know if  other values exist.

Adhesive. 1 Piastre, blue, surcharged in black on 20 pf.

Grenada.— W e have received the orange 
fiscal stamp, water-marked with star and 
perforated, surcharged, in green, “ three half
pence,1'  with the additional surcharges, in 
black, of postage in Kornan capitals, an d d .

Adhesive. 1 Penny, orange, surcharged in green 
and black.

Madagascar.— A third value of the new type is announced 
by the Timbre-Poste, of the value of threepence, and this, as also 
the two other values, have the consular stamp in lilac.

Adhesives. 1 penny, pink and lilac.
2A >»
3 ii n ii

Natal.— A correspondent informs us that he has the threepence, 
blue, 1869, perforated 14£, surcharged twice over with postage in 
Homan capitals of 1 2 x 2  mm, ; the one about 2 mm. below 
natal, and the other above the same distance above the value.

Adhesive. 3 pence, blue, 1869, surcharged doubly.

W ftpa.nl— Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. send us a set of 
stamps of the same designs as before, but printed on native paper, 
and in colours slightly varying in tone from the previous issue. 
The stamps are not perforated or gummed.

1 anna, dark blue.
2 ,, slate-violet.
4 ,, yellow-green.

New Zealand.—The p03t card so lately described comes to 
hand w ith an altered border.

Post Card. 1 penny, pink on buff, altered border.
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Norway. Arendal.— W e have seen the 7 ore, blue, with brown 
centre, imperforate. Adhesive. 7 ore, blue and brown, imperforate.

Paraguay.— In the E l Orden of the 20th August last a decree 
appeared, dated from Assomption on the same day, announcing the 
issue of a provisional series of official stamps for the exclusive 
purpose of franking foreign official correspondence. These stamps 
were imperforate, and were surcharged oficial in black. In the 
same journal of the 29th August a further decree appeared, dated 
Assomption the 28th August, to the effect that on the 1st of September 
then next the definitive issue of the official series would be made. 
M. Moens has kindly sent us the two series for inspection, and the 
stamps are identical in design, save that the colours of the definitive 
issue differ from those of the provisional issue, and the type of 
the surcharge is not identical. The stamps also of the definitive 
issue are perforated 11£, and have no designs on the back of them 
as in the provisional issue.

We will not give a detailed description of the designs, as the 
accompanying engravings of the definitive issue will be si.ffkiently 
explanatory.

The design of the 1 centavo 
is similar to that of the 
postage stamps. That of the 
2 centavos shows a lion re
gardant couchant on laurels.
The 5 centavos shows a five- 
rayed star with rays of light 
in the centre oval, while the 
7 centavos has a similar star 

with a cap of Liberty before it. In the 10 centavos the star is 
surrounded with branches of oak and laurel. The 15 and 

20 centavos are trans
verse oblong rectangles, 
the one showing a rail- I 
way train, and the other 5 
a steamer in circles. i 

The surcharge of | 
oficial is the same 
throughout all the values 

of the definitive series. In the provisional series the type is 
smaller, while in that on the 2 centavos it is in script.
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A t the back of each of the stamps of the provisional issue is a 

design in blue varying with each value and a letter from A to G 
on each. On the 1 c. i3 an upright oval band, inscribed Asuncion 
and a ; the 2 c. has Asuncion 1886, and b ; the 5 c. a star amid 
branches of laurel and c ; the 7 c. has ascuncion, placed diagonally, 
and d ; the 10 c. an oval band, inscribed Asuncion, with a star in 
the centre, and e ; the 15 c. a lion and f ; and the 20 c. a trans
verse oval band, inscribed Asuncion and G.

Provisional issue.

Definitive issue.

1 centavo, orange ; imperforate.
2 99 dark violet , ,

5 39 red , ,

7 9 i green „

10 99 chesnut , ,

15 39 dnrk blue „
20 99 carmine , ,

1 99 green ;  perforated 11J
2 99 scarlet , ,

5 O blue , ,

7 M orange , ,

10 1 9 carmine , ,

15 9 9 cliesnut , ,

20 99 blue , ,

Peru.— The 20 centavos of the typo of 1878 has been issued 
in dark blue; perforated 12.

Adhesive. 20 cent, blue on white wove paper j perf. 12.

Russian Locals. Biejetzk.—The annexed engraving shows a 
stamp which saw the light last Juno. We 
learn from the Timbre-Potte that there are ten 
varieties on a horizontal band. The numerals 
are for the most part placed obliquely in the 
angles, though the first variety shows the one 
in the right upper corner upright. In the 
second and seventh “ 3 k.” has no stop 
after it, and in the ninth the crcwn is some
what different. The impression is in black 
on coloured paper, and the stamps are rouletted 
on black line.

i  8?

!  3 - J
*  TP” i
£ Co

Adhesive. 3 k., blue-green.

Borovitehi.— We annex an engraving of the stamp described 
last month.

Longa.— The accompany
ing engraving represents a 
new issue for this local post. 
It is printed in colour on 
white wove paper and per
forated 12, though there are 
some which have escaped be
ing perforated horizontally. 
Some of the stamps are also 
printed upside down.

A A .V W
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An envelope, 1 4 9 x 1 1 6  mm,, of white wove paper, with a 
similar stamp to the left, was issued at the same time.

Adhesive. 3 kopecs, pale red.
Envelope. ,, vermilion.

Straits Settlements.—The five cents, 1882, in violet-brown,
son  2? c c paper, comes to  hand  surcharged in black, w ith  ., in 

italics. Adhesive. 3 cents on 5 c. violet-brown; perforated 14.

Perak.— The two cents Straits Settlements, in pink, on gg c a 
paper, has been surcharged in black with o n e—cent— ferak  in 
three lines of italics. The same stamp has also been surcharged 
with perak  in Roman capitals of 2£ mm. and 13 mm. long.

Adhesives, 1 c. on 2 c, pink, sur. one cent, perak in italics.
■ 2 c. pink, sur. ferak in Roman capitals 2 | x 13 mm.

Tasmania.— The envelope mentioned in our last as having 
been franked with a half stamp of 2d. was addressed to a person 
in Scottodale in the ordinary course, but it appears that the 
addressee, thinking to do a little stroke of business, addressed 
a number of unclosed envelopes to himself, and posted them in 
Scottodale with half stamps of twopence. Our correspondent 
now writes us that in answer to enquiries he learns that “ the 
Scottodale postmaster was hauled over the coals about those half 
stamps. He explains the circumstances in this w a y : A number 
of envelopes were posted open and without enclosure, all addressed
to the same person; and recognising Mr. ------ ’s handwriting, he,
thinking he had more money than brains, postmarked them.”

T on ga ,— Whether the government of these islands is a limited 
or despotic monarchy, or what is the name of the sovereign who now 
occupies the throne, we are unable to say with any certainty, but 
we believe that the throne is not a very stable one at any time. 
By the last mail a correspondent sends U3 the following extract 
from the New Zealand Times of the 29tli September la s t: “ A 
set of stamps for the government of Tonga, South Seas, are 
being printed by the New Zealand Stamp Department. The dies 
were engraved by Mr. Cousins, of Bock and Cousins, Wellington, 
and are a credit to him. The stamps are being beautifully printed.” 
Our correspondent further tells us the values and colours, while 
another sends us two specimens, one of which is obliterated, from 
which we conclude that the stamps are in actual use. The design 
resembles that of the New Zealand one penny stamp of 1882, 
the king’s head to the left being inclosed in an upright oval hand, 
inscribed tonga postage and revenue in the upper part and the 
valuo in full in the lower. There is a small ornament in the upper 
spandrels, and in the lower Id. (2d. Gd. Is.) The impression is on 
white paper, watermarked “ N Z and Star,” and the perforation is 12£.

Adhesives. 1 penny, pink.
2 ,, purple.
6 „ blue.
1 shilling, green.
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Transvaal.— Delays in the delivery of correspondence by the 

government post has brought into existence a Local Express 
Company, delivering letters in Maroba, Nylstroom, and Pretoria. 
The stamps are very simple, consisting of the words vry— tot 
po st s .— maroba stad (PRETORIA or nylstroom) within a square 
double-lined frame, between the lines of which in the upper part 
is express, and in the lower company. To the left is f. h . b., 
and to the right z. a. r. In each angle is the numeral of value. 
An unpaid letter stamp, in which the central inscription is te 
betalen , also has been issued. The stamps are lithographed in 
black, on coloured paper, and gummed, but not perforated.

Adhesives, i  penny, black on blue-grey (Nylstroom).
1 ,, ,, red (Fnetoria).
1 ,, ,, green (Maroba Stad).
i  ,, ,, white (unpaid letter stamp).

Turk’s Islands.— These islands seem to be supplied with 
unstamped English Registration Envelopes. We have seen size G 
of the current type purchased there, though used in Bermuda, and 
we understand that other sizes exist.

Registration Envelope. No value, inscription in blue.

Victoria.— We have an envelope with embossed stamp of 
twopence of the type of 1869, with the words 
stamp duty one on each side of the neck of 
the bust, engraved in small block letters. The 
stamp is in lilac, on azure laid paper, and is 
impressed after the envelope was made up. The 
Bize of those received by our publishers is 136 x 
78 mm.

Envelope. 2 pence, lilac on azure laid.
W e annex an engraving of the new adhesive stamp of 6d., 

described in our last

OCCASIONAL NOTES,
B y  T . K . T A P L IN G , V ice-P residen t L o n d o n  P h ila te lic  Soc ie ty .

No. I.
The Fivepence of the 1854  Issue of New South W ales.

Under this heading I hope from time to time to write a few lines on 
different subjects of philatelic interest, and to be able perhaps to add a little 
to the knowledge of collectors on a few points that have hitherto been either 
ovei looked or neglected. The notes will be necessarily rather disjointed in 
form, but the pressure of other duties must be my excuse for this, and for 
any sins of omission. My first note then is on “ The Fivepence of the 1854 
Issue of New South Wales." The stamp, which is printed in dark green, 
and belongs to the unperforated series of large square stamps, needs no 
further description, and must be perfectly well known to every reader of the
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Philatelic Record. By the last mail from Australia I received from a 
friend, who has taken a great deal of trouble for me in these matters, 
part of a proof-sheet of the Fivepence, consisting of forty stamps, arranged 
in four horizontal rows of ten. The stamps are printed on stout white 
unwatermarked paper, in dark blue of a peculiar shade.

There is, of course, nothing very remarkable in these proofs, which, if I 
remember right, belong to a series struck off in 1860-1861. But when 
I saw them I was reminded of a stamp which for years past had been in my 
own collection, and for years previously in the collection of a gentleman 
from whom I acquired it. I t also is printed in blue ; but I had hitherto paid 
little attention to it as a variety, being under the impression that in all 
probability it had been changed by some chemical means from green, 
the normal colour. On comparison, however, I found that it was printed in 
the identical shade of the proof-sheet.

My specimen is on the ordinary paper of the issue, is watermarked with a 
double-lined numeral “ 5," and the obliteration is one commonly found 
on this series ; viz., the letters “ n. s. w," within three concentric ovals.

We have then these proofs in blue ; a watermarked specimen of the same 
shade, with every appearance of having legitimately passed the post; 
and the further fact, that about the time the proofs were struck off a change 
was made in the issue by the adoption of perforation. I may add, lastly, 
that, after a most careful examination of my specimen, I have failed to 
detect the slightest trace of any chemical agency. To my mind therefore 
there seems little doubt that the postal authorities, who were evidently 
trying experiments at the time, caused a sheet or two of this Fivepence 
to be printed in blue and issued to the public. If this is correct, 
the stamp must be a veritable rara avis, and should rank with the Eight 
pence of the same issue, printed in red, which, as most collectors know, 
is excessively rare.

I  cannot recollect ever seeing another copy ; but now that attention has 
been drawn to the subject, perhaps some of the readers of the Philatelic 
Record will be able to vouch for the existence of other specimens.

Since writing this “ Note,” I have been reminded by Mr. Bacon that 
the Fivepence, blue, is mentioned in an old Catalogue by Messrs. Bellars 
and Davie, published in 1865, On referring, I find this footnote by the 
authors on page 31 : “ This is a very rare stamp, having been only employed 
in postage to the Mauritius.” No authority is given for this statement, and 
I have been unable to find out whence Messrs. Bellars and Davie derived 
their information. I t  seems more likely that the only specimens then 
known happened to have been taken from letters addressed to the Mauritius, 
Messrs. Bellars and Davie concluding in consequence that the stamp in this 
colour was used for that special branch of the postal service. However this 
may be, the statement, if founded in any way on fact, strongly corroborates 
the opinion I expressed, that a sheet or two of the stamps was actually 
issued to the public in blue.
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T H E  STAMPS OF DON CARLOS,

A F ree Translation from th e  “ Tim bre-Poste." 

(C o n tin u e d  fr o m  page 128.)

I ssue op 1st J uly, 1873.
For the provinces o f Biscay, Navarre, Guipuscoa, and A  lava.

The design of this stamp {which is that of the engraving given below, with , 
very slight modifications that will be noticed after) shows the head of Don 
Carlos to the left, in an oval, on a horizontally-lined ground, having outside, 
in the upper part, franqueo (franked) in coloured letters on an arched tablet 
with white ground, and in the lower part espana in white letters on solid 
ground, with “ 1. rl.” and “ rl. 1.” on each side. The frame is rectangular, and 
the spaces between the oval and the frame are filled in with horizontal lines.

This stamp was lithographed at Bayonne by M. Closeau, and printed in 
colour on white wove paper of varied thickness.

1 real, pale blue on white. | 1 real, pate blue on white (thick).
There are two transfers of this stamp. The first has 84 stamps to the 

sheet, in seven vertical rows of 12; the second has 11 rows of 11, or 121 
stamps to the sheet.

When these stamps were first announced by the Timbre-Poste, they were 
received with a certain amount of incredulity, especially on the part of the 
editor of the Gazette des Timbres, who grounded his want of faith on the 
circumstances, first, that the face depicted on the stamp bore little or no 
resemblance to the photographs of Don Carlos [one wonders which of the 
other stamps afterwards issued did resemble him, for no two have a common 
resemblance]; and, second, that the tilde or circumflex accent over the n 
was not to be found. This latter objection is answered in the Timbre-Poste 
by saying that as the stamp was manufactured at Bayonne, it was not im
probable that the engraver, being a Frenchman, was not acquainted with 
the Spanish orthography; and that the mistake was rectified as speedily as 
possible after it  had been pointed out.

I ssue of September, 1873.
To correct the above-mentioned mistake, a small alteration was made in 

the plate of the first transfer of 84 stamps. In the former 
issue there was a thin white curved line, at the bottom of 
the oval, above the word espana. By the suppression of 
this, room enough was left to introduce the accent over 
the n. The two issues are, therefore, readily distinguish
able by the absence or presence of this accent. The im
pression was in colour on thick white paper.

1 real, blue, and bright blue.
Later on a fresh transfer was made of this design, in 

which the sheet consisted of 180 stamps, in 15 horizontal rows of 12 in a row.

R eprints of the above I ssues or 1873.
1st. Of the issue of 1st July, 1873.
In August, 1881, the Count of C., who was in possession of the litho

graphic stone bearing the Don Carlos stamp, entrusted it  to a lithographer
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in Paris to print off a few proofs of essays. A dealer having become 
acquainted with the fact, had the indelicacy to contrive that a large quantity 
of stamps should be printed. The lithographer, fearing to compromise him
self, as Don Carlos was at that time attempting to renew his escapade of 
1873, thought it prudent to inform the police of the stamps he had printed, 
the consequence of which was that the stone was seized. After an enormous 
amount of trouble, and resort to influential means, the stone was restored to 
its owner. We have, therefore, of this printing:

1 real, blue.
2nd. Of the issue of September, 1873.
A reprint of this issue was made in 1881, under the same circumstances as 

those above stated with respect to the issue of the 1st July, 1873.
1 real, blue.

' E s s a y s .

The only essays known are those of the first issue.
1 real, black, carmine, on glazed white paper.

The essays struck off in 1881 from the stone bearing the stamp of the 
first issue were:

1 real, lilac, bright lilac, vermilion, carmine, black.
Essays, or rather fancy impressions, were also made in 1881 from the 

stone bearing the stamp of the second issue; viz.:
1. From the original.

1 real, blue, red, black, on white.
2. From the transfer.

1 real, pale and bright lilac, vermilion, carmine, black on white.
Besides the above-mentioned essays and fancy impressions of the stamps 

which were actually brought into use, a stamp seems to have been prepared, 
by the orders of the Cure Santa Cruz, prior to that adopted, but which 
was not accepted. In this the design consists of a three-quarter portrait of 
Don Carlos to the right, with turn-down collar. The essay in other respects 
resembles the stamp adopted, and was presented on the 13th March, 1873, but 
having been deemed imperfect, was refused. About fifty proofs exist, and i t  

i s  somewhat curious that these have the accent over the n  ; only one or two 
proofs were struck off without the accent, which have been destroyed; and 
as the lithographer had not the foresight to preserve any, no copy now exists.

An essay which, notwithstanding all our research, we have not been able 
to find, is described in The Philatelist in 1873. [The description will be 
found in the number for March of that year, and commences thus: “ The 
Paris magazines report the existence of a Carlist stamp.” By reference to 
the Gazette des Timbres of the 15th February it will be seen that the 
announcement depends on some correspondence published in the Figaro of 
the 13th February. The Philatelist then proceeds to describe the stamp as 
follows.] “ A correspondent from Bayonne verifies the fact to one of our 
philatelical friends, describing the emission as follows : Large rectangle; 
imperforate; watermarked with a single-lined fleur-de-lis. Full-faced por
trait of Don Carlos in central pearled circle, resting on a knot of ribbons on 
which is the word p a z  (peace); oak and olive branches on either side. 
Diagonal rays in the upper spandrels. On a white frame enclosing the por
trait a re : c o r r e o s  a t the sides; f r a n c o  below; e s p a n a  u n i  d a  above,
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separated by the Arms of Spain, all in bright violet. The impression is in 
light mauve, the portrait black. The letter o is at the end of the ribbons. 
The stamp is used for franking letters for the troops, and all communications 
from head-quarters.”

As the Timbre-Poste goes on to observe, there seems to be a great deal of 
complication for a stamp which appears to have no value specified.

[It is most probable that the correspondent of The Philatelist had actually 
seen such a stamp in preparation. We all know that when it is supposed 
that stamps will be required, there is no lack of offers, with specimens of the 
artists' work.]

(To be continued.)

g r o fc tiin g s  o f tye f j u la t d i t  jsoricfj o f  f o n io n .
— ♦ —

The first meeting of the season was held a t the Salisbury Ilotel, Fleet 
Street, E.C., on November 12th, 1886. The Vice-President took the chair, 
and the Assistant-Secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting, 
which were confirmed, and the correspondence. The Vice-President read the 
report of the sub-committee appointed to make enquiries in respect of a suitable 
room for the purpose of the meetings of the Society, and recommended on 
behalf of the committee the adoption by the Society of the suggestions con
tained in the report. It was proposed, seconded, and carried unanimously, that 
the room recommended by the sub-committee, being No. 9 at the Salisbury 
Ilotel, Fleet Street, was in every way satisfactory, and that, subject to the 
approval of the majority of members, the Secretary be instructed to engage 
it definitely for the season. The question of changing the day and hour of 
meeting was next considered. I t  was proposed by the Assistant-Secretary, 
seconded by Mr. Gibb, and carried unanimously, that the day of meeting 
be the alternate Fridays during the season. I t  was proposed by Mr. A. 
II. Wilson, and seconded by Mr. Tilly, that 7.30 p.m. be the hour of 
meeting. An amendment, proposed by the Vice-President, substituting 
8 p.m. for 7.30, was rejected by a majority of five. Mr. A. H. Wilson’s 
motion was then carried unanimously. In accordance with a resolution 
passed a t the previous meeting, the Assistant-Secretary was instructed to 
communicate with the members of the Society not present at the meeting, 
and to ascertain whether they approved of the proposed alterations. I t  was 
pointed out that some small increase of the subscription will in all 
probability be necessary to cover the cost of the new room, &c., and in 
accordance with article 28 of the Society’s statutes the Assistant-Secretary 
was instructed to give notice that this question would be discussed ana 
decided a t the next meeting. Mr. Burnett, in consequence of his continued 
absence abroad, tendered his resignation as Secretary, which was accepted 
with great regret by the Society, and a vote of thanks to him for his services 
was passed unanimously; and Mr. Bacon and Mr. Garth were then elected 
to the posts of Secretary and Assistant-Secretary respectively. I t was then 
proposed by the Vice-President, seconded by Mr. Garth, and carried 
unanimously, that the stamps of the British North American colonies should 
form the subject of study during the season 1886-87. The Vice-President 
reported that he had made considerable progress with the articles on the 
first two issues of New South Wales, undertaken by him jointly with the 
President in accordance with the wish of the Society. He suggested that, if 
approved of by the Society, the papers should be incorporated with the 
Society’s catalogue of the stamps of the Australian colonies, which it was 
hoped would be published in tne spring. This suggestion was favourably 
received by the members present. This concluded the business of the day, 
and the next meeting was fixed for the 26th inst,, at 7.30 p.m.
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J l o t c a  a u fc  € t u c r i c s .

A R eader writes U3 as follows: “ I t  often happens that in reading 
some philatelic work one conies across such a passage as th is: ‘ For 
further information see vol. viii. Stamp Collectors Magazine,* or see 
‘ he Timbrophile,’ &c. Now we cannot all be expected to have a 
complete philatelic library to refer to, and it has occurred to me that 
perhaps something in the nature of a ‘ Philatelic Circulating L ibrary’ 
m ight be formed. Perhaps, if a sufficient number of subscribers could 
he guaranteed, the publishers of the Philatelic Record might be inclined 
to take the matter up.”

We are afraid that a circulating library of books of reference is not a 
m atter that our publishers could carry out. The Philatelic Society 
have lately had a present made to them by Mr. Image of his books on 
philately, and are contemplating the formation of a library of reference. 
Probably something will be done during the present session.

MM, Caillebotte’s L ibt of M exican Stamps.—A correspondent 
semis us as an addition to the list of small figure consignments of 1864 
(Philatelic Record, vol, vii, p. 181) “ 196 Mexico.”

A. II. W .—Thanks for sending us the novel London obliterating 
mark. As applied to the envelope it shows six black lines passing over 
the stamp more than 60 min. long, the two middle ones having a break 
in them of 5 mm. at a distance of 25 mm. from the right. A t the left 
extremity of the lines is a circular date stamp of 25 mm. diameter, with 
London in the upper part, 1886 in the opposite lower part, with 
oct 26 and m.d in two lines in the middle. I t  is the first we have seen.

W. II. E a r l .—You will find at page 46 of the Record for the present 
year an explanation of the letter a t the foot of the sheets of one penny 
stamps. Our own copies of letter A are of the second type, and we 
believe the system was then inaugurated. The num ber of the plates now 
is only mentioned on the sheet sent in for registration.

Your observation as to the telegraph card without a stamp has been 
sent to the authors of The Postage and Telegraph Stamps.

J. AY. AV.—AVe are obliged to you for your communication enclosing 
such satisfactory information as to the reason why bo few Russian 
locals are found obliterated by Post Office m arks; namely, that they 
are simply used in the country within the provincial districts, and none 
but an extra-careful employd ordinarily takes the trouble even to draw 
his pen across them, much less to obliterate them in auy other fashion.

T olima, 1884.—Mr. Campbell informs us that the 2 centavos in red 
and 1 peso in black are being offered for sale in Paris a t 16s. and 24s. 
respectively as errors, when in reality they are essays, though printed 
on the same paper as the official set, most of which he has seen in 
different colours.

O. F., Langley.—AVe have received and returned your stamps. The 
3 pence Canada on laid paper is not machine perforated ; the holes are 
not of even depth, and some have been cut to a point. AVith regard to 
the Cape of Good Hope stamp, it may be that an obliterating bar of 
another pattern was introduced when the stamp was surcharged.

Pemberton, Wilion, & Co., Palmeraton Road, Wood Qreen, London, N.
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Vol. I .  (1879), beautifully bound in cloth, gilt lettering and edging, coi* ’ ' & 

taiiMg Photograph andAutograph-of the late K .  L. Pemberton. A emaUnSmberlrf ' copies Still remaining:. Pnco a/8, post-free,, , , ,
m

VoL i t .  (1^801, bound to match Vol. X . btrt considerably laager, contains, Id 
addition to illustrations In itio later numbs*. a permanent Photo. (Cabinet sins) ami 
Autograph o f P  A, Pbilbritk, Esq., Q.O., President of the P td W io  Society of 
London. Pries Q/Q, post-free, - j ; ■ ■  : •

VoL IH , (1881), bound to match Vols. I. aad.H., but much larger. Pxp-
wi*h Coloured plates, etc.; also permanent Photo, of i y T .O .W . Yiner.

, . Price e/6j pcsHreo. . ; y . , ■ , ' . t
Vol. IV. (1882), similarly bound, prufdsely illuBtrateKl. Permanent Photo. 

qf the late Viet. :G. d« Tsa*t Price 6/6y twsUfre#, , ' . : ' >
Vol. V. (1883), similarly bound, profusely iUusiratod. Photograph of "iV.

A. S. W^stoby. Pries B/Q post-free. • - r  1
Vol. VI. (1884), similarly bound. Permanent Phatogfraph of 'IttforlSli &'""

Kvsps, R.A. 6 /8  post-free. _ . . . .  '

VoL VII. (1885), similarly bound.. Permanent Photograph of Dr. A. fcearand,
■ Secretary of the French Philatolio Society. • . - . - : ,
VoL V m . commences with the February number. Sabaeription- at hpaia - ■

. an d fp ra llo o un ttiesin^ la toA oftlieP O efaH T iiion .S /e . ,T .
To Antigua, Argentine Bepnblic, Bahamas, Barbados*, Bermuda, Bgliyia, BrarU, Brtfiiii c 

Honduran British Guiana, Chtti, Gosta Kiea^Coru^ao, Dominica. Ecuador, Falkland Isles; 
Gambia, Gold Coast, Grenada, Gm/icmala, Jamaica, Lagos, Liberia, M&inritida, Mexico, , 
BontMTiit, HatVl, N(-vi.;Iliosjregua,PnnaraaJ'«ru, PhHippina Manda, Porto Hico; Queen*:, *' 
land, St.Donango, St. Kjtt’s. St. Lucia, Bt. Vincent, Surinam, Tobago, Trinidad,Ttrih** ' 
Ieianda, Uriitod States of Oohmibia, TTriiguay, Vtnesuela, 4/-, post-free. ' •' •

To Oeylon, China, India, Japan, Labt-an, Singapora, 4 /0 , post-free. ' ; \  •
_ T o  Cane Colony, E am uian Islands, Paragony, N e» South Vales, Nsw Zdalaiid. 
H eiaia, South AnstrnBa, TosnUnJa, Vlot<nia,.aad West Australia, 6/-, poetaft**, .,rr!,- ; ; c 

> ■ , • ' . ' -r iC.'-v'yf
' ffpsciaUif prepare* C*P*r* <n red an4ty.u*'for Binding ToU* L I l r l l l . l t .  IT:

' •' w r* .' ' VIJ., p k s i- fr ^  u'fich, . ■ •• - V ’ •-• ;v  • ‘ [ ,*■

vfc?i

m■Ji?S

•v
cMl

) t | o s l a | t

PEBDEEICK X  PHHBEICK, and W i t  A. B, WESIOBT/
COMPrt.*H ABD PtTBLlBHBD POB TUB P h TLATBLIC SoCUrfT, L o ifB O y  : 

- W ith  ntkward# of l(>O TUriatr&ti(nia, liy* poet*free, r

m u
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, f l  on, HOW TO D eT e'p t i  
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NOTES AXU y ttlilK .s .184

ilo tc s  anti (Queries.

A Read Lit writes us as follows: “ It often happens that in rending 
some philatelic work fine comes across such a passage as this: ‘ For 
further information see vol. viii. Slump Culkctor's Mu'iic.iuc,’ or see 
‘ Ac 7 tnitii'"i>li. ill:,’ &c. Now we cannot all lie expected to have a 
complete philatelic library to refer to, ami it has occurred to niu that 
perhaps soinetliiuo in the nature of a ‘ Philatelic Cireulatiu! Lihrarv' 
niielit he formcil. J’crhaps, if a sullicieiit number of subsei ibcls eniihl 
he ^uarautee'l, the publishers of the PUilubdic liccord. might he inclined 
to take the mat ter up.”

We are afraid that a circulatin'! lihrarv of hooks of reference is not a 
matter that our pnhli.-hcrs could carry out. The Philatelic Society 
have-lately had a present made to them by Mr. Imaye of his hooks on 
philately, and are contemplatnig the formation of a library of reference. 
I'rubably somelliing will lie done during the present session.

.MM. <'a i i .j. i: i :o t t e ’s L is t  ok  M e x ic a n  S t a m p s .— A  cot re sp o n d e n t 
se n d "  US a s  a n  a d d it io n  to th e  lis t o f sm a ll  figure  c o n s ig n m e n ts  u f  lts04  
(Philuhdic 1,‘i-curd, vo l. v ii. ]i. p s | ; “  p g ;  M ex ico .”

A. II. W.—Thanks I, a- sending ns the novel London obliterating 
mark. As applied to the envelope it shows six hhuk lines passim.! over 
the "lamp mole than (in min. hue!, the two middle ones having a break 
in tlnm of o mm at a distance of 2o mm. from the ri_;lit. At the left 
extremity ol the lines is a circular date stamp nl -±~> mm. diameter, with 
London in the upper part, 1 ss(; jn the opposite lower part, with 
oct 2(1 and M.D in two lines in the middle. It is the first we have seen.

W. II. khuil..--You will liml at page 4b of the Jh.cird fur the present 
year an explanation ol the letter at the loot ol the sheets ol one pennv 
stamps. Our own copies of letter A are of the second type, and we 
believe I he systcm was tlien inaugurated. rfhe number of the plates now 
is only mentioned on the sheet sent in lor registration.

\o iir  observation as to ihc telegraph card without a stamp has been 
sent to the authors ol Ihc Puduyc uud 7 iJctjntjth Sfurup^,

•I. M . U .—A e are oblig'd to you lor your communication enclosing 
such sat islaclory intoimat ion as to the reason whv so lew h' lissiun 
locals are loiiud ohliterateil by l’nst Olliee marks; muuelv, that thev 
are simply used in the country within the provincial districts, and none 
hut an extra-carrlid . ic/i/m/A ordinarily takes the trouble even to draw 
his pen across them, much le.-s to obliterate them in any other fashion.

'lot. i .m a ,  lss-j.—Mr. Campbell informs us that the 2 centavos in red 
and 1 peso in black are bring olleivd lor sale in I’aris at lbs. and 24s. 
respectively as errors, when in reality they are essays, though printed 
on the same paper as the ollicial set, most of which he litis seen in 
different colours.

0. I’., Langley.—We have received and returned your stamps. Tim
pence Canada on laid paper is not machine perforated ; the holes are 

not ol even depth, ami some have been cut to a point. With regard to 
the Cape of Good Hope stamp, it may be that an obliterating bar uf 
another pattern was introduced when the stamp was surcharged.

Pemberton, Wilson, & Co., Palmerston Roiii. Wood Green, London, N.



PEMBERTON, WILSON, & CO.,
5?tamp Benlcrs Sc £mporttrs,

P A L M E R S f O N  ROAD.  WO O D  GREEN,  L ONDON,  V.

PUBLICATIONS.
A N  i r . L U H l ' J f A T E D  M O N T H L 7  P A P E R ,
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€ b t  ©rcpn oi t(jc ^hilaidu Soactg of bonbon.
.'ol. I. ( IS79), beautifully bournl in cloth, gilt lettering and edging', con- 

ta:nit? Photograph and AutogrupL cvt the late K. L. Ponibertcn. A ‘>mall number of 
copie* still remaining. Price 6:n» po*t-free.

v ol. If . (i880), hound to n.alch Vol. I., but considerably larger, contains, in 
addition to i^u^truliouB iu the later numbers, a permanent Photo. (Cabinet sire) and 
Autograph m' F  A. PMlbriek, Q.C., President of the Philatelic Society of
London Price 6/0, poht free

Vol. I l l  (1881), bound to 'jiatoh Vols. I. and II., but nvrh  larger. Pro
fusely tllust rated -vrith coleared plates, eu;.; al>:y permanent Photo, of Dr. C. W  Vin^r 
Priee fl/6, peat-free.

Vol. IV. (1882), similarly bound, profusely illustrated. Permanent Photo.
of *x« late Viet. G. le Y-ari. Price 5'Q. poal*free 

Vol V. (18S8\ uimDarly bound, profusely illustrated. Photograph of \V. 
A. 3. Wftstobr Prioo 5 <3 pobt free.

Vol. VI. (1884), similarly bound. PcrTv.dnent Photograph of M.ijor PI. R.
Pvftns, K.A. 5/0 post-free. v

Vol. VII. (188/i), similarly bound. Perrianent Photograph of D r -A. Legrand,
retery of tb French Phiiatelic Society.

Vo). V III •'oiumfnces w ith  the K brnary number. Subscription, at home 
ar.d for all coututie? m Claw \  oi i-le Postal l/n.on, 3 /6  

To Antigua, Argentine Republic, R.ibame.s Varbi do*'bermu-Ia, Bolivia, brazil, British 
Honduras, Biv.ioh Guiana, Chili, Costa J^c*. Cu^u^ac Doini. i*'*. K ;;edor. Fr.lkhuid Tales 
Gambia, Gold Greuadn, On riaaaIu, Jain, ita, judges, Liberia^ Mauritius, Mexico
M.mlserrai, Nut il, X *i s , NicaTagua.Pui .miu, W rj. Philippine Islands, Por*t> itico, ieetij»* 
in.nd, St. Domingo, 9t. Kitt*s, 9i Lucia, ?i Vincent, Surinam, Tohaao, lhinWod, TutV s 
I hLuiJ'., United Stutcs ox Columbia, TTrugu i>\ Wr.eauela, 4 /-, nost-dr^.

To Ceylon China. India, .̂ apan, Ĵ ab’ .»u, owgapora, 4/0, pcst-f/ee.
To Cap*' Colony. Hawaiian 1 dand-. Paraguay, New 8o.*h TYalefc, New Zealand, St. 

He.tiiia South Australia, T.u macia, Vieunia, and West Australia, E -, post-free.

Specuti \  p r e p a r e d  Covers  in  r e d  avtd b b u  fo r  Bit) d in  j  Vo Is. /. I I ,  I I I ,  J V  T* YI .  
. attJ J'i I , poxf-jrec, 1/0 "*ih*h.

E jje l l& s ta g c  ft S t lc ^ ; ip j j  .S to m p s  of © r r a t  B r i t a i n .
U ' ~ B̂Y

FBZDKRTCK A. FHI1BRICK, and WM H. S. WBSTOBY
Comfit.n’.i awi; P vtilibhht) fou  " hf. P h il a telic  S ociety , London ,

W ith  Tjpvcai-da o f  100  I l lu s tr a tio n s , 11/- post-froa.
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NOW IN THE PRESS.

A CATALOGUE OF POST CARDS.
By E. A . FRY.

Pmo S even S k ii-H nos and  S ix p e n c e .

I’Ve sh a ll be g la d  to  book O rders f o r  th is  Work.

%  C a ta lo g u e  for tJ o U fcto rs o f  |lost;iG(C S t a m p s ,  

S t a m p f o  (B rtb flop ts, iiS lr a p p c ts , anlr € a r o s .

By IIajuh Edwaed R E vans, R.A.

The most complete and comprehensive Catalogue ever published, upwards 
of 1500 Illustrations, and nearly 4CO pages.

The U. Nos. and ILasU'.rJons complete, 10 6 
The whole bound in cloth, posi-*Vee, 13 3.

^ I b m n s  f a r  ^ f r b a n c e a  C c l l t c t a r s
On the most approved principle. Each page can ho readily re
moved and  repla-ed, .,he whole being bound together by a c 'en s  
passing through holes punched in  th e  linen-m ounted  hinge, and
secured by  nuts. Half-l.uttnd in ,------(------------------------------------------- i

gr°i‘u leather, with GO leaves. ' I i

A Cartridge Paper M ount, titled with Lines. a Bi 
a  Linen H inge I j
C LeiJ o' Cartridge Purer, U * h j I 'lJ. | |
i Holes tor Biii'litit t  1 I

Albums, oblong shaped, for Postcard:; or Envelopes, 11x14 
inubeB, fitted with > o pages cf strong Cartridge Paper, 17/-.

Albums, oblong shaped, greatly in.i.roved, sunken  .re.vs, etc. 
etc.., x i l  hiehra, furnished with 60 pagos c: Whitman*** Ivoyai Hot- 
passed P iper. Price l i . lO
Covers said Screwe complete, without pturkb* 6/~.

The cbovt' a r e  w i t h  th e  f in e s t  e n d  m w t  e x p e n s iv e  p t  ? e r t w h ic h  19 pu/*t rmt^e%i v\ot 
t o  4i?coi iur  >>r S ta m p i .  A i v t o t t  a n y  k i n d  o f  p a p e r  m a y  be m o u n te d  to  J i l  h fM
c o v e r t  to s u i t  pu rrh a^r^s .



Tub Nkw Is*.'£ . . , . . .
N ovki. i Jh , UicwiVKUlM, and R bscsci patton* (JUlW iraJed; .

-A rKCOI -wj ' : KKT i iP YHI 'iV0PF.N<T. l.iAI KEU'EH, N b\V SoUTH W aU S .
By Mi) jor L. H. K\ ash, H.A. . . . . ,

PK0CR4IHNO3 'V TUB 1’li ILATEjlC SoCliTY F LoX)J*»S . .

JLNNTK TO TH8 PPlL/TRLiO RoCII-TY OP jjONDOS . . .

N otfh AND Q -  PjDBS . . . . .

Published hy P E M B E R T O N , W IL S O N , dc Co.,

Palmerblon Road, Wood Green, London, K.

E N T E R E D  AT S T A T I O N E R S ’ H A L L .

ALL IUQHT3 KK3ELV£D.

Price Fourpenc&J [Post-fre-, 3,6 per AAinuin.

1 r



The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London
No. i. Spain «nd Colonies, priev 2 /-; or sent dat, 2;!, ^oat-free.

The ©tamp Coltector’a Handbook {- .-cond Edition). By Uk-
late E. T,. PrJ'.IBL KTO.V ’

No. 1. Crown $v >, appropriately designed Cover, beard in cicth an.t.
post-free, 5/0.

X ;. 2. Crown C o, on 5:m» toued paper, riandsomriy bound, gilt edge1. 
4c., post-free. ’ (i.

The PhilateL -al Catalogue (I'n.'t r.i I Vice 1/1.. post-fme.
Do. do. {Extra Cuiin.rw. Prtwi 1 /7. pos»i free*.

(T'b:s wcik ha: f ' c r  been .oinp’eted, owing to the cos*.'-

The Phibttlicai Journal t WJ, f.. is72V Po^t-ir e l0/<’. 
Do. do. '.Ian n. April, IS 7a). Tin; roui 1 m I'd
Do. do. it Iw E lx tw u  Nvuuilwn, hal*'-bound in

r n - o ,  Ei/C.
"his is the most .IsboifiteE get-up Jcurn.d upon the ftT-iect ever 

•ssui-d. It is nrofesoiy J Unseated *vb. correctly coloured I,c-similes of 
tiie Stamp; dew-rll-rd. WLer. the few i f  mining copies arc sold, it must 
heron e one c 1 lbs rm i-t specimens .A ':t .eip lit< rat ore.

Single Numbers cf the above 'except Jam* ary, 1372) aiay be Nao
■ (I fci-.eii.

Forged Stamps, aad Hew to Detect Them. ;Tbu ihE, 
v \ ol“ m e laic- E- L. P ry u a n ro x .» A »e»v s iim ra -u s  «•.»! 
runuiining at i fl.

An Improved Perforation Gauge m d Milirortre Seale.
'>( ■: ?«/■■■ntc,"*’ l td ' .  .No p! i'atdi;f should be \vjtb' :♦ 

t'i.u, JVc> N,].
Th’s bus '  ■ (;ri m'.-t carefully got .p. and its absolute m u: racy mat 

be depended upon The Caugo i .easures pc-rforaticps, rising by halves, 
from 7 to 1 (i. and E  i<, aro seal os •■!’ inches and oei time: res of sutb.'ier.i 
luneth tv nawi >ure Post Cards .tad all usual sired Envoi,ipee.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
II id. of the thinnest paper , rocurnble, which :s yet, nnlire tisene 

paper, suCicieutli -fid' io stand wilting upon and is guaranteed to 
contain nv 'iing injurious to the colour of th. Stamps, lhesc mounts 
w’M sail- c Hectors a goed deal vf the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one cf the diawbacka *o theii hobby. The' arc cut to four 
sCcs; viz. —

No. i. For Stamps .bout the size of the Id English.
No. 2. For Oolong .Stamps about the si/e cf Western Australia 

Eg-pt, Ac.
No. 3. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, &c.
A. tiumtued, 4(1. per 100; 2/- per 1000, post-free.
P. Cngi.muiod, 4d. per 100 ; 2/- per lOoO, post-free.

ToSt Card Mounts. Curds to  cut into ub m ounts. 10a. r>er 
dozen . 6 3 pur 100 This is the only satisfactory method of mounting 
Post Cords, ami is low  ni verbally adopted by all Collectors.



S u j i f i h v i f v t  in J h t l a i c h c  T . c c c i d .  ' (.4 I d e m . }  n \  ldM'i

( hi ; i>tmas and New ’t ea r ,  combined with the break-down 
nt the Telegraphs,  has delayed miv publication.  for which 
we ask the induleeiiee of our Subscribers.

Tile iu-w Stamps fur Oreat  Britain,  whicli seem already 
to have acquired the name of the “ Jubilee S tam p s .” were 
shewn to tile I ’ress on the h is t  December  by Mr. I’t Kl e l l , 
the " Controller  of S tamps,” wlio lias had the principal 
part of the work of brinyinp them out.

Wo shall not now describe tin1 various designs, some of 
which wo natural ly prefer to others,  but merelv content 
ourselves by saving tha t ,  in a pbilatelic point of view, thev 
are exceedingly creditable to the de.-i<;n<TS and the iimnii- 
lacturers : and that ,  in a business point of view, thev arc 
likely to be satisfactory both to the l ’ost Office ami the 
Public. Tn our •hiiinarv number  vo- Oiall enter  into detail.



I
w>

•̂5: 'y. Y**&
7»f ' N?*

;*Jva . j

' ■ ■: r ^ E p u p l /.
6* Stamp Collector  ̂ IJ^dboolt (Sqc'p ^E^fe)..^  the

b< '< $ r \: ■ ''iW e/E-'L- f^MBKa^ON. •: ' „■,::■ i-. •; ;.';;J;:-',r ./':'
, J / ^$$: i \  'yt i :  JKo ĵK, Cfannl 8vo, approprigiefy 43jn̂ b.«>d., p it ,

:?<i >7* •' " 'Ho* 2- Crown 8tq> on fine toned paper/Widsoaely bofb^l/giit edges,
‘ :^<:' ; '. &b.^pp»fcfrep>'l0/6,:. ; -t ,'; • - ;. . .. ■ ■ ,■>.■/:; ' ■ /

Price. 1/1, post-free, . '

• H--

T$»;' fryiatelical Cfttaiogue {Part P):
] • D o .' . -do. (Bxfea Editiofi). Price 1/7, post-free.

‘U: J \ (This work has never been completed, owing ,to the cost.), : ,,

Tbe Ptuiatelical Joum.al (Voi L, 1872). Post-free, 10/6.
• l5c>.; do. (Jan; to April, 1.875):. The-Four Parts, 1/6.

-/- Do,\ do. The SixteeiiiNumbers, half-^bund in
'■ r .JdonSeoo, 13/6. ' v.- ' . -'' ' . ': ,. - . ' , ,, V*.

This, is the moat elaborately gpt-up Journal upon the subjfeot ever 
• —  ■ - - Illustrated with correctly eoloiixodfac-siniilesofissued.

the Stomps described. When the few rom&uring copies aro sold,-if must
" ‘ ” -  " ■ ‘ ’ ‘ " ‘iterjjure. ........  ’become one of the rdreat specimens of Stamp.lit 

.Single Numbers of the above (except JaBuary,tS72)nay be haa
6d. each.

c,4 ■■*

jfed Stamps, and Hcw to Detect Them. (The 
Vork of the to e  R  L. PrororntTON.) A few specimens'stm  

reclaming at 1/6. ' ’ -

A ^/Im provedPerforationQ auge and Milim&treSeale.
- ' a i  Stat ioner? H a ll. .No philatelist fehould. be w ithout 

- one. Price 9d.

length to measure Post Cards and all usual tired Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
’ Made of the thinnest paper procurable, which is yeti trtlike tissue 1 
paper, sufficiently stiff to stand writing upon, and i s : guarsntod to- 

.Contain nothing injurious;tothe colour"of the Stamps. Thasomounfe
will save coHedtors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
tjrhioh is one of the drawbacks to their hobby, -They are out to toi«r 
sizes; vix.— . • ■ ■• - - -. ., .. ' ■' . / , ;i

No. 17 For Stamps about the size of the Id. English: . , :
cHo, 2;- ^or Oblong ^tamj* : ahottt the aiae of Western Austtsdia

Egypt,&o,; : .v-. ‘ V ■■■■■;:. ...
No. 8. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia,;Ac. .,

* A. Gummed, 4d. per 100; 2/- per 1000,post-free. ■ j
B. Ungummed, 4A per 100; 2 / - per 1000, post-free. ’ * . % ' -



S u p p lem e n t to  “ P h ila te lic  Decor d ,” 0/  D ecem ber, 1886.

C h r i s t m a s  and N ew  Y ear, com b in ed  w ith  th e  break -d ow n  
o f  th e  T e leg ra p h s, h a s d elayed  our p u b lica tio n , for w h ich  
w e ask  th e  in d u lg en ce  o f our Subscribers.

T h e n ew  S ta m p s for G reat B r ita in , w h ich  seem  already  
to h ave acquired th e  n am e o f th e  “  J u b ilee  S ta m p s ,” w ere 
sh o w n  to  th e  P re ss  on  th e  3 1 st D ecem b er  by Mr. P u r c e l l , 
th e  “  C on tro ller o f S ta m p s ,” w h o  h as had th e  principal 
part o f  th e  w ork o f b r in g in g  th em  out.

W e  sh a ll n o t n o w  describ e th e  various d esign s, so m e of 
w h ich  w e n a tu ra lly  prefer to  o th ers, b ut m erely  co n ten t  
o u rse lv es by sa y in g  th a t, in a p h ila te lic  p o in t o f view', th ey  
are ex ceed in g ly  cred itab le  to  th e  d esign ers and th e  m a n u 
facturers ; and th a t, in  a b u sin ess  p o in t o f v iew , th ey  are 
lik e ly  to be sa tisfa cto ry  both  to  th e  P o s t  Office and th e  
P u b lic . In  our Jan u ary  n um ber w e sh a ll en ter  in to  d etail.
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HE first note of the Jubilee Year will be struck by 
the issue of ten new postage stamps on the morning of 
the first of January, 1887. On the 31st of December 
the new issue will be sent out to every Post Office 
in the Kingdom, and the public will be able to form its 
own opinion as to the merits or demerits of the stamps, 

though that is but of little real moment in comparison with 
the question of their satisfying the Post Office, the party most 
interested. At all ovents, a better day has been chosen for 
their appearance than that selected for the present unfortunate 
issue— the 1st of April, 1884. Anything more devoid of rhyme 
or reason than the grouping of the designs in this issue could 
scarcely be conceived. The One Penny and the Fourpence, 
the Threehalfpence and the Fivepence, the Twopence and the 
Sixpence, the Twopence Halfpenny and the Ninepence; and, 
lastly, the Threepence and the One Shilling, these latter in 
hexagonal frames! They were ridiculed by the public, regarded 
with wonder abroad, and after a short trial condemned by the 
Post Office officials at home. A Committee was then appointed, 
consisting of two officers of the Post Office, two from the stamp 
department of the Inland Revenue, with the Controller of the 
London Postal Department as Chairman. This Committee examined 
all those capable of giving information (amongst others the 
President of the Philatelic Society of London), and collected 
together a mass of valuable information, making their report 
to the Postmaster-General in the spring of last year. Some of 
the members also visited Paris, Malines, Berlin, and Vienna, to 
see the mode of manufacture of the French, Belgian, German, and 
Austrian stamps. No pains were spared by the Committee to 
collect all the information necessary to enable the authorities to
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arrive at a decision. It remains now to see in what manner 
Messrs. De La Rue and Co. have performed their part of the 
business. W e have always lauded the way in which this firm 
carries out the mechanical part of their w ork; the mode in which 
it is “ turned out ” is little sort of perfection. It is in the designs 
and colours that we have especially criticised their work. Any
thing worse than those of 1880 and 1884 could scarcely he 
produced, though doubtless they were hampered with too many 
requirements. It is impossible to crowd everyone’s “ hobbies” 
into a postage stamp; and very probably, had they been left more 
to themselves, they would have designed a better and less 
incongruous series. For our own part we are not friendly to the 
bastard style of anaglyptic engraving which finds favour with 
Messrs. De La Rue and Co., nor to the introduction of such 
heavy framing as is found in the Half-crown stamp. W hen a 
stamp has to be obliterated, especially when this is to be done 
with pen and ink, it is better that the stamp should not be 
all colour. The paper now used for postage stamps, when printed 
over, is not absorbent, and it is not always easy to see whether it 
is written over or not.

On one point we must congratulate the authorities. The secret 
of the new issue, though necessarily known to many of the 
inner circle of the Post Office and Inland Revenue Departments, 
besides being necessarily known to a number of employes in 
Messrs. De La Rue and Co.’s establishment, has been so well kept 
that the designs and colours of the new series, which has been 
months in preparation, have not been divulged, nor will they be till 
the 31st. This is as it should be. The authorities have had 
a serious work before them, and were wise not to be hampered 
in the performance of it by the suggestions of outsiders and 
empirics. Still, rumour with it3 hundred tongues is not quite 
silent, and whispers tell us not to expect too much, or we shall 
be disappointed. The great question, as we said above, is whether 
the Post Office will appreciate the new issue, and be thoroughly 
satisfied with it. It has always struck us as being an anomaly 
that the postage stamps should be prepared by one administration 
for the use of another, which has nothing whatever to do with the 
preparation of them. Where postage stamps are now employed 
to do duty for receipts, &c., the Post Office pays over to the 
Inland Revenue Department a certain annual sum of money 
as a compensation. I f  any frauds are committed, such, for



instance, as forgery of a stamp used for a Teceipt, the loss would 
not fall on the Inland Revenue, but on the Post Office.

Let us hope, however, that the new series will prove satisfactory 
in every sense, and that no further changes will be made for 
many years to come; not only because continual change of postage 
stamps is to be deprecated, but we trust that the reign of 
Her Majesty will be so prolonged that for many years no 
alteration in the chief feature of the designs will be required.
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Afghanistan.— We have received a letter from that eminent 
Orientalist, M. Rodet, for which we express our acknowledgments 
in another part of the Record, pointing out one or two errors 
in the translation of the legend on the Afghan stamps, as given in 
our last number. He say that “ Mahsool ” signifies “ revenue ” 
rather than “ ta x ;” and that “ chapa pa Kh&na” is not the true 
reading, but should be “ cliaparkhana,” a purely Persian word 
signifying “ Post-office.” In the Abdur Rahman stamps the first 
word, M. Rodet says, is not “ takht,” but “ tk t” for “ ticket,” 
a term frequently employed in India. This latter remark also 
applies to the outer inscription on the fiscal stamps, which should 
be read, “ Ticket 6 ,” and not “ Tikkas."

He also adds that the reckoning of 50 dinars to 1 shihi is 
the same calculation as is employed in Persia, “ for the postage 
stamps of 1 franc (that is to say, 1 gran, or 20 shahi) are marked 
1000 dinars.”

To follow this out to its consequences, the abaasi would be equal 
to 20 centimes, and the Afghan rupee to 60 centimes— exactly 
equal in money value to 4 annas, or one-fourth of an Indian rupee.

British North Borneo.— W e have the 2 cents, brown, with 
the altered inscription. The 4 cent also comes to hand with the 
surcharge of “ and Revenue” in black. It is said that the values 
of the 1883 typo surcharged for revenue have been used postally. 
It is by no means impossible, but as no certain proofs of such user 
have come before us we have refrained from chronicling them.

Adhesive. 2 cents, chestnut-brown.

Burmah.— W e have received a letter from Mr. Hynes, dated 
Mandalay, 17th November, entirely confirmatory of what we stated 
in our September number as a so-called postage stamp of Burmah. 
He says that “ the Burmese never had any postal system or stamps. 
Letters were sometimes sent to outposts, but always by messengers 
who travelled the whole way,” He thinks the impression has 
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been taken from “ one of the dies from which the coins are 
struck, of which there are several kicking 
about Mandalay.”

Colombia (United States of).— W e annex 
an engraving of a stamp of which all we know 
is derived from Der Philatelist. It seems to 
represent General Bolivar, and is printed in 
colour on coloured paper. These stamps exist 
both perforated and unperforated.

Adhesives. 5 centavos, dark blue on light blue ; imperforated.
5 „  „  ,, perforated 11.

Curacao.— A stamp of cents of the current type is 
announced as having been issued. We have also seen a Postal 
Union. Card of 5 cents, with a stamp of the current type to 
the right, and the arms draped to the left. The inscription runs:
B R IE F K A A R T  U IT  D E  K O L O N IE  C U R A C A O . —  (C A R T E  P O S T A L E  D E S  

A N T IL L E S  N f iE R L A N D A lS E S )  A L G E M E E N E  P O S T V E R E E N IG IN G  ( U N IO N

tostale universelle), with the instructions in Dutch and French. 
There are five dotted lines for the address. A  correspondent, 
holding a high appointment in the Post-office at Curasao, informs 
us that it is intended for countries within 300 geographical miles. 
It is printed on double-faced card, pink outside and white inside.

Adhesive. 74 cents, yellow ; perforated 14.
Post Card. 5 cents, red on pink.

Denmark. Aalborg.— We learn from the Timbre-Poste that 
for the somewhat “ hackneyed ” reason that some values were out 
of stock, the 3 and 5 ore of the old type have been re-issued and 
surcharged, in black, with a large figure 2> and with ^  ; the latter 
applied in the upper left angle of the stamp. A week later 
the 3 ore was issued surcharged with the figure, but not with the 
date. By thus employing the 3 ore too freely, this value became 
exhausted, in its turn, at the end of September, when it became 
necessary to surcharge the 5 ore with 3.

Adhesives. 2 ore on 3 ore, blue, surcharged 2 and 18.8.86.
2 „  5 „  red ,, „
2 „  3 ,, blue ,, 2.
3 ,, 5 ,, red ,, 3.

Horsens.— W e also learn from the same source that the local 
post at Horsens has changed hands, and the old stock of stamps 
has been handed over by M. Bagger, the former proprietor, to 
M. Melgaard, who has established telephones, and has issued two 
stamps— one of 3 and the other of 10 ore— which may be used 
either for telephone or postage purposes. The stamps show the 
numeral of value on a solid upright oval ground, with a band 
round it, inscribed horsens telefon og bypost. The whole is in 
a rectangle, the spandrels being filled in with vertical lines, and in 
each angle diagonally are the letters H. t. b. p. The impression is 
in colour, on white wove paper, and the stamps are perforated 12.

Adhesives. 3 ore, blue.
10 .. red.
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The old stamps of 3 ore, red, appear to have been surcharged, 
in black, with 5 and 10, and that these stamps have not been 
issued; but the new proprietor has surcharged some with a 
large numeral of “ 1 ” in green, and others have been surcharged 
by giving the oval a green ground, and the letters H. T. B. p . 
in green in the angles.

Adhesives. 1 on 3 ore, red, surcharged in green.
® >> 8 ») >> n

Dutch Indies.— W e have a stamp of cents of the current 
type, printed on plain white wove paper, and perforated 12 |.  
An envelope of similar value has also come to hand, measuring 
149 x 82, of plain wove paper, with a stamp of similar design 
to the 10 cents of 1885.

Adhesive. 12J cents, pearl grey.
Envelope. 12 j  „ ,,

Germany.— The plague of locals seems to be spreading rapidly 
over Germany, and we have great doubts in our own minds 
whether we should chronicle all the rubbish which daily reaches 
us from every place where an enterprising party is found who 
is ready to start a parcels or letter dolivery at lower rates than 
those charged by the Government. In our last number we 
chronicled the stamps of the local posts of Frankfort and Weis- 
baden, informing our readers that Der Philatelist reported others 
at Heidelberg, Apolda, Mannheim, and elsewhere. The offices at 
Apolda and Gladbach seem only to deliver parcels, and therefore 
we shall not give any account of the stamps issued in these 
tow ns; but we have to record letter and post-card delivery enter
prises at Carlsruhe, Cologne, Dresden, Hamburg, Hanover, Heidel
berg, Leipsic, Mannheim, Strasburg, and Stutgard, which we 
think will be enough for the present to satisfy the most ardent 
collectors of these locals.

Carlsruhe.— Two stamps have been issued. That of 1 pfennig 
shows a coat of arms on a shield, within an upright oval band, 
inscribed privat— brief verkehr in the upper part, and Karlsruhe 
in the lower part. Across the arms diagonally, on a plain tablet, 
is fidelitas. In the upper spandrels are ornaments, and in the 
lower the numeral of value, with pfennig in graduated capitals 
between. The 2 pfennig has the numeral of value on a shield, 
enclosed in a rectangular frame, superposed on an upright oval 
band, inscribed privat— brief verkehr, and Karlsruhe on a 
straight tablet crossing the lower part of the oval. The stamps 
are lithographed on plain white wove paper, and are not perforated.

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, chestnut-brown.
2 „ light blue.

Cologne.— On the 11th November a stamp of 2 pfennig was 
issued very similar to the Frankfort stamp, the arms on a shield in 
the centre being enclosed in an upright oval band, inscribed 
privat-brief-verkehr in the upper part, and koeln a/  rh— in 
the lower. The numerals of value are in the lower spandrels, with



pfennig in graduated letters between. The stamp is lithographed 
on plain white wove paper, and perforated 11£.

A post card has also been issued, the stamp showing the arms on 
a  shield within an upright oval above and below which is p f e n n i g , 
and a large figure Q printed over the arms. The card bears the 
inscription “ Privat-brief-Befcirderung— Coin—An— Hier— Strasse 
und N°,” and is printed in black on buff.

Adhesive. 2 pfennig, blue.
Post Card. 2 ,, black on buff.

Dresden.— Besides an enterprise of E. G eucke & Co., which 
appears to be a Parcels Delivery Company doing business at 
Leipsic and Berlin also, and has issued stamps of 5, 10, 30, and 
50 pfennig, there is another enterprise doing business under the 
name, of hansa for forwarding letters. This latter has, as we are 
informed by the Berlin journal, issued a stamp and a post card. 
The stamp shows the head of Saxony, with the inscription round 
it of T R IV A T -B R I E F - V E R K E H R  above J H A N S A  below, with S T A D T B R 1 E F  

and the value underneath. The stamp is lithographed on plain 
white wove paper, and is perforated 12£. No description is given 
of the post card. Adhesive. 2 pfennig, orange-red.

Hamburg,— Adhesive stamps of 2 and 10 pfennig, and post 
cards of 2 pfennig, have been issued here. The design of the 
adhesive stamps shows an allegorical figure holding a caduceus in 
the left hand, while the right rests on a shield, bearing the numeral 
of value. On a hoTse-shoc shaped band is the inscription b r i e f - 
b e f o r d e r u n g , and at the foot on a curved scroll is h a m m o n i a , 
under which is H a m b u r g . P f e n n i g  is introduced in microscopic 
letters on each side of the centre figure. The impression is in 
colour on white, and the stamps are perforated.

The post card bears the legend “ Briefbefbrderung— Hammonia- 
Briefkarte—an— in— Hamburg— Strasse N°.— Etage,” within an 
ornamental border. In the right upper comer is the stamp showing 
a head within a pearled circle, about the upper part of which is a 
scroll, inscribed b r i e f b e f o r d e r u n g . The numerals of value are 
on solid rectangular blocks in each angle, and between the upper 
ones is “ Pfennigs,” and between the lower Ha m b u r g . The im
pression is in black on buff. There is another card without border 
with the legend in Gothic letters.

Adhesive Stamps. 2 pfennig, dark blue ; perforated 12J.
10 „ red „ 15 j.

Post Cards. 2 ,, black on buff, with border,
2 ,, „ without border,

Hanover.— Four stamps have been issued here all of the same 
design save the numeral of value. A head of Mercury is in a 
small circular band in the upper part, inscribed privat-stadt-brief- 
expedition, and below is a plain disc with the numeral of value. 
In  the upper part and two sides of the rectangular framing, is 
mebcur. The stamps are lithographed on plain white wovo paper, 
and perforated 12J.
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The post card has a stamp of 2 pfennig in the right upper 
corner, and bears the legend “ Mercur-Karte— A n — Hannover 
Wohnung— Absender.” It is lithographed in dark brown on buff. 

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, bright green.
14 ,, dark green.
2 „ dark brown,
2J ,, light blue.

Post Card. 2 ,, dark brown on buff.
Heidelberg.— Two stamps— one of 1 pfennig, and the other of 

2 pfennig— have been issued, the first being, it is said, for open, 
and the other for closed, communications. The design of the 
1 pfennig has the arms within an upright oval band inscribed in 
the upper part privat-erief-verkehr, and in the lower Heidelberg, 
the numeral of value being in each of the lower angles, with 
pfennig in graduated letters between. In the 2 pfennig a large 
figure 2  is substituted for the arms in the centre. The stamps are 
lithographed on plain white paper.

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, black on white ; imperforated.
2 ,, ,, perforated 11.

Leipsic.— A company which delivers letters within the town of 
Leipsic has issued two stamps, the framing of which is very 
similar to that of the one pfennig last described, and with the same 
inscription, except that Leipzig  is substituted for Heidelberg. The 
centre shows the arms of the town. The stamps are lithographed 
in two colours—blue and yellow, and are perforated 15.

Adhesives. 2 pfennig, blue and yellow.
3 ,, blue frame, yellow oval.

Mannheim.•—A  stamp of 2 pfennig with frame of similar design 
to that of the one pfennig of Heidelberg and with similar inscription 
— mutatis mutandis—has been issued. Two post cards have also 
been issued; one of which has advertisements upon it, and is 
printed from a wood engraving.

Adhesive. 2 pfennig, black on w hite; perforated 12J.
Post Cards. ,, ,, yellowish-grey.

,, ,, straw.
Straslmrg.— Stamps of 1 and 2 pfennig have been issued hero 

with frames of similar design to the one pfennig of Hiedelberg, having 
the arms of the town in the centre. They are, it is said, printed by 
zincography, as also is the post card, which, in addition to the 
stamp in the right upper angle, has a sketch of the cathedral in 
the left. The inscription is strassburger privat stadt-post—
C O R R E S P O N D E N Z K A R T E — A U , IN  S T R A S S B U R G  IN N E R H A L B  D E R  S T A D T U M - 

wallung. The impression is in  black on buff.
Adhesives. 1 pfennig, red ; unperforated.

2 ,, blue ,,
Post Card. 2 ,, black on buff.

Stutgard.— The design of these locals shows the arms on a 
shield within a circular band inscribed privat— stadt post in the 
upper part and stuttgart in the lower. In the spandrels are the 
numerals of value, and at the foot of the stamp the value in full
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on a straight tablet. The stamps are lithographed on white paper 
and perforated 13£.

A  post card has also been issued with a stamp of similar design, 
and the following inscription all within an ornamental fram e:
FRIVAT— 8TADT POST STUTTGART—AU---IN— WOHUNUNGaud ABSENDER.

Envelopes in two sizes have also been issued, bearing a stamp of 
3 pfennig of the same design as the adhesive.
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Adhesives. 1 pfennig, canary; p e rfo ra te d  13J.
2  „ brown ,,
3 „ French blue „

1 0  „ red „
Post C a r d . 2  „ brown on buff.
Envelopes. 3 „ French blue on azure laid, ordinary size.

3 „ ,, lilac wove, large size.
Gibraltar.— The first instalment of the permanent issue has 

come to hand. Probably the whole aeries has been sent to it8 
destination, but the other values will only appear as the old 
provisional stock is exhausted. The Queen’s head is in an upright 
pointed oval band inscribed Gibraltar in the upper part and 
twopence halfpenny in the lower. In the spandrels are rosaces. 
The impression is on ss ca  paper, and the perforation 14.

In the one penny the Queen’s head is on a ground of horizontal 
lines, in a circle broken at six points. Above, on a straight tablet, 
is Gibraltar, and below one penny in coloured block letters on a 
plain ground. In the spandrels are rosaces and other conventional 
ornaments. Adhesives. 1 penny, pink.

2 J „ blue.
Great Britain.— We have only just seen a copy of the 

registration envelope, size H, with the insurance notice printed 
on the back in blue. The notice is verbatim  the same as that 
on the plasters affixed on the back of the old stock.

R e g is tra tio n  En ve lo p e . 2 pence, blue, w i th  notice o n  back.

Grenada.— W e have received the fourpence revenue stamp 
surcharged postage, and with Id. in the same way as the three 
halfpence described by us last month. With regard to this latter 
some of the stamps show the word postage upside down.
Adh esives. 1 penny on 4 pence revenue, orange overprinted with fourpence 

in green, surcharged Id. p o s t a g e , and in black.
1 penny on 1 J pence revenue, orange overprinted three halfpence 

in green, surcharged p o s t a g e  upside down and Id.
Guatemala.—A correspondent informs us that the stock of 

1 centavo of the new issue is all but exhausted, and the 2 centavos 
will be provisionally utilised to supply the want, as the govern
ment does not appear desirous of ordering any fresh stock. In 
fact it expected to have a series engraved on steel, whereas it has 
been supplied with a showy lithographed set.

Madagascar.— Fresh values with a new impressed stamp have 
reached us from Messrs. Whitfield, King, and Co. Thanks to 
philatelic wants, the work seems to go on merrily at Antananarivo.
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W e have now seven values— Id., l jd .,  2d., 3d., 4£d., 8d., and 
9d.— all of the same design as the last issue. The hand stamp 
has been changed, and now shows the royal arms within two 
concentric circles, between which, in the upper part, is British, 
and in the lower part Antananarivo. Above the arms, within the 
inner circle, is consular, and mail underneath. The impression of 
the hand-stamp is in black. The stamps are rouletted up the sides 
on a line of colour, and are all gummed at one or other of the top
corners. l penny, pink and black, surcharged in black.

1 J pence „ „  „2
3
44
8
9

M
If

>f

it
New Caledonia.— In the Timbre-Poste for October last an 

engraving was given of a hand-stamp consisting of a plain circle, 
within which were the words postes— art. 46— 10°. in three lines. 
The stamp was applied to a notice by post from the Direction 
ginerule de Venregistrcment des domaines et du timbre, and our 
contemporary was uncertain whether it franked the notice or 
whether it signified a charge of 10 c. for the addressee. W e have 
before us a similar stamp, save that the circle enclosing the 
inscription is pearled instead of plain. Our correspondent informs 
us that the Article referred to is contained in a law passed in 1878, 
aud that the stamp is employed solely for franking notices emanating 
from the office above mentioned. The impression is in black.

O ffic ia l S ta m p , 10 centimes, black.
It appears that while all the surcharging was about, a few 

stamps of 1 franc of the 1877 issue remaining in stock were 
surcharged in black with 5 centimes of the same type as that 
first employed.
A d h e s iv e . 5 c. on 1 f., 1877, bronze-green, surcharged black; u n p e rfo ra te d , 

Peru.— In consequence, it is said, of thefts committed during 
the war, and for the purpose of utilising the stock in hand of 
envelopes of the issue 1st January, 1875, 
the authorities have adopted the mode of 
applying a handstamp in blue on the re
issue. Within a single lined tranverse 
oval is the representation of an envelope 
inscribed lima, 1886, in two lines, with 
laurel branches at the sides, and a sun 
rising behind. On a scroll above is correos 
del Peru, and on another scroll below emission habilitado. This 
stamp has been applied to all the values of the series except the 
5 centavos, which has not come to hand.

Envelopes. 2 centavos, bronze-green on orange-yellow laid.
1 0  „ red on white laid.
2 0  „ violet, on white wove.
50 „ carmine on white lined with muslin.
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We give the 10 centavos on white laid on the authority of the 

Timbre-Poste, as we do not know it except as on white wove and 
straw colour laid.

A  correspondent informs us that the Philatelic Society of Lima 
are about to publish a catalogue of Peruvian stamps in French, 
which will comprise (1) a full description of all the stamps, 
envelopes, and post cards, and all the varieties of surcharge; 
(2) notes, copies, of all olficial documents, & c.; (3) a description of 
the various forgeries. Every care has been taken to make it 
accurate. We regret, however, that there will be no woodcuts 
except of the triangular surcharges, of which the Society only 
recognises four varieties, which our correspondent describes a s :

No. 1. P eru in small le tte rs ; angles closed; inner fram e double; 
sm all rectangles betw een the  frames em pty.

No. 2. Same as No. 1, except that the inner frame is single.
No. 3. P eru in large letters; inner frame single; small rec

tangles filled up.
No. 4. P eru large letters; angles broken; inner frame single; 

rectangles empty.
The 5 and 10 centavos of the ordinary issue have been sur

charged by the following offices: Huacho, Casma, Eten, Puira, 
Paita, Huaraz, Yea, Pisco, Chala, Mollendo, Chiclayo, Pasco; with 
the following doubtful: Chachapoyas, Huancane, Huancayo, and 
Lomas. The ordinary and the provisional have been surcharged 
at Arequipa and Moquegua; the provisional only at Puno and 
Cuzco, and perhaps Iluancavelica.

Eajpeepla.— From official sources we learn that the govern
ment stamps are now used throughout this State, and the 
remaining stock of 1880 stamps has been destroyed.

Straits Settlements.— Perak.— In September last we chro
nicled, on the authority of the III. Br. Journal, the 4 cents ochre- 
brown, surcharged in black, with 2 cents perak. Mr. Campbell 

informs us that, under date of November 1st, he 
received intelligence from an official source on the 
spot that no such stamps exist. W e have in fact 
every reason to believe that they are “ bogus.” 

W e annex an illustration of one of the sur
charges chronicled in our last number. The 
printer has made only three varieties, the most 
common one consisting of the One being upside 

down. Perak appears to us to be a more fruitful country so far 
food for the amateurs of surcharges is concerned.

Tonga.— Since we introduced the stamps of these islands to 
our readers last month we find that the portrait is that of King 
George, whose patronymic is Tubon. He does not govern as 
an absolute king, but is assisted by a council chosen from his 
people. He is now a man of nearly seventy years of age, and 
Miss Gordon Cumming describes him as a fine man of six feet 
two inches. He dresses in the uniform of a general.



Turkey.— On the 13th December the Turkish post at Con
stantinople ran short of stamps of 10 paras. A  provisional issue, 
to prepay the Newspapers, was consequently made hy bisecting 
the 20 paras, rose, diagonally, and surcharging each half with “ 10 ” 
in black.

A d h e s iv e , 10 paras on half 20 paras, rose, surcharged in black.

United States.—A  correspondent sends us an extract from a 
newspaper with intelligence from Washington, dated November 29th, 
that the new postage stamp of 2 cents, prepared by Tiffany and C(J. 
of New York, is nearly ready, and will be put in circulation about 
January next. It will, it is said, be one of the handsomest speci
mens issued by the department. The design will correspond with 
that of the 2 cents envelope, inasmuch as it will show the head of 
Washington embossed on a blue ground.

W e have received a new size of the 2 cents envelope— 131 x 106 
—on white laid paper, watermarked U.S. in monogram; also the 
“ extra letter” size in white and straw, and the “ commercial” 
size in white.

En ve lo p e s . 2 cents, brown on white ; square shape, w m k . U .S .
2  ,, ,, e x tra  letter ,,
2  „  „  straw „  „
2  ,, ,, ,, w h ite  com m ercial , ,

Our readers may possibly have noticed, in our “ Notes and 
Queries” of last month, the mention of a novel obliteration 
Another similar specimen has also been sent us by another 
correspondent. And now a third comes from Boston, but with 
the small break in the two middle lines filled in with the figure 
“ 7.” The correspondent who sends us this informs us that it is 
“ a new patent by which the contents of a mail are sorted out (?) 
and cancelled mechanically in a much shorter space of time than 
it could possibly be done by hand.” The letters appear to pass to 
the cancelling part of the machine by a travelling endless band. 
The Postal Department in the United States is, it is said, about to 
adopt these machines throughout, and the machine is also on trial 
by the Post Office in this country.

The date stamp on the Boston letter showed 6 p.m., and the 
figure “ 7 ” in the cancelling stamp denoted that it was affixed by 
No. 7 machine in the Boston Post Office after the 6 p.m. collection.

West Australis.— The stock of postage stamps of one penny 
having become exhausted, the Postmaster-General notified that 
after the 25th October last telegraph stamps of one penny might 
be used in lieu of the ordinary postage stamps. We have received 
a stamp so employed. I f  we mistake not, the stamp has been 
postally used before, though without authority; the use now, 
however, is authorised by the Postmaster-General.

A d h e s iv e . 1 penny, straw ; telegraph sta m p used p o s ta lly .
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196 THE TWOPENCE LA U REATED , NEW SODTH W ALES,
A PROOF-SHEET OF THE TWOPENCE LAUREATED, 

NEW SOUTH WALES.
B y M A JO R  E . B . E V A N S , E .A .

A  P ap ke . B ead bef obk t h b  P hi lateli c  Soci xtt , L ondoh*

A g r e a t  deal of attention has been devoted of late years to the re
construction of plates or sheets of the early stamps of New South Wales 
and Tasmania; and thanks to the increased supplies of these stamps 
which energetic collectors with long purses have succeeded in unearthing, 
and thanks also to the fact that local collectors (and European dealers too) 
are becoming aware that pairs and groups of certain stamps are more 
valuable before than after the intervention of the scissors, I believe that 
most of the problems as to plates, re-engraving, &c., have been satisfactorily 
solved, and the relative positions of the varieties of type accurately 
determined.

Some day we may hope that collectors in distant lands will not only 
abstain from snipping out the best specimens of groups, and separating the 
others to exchange singly, but will also send home, by Book or Parcel Post, 
envelopes or covers entire with the stamps on them, and then some questions 
as to the relative order in which certain varieties were issued will also be 
determinable. In the meantime I have the good fortune to be able to offer 
a piece of evidence upon one of these (I think, still) moot points which 
I hope may be of service.

That well-known philatelist, “ the veriest tyro,” is aware by this time that 
there are, if not three plates, at all events three distinct types of the 
Twopence, New South Wales, with laureated head; viz., the rough type 
with stars in the corners; the finely-engraved type with asterisks in the 
corners; and the inferior type with similar corners to the second, but 
so-called solid background.

There can be little doubt which of these was the third in order. The 
last-named is found not only on the unwatermarked paper on which alone 
the other two are to be met with, but it is also, and more commonly, printed on 
the watermarked paper which we are taught did not come into use till 1854, 
and which continued in constant use for some years later. I t  is, I  believe, 
still a question whether, of the other two, the fine or the rough plate was 
the earlier.

The dates of issue of the various values of this laureated series have long 
been known to collectors, obtained from undoubted official sources ; and we 
thus know that the first of the set was the 2d., issued in July, 1851. 
I t  seems always to have been taken for granted that this was the roughly- 
engraved type, with stars in the corners; partly, no doubt, from its being 
the rarest, and partly also from the roughness of its execution, and from its 
differing in the design of the comers from all its companions. Of course, 
this was merely conjecture; but in the absence of any evidence one way or 
the other, the matter has hardly been discussed, in print a t all events.

A short time back a correspondent in a distant colony was kind enough to 
send me, amongst other things, a portion of a sheet of the finely-engraved 
type, containing thirty-nine out of the fifty varieties of which the whole
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sheet is composed. All the specimens were u n u s e d , but it was evident that 
they all belonged to the same identical sheet, and, although that painful 
propensity I  have alluded to above had caused a previous owner to separate 
all but a single pair one from the other, it was also evident that they were 
arranged in their proper order. For although u n u s e d , as I have said, 
the stamps were not unobliterated, but, as it seemed a t first sight, the sheet 
had been scribbled over, as if to cancel the stamps. A closer examination 
showed tha t this was not so, but that a memorandum had been written upon 
it, which could be deciphered as follows: “ 5116960. A p p r o v e d . See 
G o v e m o r - G e m r a l 's  M i n u t e  o n  the B a c k .”

This looked interesting. There was no apparent date, but it was to 
be hoped that, in spite of the gaps in the sheet, there might be sufficient of 
the “ Governor-General’s Minute ” still visible “ on the back ” to show when 
this impression from the plate was “ approved.” I accordingly detached the 
stamps carefully from a sheet of very thick cartridge paper on which they 
were mounted, and on rearranging them had the satisfaction of reading, 
“ A p p r o v e d  b y m y  m in u te  o n  5 f 16960 o f  th is  d a te . G .  W . K .  [1] 1 7 t h  J u l y ,  
1 8 6 1 ."  The only letters missing are the “ y ” of “ by," part of the “ n ” of 
“ on,” and the “ e ” and part of the “ t  ” of “ d a te ; ” the initials also are not 
very clear, but it  would probably not be difficult to find out who was 
Governor-General of New South Wales a t the time.* The date at all 
events is quite clear, and in the presence of a signed and dated proof 
impression of the plate, I think we may safely conclude that the first of the 
laureated heads was the finely-engraved Twopence.

I have only to add that the impression is in a grey or slaty-blue tint, 
in which I  think the majority of the clearest impressions ef this type are 
found, and is on almost white paper.

frflrefbings of tjje JjljiMtlk Sondji of f  onbon.
— —

T h e  second meeting of the season was held at the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet 
Street, E.C.. on the 26th November, 1886. In the unavoidable absence 
of the President and Vice-President, Mr. C. N. Biggs took the chair. The 
Secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting, which were confirmed, 
and the correspondence. lie  then presented to the meeting a list of the 
various replies received from members in answer to the cards he sent out 
asking for their opinion on the proposed changes as regards the place and 
time for holding future meetings. It was a t once seen that a large majority 
were in favour of the alterations recommended by the Committee. The 
Secretary therefore moved that article 2 0  of the Society’s statutes be 
amended, and that it should now read as follows :

“ Art. 20- Meetings are held in London, generally on alternate Fridays 
during the season, a t such a date, time, and place as the Committee may 
appoint, of which four days’ previous notice shall be given by post. ”

The resolution was seconded by Mr. W. B. Thornhill, and carried 
unanimously. The next business of the meeting was to take into con
sideration the advisability of altering the present rate of subscription. 
After a prolonged discussion, and the defeat of several propositions which

* Sir Charles A. Fitzroy was Governor of New South Wales in July, 1841. We have 
made enquiries from the Agent-General, Sir Saul Samuel, as to the initials G. W. K., 
bu t nothing in the office seems to throw any light upon the question as to whom they 
belong.—E d,
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were brought forward, the following amendment, proposed by the Assistant
Secretary, and seconded by Mr. Biggs, was successfully carried :

“ That the subscription of members living in London or twelve miles 
round be a guinea, and that of country members unaltered.”

Article 14 of the Society’s statutes will for the future therefore read 
as follows:

“ Art. 14. The annual subscription of members living in London or twelve 
miles round is one guinea, and for corresponding and country members 
ten shillings.’’

Mr. A. W. Chambers gave notice that he should move that the following 
addition be made to article 14 at the next meeting :

“ Town members may commute their subscription on payment of ten 
guineas and become life members; and corresponding and country members 
on payment of five guineas.”

The Secretary then read a paper by Major Evans, entitled “ A Proof-Sheet 
of the Twopence Laureated New South Wales,” * showing which variety of 
this value was the first issued. On the proposition of Mr. Biggs, seconded 
by Mr. A. H. Wilson, the thanks of the meeting was unanimously voted to 
Major Evans for his highly interesting and valuable paper. This concluded 
the business of the day. ______

The third meeting of the season was held at the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet 
Street, on Friday, December 10th, 1886, at 7.30 p.m.

The Vice-President having taken the chair, the Secretary read the minutes 
of the previous meeting, which were confirmed. The correspondence read 
by the Secretary included a letter from Mr. Shepherd, resigning his member
ship of the Society on the grounds that he derived no benefit from such 
membership. The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. Shepherd 
accepting his resignation with regret, and in connection with the cause 
alleged for such resignation, the Vice-President desired to remind the 
members present that the delay in the production of the Society’s new list 
of the stamps of Australia had been due to the fact that it was deemed 
expedient to refer the list for final revision by the President and Vice
President ; and that as they had jointly been engaged upon the subject of 
this revision up to the present time, no portion of the new list had as yet 
gone to the publishers. The difficulties in the way of adequately illustrating 
the work had also been a cause of delay. The Vice-President expressed 
confident hopes that publication would take place before the close of the 
present season. The Secretary also read a letter from Mr. F. R. Ginn, 
desiring to be placed in nomination for election as a member of the Society; 
but as no members had either proposed or seconded the candidate, who had, 
moreover, failed to comply with Rule 4 of the Society’s Statutes, the Secre
tary was instructed to reply to the application, referring to the provisions of 
Rules 3 and 4 respectively.

In connection with this subject the Assistant Secretary then proposed, 
and the Secretary seconded, a resolution to further amend Rule 3 of the 
Statutes, so that in future it should read as follows :

“ Article 3. Candidates for admission must be proposed and seconded by 
members of the Society, and elected by a majority of three-fourths of those 
present. The names of such candidates, together with the names of their 
proposer and seconder in each case, must be sent in to the Secretary at least 
ten days before the meeting at which they are to come up for election ; and 
the Secretary in forwarding the notices of such meeting to the members, 
shall notify the names of such candidates and of their supporters, and the 
fact that they are awaiting election. It is desirable that candidates, before 
being proposed, should be introduced as visitors at one of the meetings.”

This resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Chambers then brought forward nis resolution, of which notice had 

been given at the previous meeting, to add to Rule 14 of the Society’s 
Statutes the following words :

* The paper above-mentioned will be found In the present number of the R e c o rd .
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“ It shall be lawful for town members, on a payment of ten guineas, and 

for country and corresponding members, on a payment of five guineas, to 
commute thereby all future annual subscriptions, and become life members 
of the Society. Provided, however? that any country member who may have 
so commuted his future subscriptions by virtue of this article shall, on 
coming to reside within the radius which may for the time being be fixed by 
the Society as defining the qualification of a town member, be liable to a 
further payment of five guineas, or to a future annual subscription of ten 
shillings and sixpence.”

The above resolution was seconded by the Secretary, and carried unani
mously. The Society’s already revised lists of the stamps of Nova Scotia 
and Prince Edward’s Island respectively were then read through and con
firmed. The next meeting of the Society was (owing to the usual Friday 
being Christmas Eve) fixed for Wednesday, the 22nd December next.

DINNER TO THE PHILATELIC SOCIETY,

T h e  annual dinner of the London Philatelic Society took place on 
December 16th at the Holbom Restaurant. On this occasion the members 
were the guests of Mr. T. K. Tapling, m . p . ,  the Vice-President, and a most 
enjoyable evening was passed. About thirty members and one or two 
guests were present, ana Mr. Tapling’s hospitality was evidently greatly 
appreciated. After the usual loyal toasts, Mr. Tapling proposed “ Success 
to the Philatelic Society,” coupling with the toast the name of Mr. 
Philbrick, q.o., President of the Society.

After a few preliminary remarks, Mr. Tapling mentioned the fact that 
this was the oldest Philatelic Society in the world, and referred briefly 
to the recent alterations in the rules, &c., which he hoped would have 
the effect of securing a larger attendance of members at the meetings, and 
thus of increasing the sphere of usefulness of the Society among collectors, 
lie went on to answer a criticism sometimes made, to the effect that little or 
nothing of the results of the work and accumulated knowledge of the 
Society is available to any but the town members. He added, “ It is quite 
true that great delay has taken place in the publication of the first part of 
the Society's work on the stamps of the Colonies of Great Britain ; viz., the 
stamps of the Australian Colonies. It arose from certain investigations into 
the first issues of New South Wales having been entrusted to myself 
and the President, and it is only within the last week that we have at 
length obtained the information, which we hope will enable us to lay before 
you something like an exhaustive article on the intricate questions connected 
with the ‘ Sydney ’ stamps. We thought it better to delay publication rather 
than write an incomplete article, but I have now every reason to hope that 
the catalogue of the stamps of the Australian Colonies will be published 
early next spring.” (Applause.) Having referred to some of the difficulties 
the Society had to encounter in consequence of the limited number of 
large collections at present at its service, he quoted the Teruark of a 
foreign friend, which created much amusement, that the London Society 
seemed “ largely to consist of eminent philatelists without collections.” He 
concluded by proposing the toast, which was most enthusiastically received. 
Mr. Philbrick, who was very warmly received, remarked that though the 
alteration in the rules of the Society prevented him now from placing 
his chambers at its service as before, still the Society might count on 
his doing anything that lay in his power to forward its interests. (Applause.) 
In the course of a most interesting speech, which was frequently applauded, 
and of which it is to be regretted that reproduction is impossible, Mr. 
Philbrick referred to the collecting and collection of bygone days, and made 
several remarks on the great strides with which Philately as a science 
has advanced. He concluded by thanking the members for the way in
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which the toast had been received and associated with his name, and 
said that though he and other members no longer had collections, .still 
any information or knowledge they possessed would always be most willingly 
placed at the disposal of the Society. (Cheers.)

The other toasts were “  The Dealers," proposed by .Mr. Castle, and 
responded to by .Messrs. Wilson and Gibbons; and “ The Visitors,1' 
proposed by Dr. Viner, and responded to by Mr. A . JPhilhrick. M r. Gibbons 
hrietly alluded to some of the diiliculties that dealers have to contend with. 
The remarks of M r. Castle and .Mr. \\ ilson, no doubt through diliidence in 
the presence of .such a representative assembly, were almost inaudible, 
but they were understood to he of a mutually complimentary character. 
M r. Westohv next proposed the health of the Chairman, who had the 
interests of the Society so much at heart, and alluded to the fact of the 
Society having now for the first time a representative in the House of 
Commons. .Air. Tapling, in replying, expressed the pleasure it gave him 
to meet the members of the Society, and proposed the healths of the 
Secretary and Assistant Secretary. All', Jiaeon, who was enthusiastically 
received, i>rie||y respond'd. Some capital songs ami recitations were 
given during the evening by Mr. V. L . Tapling, and a very pleasant 
.gathering i-ainr to a Conclusion about eleven o’clock.

llotra anti (fturncs.
('. II. J>.— I lie dilh ivtier between the dies of the halfpenny news

paper Mumps is principally noticeable in the ,uabesi|Ue.s between the 
head and the uppei part of the frame.

AW have no notion whether any changes will be made in the Colonial 
.stumps, (dm- or other is always changing. (Jur work would be much 
reduced were it not so.

V. II. Xor>u-:.\.—We do not think that the letters you mention 
making N ew Sotrru W ai.es, are a speciality peculiar to the s'juarr 
stamps ol eight pence. The printing of the stain]'.- in that colony lias 
not always been conducted with tin: greatest care, and stumps are 
tic-*Iin iii[y- found with a portiun "f the watermarked legend which was 
mi the margin ol the paper, AVe have made enijuiries from a member 
ol the Philatelic Society who has devot'd special attention to Colonial 
.stamp-, and he has met with freijueiil examples of what you describe.

Al. P o I i e t ,—-AVe ate very much obliged to you for your communi
cation, A\ c arc not too proud t" sit al the feet of Gamaliel, though lie 
may uni spare it- in charging ns, in company with other philatelic 
11uhiic,ilioii-. with lu iMg p'd'c-„euo7os. \\  e aiv surrv not to have had the 
advantage "I seeing the allude in the lUOktln of tin- Pivneli Soeietv to 
which relei'im e is nude. It may possibly be thought strange, but it is 
II" le-s the fact that We have found it exceedingly dillinilt t" get in- 
scriplinns in some ot the languages India 1 i.in-lated. Wrv
few can tvad llivany or Hivauagii, and fewer -till s,., ni to know 
anything about the relative value- of tin- coinage in India.

NOTICE.
AA’e defer the publication of the present number till the evening of 
llie 3I>1, in ouh r to be aide tu annex a description of tin- new series ol 
l'.nglisli stamps, which will be only shown to the Press on the afternoon 
of that day.

Pemberton, Wilson, A Co., Palmeraton Road. Wood Green, London, N.
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r.ovt! 3 to  s u i t  j  u rch ,s to re . '
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The Catalogue of the Philatelic Society of London.
No. 1. Spain and Colonies, price 2/- ; or sent flat, 2/1, post-free.

The Stamp Collector's Handbook (Second Edition). By :h. 
late E. L Pf.mhlhton

No. J. Crown 8vo, appropriately dt signed Cover, bound in doth gilt, 
post-free, 6/6.

No. 2. Crown 8vo, on fine toned pa^sr, handsomely bound, gilt »igw, 
■So., post-free, 10/6.

The Philatelical Cat.logue (Bait I ). Trice i/ l , post-free.
Do. do (F.xtja Edition!. Price 1/7, post-free.

(Tbiu work has n vt r boen complete-'!, owing- to the cost.)

The Philatelical Journal i v'ol. L, 1*7:!). Post-free, JO/G.
Do. do. (Jan to A piJ, 1*77'.. The Four Part?, 1/0
Do. do. The Sixteen _7unibtrs, li-ill-bound in

rciomcty, 12/6.
This is th-. most elaborately got-tip Journal upon the subject ever 

issued. It is profusely Illustrate-1, with correctly coloured fac-simiios of 
the Starapa described. When the few remaining copies are sold, it  mutt 
become one of the rarest specimens of Stamp literature.

Single Numbers of the above (except January, 1872) may be ban 
6d. each.

Forged Stamps, and How to Detect Them, vibe fir.t 
Work of tlio late E. L. I'lmtu.hi'ox.) A few spccimona ,?tili 
remaining at 1/0.

An Improved Perforation Cange and Milimetre Scale
E .d t ic d  at S fattum rs’ H a il. No philatelist should be without one. Pi ice 9d

TV 's has- been n-.ost crrefully got up, and it- stbaolm.e accuracy may 
be depended l.pci.. The Gauge measures per’bration.- rising by halves, 
from 7 to 16 ; and there -ire scales of inches and centimetres of sufficient 
length to measure Font Curds ,vnd all usual 6ized Envelopes.

Improved Stamp Mounts.
Mado of the thinnest papor procurable, which ; v yet, cnbke tissue 

paper, anfh irmtlv stitf to stnnd writing upon, and is guaranteed to 
conU'i, nothing Injurious to the cciour of the Stamps. These mount.’, 
will save collectors a good deal of the tiresome snipping of paper, 
which is one of the drawbacks to their hobby. They are cut to four 
sizes; viz.—

No. 1. For Stamps about the size of the Id. English.
No. 2. For Oblong Stamps about the size of Western Australia 

Egypt, kc.
No. 5. For larger Stamps, such as Portugal, Liberia, See.
A. Gummed, 4d. per 100 ; 2/- per 1000, post-free.
B. Ungurined, 4d. per 100; 2/- per 1000, post-free.

Post Card Mounts Cards to cut into GS Mounts. lOd. \kt
dozen ; 6/6 per 100. This is the only satisfactory method of mounting 
Post Cards, and is now universally adopted by all Collectors,
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publishers of tho R l u l n i d i c  R e c o r d ,  in response to a

3 general request on the part of their subscribers, present 
a portrait of Mr. Maitland. Burnett as a frontispiece to 
the eighth volume. To those who have had tho advan
tage of knowing Mr. Burnett personally, the gratification 
of possessing an admirable likeness of him will bo 

manifest; and to those who have not enjoyed that pleasure, we 
will endeavour to introduce him, and to point out in a few words 
how much philately in England owes to him for the loving labour 
he took in its promotion.

Mr. Maitland Burnett is the head of a very ancient Scottish 
family, for centuries past having bad its home in Peeblesshire, 
of which county he is a justice of the peace. His philatelic 
beginnings were somewhat similar to those of many other collectors, 
but they date back to an early period in the history of stamp 
collecting; for it was in tho year 1859, when a youth of fifteen 
at school at Frankfort-on-thc-Main, that he was first attacked with 
tho symptoms of stamp-acquisitiveness. These developed them
selves in tho formation of a collection of all such stamps as fell 
in his way—a collection -which, on his return to England in tho 
following year, ho presented, no doubt with all becoming pride, 
to his young sister. More serious occupations then diverted his 
attention into other channels, and until the year 1874 lie was a great 
traveller, and stamp collecting never occupied his thoughts. On 
his return home in 187-1, while searching for a book in the library 
of his father’s home in Scotland, he stumbled upon tho old 
collection, which ho found had in the interval failed to receive 
any additions save a magnificent set of Hamburg Locals. The 
sight of the book, however, stirred up old recollections and
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HE publishers of the Philatelic Record, in response to a 
general request on the part of their subscribers, present 
a portrait of Mr. Maitland Burnett as a frontispiece to 
the eighth volume. To those who have had the advan
tage of knowing Mr. Burnett personally, the gratification 
of possessing an admirable likeness of him will be 

manifest; and to those who have not enjoyed that pleasure, we 
will endeavour to introduce him, and to point out in a few words 
how much philately in England owes to him for the loving labour 
he took in its promotion.

Mr. Maitland Burnett is the head of a very ancient Scottish 
family, for centuries past having had its home in Peeblesshire, 
of which county he is a justice of the peace. His philatelic 
beginnings were somewhat similar to those of many other collectors, 
but they date back to an early period in the history of stamp 
collecting; for it was in the year 1859, when a youth of fifteen 
at school at Frankfort-on-the-Main, that he was first attacked with 
the symptoms of stamp-acquisitiveness. These developed them
selves in the formation of a collection of all such stamps as fell 
in  his way— a collection which, on his return to England in the 
following year, he presented,'no doubt with all becoming pride, 
to his young sister. More serious occupations then diverted his 
attention into other channels, and until the year 1874 he was a great 
traveller, and stamp collecting never occupied his thoughts. On 
his return home in 1874, while searching for a book in the library 
of his father’s home in Scotland, he stumbled upon the old 
collection, which he found had in the interval failed to receive 
any additions save a magnificent set of Hamburg Locals. The 
sight of the book, however, stirred up old recollections and
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brought back memories of former days, and he proposed to take 
it back with him to London, and see what he could do towards 
supplying what was wanted. To his surprise, when he began to 
make enquiries for stamps, he discovered that he had been a 
philatelic Iiip Van W inkle; that though he had slept and never 
dreamed or heard of stamps or catalogues, yet it was not because 
such things did not exist, nor because the stamp world had not 
been moving on. He awoke to find that there were dealers in stamps, 
and that these had a very appreciable money value j and more, 
that a literature in connexion with them had sprung into existence, 
in which, when introduced to it, he became deeply interested. He 
Boon was transformed into an enthusiastic collector, and gradually 
built up a collection that obtained a considerable reputation 
amongst the great collectors—not by purchasing collections, which 
the means at his command did not enable him to do, but by 
laboriously picking up specimens here and there, a mode which 
we think constitutes one of the principal charms of collecting.

In one of his searches after stamps at the shop of a dealer in the 
city he encountered the late Seiior V. G. Ysasi, who was there with 
a similar object, and by him was induced to become a member 
of the Philatelic Society.

In January, 1879, Mr. Wilson, who had just succeeded to the 
stamp business of his friend the late Mr. Pemberton, projected 
the Philatelic Record, the first number of which was published 
in February, 1879. Mr. Wilson showed this first essay to Mr. 
Burnett, who, seeing that there was room for improvement, offered 
to assist in the production of the second number, which, as well 
as the succeeding ones, were mostly written and entirely edited 
by him. In March he made an arrangement with the Philatelic 
Society, whereby a certain space was reserved in the Record for 
the publication of the Society’s proceedings, and here we may 
observe that this is the sole connexion between the Record and 
the Society. The responsibility of any opinions expressed in this 
magazine, and of any statements made in it, rests entirely with 
the editor.

But it was in the year 1880— the second year of its publication—  
that the Record really emerged from its childhood. The Stamp 
Collector’s Magazine and the Philatelist had both been dis
continued, while the Philateliccd Journal, after a fitful life 
consequent on the illness of Mr. Pemberton and other causes, 
had ceased to exist, and nothing worthy of the name of a
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philatelic paper had taken their places. Sundry well-wishers 
urged Mr. Burnett to make the Record the usual farrago of 
cuttings and facetiae, interspersed with twaddle addressed to 
juveniles about keeping their stamps clean, &c., such as the 
small magazines then current drivelled about during the two or 
three months of their existence. He was told that unless the 
Record was kept down to the level of the small-boy collector, 
it might interest a dozen or so of philatelists, but must inevitably 
prove a failure, and share the fate of its predecessors. The 
publishers left the question entirely in his hands; apd taking a 
calm review of the state of philatelic matters in England, he 
thought there was room for the establishment of a magazine 
devoted to the subject as a science, and after assuring himself of 
the support of Major Evans, Mr. Campbell, and other philatelic 
friends, he determined to endeavour to make it worthy the 
attention of advanced collectors, and occupy what appeared to be 
a vacant place. How far he succeeded during the nearly seven 
years that he occupied the editorial chair our readers can judge for 
themselves.

But his work as a philatelist was not confined to his labours 
as a collector or as the editor of the Record. In the year 1879 
ho was elected Secretary and Treasurer of the Philatelic Society, 
of which Mr. Philbrick had then lately been chosen President, 
on the resignation of Sir Daniel Cooper. The attendance at the 
meetings, for the holding of which he opened his own chambers, 
was scanty, and things were going on anything but smoothly. 
Essentially a man of order, he set himself to inaugurate a better 
state of things, and the effects of his vigorous hand were soon 
seen by the fresh vitality imparted to the Society. Solid work was 
undertaken, persevered in, and carried through. The assistance 
rendered by him to the authors of The Postage and Telegraph 
Stamps of Great B ritain  was of inestimable benefit to them in 
bringing the work to a successful termination; but a short time 
after he earned the gratitude of the Society in a still more especial 
manner. On disposing of his collection, the President of the 
Society resigned, and it may fairly be said that it was owing 
entirely to the solicitations of Mr. Burnett that he was induced 
to reconsider his determination and to consent to remain, and 
continue to the Society the prestige of a name known throughout 
the philatelic world. In recognition of the valuable services 
rendered to the Society by Mr. Burnett, he was, in January, 1883, 
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presented by his colleagues with a piece of plate bearing an appro
priate inscription.

Early accustomed to travel, and free from family ties which 
might keep him at home, be determined, after disposing of his 
collection, to quit England for a more lengthened period than 
ordinary ; and in November, 1885, he took leave of the subscribers 
to the Record, and so soon as he saw that the Secretaryship of 
the Philatelic Society would fall into good hands, resigned his 
post. Here wo take leave of him for the present, and on behalf 
of ourselves and brother philatelists wish, him with affectionate 
regards many years of happiness and enjoyment.

J T m a u a r b s ,  rnib----- 4-----
Afghanistan.— Each new lot that comes to hand serves to 

upset theories, though it may add to our knowledge. W e have 
now before us the three values at present current at Peshawar, 
purchased at the post office there on the 23rd December last. The 
prices at the post office were: 5 annas 4 pies for the stamps of 
1 abasi, and 10 annas 8 pies for those of 2 abasi. It is clear, 
therefore, that the rupee consists of 3 abasi; but it is not clear 
what an Indian rupee is worth at Peshawar. We believe that it 
loses nearly one-half of its nominal value. But the colours of
the stamps in use at Peshawar are not easy of explanation. The 
1 abasi is in carmine, on white laid lined paper; the 2 abasi in 
red, on yellow la id ; and the rupee in brownish-red, on white laid
^ ne( -̂ 1 abasi, carmine on white laid lined.

2 ,, red on yellow laid.
1 rupee, brownish-red on white laid lined.

Barbadoes.— The Postal Union card of three halfpence, of the 
type of December, 1881, is now printed in mauve.

Postal Union Card.— pence, mauve on buff.

Bermuda.— The colour of the One Penny has been somewhat 
modified, as it is now lilac-rose.

Adhesive. 1 penny, lilae-rose, perf. 14 ; watermark 2? C A.

British Bechuanaland.— W e have received the One Shilling, 
green, of the Cape of Good Hope, watermarked with “ Foul 
Anchor,” surcharged similarly to those chronicled by us some 
months since.

Adhesive. 1 shilling, green; surcharged in black.
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British North Borneo.— I d addition to the 2 cents, described 

in our last as having appeared with the altered inscription, the 
4, 8, and 10 cents have also been issued with the same inscription.

The Timbre-Poste announces the 1 cent, orange, perforated 11 |.
Adhesives. 1 cent, orange; perforated 11J.

4 ,, pink ,, 14; altered inscription.
8 „ green „  „  ,

10 „  blue „ „
Messrs. Whitfield, King, & Co. send us the 4 and 8 cents of

the unaltered type surcharged in black respectively with 3 and 
5 cents, the numerals being in block except the fourth stamp on 
the third row of the 3 cents, which is in ordinary typ e; the word 
cents is in all cases in Roman capitals.

Adhesives. 3 cents on 4 cents, pink ; original type.
5 „ 8 cents, green ,,

Ceylon.—The Postal Union card, so long announced as about 
to be issued, has now come to hand, and is of the type of the 
10 cents. The impression is in dark blue.

Although we announced the “ 15 Cents” on 16 cents, orange- 
yellow, a twelvemonth since, it has only latoly come into use.

Postal Union Card.—5 cents, dark blue on light buff.

Egypt. —The 20 paras, 1 and 2 piastres, unpaid letter stamps, 
are now on plain unwatermarked paper.

Unpaid Letter Stamps.—20 paras, vermilion-red on plain paper.
1 piastre ,, „
o
*  99 99 >5

French Colonies.— Reunion.— The Timbre-Poste publishes a 
copy of the decree, dated the 20th May last, authorising the 
surcharges described in our July number. Prom the decree it  
appears that the number was limited to 80,000 stamps, 54,000 
surcharged with -05 c,, and 26,000 with 20 c.

German Locals.— In our last number we think we gave our 
readers a surfeit of these recent inventions; but we can assure them 
that it was the cream. In a short time every petty stamp dealer 
in Germany will have a stamp, a card, and an obliterating hand- 
stamp, which will enable him to supply collectors ad libitum, who 
may be willing to encumber themselves with such things. The 
last contributions we have received come from such sources, and 
we feel that it is time for us to endeavour to “ draw the line some
where,” for three reasons, which appear to us to be good: First, 
to avoid exhausting our own patience and that of our readers; 
secondly, lest we might advertise the wares of speculators, by 
calling attention to them ; and thirdly, because we desire to roserve 
our chronicle for reporting legitimate postal issues.

Taking up the issues already chronicled, we now supply some 
additional information, gathered more especially from the pages of 
our Berlin, Brussels, and Dresden contemporaries.

We should say that there are several towns, where Parcels



Delivery Companies have been established which have issued 
Btamps varying in value from 5 to 50 pfennig; but these we have 
refrained from chronicling.

Dresden.— Besides the 2 pf., orange-red, mentioned in our last, 
there are two other values— 1 and 1£ pf. The perforation of these 
stamps is not 12£, as given by the Deutsche Phil. Zeilung, but 11£.

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, French blue; per/. 11J.
11 »> bright green „
2 ,, orange-red „ and imperforate.

A card of 2 pf. has also been issued, of which there are two 
types. The card bears the inscription Deutsche privat-post
HANSA--- CORRESPONDENZ-KARTE— AN---DRESDEN—8TADT-THIEL. The
impression is in red on coloured card.

Card. 2 pfennig, red on yellow ; type I.
2 „  „ orange; type II.

Hamburg.— W e believe that the measurement of the Deutsche 
Phil. Zeitung is equally in fault with these stamps, and that 
the perforation of the 2 pf. is l l £ ,  and that of the 10 pf. 14-1. 
The stamps of 2 pf. have been issued with the word stadtbrief 
substituted for Hamburg, and the post cards with hammonia for 
Hamburg, no doubt with a view of making them available in 
Altona, Bremen, and Brunswick, where they are current.

Adhesive. 2 pf., dark blue, altered type ; per/, 11J.
Post Card. 2 pf., black on buff, altered type.

Hanover.— These stamps, we find by examination, are per
forated l l j ,  and not 12^. The 1^ pf. was issued subsequently to 
the other three. The history appears to be, that the company, 
finding itself short of stock on the 9th December, issued the 1, 2, 
and 2£ pf. unperforated, together with one of 15 pf. and a 1^ pf,, 
made by surcharging in violet the remainder of the perforated 
stock of 1 pf. with “ j." On the 15th December the definitive 
stamp of 1£ pf. was issued, perforated 11£.

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, bright green ; imperforate.
2 ,, brown ,,
21 „ blue ,,
15 ,, black ,,
11 ,, on 1 pf,, bright green ; per/. 11J.

A “ Merkur-Brief” of 3 pfennig has also been issued, measuring 
1 4 4 x 1 1 3  mm., perforated 11^, and inscribed mercur-brief— an 
— Hannover— wohnung— absender. The impression is in violet 
on white. Letter Card. 2 pfennig, violet on white.

Heidelberg. — It appears that there are two types of the 
1 pfennig, imperforate. In the first of these the lion has five 
claws, and in the second only three; and a third type has since 
appeared, perforated 11, in which the lion has five claws, but the 
ovals containing the figure of value are smaller, and the ornaments 
in the angles are different. Another type of the 2 pf. has also 
been issued with a larger numeral in the centre, and small
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numerals in ovals in the lower angles, the typo first issued having 
ornaments only in the lower angles.

A card has been issued, in form like a reply card, with 
advertisements on two faces, and a stamp of 2 pf., of a different 
design to that of the adhesives, showing a lion on an upright 
solid oval ground, enclosed by a band, inscribed Heidelberg, and 
intercepted near the foot by a straight tablet, inscribed pfennig. 
The numerals of value are in small ovals in the lower spandrels, 
and the others are filled in with ornamentation.

The entire series is therefore :
Adhesives.

Card.

1 pfennig, black, 1st Type ; imperforate.
1 „  „  2nd Type „
2 it t* 1st Type M
1 ,, „ 3rd Type; perforated 11.
2 „ „  2nd Type „
2 ,, „  on green.

Another company, called the “ Mercur,” has also been established, 
and issued five stamps on the 1st November last— 1 pfennig for 
circulars, 2 pfennig for letters, 3 pfennig for the suburbs of 
Neuenheim and Schlierbach, 5 pfennig for express letters, and 
10 pfennig for registered letters. The design of the stamp shows 
the numerals of value on a solid upright oval ground, surrounded 
by a band, inscribed privat briefbeforderungs anstalt in the 
upper part, and mercur in the lower part. The stamps are 
lithographed in colour on plain white paper, and perforated 11£.

A card has also been issued with a stamp of similar design to 
the adhesives, bearing the inscription privat brief beforderunqs 
anstalt— mercur— an, and four dotted lines for the address.

Adhesives. 1 pfennig, French blue ; perf. 11J.
2 i t red >>
3 9 > 9 t

5 If green 91
10 »> orange »»
2 U black on buff

Leipsic.— A single and a reply card were issued with stamps of 
2 pfennig of the design described last month, and inscribed privat- 
post—leipsio— an— in , with four lines for the address. The im
pression was on double-faced card, white inside and grey outside.

Cards. 2 pfennig, blue and yellow on grey.
2 + 2 ,, ,, ,,

The adhesives and the last mentioned cards only continued in 
use for a week, when, in consequence of tho town forbidding the 
use of its arms and colours, the company issued two stamps of the 
same values as before, printed in black on white wove paper, the
2 pfennig showing the numeral in black on a rectangular white 
ground, within a horse-shoe shaped band, inscribed privat brief 
verkehr leipsig, and pfennig on a straight tablet below. The
3 pfennig has the numeral in white on a black upright oval 
ground, within a band bearing a similar inscription, and with 
pfennig below on a scroll.
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A  card was first issued inscribed privat-post— leipsig—an— in 
without a stamp, but with a square for affixing a stamp in the 
right upper comer, inscribed 2 pfg— marke.

After tbis a second issue was made, in which the card bears the 
inscription brief-und-packet-verkehr— leipsig— an— in . This 
card was issued both with a stamp of the type of the adhesive 
and without.

A dh esives . 2 pfennig, black ; p e rfo ra te d  11J.

Cards.
° II II II
No value, black on orange.

2 pfennig ”

1st Type. 
2nd Type,

II
W e defer the continuation of the Berlin and Strasburg locals, 

as also the mention of those issued at Dantzic, till next month.

G ibraltar.— The Halfpenny and the Twopence of the new 
issue have come to hand. In the Halfpenny the Queen’s head 
is on a horizontally-lined background, within a pearled circle 
extending to the sides of the line of the rectangle. On a curved 
solid tablet above is Gibraltar, and on a similar incurved tablet 
below is halfpenny. The spandrels are filled in with ornaments 
of dots. In the Twopence the Queen’s head, on a horizontally- 
lined ground, is in a circle intercepted at the sides by a framing 
consisting of white dots arranged geometrically on a solid ground. 
At the top and bottom are straight white tablets, inscribed 
respectively Gibraltar and two pence. The paper is watermarked 
with ffl ca, and the perforation 14.

A d h esives . Halfpenny, green.
Twopence, brown-purple.

G reat B rita in .— So far as our English readers are concerned, 
we and they are about on a par—we have both had the opportunity 
of seeing tho new set of stamps issued on the first instant. Un
fortunately we are compelled, for the benefit of our foreign readers, 
to describe them seriatim, as by some absurd regulations we are 
debarred from the privileges enjoyed by our foreign contemporaries 
of being able to give woodcuts of the types; but before proceeding 
to describe them, we will offer a few general remarks upon the 
series.

The ink employed in the printing of these stamps is, except in 
one or two cases, doubly fugitive; that is, it is subject to decom
position on applying any chemicals which would be used for 
removing marks made either in writing or printing ink. It will 
be remarked that the microscopic values in letters have been 
suppressed in all the stamps except the Halfpenny and the One 
Shilling, which are sui generis, and where it can do no harm, and 
a bolder numeral of value has been introduced. This, combined 
with the distinctive colours, will obviate the difficulties and mis
takes which were constantly occurring with the late issue. One of 
the principal features, however, which recommend the stamps to 
us is the suppression of the horizontally-lined background of the
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head, which, by the way, notwithstanding what has been said to 
the contrary, is the same size as that used in the last series for all 
the new types except the Fourpence. In  the 2d., 5d., and 6d. of 
the new issue, the head is on a plain ground; in the rest it is on 
a ground of solid colour, the effect being that in either case the 
head is rendered much more salient. In our last number we 
mentioned the objection we entertained to the style of engraving so 
much in favour with Messrs. De La Rue and Co., where the shading 
lines of the bust are almost continuous with those of the background. 
The effect of the present change is seen at once by placing one of 
the penny stamps, which we are sorry to say are not changed, in 
front of the new series. It has, in presence of its gayer juniors, 
a sort of grandmotherly, dowdy appearance, which perhaps is as 
it should be, considering that, though young in years, it has already 
survived two generations of stamps.

The £d. retains its zigzag frame, but the size of the circle being 
reduced, the whole is within the frame. The head is on a solid 
coloured ground, enclosed with a band inscribed postage and 
revenue above and one halfpenny below. In the angles are 
small rosaces. The stamp has doffed its funereal colour, and now 
appears in orange-red, or, more properly speaking, in deep salmon.

The l^d. is somewhat of the Tuscany type of 1860. On a 
background of drapery lined with white is the head of the Queen 
on a solid coloured upright oval ground, the impression being in  
purple. At the foot of the oval is an oblong rectangular tablet 
with the corners sloped off, carrying the value in figures in white 
on a horizontally-lined ground of green, with rather stiff branches, 
also in green, up the sides of the oval.

In the 2d. the head is on a plain white circular ground, with a 
tablet below carrying the figure of value. The rest of the stamp 
is filled in with foliate ornamentation, the inscription postage and 
revenue being at the top. The impression is in greyish green 
except the tablet, which is carmine. This stamp is one of the best 
of the series, and is exceedingly effective, especially when seen in  
artificial light.

The 2Jd. shows the head on a circular solid coloured ground, 
the inscription being on a straight tablet above. What are possibly 
intended for laurel branches are on each side of the disc, and the 
value on a large tablet below is enclosed in a Greek-pattern framing 
on the sides and top except where intercepted by the disc. The 
impression is in dark purple on light blue paper.

In the 3d. the head is in an upright oval on a solid coloured 
ground, and the paper being yellow, and the impression in purple- 
brown, the stamp would have been very effective had it not been 
spoiled by a broad rectangular frame clogged with conventional 
ornaments, and the spandrels filled in so much as to greatly mar 
the effect.

The 4d. is a very handsome stamp. The head is in an upright 
oval on a solid ground of colour in the centre of a cross, and is 
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printed in grey-green, the cross heiDg bordered with white. The 
whole is superposed on a brown ground, the numerals of value 
being on discs in the angles on a ground of wavy line3. The 
stamp has a border of lines in brown outside the framing.

The 5d. shows the head in an octagon on a plain white ground, 
and below are the royal arms on a shield, the inscription— postage 
& revenue— being partly on one side, partly on the other. The 
impression i3 in light purple. On each side of the arms is a tablet 
carrying the numeral of value on a blue ground. It is a very 
handsome stamp, though rather too much to our taste like a piece 
of wainscot work.

The 6d., like the others on coloured paper, is printed in one 
colour— brown-purple on what is officially called “ pink,” hut it is 
of a very red tone. The head of the Queen is in a circle on a 
plain ground; below, on an arched scroll, is the inscription with the 
numeral of value on a rectangular tablet underneath. The rest of 
the stamp is filled in with heraldic emblems—Tudor roses in the 
lower angles, sturdy-looking thistles in the upper, while foliate 
ornaments between may possibly bo intended to do duty for 
shamrock.

The 9d. shows the head of the Queen on a solid upright 
rectangle, with the corners removed, in the centre of a eroiz patee. 
This portion of the stamp is printed in purple, and is superposed 
on a reticulated ground of light blue, the figures of value being in 
white at each angle. It i3 an effective stamp, the converging lines 
of the cross making the head appear recessed. Like the 4d., it 
has lined edges in the colour of the ground.

The One Shilling has the head of the Queen on a solid circular 
ground of colour occupying the centre of an escutcheon of 
Louis XIV. pattern, on the white face of which is the in
scription postage t revenue above, and one shilling below. 
The impression is in greyish green on white.

It is almost needless to add that the paper is in all cases water
marked “ <23 1880,” and that the perforation of the stamps is 14.

W e abstain from giving opinions of our own upon the designs, 
as sufficient have already been offered by the ordinary journals, 
who do not seem to be in auy way agreed—one preferring one, 
another another. Tot homines tot sententice. Taken as a whole 
we think that the designs reflect great credit on those who are 
responsible for them ; but the subsidiary parts of them are not 
likely to add to the reputation of Messrs. De la Rue & Co., 
however much the mode in which the mechanical part has been 
carried out may do. The floral ornamentations are as formal as 
if they had been borrowed from Japan. W e were certainly not 
aware that chemical knowledge was so circumscribed that doubly 
fugitive colours were confined to purple, brown, light blue, and a 
washed-out green. In our ignorance we thought that carmine had 
this property, and if so, it seems a pity that it was not employed 
for the penny stamp. Certainly the recent productions of Messrs.
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De la Rue & Co. in carmine— e.g. the One Penny Gibraltar—  
seem to be in as fugitive a colour as the One Penny English.

Adhesives, 4 Penny, vermilion-red on white.
14 ,, dark purple and green on white.
2 ,, grey-green and pink on white.
2J „ dark purple on light blue.
3 ,, brown-purple on yellow.
4 ,, grey-green end brown on white.
5 ,, light purple and light blue on white.
6 ,, purple on red.
9 ,, purple and light blue on white,
1 Shilling,green on white. .

Guatemala.— The provisional 1 centavo mentioned in our last 
is to hand. The surcharge of provisional— 1886— 1— un centavo, 
in four lines, i3 in black. Next month we will give an engraving.

Adhesive. 1 centavo, on 2 cents (1886), brown.
Luxemburg.— According to Der Philatelist the 2 centimes is 

perforated 14 instead of 13 as formerly.
Adhesive. 2 centimos, grey; perforated 14.

Macao.— The Deutsche Phil. Zeit. informs us of the issue of a 
series of embossed adhesive stamps of the Angola type, and we 
presume similarly perforated 12J, 13.

A dh esives . E Reis, black. 60 Reis, dark blue.
10 • • green. 80 M mouse.
20 ,, rose. 100 i t reddish-brown.
25 ,, lilac. 200 t t grey.
40 ,, brown. 300 i t orange.

Madagascar.—-In our September number we described the 
One Penny and Twopence of the new design bearing the stamp of 
the Vice-Consulate of Antananarivo. W e have now received the 
remaining values, making up the series to the same number and 
the same values as that described in our last, which bears the new 
stamp of consular mail. In every other respect except the hand- 
stamp, the stamps are identical with the latter, though the tone of 
the pink portion of the impression varies occasionally, and assumes 
a red tone of carmine.

Adhesives. 14 Pence, pink and black ; V.-Cons. stamp in black.
3  I t  I I  t l  t t

44 t l  It II II
8 ,, II II II
9 II II II II

Mexico.— We have lately seen the 1 real, red, of 1864, sur
charged vertically on the left side of the stamp with Saltillo in 
black, and with the additional surcharge of “ %  ” also in black. 
This latter surcharge is applied on each stamp of the sheet, 
consisting of ten rows of ten, by a hand-stamp, so that there are 
no varieties of type on the sheet. That the stamps are genuine 
we have no doubt. The portion of the sheet we have Been, 
consisting of the two lower rows, bears in the right comer a 
transverse oval stamp with admon. pral. decorreos in the upper 
part, and Saltillo in the lower.

Adhesive, 4 real, on 1 real, red, type 1864 ; surch. S A L T IL L O  ; per/. 12.
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Nevis.— In June last we copied the announcement of the issue 
of reply Postal Union cards of One Penny and Three Halfpence 
from a German contemporary, and thereby suffer the not very 
uncommon penalty of giving imperfect information. Had we' seen 
them then, we should have said that the type of the stamp, in 
both cases, is that of the Natal, Bermuda, &c., Halfpenny post 
card— the Queen’s head in a circle, on a solid ground. The colour 
also of the Three Halfpence is chocolate-brown, and not red- 
brown, as in the single card, which still remains of the type of 
the Queen’s head in an octagon.

Sorath.— The last parcel of One Anna of a Koree which was 
received by our publishers is printed on white laid paper, water
marked with the name of the makers, M alcolm & H enry, and 
perforated irregularly 12. We say perforated irregularly, because 
the perforation, which does not remove the substance of the paper, 
is evidently effected by a single row of needles, a fault in the 
needles appearing both in the horizontal and transverse lines, and 
not exactly repeated one under the other. The lines of perforation, 
moreover, are not parallel. The 4 anna comes at the same time, 
on white wove paper.

I anna, green, on white laid paper; p e r /IS .
4 „ red, on white wove paper; perf IS.

South Australia.— Since October last the colour of the 6d. 
has been changed from dark blue to ultramarine. The watermark 
and perforation remain as before.

Adhesive. 6 pence, ultramarine,

Tasmania.— Our contemporary the Timlre-Poste has misunder
stood what we said respecting the bisected twopenny stamps. 
Those used at Ellesmere were authorised by the Postmaster there; 
but the amateur at Scottodale, to whom one had been addressed, 
thought to do business on his own account, and addressed a 
number of envelopes to himself. It follows that for those posted 
at Ellesmere, and which bear that postmark, the bisection was 
authorised; but for those posted at Scottodale it was not, but 
was suffered to pass.

Timor.— A series of stamps, embossed in relief, has been, 
according to the Deutsche Phil. Zeitung, issued for this colony, 
perforated, we suppose, 12£, 13.

Adhesives. 5 reis, black.
10 „ green. 
20 „ rose. 
25 „ lilac.

40 reis, brown.
50 „ dark blue. 
80 „ mouse.

100 reis, reddish-brown. 
200 „ dark grey.
300 „ orange.

Uruguay.—An order of the General Direction of the Post at 
Montevideo, dated the 27th November last, informed the public 
that on the 1st December then next a new issue would be made 
of the 5 centesimos, of the type of that issued on the 18th Dec., 
1884, printed in violet; and a term of ninety days was allowed
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for w ithdraw ing the existing  issue from circulation, after w hich 
date they  would cease to  be received as valid  for franking corres
pondence. 'i’he new edition is on yellow ish-w hite paper and  
roulettcd. Adhesive. a Ccutesimos, violet.

I t  is reported th a t a new issue of post cards was to take  place 
on the 1st of January .

The latest issue of letter-cards shows the  stam p in a modified 
colour. Letter Card. 3 Ceiitcsimos, dark green.

THE F1VEPENCE, BLUE, OF NEW SOUTH WALES,
1854.

Mu. T aiu.ixo’s “ Occasional N ote’’ of this stamp, in tlie Record for 
November last (p. 173), and the remarks of .M. Moons on tlui subject 
in I.e Timbre-Route fur hoccmher (No. d is, p. ION, have interested me, as 
for nearly fifteen years 1 remember this stamp, the genuine character of 
which is disputed.

It was then that it was first remarked by me, in the collection of Mr. 
Image, who told me lie buiight it, with a number of current New fSoiitli 
Wales stamps, in his early cnllecting days, about ten years previously (about 
twenty-live years ago); that it came at the common price of the used 
specimens, chiefly sixpences, sent with it, and w ithout special attention being 
directed to it. Mr. Image had no recollection of the name of the person 
from whom he purchased, hut a mote satisfactory history since the stamp 
came into Mr. Image’s posscssimi could nut be desired; nor is there anything 
u priori in what he remembers militating against the stamp—rather the 
reverse.

The disbelief so unhesitatingly expressed by a high authority like M. 
Moens led me to ask its present possessor permission again to examine tfie 
specimen, which I did by the light of M. Moens’ conclusions, and the aid of 
a powerful magnifying glass.

The stamp appears to me in precisely the same condition as when I first 
saw it in lb71.

M. Moens starts his criticism by saying that if the stamp bears its 
original colour—m i k n o t e n  td l now—it ought to be imperforate; and then 
states, this copy has been to the dentist, who lias extracted its teeth, or in 
other words, has removed the perforation by clipping it away; has bungled 
in his work, by leaving on the rijh t side four or five traces of perforation, 
and on the lower edge two more, showing he was an unpractised hand ; and 
that our friend Tapling is too credulous in according his faith; and adds, 
“ These traces of teeth demonstrate to us the stamp was perforated—first 
proof of falsification.”

“ Next, the colour is undecided, another proof; for this impossible blue is 
certainly composed of several colours. Now this Fivcpenco is ordinarily 
found in green, which is blue and yellow mixed. In treating blue-green 
stamps chemically, one can easily make them blue; for this is the dominant
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THE FIVEPENCE, BLUE, OF NEW SOUTH WALES,1854.
Mr. T aplinq’b “ Occasional Note” of this stamp, in the Record for 
November last (p. 179), and the remarks of M. Moens on the subject 
in Le Timbre-Poste for December (No. 228, p. 108), have interested me, as 
for nearly fifteen years I remember this stamp, the genuine character of 
which is disputed.

It was then that it was first remarked by me, in the collection of Mr. 
Image, who told me he bought it, with a number of current New South 
Wales stamps, in his early collecting days, about ten years previously (about 
twenty-five years ago); that it came at the common price of the used 
specimens, chiefly sixpences, sent with it, and without special attention being 
directed to it, Mr. Image had no recollection of the name of the person 
from whom he purchased, but a more satisfactory history since the stamp 
came into Mr. Image’s possession could not be desired; nor is there anything 
d priori in what he remembers militating against the stamp—rather the 
reverse.

The disbelief so unhesitatingly expressed by a high authority like M. 
Moens led me to ask its present possessor permission again to examine the 
specimen, which I did by the light of M. Moens' conclusions, and the aid of 
a powerful magnifying glass.

The stamp appears to me in precisely the same condition as when I first 
saw it in 1871.

M. Moens starts his criticism by saying that if the stamp bears its 
original colour—unknown till now—it ought to be imperforate; and then 
states, this copy has been to the dentist, who has extracted its teeth, or in 
other words, has removed the perforation by clipping it away; has bungled 
in his work, by leaving on the right side four or five traces of perforation, 
and on the lower edge two more, showing he was an unpractised hand; and 
that our friend Tapling is too credulous in according his faith; and adds, 
“ These traces of teeth demonstrate to us the stamp was perforated—first 
proof of falsification.”

“ Next, the colour is undecided, another proof; for this impossible blue is 
certainly composed of several colours. Now this Fivepence is ordinarily 
found in green, which is blue and yellow mixed. In treating blue-green 
stamps chemically, one can easily make them blue; for this is the dominant



component. I t  is probably thus that this ‘ original colour’ has been 
obtained.”

Lastly, M. Moens states he could criticise the undecided ink-mark of the 
obliteration, which might well result from alteration. The absence of all 
gum again makes him wonder; but he thinks the former reasons he 
assigns “ condemn the stamp without appeal.”

From this resumd of his opinions it is obvious that the perforation is, 
according to M. Moens, the chief damning fact. He, however, starts with 
the assumption that the colour is “ unknown till now,” which shows that he 
was quite unaware of the notice of the stamp in 1865 by Beltars and 
Davie. I will not pause to point out how the failure of this assumption 
invalidates the conclusions he draws, or how an almost contemporary 
chronicling of this stamp strongly supports its claims to be regarded 
as authentic.

To pass on. The edges of the specimen naturally were the subject of 
scrupulous examination. So far from the right side of the stamp showing 
perforation in four or five places, it is a perfectly clean plain edge, without 
the slightest trace of indentation, cut, or mark of any kind.

On the left side (the stamp always being considered as placed face upwards, 
which shows the Queen’s head in profile to the left) the margin is not 
perfectly straight, and it has evidently been cut, in one cut as I  take it, 
irregularly; that is, not square with the engraving.

At the upper part of this left side are two (not four or five) holes or 
indentations, one situated somewhat inwards from the margin; the other is 
evidently an accidental tear, and not the mark of a perforation of any kind. 
The former resembles a pricked hole, but possibly might be the remains of a 
dent; but it is not perfect or clear enough to warrant any one in affirming 
it  shows the mark of the machine. I t  rather resembles a puncture made 
by a pin or needle, no part of the substance of the paper having been 
removed.

There are no other places on this margin which could be confounded with 
a dentelure or even punctured hole, and the relative positions of the two I 
have above described are such as not to tally with any known perforation.

On the lower margin I  cannot discover two or any traces of dentelure. 
On applying strong power with a magnifier, no trace of a perforation, even 
such as a pin or needle would cause, is apparent.

I am sorry thus to differ in  fa c t  from M. Moens. I t  appears that in lieu 
of his decided and clear line of proofs the stamp shows one hole, and one hole 
only, which might be caused by a perforating machine, but which is probably 
due to a simple puncture, and that beyond this there is absolutely nothing 
to warrant M. Moens’ opinion. Further, the position of the other marks 
he relies is not in  line with the preceding, showing to my mind to 
demonstration that these marks are due to the irregularities of hasty sever
ance, not the regularity of a machine, or the bungling attempt to remove 
the perforation.

Next, the colour is attacked as an “ indecisive” (indecue) blue. If by 
that word M. Moens means that which does not carry conviction to his 
mind, he is not wrong to call it “ indecisive.” Different minds have different 
“ shades” of conviction, but no one could see the proofs Mr. Tapling refers 
to and fail to be struck by the identity of the blue in both.

M. Moens says, ex-cathedrd, this blue is certainly composed of different
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colours. Why 7 and wherein lies the certainty 7 Blue itself is not a composite 
colour, and this is a true, full, rather dead blue, such as I never saw made 
by doctoring any stamp of any country, and such as Messrs. Bacon and Co.

. did print in.
M. Moens’ experience of these falsities, made by chemically treating 

stamps, is great—larger than mine. A noted Brussels collector of former 
days signalized himself by experimenting with every kind of stamp he could 
lay hands on, trying all sorts of acids, alkalis, and re-agents. He made no 
secret of this; but did M. Moens ever see a blue like this so produced! I 
doubt much. He says, if you doctor a stamp, it is easy to revert to the 
dominant component as the ultimate colour. Granted ; but I defy him to 
get a clear, clean, tint as this, particularly from a taille-douce impression, 
with great thickness (empdtement) in the ink of the impression, showing 
clearly by its uniform  tint it has not been chemically changed.

Next, M. Moens incidentally falls foul of the obliteration—“ undecided 
ink, which might well proceed from an alteration.’' An alteration from what 7 
I  ask. From a genuine postmark 7 If so, cadit queestio. From a false 7 
No reason exists to alter such. M. Moens has generalized, I think, on 
insufficient data. I have a number of imperforate stamps of this issue of 
1854 got together, and find in many cases among them this identical post
mark, several identical in impression and “ indecision.” I t cannot possibly 
be mistaken. The three concentric ovals are much fuller than the usual 
flattened oval, the major axis of the ellipse measuring 21 and the minor 
17 mm., and there is a peculiar fault a t one end, where by a slip the 
interval between the lines, intended to be parallel, is irregular. I found in 
the stamps I saw numerous cases of this very mark, flaw and all, in use, and 
particularly noticed the 8d. thus postmarked in the deep orange hue first 
issued, also the One Shilling in palish red; and I  found this mark on 
the stamps dated 1859 and 1860.

How remarkably the accuracy of Mr. Image’s recollection is borne out by 
these facts!

Lastly, total want of gum is alleged. This proves nothing, except that 
the gum has gone, rightly or wrongly. That is the question between us, 
and to avail oneself of this as an argument indicates a foregone conclusion.

M. Moens speaks of M. Tapling as “ trop credule.” If the stamp is 
wrong, Mr. Tapling, in believing it, is too credulous. If the stamp is 
authentic, M. Moens, in disbelieving, is too incredulous.

To use either phrase begs the whole question, and implies no argument. 
But I confess to some surprise that M. Moens should even consider it good 
enough to adopt as apparently conveying an argument. If he refers to his 
own Catalogue (6th edition, p. 43, col, 1, Plate 8, No. 182), a stamp of 
1 real, rouge-vin, depicting an Eastern scimitar—perhaps the sword of 
Damocles—was chronicled in solemn form as perfectly genuine, preceded by 
no mark intimating a doubt of its authenticity, and yet in the brief period 
which elapsed between the issue of the first and the last fascicule a change 
appears to have “ come o’er the spirit of his dream,” and our author notes it 
as “ invents pour les collectionneurs.”

I am not so credulous as to expect to convince M. Moens, but for the 
present I am not inclined to doubt the perfect authenticity of this stamp.

2-Uh December, 1886. F eed. A. P hilbkiok.
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2 1 6 FALLEN GREATNESS.

FALLEN GREATNESS,
I mitated  from  t h e  F rench  o f  J oseph  Moctet .

’T w a s  the very man ! Before me stood Mucius Bastidon, of the illustrious 
dynasty of the Bastidons of Marseilles, most typical of the lizards of the 
Canebtere, who, from father to son, hands in pocket, tan their hides beneath 
an azure sky, gazing on the crowd of passers-by stupidly intent on earning a 
livelihood, whilst they solve in the simplest possible manner the apparently 
knotty problem of living without ever turning their ten fingers to account. 
A sample of the wonderful race of French lazzerone who, from the Mediter
ranean to the Bay of Biscay, trail tlieir rags with sublime indifference in 
every public place, and amicably share with the dogs the two inalienable 
birthrights of the poor—vermin and sunshine.

Mucius Bastidon was the first of the family who had derogated from its 
traditions and come to Paris. In that dull country of mud and rain the 
luckless wight had been subjected to a severe schooling. Beneath its 
cheerless sky, from which a daily manna refused to drop into his mouth, 
cruel necessity forced him to try and earn his food. Hence the numerous 
and melancholy avatars of the unhappy exile who, amidst the chilly quays 
and inhospitable streets of the great city, embarked, one after another, in 
atl the impossible professions to which the famine-stricken are driven. 
Successively dealer in gentles, beggar of used postage stamps, broker in 
old shoe nails, and collector of cigar stumps, he fell in, one fine day, with 
a stroke of luck- Some students enlisted him as office-boy to The Electric 
Scorpion, a journal of literary and scientific criticism, which died with its 
third number, killed by its own venom. Then he suddenly disappeared.

And now I met him again, after fifteen years, the same man, but o h ! 
how different. What a change was here! Spick, span, and shining, with 
rotund paunch and placid mien, Mucius Bastidon reflected the ineffable 
-contentment of the mail who has nothing left to wish for, and the airs of 
victory peculiar to the Lovelace who lias succeeded in seducing Fortune, and 
keeps a dressing-gown and slippers in the alcove of that amiable courtezan, 
lie  noticed my astonishment.

“ Mon Dieu, oui," he said, “ it is I. I seem changed ?”
“ Well, since the days when you used to pick up, a t the Caf€ Soufflot, the 

cigar stumps of my chums, your physiognomy has, I must confess, undergone 
some alteration.”

“ For the better, I hope?”
“ For the better, no doubt. But may I ask----- ”
“ Certainly. I remember you as a good fellow, and have not forgotten 

that more than once I was indebted to you for the ten sous whicli saved me 
from starvation. Success, as you perceive, has not made me proud ; and I 
am not one of those parvenus who would fain forget their origin. I will 
give you an unvarnished account of my adventures, which will show once 
again how tenacity joined to sufficient dexterity may lead a man to the 
highest destinies.” .

“ To the highest! You surprise me.”
“ To the highest! You have the honour of speaking to the ex-President 

of a Republic ! ”
I stepped back, and made a sweeping bow.
“ Good heavens, prince !” I articulated respectfully.
“ A prince of the democracy, if you please. You know that my opinions 

would not have allowed me to accept any other rSle.”
“ But even then, in which democracy did you play i t? ”
“ In one of those which, for the instruction of old Europe, teem upon the 

hospitable soil of young America—the Republic of San Blagador.”
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“ A fine name.”
“ And a splendid country. Ah, my boy, what a glorious life I  led there, 

in my capital, for a whole year! That noble city of 8000 souls, founded 
some six years ago by a colony of Spaniards and Italians.”

“ The name o f your capital ?”
“ Santa Cruz della Pasquinada.”
“ I have never noticed it on the map.”
“ Parbleu 1 French geographers are so behind the times. But whether 

it is on your maps or not, Santa Cruz della Pasquinada exists all the same, 
as I  who passed the twelve most glorious months of my existence there 
can testify.”

“ What, your presidency lasted twelve months !”
“ You think that was not long?”
“ On the contrary, it seems an extraordinary spell. For one of those 

Republics it is a lease of office one does not often hear of.”
“ True, and to accomplish so long a reigu a man of my calibre was 

wanted. But a truce to parenthesis, and let me tell yon of my exploits. 
Two years ago, then, 1 found myself on the other side of the Atlantic in 
the double r6le of a commercial traveller and a pioneer of civilisation. 
The mission entrusted to me was important, being no less than that of 
popularising amongst the Indian tribes, which surround the Republic of 
San Blagador with a circle of barbarism, the regenerating influences of 
screw-soled boots; to supplant the ancient mocassin by the manufactures 
of the firm of Kips, Welts, and Co., of whom I was the representative, 
was the end to which I devoted myself with steadfast conviction, strengthened 
by the hope of large commissions from ray principals. Thus it happened 
that I was at Santa Cruz della Pasquinada at the moment of the outbreak 
of the last Revolution which, for the sixth time in less than four years, 
was about to give a new master to the Republic of San Blagador. This 
new master was to be I.

“ How did it happen ? In the simplest manner possible. One evening as I 
was sitting in the principal caf4 of the city, a group of influential electors 
thought well to ask me, as a stranger of distinction, my opinion upon the 
crisis.

“ I replied as follows: ‘ Gentlemen, no ruler can hope to tread the tortuous 
path of government unless he be firmly shod. Hence I cannot insist too 
strongly upon the excellence of the wares of Kips, Welts, and Co., whose 
representative I have the honour to be.’ I was not allowed to conclude. 
Carried away with enthusiasm by the appositeness of my remarks, my 
audience gave me an ovation, which soon assumed the proportions of a 
political manifestation. Next morning I was almost unanimously elected 
president of the Republic.

“ My rule lasted exactly a year. When I quitted power my hands were 
unsoiled by jobbery. Having principles, one must stick to them. I had 
lost my employment, for the firm of Kips, Welts, and Co. had been reduced 
to the sad necessity of superseding me; so that, like Aristides, I  should 
have stood a good cnance of dying in the skin of a beggar, had there not 
occurred to me, during my term of office, an idea which savoured of genius— 
an idea which, I do not hesitate to say, was the greatest of my reign.

“ And this was it. Hardly was I seated upon the presidential cushion than 
I said to myself, ‘ Old boy, this is a seat which you will not occupy for long. 
If you are not a fool, you must lay by something for a rainy day. How to 
do this cost me deep thought; for the problem was a knotty one. The 
State budget was of so attenuated a nature that the greatest rascal would 
have found it impossible to fleece it. I  was obliged to turn my attention 
elsewhere. A t last the idea struck me, and, two months after my election, 
I obtained a vote from my parliament of eighteen members for a new supply 
of postage stamps.

“ The credit granted was for 20,000 francs. I instructed my minister of 
the fine arts to order from the best purveyors to be found in either hemisphere 
the most beautiful postage stamps they were capable of producing. Real
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works of art, I insisted; we must have real works of art. There need not 
be many of them, but they must be beautiful. The artistic reputation of 
the Republic must be maintained. Six months later the postage stamps 
arrived. They proved to be the masterpieces ordered. Large, illuminated, 
superb, they reproduced my austere profile on backgrounds of red, yellow, 
and blue, in a way dazzling to behold. My first care was to double-lock 
them in a dry cellar, and to inform my postmaster-general that none of them 
were to be used until those bearing the effigy of my predecessor were 
exhausted. A wise measure of economy, which redounded to the credit of 
the statesman who dictated it. But a subtle measure also. My plans were 
laid.

“ Three months later, feeling the reins of power loosening in my grasp, I 
issued a few of my stamps. Another week elapsed, and I sent for the 
postmaster-general and the printer of the official gazette. I  explained to 
the former that the stamps of One Peso would probably never be used, 
and that it would be a valuable testimony to the economy with which he 
conducted his department were they to be turned to account, and not wasted. 
I therefore suggested that half the quantity should be surcharged with the 
value of the stamp chieflv in request, and instructed the printer of the 
gazette to perform the job, and return the stamps to me. The One Peso 
stamps, being the highest in value, were also the most resplendent. All 
philatelists have admired the artistic combination of scarlet and gold, which 
makes it one of the gems of their albums. The printer hesitated when 
called upon to deface so glorious a work of art. I allayed his scruples, and 
even persuaded him that it was by no means necessary that the surcharges 
in each case should be servilely and accurately alike. I proved to him, on the 
authority of Sir Martin Grand, that so long as each stamp was impressed 
with the altered value, it mattered little whether some of them bore it in 
large and others in small numerals; some in black, others in red or blue ink. 
The typographer acquitted himself of the task in so bungling a manner as 
to have ensured him the affection of every colonial postmaster as yet 
unhung. I issued half a sheet of the surcharged stamps, and locked up the 
remainder. A month afterwards the crash came.

“ On the eve of my departure I had the whole stock of the stamps 
bearing my effigy removed to a place of safety. At the moment of leaving my 
palace—a ground floor of three rooms and a kitchen—I sent for the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, and handed him 5,000 francs, all my savings, as the price 
of the stamps, which I took with me, refusing, as I nobly pointed out, to an 
ungrateful country the right to traffic in my eftigy. Five weeks later I 
landed in France witli my precious package.

“ Precious indeed: for that which I nad foreseen came to pass. The 
stamps of iny presidency, sagely doled out by me, were of the extremest 
rarity. Collectors, allured by their beauty, fought for them. Old specimens, 
postmarked, dirty, and torn, sold readily for 100 francs ; unused ones were 
unknown. I placed a dozen of them on the market the day after my 
arrival, and they were snatched np at 300 francs apiece. My dodge had 
succeeded; my 5000 francs worth of stamps were to bring me in a t least two 
or three millions. A nice little sum. Little by little I am realizing. Slowly 
and in small lots, so as not to depreciate my merchandise, I  am placing my 
stock in London, Vienna, Berlin, and Paris. I am as great a man in the 
Avenue Marigny as Rothschild on 'Change. The wholesale dealers in 
stamps dance attendance upon me every morning, and oil the palms of my 
valet, in the hope of gaining precedence.”

“ Monsieur Bastidon,” I said, “ you are a man of genius.”
“ Nay,” replied the ex-president modestly, “ I am simply a miner who has 

struck the right vein with his pick. The mine in which I have quarried is 
that of human stupidity. Needless therefore to say, that many of its lodes 
still remain to be explored.” Quondam.
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P erhaps there is nothing which does so much good as ventilating a question 
on which there is a doubt, and this is seen especially in the case of stamps. 
The Timbre-Poste has endeavoured to strengthen our weak faith in the case 
of the surcharged bisected 3d. of New Brunswick; our excellent friend has, 
however, advanced a theory which is somewhat a t variance with the account 
of the use of this stamp as reported hy the Stamp Collector’s Chronicle of 
St. John, New Brunswick. The Timbre-Poste says that “ it seems to us 
that from the time when the public was allowed to divide the stamps the 
post would be assailed by enquiries as to how to cut the stamp, as also how 
to obtain the rate of 7ia. ; and the idea of applying a numeral to the top 
and bottom of the stamp would present itself to the administrator of tiie 
Post Office.”

Now the account given of the use of this surcharged stamp by the Stamp 
Collector’s Chronicle is that it was “ employed in 1860 for drop letters m 
St. John." Official documents show that in 1857 the postage on such letters 
was not l jd . , but Id. I t  may be, certainly, that the postage on drop letters 
was raised in 1860, but it is not likely.

Our Brussels contemporary’s theory, however, goes rather to account for 
its employ in making up the 74d. postage by the public. We do not believe 
that one-tenth parts of divided stamps were ever applied by the public—the 
greater proportion were certainly applied by the officials of the Post Office, 
and it seems to us that it would be rather late in the day to teach the 
public in I860, just as the issue was expiring, what had been in use since 
1857; for we Know of several specimens of tne bisected stamp bearing this 
latter date.

For our own part we have advanced no theory whatever. We have 
simply contented ourselves with pointing out that there were legitimate 
reasons for bisecting the stump, and that the reasons given by the Stamp 
Collector's Chronicle for the surcharge in 1860 appeared to us to be in
conclusive, and not supported by the facts.

The idea that it may have been done as a speculation never entered our 
imagination; but our friend knows, better even than ourselves, that there are 
collectors who like to produce unique stamps for their own collections. The 
Stamp Collector's Chronicle says it was in the collection of a son of a post
master (not of the Postmaster-Gineral, as our Brussels contemporary says), 
who with facilities at hand might readily have conceived the notion of 
producing something for himself which no one else possessed.

fmeebings of tljc DJiilattlic d rifts  of fonbon.
T he fourth meeting of the season 1886-87 was held in Room No. 9 at the 
Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on the 22nd December, 1886, at 7.30 p.m. 
In the absence of the President and Vice-President, Mr. M. P. Castle took 
the chair. The Assistant-Secretary read the minutes of the preceding 
meeting, which were confirmed. The Secretary then read the correspondence, 
which included a letter from Mr. Rutley, resigning his membership with the 
Society on the grounds of his having transferred his interest to numismatics, 
his resignation being accepted by the Society with regret. A letter received 
from Mr. Q. Lockyer, asking permission to publish extracts from the Society’s 
revised list of the stamps of South Australia, gave rise to some discussion, 
and eventually it  was decided to postpone giving any answer to Mr. Lockyer’s 
application until the next meeting, to enable the Secretary to report as to 
tne course taken by the Society in the case of former applications of a 
similar nature. The Secretary reported the receipt of a new priced catalogue 
issued by Messrs. R. Bogert and Co., of New York, which he was instructed 
to acknowledge with the thanks of the society. At the instance of the
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Secretary, it  was then resolved unanimously to record the following minute : 
“ That the members present desire to express their appreciation of the 
kindness of the Vice-President in entertaining them a t dinner on the 
16th inst., and to return him their sincere thanks for a most enjoyable 
evening.” The Assistant-Secretary- then called attention to the unsatis
factory condition of the Society's Statutes, many of the Articles in which, 
owing to recent changes in the constitution and arrangements of the Society, 
had been rendered wholly or partially inoperative, and required revision. 
I t  was eventually resolved that the Assistant-Secretary should be instructed 
to draft the necessary amendments, and submit proof prints of a revised 
list of the Statutes for consideration a t the next meeting. This concluded 
the business of the day, and the revision of the Society’s lists of the stamps 
of British Columbia, Vancouver’s Island, and Canada occupied the remainder 
of the evening. _______

The fifth meeting of the season 1886-87 was held in Room No. 9 of the 
Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on Friday, the 7th of January, 1887, at 
7.30 p.m., the Vice-President in the chair. The Assistant-Secretary read 
the minutes of the preceding meeting, which were confirmed. After the 
reading of the correspondence, a discussion followed with reference to 
applications which had been made for permission to publish extracts from the 
Society’s lists of Australian stamps, and the Secretary was finally instructed 
to intimate to the applicants that, having regard to the course adopted by 
the Society on previous occasions, such permission could not be accorded. 
Mr. Castle gave notice that a t the next meeting he would move a resolution 
affecting members who neglected to bring to any meeting which they 
attended, such portions of their collections as contained specimens of the 
stamps appointed for consideration at that meeting. Proof prints of the 
revised Statutes of the Society were then distributed amongst the members 
present, the consideration thereof being deferred until the next meeting. 
This concluded the business of the day, and the revision of the Societys 
list of the stamps of Canada was then proceeded with and concluded.

^ o t c s  anH
Mr. F. G. C. L undy. -*-Thanks for sending us the old One Penny, 

black, 1840, and the Halfpenny, 1887, with topsy-turvy watermarks. 
Errare humanum est. I t  certainly proves that the workmen of Messrs. 
De la Rue & Co. are not free from the taint of the original sin of the 
workmen of Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co., though there is more excuse 
for the former, as for the last two years and more they have been 
printing four stamps where the watermarks, relatively to the stamps, 
had neither head nor tail.

M. W. T homson, — Your paper on the 200 reis of Brazil, type 
1882, has been received ; but we regret to be obliged to defer it, as our 
columns are full or bespoke up to March.

A Proof Sheet of the Twopence Laureated N ew South 
W ales.—W e have to acknowledge with many thanks the receipt of 
a letter from Sir Daniel Cooper, with reference to the initials found by 
Major Evans on this sheet, and which he took to be G. W. K. Sir 
Daniel Cooper says :

“ The initials G. W. K. should be C. A. F., or C. F. R., as Sir 
Charles Augustus Fitz-Roy was Governor of the Colony a t the time. 
He was a fine man, bu t his hand trembled, and I should Bay that 
he was never good with his pen. The Postmaster-General was, I think, 
Major W. H. Christie, who succeeded Mr. James Raymond. If  Major 
Evans will again look at the initials with this information before him, 
he will moat likely be able to decide what they really arc.”
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Helena, South Auhticdiu, T.ismauia* Viutorm, and West Australia, 6/-, post-free.

S o c ia l ly  pr*part>l Corsrg in red and bUi* fo r  B inding Vol*, / I I . IT  I, IV . V  VI, 
a n d  V J f  t p o s t - f r e e ,  1 '0  e a t h

FREDERICK A. PHILBRICK. and WM. A. S. WfiSTOBY. 
C o m piled  and  P uklhh '.bd  f o r  tk r  P h ila telic  S ociety , L ondon, 

W ith  upw ards o f 100 I llu s tra tio n s , 11/- post-freo.

P U B L I C A T I O N S

A X  I L L U S T R A T E D  M O N T H L Y  P A P E R ,

I H
R

Sjje postage tf Ecltgnpjj Stam ps of © rest Britain.

B V  T H £  E E V .  R . B . R A K ^ E ,
V a m  A S L E  A L I M  TO T H E  N O V IC E , A n v A H C t . i l  C O L L E C T O R , O R  D e a .'LR ..

500 pane*, extensively Illustrated, bound in Cloth, price 7 /6



N O W  l \  T H E  P R E S S .

A CATALOGUE OF POST CARDS.
B y E . A. F R Y .

Prico cJ e v e n  s h i l l i n g s  a n t i  S i x p e n c e .
We sh a ll  be g la d  to  book O rders f o i  th is  Worn.

% Catalogue for Collector?, of postage Stamps, 
Stamped Cnbcloprs. Wrappers, anb Carbs.

1U Major Eijw.,bi> I‘.. E v a n s ,  It.a .

The m o t complete and eojnprehonsiv" Ceti.log'ie ever publithed, upwa-da 
of 1500 Illustrations, and nearly 4 30 pages-

The 15 Nos and Illustrations complete. 10 8.
The whole hound in doth, post-free, 13 3.

S U trn m s for  ^ b b iT iu cb  C o lle c to r s
Ok the approved  principle. F.ueh page can ho readily re
moved and replaced, the hole being hound together by screws 
pase'iup. through holes punched in the linen-mounted hirge, ard
secured by ruts. Halt-bound in ,----- ,--------------------------------- ,
green leather, with OC loaves. ; ,

' i !
i !A C artriiiR e  Purer M o a u t . l in e d  w ith  Linen. a I b  c

£ I.ucn Hint;.-. i j
C Lo<if ol Car.,luge Paper, ii ! fcv T'iJ. '
I Holes foi Hin<i'..ig. c | ;

: i j j ___________ _________I

A lbuhis, ob lon g  sh aped , for Post card* or Envelopes, 1 1 x 1 4
inches, titled with Ct; pages of strong Cartridge Paper, 1?/-.

Alburns, oolong shaped, greatly im proved, sunken  screws, etc. 
etc., 9i x 11 inches, furnished with 60 pages of Whatman's Royal Hot-
presaod Pa^er, Fri^. 11/10-
Covers and Strews complete, without paged, 5/-

Tht aborc are Jit'.cd with Un jltictt and tr.oti xpensirc pt:prrt u - ^ r t  t» guarmfred nr t 
to ftiscolovr v t oxidise Siampt Almost out, kt>t& of paper be mounted to Jit theso c a te r *  to * u it  purchaser*







vtbinttbfra C tu d m a n a .

P H ILA TEL IC  SECTION.


